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Chapter One 

o e o • G e e o o 

The Complexity of 

Constitutional Democracy 

Constitutionalism and democracy combine to form a system of gov~ 
ernment known as uconstitutional democracy" (sometimes equated 
with Illiberal democracy"). For many people, this is a happy mar;.; 
riage of two valuable ideals. They consider constitutional democ
racy a far higher form of government than either pure democracy 
or nondemocratic constitutional government. 

Future historians will probably describe the closing decadesof 
the twentieth century as the era in which the ideal of constitutional 
democracy spread swiftly around the world. During the late 1970s 
several countries of southern Europe abandoned aged dictatorships 
and adopted liberal democratic regimes. During the early 1980s 
most Latin American countries instituted constitutio11.al.;.del11ocnttic 
governments, repudiating a long~standing tendencytoward military 
rule and dictatorship. As that decade came to a close and the present 
one began, another wave of constitutionalism swept Eastern Europe 
and the Soviet Union, shattering the communist empire which had, 
at one time, seemed destined to last a millennil.Irn.~el'h~psanother 
wave of constitutional democracies will yet overtake those parts of 
Asia and Africa that are still subject to one-pa.rt)'rul~. 

The marriage of democracy and constituti()nalisiriis not an easy 
one, however. Tensions arise when the expa!lsi~riof4.elllocracy leads 
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to a weakening of constitutionalism, or when the strengthening of 
the constitutional ideal entails restraint of the democratic process. 
Yet these tensions are not easy to detect with precision because of 
the uncertainty about what makes democracy valuable and which 
model of democracy maximizes that value, and because of the ob
scurity of the notion of constitutionalism. 

Although almost no thinker today denies that democracy is the 
only legitimate system for governing a society, there is very little 
agreement about the source of that legitimacy. Is the value of democ
racy instrumental or intrinsic? Is it procedural or substantive? Does 
the value of democracy lie in the negative feature of avoiding tyranny 
and the monopolization of power, or is it associated with democ
racy's positive capacity for promoting personal self-realization? 
Does the value of democracy reside in its power to transform 
people's preferences or in its willingness to leave them untouched? 
Is democracy a political process isolated from the moral realm or 
a way of sorting out moral values and overcoming moral conflicts? 
Are the real subje_cts of demo~racy atomic individuals, or groups or 
corporations? Should democracy be restricted to the polity or be ex
tended over other dimensions of civil society, such as the workplace? 
Which institutiona.J arrangements are essential to democracy and 
which ones are merely contingent and instrumental? What about 
one-man-one-vote, periodical elections, freedom of expression, the 
division of powers, representation, political parties, judicial review? 

As these and other questions are answered, extremely diverse 
models of democracy emerge. Each bears a different relationship 
to constitutionalism. For certain models, some requirements flow 
smoothly from the features that give value to democracy; for others, 
there is a factual and contingent, but real and important, tension be
tween the institutional implications of the value of democracy and 
those which are involved in the ideal of constitutionalism. This ten
sion can be resolved only through some accommodation and com
promise between the ideals at stake. Sometimes the inconsistency, 
either complete or partial, between the ideals of democracy and 
constitutionalism is a logical one and can be overcome only by re
linquishing some of those ideals totally or partially. 

Above all, the relationship between democracy and constitution
alism depends mainly on the interpretation of constitutionalism. 
Notwithstanding the practical success of the constitutional ideal and 
the host of scholarly works devoted to cel~brating it, the ideal itself 
remains vague and even somewhat mysterious. A few illustrations 
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are in order. Consider England, the country commonly deemed to 
have pioneered the idea of constitutionalism. England does not have 
a written constitution; in fact, many scholars argue that since there 
are no procedures for subjecting ordinary legislation to constitu
tional review, the country has no constitution at all. Moreover, while 
it was the United States that introduced the idea of a written con
stitution, the kind of constitutional structure it adopted has, by and 
large, not been followed by other countries that are commonly con
sidered paradigms of constitutionalism. Many such countries are 
monarchies; almost all have parliamentary or semiparliamentary 
systems of government, not presidential systems. The parliamentary 
system of government brings with it a weaker conception of the divi
sion of powers than the American one. Most of these countries that 
are considered paradigms of constitutionalism have a tradition of 
strong political parties, often combined with proportional represen
tation, in contrast to the weaker parties and the majoritarian system 
of representation of the United States. Most do not have a federal 
structure, or if they do, it is of a very different character than that of 
the United States. Some of these countries do not provide for judicial 
review of legislation; again, if they do, it is quite different from that 
established in Marbury v. Madison. In fact, after reviewing these dif
ferences, the question arises: What do the many countries taken as 
paradigms of constitutionalism have in common which could serve 
to illustrate the core meaning of constitutionalism? 

In very general terms, everybody agrees that constitutionalism 
means something like "limited governmen-t." 1 But the word has a 
range of meanings that vary in their conceptual thickness: 

(i) Perha:Q~the _!pinne~!_E_on~~E!~.9..!!. o(~C?.nsti!.H!.i:.2nal!sm_ is aS~£:, 
-~j-~te<L~tfu_~~-~~~-S .. !~e~ __ ?t!E~-~l~Lfi!gw~_Jh~! ... ~L.~~L~~~J?.!.ese~~:_ 
tion of some fundamental leg~ !Ul.~~ ~4t~.hJim!t~_tan.y __ ,eoi~t what 

~-1J~~~§~~E~-~~~~~!!~~~~§.~~!~.:~~1!=c!~~5?.Er~!l£~9s. .. g2!;_.E~E~19~~~w· 
. -- ..... ~ (li)r .. ~--~l!.~h~!Y.-~h!~~~-~-E9.!!£~RtA~.-ID9IsL~R~St!iF.~~P.,t!! ... !h~ ... ~~Y-~!!~ 
.~~!~~-g?Y.~~~IQ~A.t~L!?..2f!~ .. ~~-~~-~9"~~tE~!~~-~---PY.l~-~~~}~.!.~.~'-- E.~q~!IiQK. 
a ___ constitution, _though_ not __ r1ecessarily -~ ~i!te!l ()ne. ___ Whatever _its 

-~~~~~~~~~~f*~lliH~~it~~~~~~~I~~h:t~!~ 
stlpretne_ ~1~ rc=;g9:fd_ t,9 o_rqin~ry law~~-
... , ·-·-~-(Iii)--~~!~!f.!h~~-~~!~,~9££~I?i.gfsirii!g~-!~.?~}~Ji~.~-J.P:sJg._s!~§".f9Fm.~1 
E~-~~-~~!!-~~~.-!h_~~,.,_!h£.£2!!~!J.t.~gg!}_.imPR,§~§.~~2!L1h~---l~~-~,.-~~-PJ~s~ .. J.~J.h. 
requiring laws, for ~xa.~£1!!. .. ~~,~-~-~g_~~~~~~~p_r~~!_s~, p~l?-~~~, J:l~~~J£9,:. 
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active, stable, and appJ~~-cl. impartia_lly yvi~h<?ut making distinctig,~? 
~~~---~e~og~ii.eci}y-thel<lwst~emseives. ,. __ · · · -- ~ 

(iv) We thicken .th~-con~~pt .. furth~r by adding the idea of separa-
.. ·/·--- .··~. .·· ., :.-: :.--.~···.·-~_-,,, .. ~ .. :.-r"'·····-' . ._._, '· _.,~---~· .... , .... ?··~--~~- .. ;.: •.. -..··:- ·~·=···'···· ... . - ... . . .. - .. : __ ., ... .._--.:.---· 

--~~<?.:': 9.tE?~-~~~!.,J>_~£!!Eu~~~Jy ~1!h_r_~g~r.~ _t5.)_ a~ eD)pha~is ?I1 !hyj~!£U:. 
ciar:y'~ i,~Sl~l~~n.s!~n~~Jg>.m.~h.~. 99.9-.i~~.t.hat ~p.~c;ttbe laws. ofth~ l.~~-4-=... 
· · "(v)!). ~~~i~i"~-n~w ~i~~~si.?n. is -~44~~-tQ __ the <;o.11sept 9f.P?!l§!!:_ 
tutionalisJ? \V~~!l t.h~ .. ~9P~-~!!~~i9~. x.-~~.9gniz~s individual_rigl1t_s t4~L. 
~~~t1ot be e~croa.ched l1P()I1_b:y any organ of the stat~~ ·. · 
·· ·· (v0 ___ }3:y· --~a~i~i'Judiciaf ·~~\r{e~,~--(~-onstitutio~ali~lll. w-ow~.}~Y~!l. 
t~icker, sinc-e ·an· indep{mdent ·judiciary becom~s th~_ uniqu_~jg§tJ!!!: 

.. iion" cap.able of protecting thos~ -~ight~ and. theref~r~ "is empowered. 
'_.- ... -... -.,' .';. ·•· .. · -··-.-- ·-··-.·-.•,• .. •. ._ ... -~--~~·-······-~-~.:,..,._._ ...... ~ 

.. to.m.lllify legislation en~angering thell1. 
___ ,_ ·-(~ii) The.thi~~~~~ in~~~~ses dra~atically when democracy is 
adde~to#t~ep~eViousE~qtiirements,_ quaHtyiiig.th;~_-q~l.gi."tj'of §(;)_Jjj~·qr--

··the.~ffi~~~-of.th.e s-1~te.· ~- · · · ...... · · · · ... · ...... · · · ... -· ·"- -- .... 
. _,_.. "( ~ii)····pj~~iy:: ·-t~~---~h-ickl1.ess of the constitutional __ C()!lt;~ption _de
pe~cl~ ?~-th~ particular-·deri-loc~~ii~:mod~l ~mbr~ced-~nd its~li~~ifi~ .. 
. :!~~!it~!i.c?~a.r ·ap:~I1iem~~is_·. · )9~.- --~i;:-~·ple, .. a. _colle~tive, _ P~PMi~fii 
· ~!~~-!~d.legi,~~(ltiy~. ?9gyverst1s ·_ aiJ, Jpq~yi<fua} offic~! ~l~o p()p~le!"1Y.-.. 
-~~e.Stt:!4,_ 9()}pprising legislative_~n.~ e.X.:~.S~~ive fi:!I1cti911S..~ .. 

By assessing the presence or absence of these various features 
of constitutionalism, it is possible to compare and contrast varying 
conceptions and dynamics of constitutionalism. Even the thinnest 
sense of constitutionalism is of theoretical interest and of signifi
cant practical value. I refer to the requirement that a country have 
a constitution as the basis for its legal system. There is again con
siderable fuzziness surroundi:r1g Jh~.:wo..-d .. ~Q,nsiit~ti~~~-I1ili~on~~:~-~n
~ssume~~~!:!!~f~!:§j_9~=~~i~!~9inPr.m.~---~~!~E~~!~rii~~~h~--~-~~l~ .. QEg,~n!-
zation of political power and the relationship between the state and 

.,._.,..,_ ...... -~.,...... ... , ... --••• w,_., ........ ~-........ ~•-:'• -'- • • •'.• ···. -,,. --•-_,,, .. -,--•·~·-·.·',••-".-••• '~C""••,O-o-"IV·•:-· .... --~·-•;,. __ _.-... •• ,·_ ;,;• •"•~-·-···· ., ........ -,,.;_•.•~o-•,1·,• '·~· o•• :••--.,...:- • -;1•"• ••.·•· • .,-.~;•···.,.:··~-· ... ~-<;•<.·'·,••·• ·-··•-

.!.h.~---~-~-~!Y.!~-~-~~/.iw.pJy!~&-~-~~~~.!1. .. ~2.!f,~.t:r:~~-l)!~ .<?~}~9~gtal ~eg~~!-~.tJY~ ... ~.S:: 
tivity .. I!l this ll1inimal sense, the . constitution 11eed. not l:J~ wr,jtt~g
~b~;;i'y b.e. ·cus~omary:·a~ .. Tn -the. ·B~iii~h cas~.-Above all, n~thing is 
-·assumed'abo-uTth.e'.cont~nt~-;;f;{ldi.,~-'C(;~~tit~tion. It may have any 

content whatsoever. Hence it is not false to say that both the Soviet 
Union under Stalin and the apartheid government in South Africa 
had constitutions. Such an understanding of constitutionalism is 
extremely familiar to scholars working within the Latin American 
context. Constitutions have ex~sted not only during periods such as 
the present when democracies prevail but also during military dic
tatorships. Military governments in Latin AmeriCa have often tried 
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to legitimize themselves by paying lip service to fundamental norms 
characteristic of this thin meaning of constitutionalism. 

Some interesting questions may nonetheless arise under this 
thinnest sense of constitutionalism. The fact that rules exist which 
define, in some way or another, the organization of power and the 
relation of the state to its citizens, and the fact that these rules are 
not subject to normal legislative processes, may provide citizens 
with some baseline guarantees against sheer governmental caprice. 
Such are the advantages associated with the rule of law. An example 
of constitutionalism in this sense-and of its benefits-is the regime 
of Augusto Pinochet in Chile, which just a few years ago was re
placed by a democracy. As is well known, the Pinochet regime sought 
to legitimize itself in 1980 by instituting a constitution that was· 
ratified by plebiscite. Although Pinochet's constitution had many 
grotesquely undemocratic provisions, it is the general opinion in 
Chile that it helped restrain governmental abuses. In addition, many 
democratic advances were achieved by invoking constitutional pro
visions in litigation, as the courts were at times inclined to abide by 
them in order to save face before national and international opinion. 

It is instructive to compare the Chilean experience with the 
Argentine one under the last military regime. Although the junta in 
Argentina enacted a basic "Statute of the Process of National Re
construction" that placed some constraints on the exercise of power 
and declared the previously existing constitution to be in force re
garding anything not governed by the statute, the junta showed ex
treme reluctance to abide even by its own normative system. This 
was most evident, of course, with regard to the human rights abuses 
committed in the it dirty war against subversion." In this context, the 
military government blatantly violated the laws in force when it pre
scribed draconian penalties and summary trials for terrorist acts. 
On the other hand, the very fact that the junta paid at least some lip 
service to legal norms meant to restrain its power was of vital im
portance. In a few cases the Supreme Court issued writs of habeas 
corpus on behalf of people who had been arbitrarily detained or had 
disappeared, some of which were honored with by the military au
thorities. 

The. no~ion of constitutionalism that .. i~.atthe ofher .extren1e.9f 
~~§~~,j~!~.~9r~£~H·~.;~;_· ... gf .. th~,~im9,~~i,·:;.h·~9i.~i.f~~x.·,;~a:-pr.~£i~£iri~J .. ~,;.·~ 
vance. The thickest meaning not only requires the existence of norms 

~~T~&~~~~~fJf~~~:r~~~~~~~~f!~~~~~, 
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strict~~~~--?~., !h~_P!.~~-~r~~r-.~--~~9 .. -S9.n1~rtt9.fJ~~~ --~~~~-~~;-~?-~~-p~£[~ 
life. J'hy~e st~icturys ~re "Yl1at defi!l~the ~oncept ()f liberal democ-

---~~~y __ ,.Th~·;· s~~~. ~~- -b~ ·1:,~~- -~l cth~-- ~~;;bin:~iion of i~~ ici~;~~--~fi~;: 
~--.,..-.--·--;·~·-- .• --,:::: •• .,~_,,-,.- ______ ., __ ,. --::,-.,_, •.•.•. >-·---~ _. _ _,._:·.--.-~=~·-··-··.,,. •.:.·•.-.• -._L.-.·.,., .••.••.... , · •. -• .--• .•• -.·:···, .• .... -.-~.------<-;':·:·- ., ·':·, ···"·' ,. ·:· . ..--·.-, · .. •,: ··' ·•...... ,., .. :.· . .. , .-:· ... ·. ···.;: .... :···""'·.:..·.·....,: .... w>-..~~"'1:'.~--=---'!' 

.,h~!,9~,!2,.9~ ... !rt ... P.~!.~~!!~!l-!.,.~-~~§,~.2J!~,-.:fir~~--~~::<?. ... ~~--~~~--~~~~-.-9t-~--P-a~ . 
.. !L~P-~!-~.:r.E?ll!~~-~lJ?E?~~ss .i!!.-~-~iEh .. ~Y.~EY.C>P~---~ff~J~9:)?.Y __ pgi!tlsal. 
decisions has anequaJ say in_!~~- f<?~ID-~t~gp. .9.f _th?se d~cisioJ:ls; I sha~.l 
-.~~fer--io.thi~--ici~~i~as .. th-~-ci~:~-~c·~~itc: 4il1le~si~.~:-·se~~r;d~ .. ·the~~- .i~··ili~--

.~.~~~~-~~~f~~-!iill_~i~.~:g9;ir!lm~ni:_i~i.;yf1i~.h.:.~:Yi.~.~~~:.~~i~i.~:ii .. s~n~Qt.;~ 
croach upon entrenched individual interests. This dimension reflects 
:~~-!!_~_~i!~i!-~~:itii9~.;_,_.£.9n§:ti.i~!i9r;~ji.§ffi:ln~1hii:ihif~:~~p,;;;I?~-~;.r~~~~~ 
synthesis of the seemingly conflicting ideas of Rousseau and Locke. 

0,:,... ,.,_-,•~,,,<.;··~• ~ • •:••.·.;••;:~ • .. :.-.', -:·---,·-·-.-,::,,.--,'."• .·~ ;,-.::.·; ,••,·.~·· ·.,-~.._-;-••·.::·.~;.•. -.•~ ,,.,-.,o;o,,,c'.<-;...:~·,,.·~ .... ~~;-,-.,j•',.l.-;;.·.. .;.-·,-:·,-.''.' _.,.,_,.~-:. ','-'·· ::.-,"<, ·.~·· • -···. : .. <',··: :•,, ;.:~.·~;·,,.,o;;,•·•:•;.•,: ·.· ,"".·,' :-:;:-,;·-.;:;:~::~~ • ..,..,..,... 

When the evolution of constitut!Q!!.~U~-~-~hroughout tJle world is 
sur\reyed; ltfs ... easy to p~'l=~~iv~-~arying degr~~--;T~ml?hasis on the 
-twocomponenis-oFHberarciem~~~~~:Y-=ih~-thick~~i-;~~-;~-~f .consti
·-tutio!lallsi1i:~"tn-.-ili~-ui1ii~~-~$tat~s':-hisioricat···exi)·e-rien~~~-··th~.·.··~I;~ 

-o~ Iiil1ited-gover~il}~I1i has been he~vilys~r~s~e~, ~~spit-~ ~'?-~-~-!?:~£!.:-
-"!ail on -over-time. T~is was partially effected through th~ division of 
··powers.As-Bruce Ackerman points out, the multifaceted divisjon of 
powers prevents any political organ from claiming to represent the 
whole people.2 In addition to this system of ''checks and balances" 
and the federal structure of government, popular participation in 
elections, at least at the national level, is generally modest. Most im
portant, the strong system of judicial review exercised by nonelected 
officials is conducive to broad interpretations of the Constitution's 
vague clauses concerning individual rights. 

It is commonplace to stress that the European experience has 
differed greatly, placing a greater emphasis on the participatory or 
~emocratic strand of thick constitutionalism. In Europe, parliamen
tary governments unify popular representation in order to claim a 
greater degree of democratic legitimacy; this is compounded by a 
tradition of large electoral turnouts, sometimes enforced by legis
lation establishing obligatory voting. In addition, many European 
states are unitary. When they are federal, like the German Repub
lic, the division of power is different from the American case, in
fringing less on parliament's pretensions to speak for the people. 
Judicial review is by and large foreign to the European tradition. 
Thus, the present expansion of constitutional control through spe
cial tribunals-namely, constitutional courts-preserves, more than 
ithe American system, the influence of the political process, as those 
courts have a more direct connection to the political process. 
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Observers from Europe and the United States have noted that the 
two components of liberal democracy-popular participation and 
limited government-do not operate exclusively. In both regions, 
currents of thought and of political action exist that accord varying 
importance to one or another component. Witness the recent resur
gence of the republican intellectual movement in the United States, 
with its vision of democracy as participatory dialogue, as opposed 
to the pluralist or elitist view. In the European context, on the other 
hand, the expansion and deepening of European Community inte
gration has tended to weaken both aspects of liberal democracy. 

When we turn . from Europe and the United States to Latin 
America, we find a curious mixture of popular participation and 
limited government. Most Latin American countries enacted consti
tutional systems similar to the North American model, but they also 
adopted paraconstitutional norms and procedures and other legal 
practices that reflect a strong Continental influence. Thus, on the 
one hand Latin American countries have employed presidentialist 
systems of government, usually with strong traditions of judicial re
view and significant federal components. In other respects, however, 
the Latin American countries have generally followed the European 
tradition. For example, the European influence can easily be per
ceived in the Latin American conception of the state and public ad
ministration, the role of political parties in the electoral system, the 
general structure of the legal system, the substantive and procedu
ral laws on civil and criminal issues, and the structure of the judi
ciary. Latin America's uncomfortable adoption of the two strands of 
liberal-democratic constitutionalism is reflected in the fact that the 
two ideals-political participation and limited government-have 
been only partially internalized into the political culture of the popu
lation. Empirical research supports the hypothesis that people's ad
hesion to democracy is much stronger in terms of the participatory 
dimension than with the liberal dimension of tolerance and respect 
for rights.3 'b·1J'C'\}J'-.l · 

Constitutionalism. seeTJ:lS clearly to require re~~gpJtion _Qt_ th~-
mtrtual importa-;-~-~~--~(:ili~=~~~m~££atic"'"'a~ncrtile "1iberal_Qr_rjgb.ts

-·arTentecf(iiffiensfons of constitutionalism. Given the myriad institu-

.i_§-!i~Ti?·~~~§i.~Q~~~~~(~~-~§~~-~~~g~iJiJ§.Ii.5E~i~~~:iT.!Q~£~~-~~~.~---~Q~;, 
mative framework for understanding them. That framework will in 

--ilirn .. prove-heli)filf .. io-·pafii-i~i;n~·--~~ci· ... p~liiTt~l theorists seeking to 

stabilize constitutionalism in different countries of the world. 
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Democracy as a Normative Concept 

Constitutional lawyers and political actors often become involved 
in the process of consolidating democratic regimes. These individu
als typically find conceptions of democracy relevant only from the 
perspective of subjective legitimacy and hence from the perspective 
of the stability and the functionality of the political system. St.!:~je'?_: 
tive legitimacy consists of the generalized belief of the population in 

tfie m()raf]usfffi;hiTi"tJ-0£"th(;-g:0vernmeniaildiis-alrecii;;e~·;_)i~ill.Qf.: __ 
•'"r~~y-· i~·-·a:~e~~f~~e-:seeil-'uhimately"'as' an-instrument·t~-th~--end-goal 

-~-?.~·-·:_~-i~§~-~-~-~::·::!~-.-~~fr.~.~!;_·-~~-?~~~-:.¥~i~g~-~.Jil.:~~~ili2:s~:~:t.~~-::!i~!i~hi.9n.~wil9_ 
propose qre~~~~ in~.ti~~tion~l r~~ortl1san~ at_tempting to consolidate 

··--·and_·t~-~t;hiii~~-__ th~-__ d~m~~rati~_ st.r~~t~~~s--~~i~-~-~~~rtingthreat~-~oJ:.. 
,_re~~~·artc;· .. iiiiiloriiadan .. aiter~atives! the:Y seek--to i}reserve .. a~d:J;;;_ 
-'te;:'ill'"th~-;~c'ial'~on~a~n:~~--~--~~~-~~-·that the system in force is legiti

mate, particularly in the face of probable shortcomings in satisfying 
social demands. One important aim of this book is to try to show 
that an essential dimension is omitted in this approach to the issue 

of institutional design. !:?:f. I!i.~!.~~-~ qu~st_i<.:)~_.!~ ... ~g!" . .?K.:S.-~.l?i~Pfh~.~"'.!?..~!._ 
of o~jective legitiirl~~Y· ~ y concer11 is 11()t t~e. beli~fs of the comi11u-

--:·niiy ab'~~:t ~~~t makes a poliiicat.r.~·girne ~()r~iiy'j~~ti#~~fb~t··:~~T1;t-·
·-reaily--n}~kes it.rn?raliyjpsH~e~. · · · · ·-- ---·· · · ... -. · · --.· ·-.--... o .. -· •·•• • · • .. -.. -~,~-. 

----·-·"p(;fid~-~r~~-tors'"a~cr~~i~~tist~, concerned with the best political 
design for stabilizing democracies, are not impervious to the issue 
of their justifiability. They usually are firm partisans of democracy 
and take for granted that it is the best political system. They do · 
not, however, consider that what makes it the best political system 
is relevant to ascertaining the means for its preservation. Instead, 
they typically adopt a "hyperrealist" perspective characterized by a 
very results-oriented process, concluding that whatever is respon
sible for making democracy the morally best system of government 
can be identified by certain factual features-regular ways in which 
the citizenship may affect a change of government, the division of 
powers, or respect for basic dghts. Additionally, the morally best sys
tem of government is ostensibly exemplified by systems in force in 
some paradigmatic countries, such as the United States, Great Brit
ain, Germany, and Spain. By simply identifying and replicating the 
phenomenon or results desired, these actors seek in a value-neutral 
manner the proper means for achieving or preserving that system. 

This train of thought is mistaken. Democracy, as Giovanni Sar
tori says, is a normative concept and cannot be identified in depth 
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without articulating fully the evaluative conception that justifies its 
distinctive institutions. In his words, "what democrc:t~yis (!annat be 

separ~~~d .. fr?IT1 .. ~-h~t 9.t!Il1ocnlcy_ ~~oll.l~ .-~~:-,~~-.:f~~.:!~~YiJ~kil~iY-·.9f ... -.. 
-···niis--iiormative inquiry is demonstrated by the inherent conflicts and 

-~!~~~T9-~i:_~Eli~~~~§·~---~~:~~~:~~-~~Y~--~~~!A!.~.~i§ii..~:-2f4~!P:9.~~~-~i~i!.i~~!iii~1L. 
impossible -~~P~.~-!? __ i,~:_z:!.~FY .. ~~.9"~<!9P.t~P.PtQRrJate,£\~_1Jl.Q££~.~S~ .. !!}::. 
-slituilons:·ts democraQT the p_henomenon..of.re.presentation~it-
-~iisieacfanauxiliary institution. imgose!I_b.}Lthe-diffi cui ties of..dke..ct 
democra_9-.il}. ala~ society? Is it the sepa!'ation gf the executive 

-~cl~gi.sl!!.ti:ve J!9.W~ts.,..Qr i~~.itJ!.IJ_Q_pJio.ll.ru.Ju:r_a.,_~g~m~pJ_th.~tJ§.~. 
no_!_~!~E!.~~~.irLe~r.U~-~~!1!~Y-~~;rE.g~:!:~~.iS:.§":W.!!hQY!JQ~~2iX~.Y.S:.?J~L.<· 
Ji~!h~ .. I~99grtitJgn ... 9f. .. ~J?JU.,gf.ngh.ls. ... ~~-JJm.il~.J9 .. m.~.R.r..U~rt~!t.9~£k 
sions enforced by i_ndepende~t !~~t~!~!.t9!:t§.§1J£h.~$..J;t§!lRI:.~-m~.~9~Urt •. 
-~~fs~-~~~,9~i~~x.=~9.mii~iilil~-iitl.Lt.h~~£9mPJ.~.t.~.-§QY~r~gg_fx.,.<tLP.~-r.~ 
Jia~~~1? Ar~_p_oliii<;.~J_p~J,~~--g.J§!ln~tjv~,.4emg~r~1!£,.!g§ti!Yt.~.9..n~ •. , . .Qr, 
.. ~~-~ -~~~'! ~,~!!:~5:~~~-~Y.J!!~~Jn2r~~n~.r.f~.f;.t.w..o:r:ki.ng.,,4.~mgsn!fY?J~, -~ .. h~. 
_P.E?.P..2.1.1.~.?..~-!!~L~J~S.t.2r~L~Y.§.!~}TI.~!!t~, .. IH9.&t.gg,S?£ibHtt.~.wro: .. .P.t4~ffi2S.£~!iS,,.,. 
::P.E~?:~~!.~!~?.~~ ... ?E"~~~ .. ~}"~~¥ .. 52~~"2tgix~r.~.~ .. ~-!.~!]1~!JY~.~ .. !h~! ... IDB§th~.-
chosen for technical reasons? 
... :-~···wh~~ .. ;~--;~~i~~- th~···full;-ange of these questions, we come to 

the conclusion that there are no distinctive institutions of democ
racy outside of a value-laden theory that simply justifies a set of 
options. We cannot identify institutions commonly understood as 
democratic and work out a method for stabilizing them without sys
tematically_ bringing to the fore the moral theory that justifies them. 
Simply put, rea}ity does 11ot tell us whichin~-~~tY..!_iop.~ 8:f-~-~~§~B.!~~,. 
a~(f~hidi ··are ·c~~1i;}'g~~i-·hi · relatio~--1~-.-~~·~~cin~i~-Y-~-~,s£ri.~-~P!Ji~!r, . .., 

·-···uiat''clt deinocra.'cy~. We: are \iha'ble-.to"det·~-i-iriin~ ~h~t co~tingeri~ies 
·-:w;··can"'ffian!piilate to preserve the essentials of the concept. The 

uhyperrealist" who thinks otherwise is muddled. 
The need for a normative conception of democracy is similar to 

the point that Ronald Dworkin makes in arguing that characterizing 
a practice necessarily involves an interpretive attitude toward it.5 In 
a sense, democracy is a social practice, consisting of re~l~r co~ 
duct arid pr~cfi"cta.l;fe.atiitudes-:-fil;?Se~J?ri£i!~~~~m~k~_m;Jn~th~t~Qi~~~L. 
'th.iiiiltu;ti'··a;e--o~ie.nt.ed·~~;~d· a certain goal or value. We can" 
'iioTparti~tp;~th~~ghtfulfy'-In-th;p~~ctk~;J.~;~;;;~~~~~;derstand 
it as intelligent observers, if we do not adopt an interpretive atti
tude, putting the conduct and attitude in the light of certain goals or 
values. The practice can be made compatible with different goals or 
values-though not with just any one that happens to come to our 
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imagination-and so we must choose the one we think best justified. 
Once we do this, the interpretation of the practice in relation to that 
value may simply result in confirming the practice itself. 

We will see some of democracy's characteristics as contingent 
and revocable, while others are central and therefore in need of ex
pansion. By the same token, this process of rendering democracy as 
a normative concept should not lead us to move to the <:>ther extreme 
of utopianism. Not only would such an outlook result in striving 
for the impossible, it would characterize the factual components of 
present social practices as equal in democratic value. Thus, we start 
from the intuitive conviction that the political practices of, say, the 
United States or Sweden are more valuable than those of China or 
Libya since we cannot characterize the goal of democracy in such 
a way that these examples end up with equal def!1ocratic value. We 
must try to show that, imperfect as they are, the social practices of 
current democracies are closer to the ideal democratic state than 
systems that have no democratic traces .. On the other hand, it is not 
utopianism in the negative sense to set forth an ideal that, though 
perhaps never fulfilled in reality, could still distinguish a gradation 
of real.or possible situations according to how far or close they are 
to that ideal. A valid utopianism is distinguished from an invalid one 
by the fact that the fo-r;mer allows an evaluative assessment of real 
social phenomena. 

In sum-, we cannot begin to decide which institutional design is 
best for securing subjective legitimacy, and hence stability for demo-_ 
cratic institutions, without articulating a fully developed theory that 
explains the essential elements that give democracy its value. 

Constitutional Dialectics 

Constitutionalism includes additional levels of depth in com
parison to the analysis of democracy. As already indicated, we 
must begin by taking into account the problems arising from the 
normative nature of the concept of democracy. lp. addition~ . .,<::-9.!1-
stitutio!lalism combines two elel1lei1ts, rights a11d democracy; an~-r 

·-ib1s···cariib1riailoii ... cre.ates ·its· ()W~ -P~~bieil1s._ ·Fir~tw·-~r~n:·-it--is···na·t~ 

·-·e~~::.~:~"·i~-~~~-~~~?.~§a~~e.:·~~~-~~.~_F!~2ri~~-~"Qrg~.~~~--\Yi.f~ .. -~?1K9:£ .. !h~§~ .. 
::x~?.- J.~-~~!§.: . .J?etn.9E!.~C.:Y-- .. !l:.~~-~~~-}~~- .. D.:l~~~rp.um, m~JO.J:'.i.~Y . ~~~~ .. ~.Qik 
_i~~i-~~~~! ... :~.~!-~."E~9--~!~~-----~~-!.~~r ... !:!n?!ntmttY.9.r __ 9.:~.£!~~~--~~J9ng_~l:>Y'"' 
nondemocratic officials, su~!t ~§JH.9~.~-.m14-9t.h~l" ~~minority" ins~i~. 
·ru1fons~~~t~E£~~f6I~.-~L~1flt~!f~9-~-~-!Y .. ~? ... J~~!~~&:.lii~I2iit.:Y~·-~~d'" 

~ ..... ~ ... ,..~ ............. ;;A'".o).;~~ ..... 
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minority rule andtotrace proper})()ul1daries b~tweenthet\V()? Sec-
on·a; "iheta~k-~f·~~ili"bi"~i~g--the"t~~- id~~i~: d~~~-~~~~y··;~~I"";ights, is 
not in itself sufficient fully to explain the notion of constitutional
ism. Constitutionalism must also include the ideal of respecting a 
historical constitution and of the legal system that flows from it. For 
instance, many contemporary observers are concerned about cer
tain measures taken by the government which seem violative of the 
constitutional text, including pardons of people not yet convicted of 
human rights violations and the enactment by decree of measures 
that properly should be enacted by congressional legislation. But 
these actions are not direct and obvious sins against the participa~ 
tory and libertarian ideals of constitutionalism; those who object to 
them must be making a point about the historical constitution. 

The historical dimension of constitutionalism is often concealed 
behind the recognition of rights because of two circumstances. The 
preservation of the historical constitution and of the legal system 
that flows from it is thought to be instrumental to the protection of 
rights. Moreover, the historical constitution often recognizes a set 
of rights in a manner which is considered to be morally acceptable, 
and so the observance of the historical constitution coincides with 
the respect of those rights. The recognition of rights in the historical 
constitution may, however, be less than ideal in several degrees, and 
sometimes the protection of someone's rights requires violating the 
requirements of the legal system. For instance, the preservation of 
the autonomy of somebody who objects to the military service may 
require desertion and the repudiation of his or her legal obligations. 

The only practicable approach I perceive for undertaking a 
thorough analysis of constitutionalism is to focus tentatively on 
the elements of constitutionalism that seem prima facie to be the 
strongest bearers of the values associated with that notion. These 
elements consist of the historical constitution, democratic or par
ticipatory processes, and the protection of individual rights. Once 
these components of constitutionalism are examined and their value 
grounded, the next step should be to review the different concep
tions justifying democracy so as to determine which ones withstand 
critical scrutiny. The institutional implications of the favored con~ 
ception of democracy should be also acknowledged, allowing us to 
probe the relationship between that conception of democracy and 
the (other) dimensions of constitutionalism. (I added 110ther" par~ 
enthetically because of the decision to view democracy itself as a 
dimension of constitutionalism, whic.h I consider justified in light 
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of some linguistic usages and of the convenience of presenting the 
tensions between it and the other dimensions as internal to the con
stitutional ideal.) Once different justifications of democracy are dis
cussed and one of them is adopted, the tension between democracy 
and the recognition of rights, and also the tension between democ
racy and the observance of a historical constitution, appear in a new 
light, thereby creating many implications for institutional design. 

The aim of this book could thus be described as identifying the 
two dialectics of democracy that come. from its being embedded 
within a complex constitution. First, there is the dialectic between 
the ideal aspect of the constitution, reflecting the constitutional di
mensions of democracy and rights, and the real constitution, which 
reflects the historical dimension of constitutionalism. Despite the 
readiness with which different schools of thought accord priority to 
one or the other of these dimensions or consider each dimension to 
be mutually exclusive, I argue that both the ideal and the actual com
ponents of a constitution are sources of valid claims, and I attempt 
to show how these claims can be combined. Second, we will examine 
the dialectics between the constitution of rights and the constitution 
of democracy. In studying both existing constitutions and the ideal 
constitution, it becomes apparent that there is a possibility that sub
stantive claims which are a priori valid may conflict with the results 
of legitimate procedures. In other words, rights recognized as be~ 
longing to· the liberal dimension of constitutionalism may conflict 
with the results of democratic procedures that constitute the partici
patory dimension of constitutionalism. One of my purposes is to ex
plain how rights and democracy can be combined in a coherent way. 

This book, then, is in some ways a chart for sorting out conflict
ing claims based on the plurality of dimensions of constitutionalism. 
The theory I adopt places special emphasis on the dimension repre
sented by democracy, once its value is grounded in what I will call 
deliberative democracy. By combining deliberative democracy with 
the dimensions of constitutionalism related to rights and the his
torical constitution, we can help constitution makers determine the 
most appropriate system of government and the division of power 
within it, the limits of participatory democracy vis a vis representa
tion, the requirements of a valid electoral system, the role of political 
parties, the preconditions of decentralization, the system of govern
ment-presidential, parliamentary, or mixed-that maximizes the 
the value of democracy. We may even be able to define the legitimate 
scope of judicial review. 
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In determining the basis. for e~ch of the three ciime11sioJ:1~ .ofcol1-
___ S.~!~.~t..~-?~a.Y~fu.:~.~~ijl?_C,.~-~,~Y;,,_'iig.~!~.:.:~·r4:,ih~--hi~·!g.~_i~~C~?..~~!i.~~i_t9·n:;··· ~
.. and t~e. .. !:~~~~~9E..~hte,.~g?9?,& _,;h.~.m.t..!.."~.h~n.!~~-~.JQ!9.. ~P.~.£!et.~SE2ld~H-". 
-·the r~l~.~~-~hpJ~Y~.-~n.th~.PP~:C.t~-~~J.F~~~9l:?:i.P:g; __ t,h~tJ.~eQ..~ . .t9 .. ~h.~JY..§1Ui~ 
-cationof actions and decis~9I!.~· The analytic framework of practical 
re~soni~gTs--p~rtic~!;;fy-·~~;fui because it shows the significance of 
each dimension of constitutionalism at the most basic level of social 
experience-the formation of decisions. Moreover, the reference to 
practical reasoning keeps us connected with a notion of constitu
tionalism that is of practical relevance and not merely significant 
for the more speculative endeavors of a historian or anthropolo
gist. The complex constitution that I want to analyze, locating the 
place that democracy has within it, is the one which is employed 
in the justificatory discourse of lawyers and judges, the structure of 
which also should be taken into account in external explanations, 
such as those of historians and anthropologists. Therefore, I shall 
try to explain how the democratic process, in combination with the 
respect for the historical constitution and recognition of rights, af
fects the premises of practical reasoning through which a judge, a 
government official, or even a common citizen attempts to justify a 
constitutional decision. 

I shall begin this quest by discussing in Chapter 2 the relevance of 
the historical constitution in the practical reasoning of those people 
-specifically judges, but not only judges-who must justify their ac
tions and decisions. This examination will shed light on the counter
weight that the historical constitution exerts upon the democratic 
process. This effort becomes pressing once we confront the radical 
indeterminacy of the actual document and the fact that its enact
ment and observance must be justified, within the context of practi
cal reasoning leading to a decision, on the basis of moral principles. 

In Chapter 3 I propose a theory of rights. This theory may guide 
us in resolving the apparent paradoxes arising from the supposed 
indeterminacy of the historical constitution, yet it will also threaten 
the moral space reserved for the working of the democratic process. 
If rights, for example, can be individually inferred from presupposi
tions of our practical discourse and if these rights cover the whole 
of the moral space, there is very little space left for the operation of 
the democratic system. In short, this shrinking space for democracy 
is the problem the recognition of rights poses for· the democratic 
process. 

Doubts about democracy's relevance when rights are recognized 
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and a historical constitution is respected are addressed in Chap
ter 4. Here I review a wide range of conceptions of democracy. 
In Chapter 5, still another conception of democracy-deliberative 
democracy-will be considered: I will try to show how this particu
lar conception of democracy overcomes the counterweights .posed 
by. the historical constitution and recognition of rights. In Chap
ter 6 I will examine some implications for institutional design that 
emerge from the favored conception of democracy and its com
bination with the two other dimensions of constitutionalism. The 
emphasis on deliberative democracy will affect the choice of presi
dential or parliamentary systems of government, direct versus rep
resentative democracy, and various other basic decisions required 
by constitutional regimes. In Chapter 7 the particular implication of 
deliberative democracy for judicial review will be examined. 

In the Conclusion I will comment on how the three elements 
of constitutionalism-the historical constitution, the constitution of 
rights, and the constitution of power-may be in a relation either of 
mutual tension or of reciprocal support. At its core, this book will 
advance a view of democracy that focuses on its epistemic value and 
explores the full range of its implications for constitutionalism. 



Chapter Two 

The Observance of the 

Historical Constitution 

Constitutionalism typically requires obedience to the historical con
stitution, the textual document created at a constitutional founding 
and interpreted throughout a nation's history. This requirement per
sists even when the historical constitution restrains the operation 
of the democratic process and is not completely legitimized by it. A 
discussion of this phenomenon, in tandem with our later discussion 
of the foundations of individual rights, is necessary to determine the 
moral space for the operation of democracy within a complex consti
tution, and to draw conclusions about specific institutional aspects 
of that democratic system. 

In ~.~~~.~.~~~-~~J~~~~~!~!i~!.!~hJp __ !2_~t~~~~E.,g~~-;5E~~E5:~~-~im~.n,
sions of consti~uti?l1alisrn in the conte?Ct .c:>fpr~~t~c~~ .. r~~~o~.!.I}gL_tJ),~, 

~i\Y!i~i~iii~~i~ii!~ 
tifying actions or decisions concerning issues supposedly reg":ll3:t~.9.. 

:!i~!~~~~~~l~~~~L 
.... ofaemo·cracy.''.Tnus:T:fiis' chapter can be seen as an attempt to battle 
~'{',t_:::,;:~o'l'"'«.~(f..V..tY.O.,~.~·,;~l.',r'_..~ 
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this view of the historical constitution and to explain why the his
torical constitution is an essential component of the notion of con
stitutionalism. 

The claimed indeterminacy and superfluousness of the historical 
constitution fly in the face of the almost sacred invocations of con
stitutions: the legendary battles across time and region in defense of 
different constitutions; the shared intuition that a constitution is, as 
Juan Bautista Alberdi, the intellectual father of Argentina's consti
tution, asserted·, uthe navigation chart of a country," without which 
it roams aimlessly; and widespread beliefs as to the sublime merits 
of some constitutions or the catastrophic defects of other. If the his
torical ~onstitution were superfluous or indeterminate, it would not 
matter, in terms of the decision-making processes of judges, legisla
tors, public officers, and ordinary citizens, if a constitution were to 
have one text or another, if it were sanctioned one way or another, 
or even if there were no constitution at all. In deciding, for instance, 
whether to grant legal recognition to a homosexual association, or 
whether to apply the death penalty to someone because of his or 
her political ideas, the justification of one or another option would 
not be based on a constitution but on other elements. The constitu
tion would be regarded as one of the most monumental fictions of 
a Western culture that is not scarce in fictions, and this view would 
not be limited to only some cons~itutions. Its reach would be abso
lutely general: it WOlJ.ld say that no historical constitution has any 
relevance for practical reasoning. 

the Radical Indete:rmi.liacy ~f the Constitution 

. The first paradox, that of the radical indeterminacy of the his
torical constitution, appears when the constitution is conceived as a 
text or document, or as the speech-acts which lead to them, and re
quires that constitutional decisions emerge from "the four corners'' 
of the text. However, the text itself cannot be employed in practical 
reason_ing; the text is /(too hard an object" to be forced into that .im
material operation! Rather, the text must be converted into proposi
tions that can serve as premises of that justificatory reasoning. The 
process of transforming the text int6 propositions is a complex one. 

In what follows I shall try to distinguish different steps involved 
in that process. I want to emphasize that several of those steps re
quire use of normative considerations that cannot be extracted from 
the text itself or from,·other ~~hard facts." If we eliminate normative 
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considerations involving moral principles from the process of con~ 
verting texts into propositions, the process will lead to irreducible 
indeterminacies and to an indefinite number of propositions equally 
compatible with the text. 

Converting texts into propositions that can serve as premises of 
justificatory reasoning involves several steps. First, one must ascribe 
meaning to the linguistic acts. Second, one must apply the general 
criteria ascertained above to the speCific text in question. Third, one 
must overcome numerous remaining indeterminacies. Fourth, one 
must infer the logical consequences of interpreted material. Finally, 
one must apply the normative proposition to the specific facts of the 
particular dispute at issue. 

Step 1: Ascription of Meaning to the Relevant Material 

The task of ascribing meaning to linguistic acts, texts, and prac~ 
tices is a very complex and much debated evaluative step. In general, 
two major types of criteria compete for ascribing this meaning. The 
subjective one focuses on the interaction of the agent of the linguis
tic act, the author of the text, or the participants in the practice. 
The objective one, on the other hand, considers the common and 
regular use of the expressions employed in those texts, determined 
by certain conventions but independent of intentions. The differ~ 
ence between these two criteria is manifest in the split between the 
originalists, who take into account the beliefs and attitudes of the 
framers, and constructivists, who favor a progressive interpretation 
by taking into consideration the objective meaning of the terms em~ 
played in the constitution at the moment of their application. The 
role of legislative intent or of the intent of the framers in the pro~ 
cess of legal interpretation is one of the most divisive in current legal 
discussion, creating in the United States, for example, profound aca
demic, legal, and even political controversies. 

At first glance, those who advocate recourse to intention for inter
preting the constitutional text seem to possess very solid arguments. 
Clearly, the meaning of language depends on the intention of the per-

~~2~~~.~pj~)j~~g_i!~=~~S~~i~J~~&g~:[~}-~:·.~:-,~~-~~~-:?.~:~~,~~mYRis~if.~g,-_ 
-~hjghj§}~,s.hif1X~do .. ~~JQVK.~~.!J1y).I.1!~P!~9.!! .. 2t~h~J~-~~~?.!?: .. ~Q9 ... ~N!!§}§_ 
.,.l!-~4~-I~!-2Sl9-JJYJ.h.~.J)~£.~R~9E~---:W.hY .. sh.?~~~- .. I~~J~~!--?~.~~~~~~~-~~-!,~-~:rl~!.!~~!~, 
be different? If we are not disturbed by the transcendence of the 
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issue and by the philosophical specul~tions that Sl!rround it, a con~ 

-~§~~~I9E,l~i~1i~~!I~~~J!~~~1i!}~.:.,~-~L!h~~:.~i~~E~-i?,:·.~~~~~~~~~t:~· 
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a message. Why s~ot!l~ \Vetl1n_litJ~~9-~9IDYthi1,1g else by resorting to 
-·prop(j~itions _that ar~ _ ~~i~-~-!?-.t.h~ .. ilE9£~-~~ .<?f .. ~9P~l1ni~atio~? .. If!h~~~-
-_ i?~ri??~~-~-- 9ft?~. !~~-E?~!~--~~- §,~!_i~~~QJ?Y...91h~r gl~C:l~.s--~-~~~l~~~h.~~--EJ_ 
. t~e ll.§.!; .. .9.f.!h~-,l~~gl:!Cige, these_ ot~~l" 111eans 'Nould b~ e:mployed. 
,_ .. _ .. The ~e~Iity is not·~~-simpie'as this'~~~~-~~t ~~~m~ t~-i~dkate, 
however. Admittedly, when something is asserted, there is the in
tention of transmitting a belief. Similarly, when something is pre
scribed, there is the intention that the formulation of a normative 
proposition will serve as -reason to accept this normative proposi
tion. But why does the use of certain words permit us to conclude 
that the emissor intends to express a certain belief in a certain propo
sition, or intends that his formulation be absorbed into the practical 
reasoning of the receptor? This conclusion can only be maintained 
as a result of conventions that associate certain linguistic acts with 
determined intentions.1 Convention determines that the use of cer
tain words in a certain way will imply an intention, either of trans
mitting a belief or of asserting that the formulation of a proposition 
is a reason for accepting it. Sociolinguistic conventions allow us to 
permit associating particular words with a certain intention, but in
tention does not permit ascribing to words a different meaning than 
demanded by convention. 

Although the intentions with which we use language generally 
defer to the linguistic conventions of our community, we sometimes 
make mistakes reganling linguistic conventions and improperly use 
words with which we want to express our intentions. The intentions 
of an emissor, for example, may be more profound than the mean
ing ascribed to the text by the linguistic conventions. This occurs 
in the cases of semantic or syntactic ambiguity. For instance, while 
the words uthe bank was empty" can express different propositions, 
the intention of an emissor in a certain occasion will be one and 
not another of such propositions.2 To choose among possibilities, we 
will have to select criteria for interpretation as well as to determine 
the level of abstraction with which the emissor is speaking. 

These consid~rati()nsdemonstratetha.tthejntention_ of a con,sti: 
tuiT0n~ffiiker 1s:~a~-~~~0J~if~j;--~i~~~i11g··-~~-~ · ~: -~~t"~f-~-~i~-~-Xu~-
I~~~!~:~~-~:~E·.~;-~_:p_~n·:·9_i_-~h:~:i,~~<~:.,~t~~.P~i2~ -·qf t"h~.-si?.mp)~i:s~;~it~ 
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us~d. in such· a process are themselves ind~termin_ate. Should we 
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community to which the law is being applied in a particular case, 
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legal experts; judges? In light of these observations, one might assert 
that it is more honest to apply directly these value judgments for the 
selection of the meaning of the text to be interpreted without analyz~ 
ing intent. As Alf Ross says, at the final stage the difference between 
a subjective and an objective interpretation is no more than grant
ing more relevance to the circumstances of the context in which the 
norm was enacted than to those of the context in which it was ap
plied.3 

Step 2: Application of the Criterion to the Text 

Once a decision is made about the general criterion ascribing 
meaning to the constitutional text along the subjective-objective di
mension, then the criterion in question must be applied to specific 
materials. This is an empirical step, because, once it has been de~ 
cided that the relevant materials must be interpreted according to 
the intention of their authors, or according to the common use of the 
language employed, or according to some intermediate alternative, 
the person who applies the norm to a concrete case must discover the 
true intention of the author or the pertinent linguistic conventions of 
the community. Clearly, this process can be very hard-particularly 
in the case of texts sanctioned a long time ago-and many times the 
empirical operations are again mixed with normative or logical con
siderations. In order to determine the intention of the author of the 
law, one must determine the level of abstraction of that intention, 
decide between various intentions expressed by diverse institutional 
organs or of collective organs, and choose among manifestations of 
intentions that sometimes produce incompatible results. 

At this level of norm application, we perceive various semantic 
and syntactic indeterminacies produced by vagueness, an unavoid
able and even useful characteristic of natural languages. A common 
example is vagueness by gradient, which appears when a word refers 
to objects or phenomena in the real world as a part of a continuum, 
without clearly indicating at what point of that continuum it is cor
rect to use the word and when it is no longer correct. Another form 
of vagueness is when the word is not defined by a series of neces~ 
sary and sufficient properties. Finally, there is vagueness caused by 
open texture. This type of vagueness affects all the expressions of the 
natural languages, for it is created by the fact that even when all the 
properties that permit the use of the word are there, the object may 
present extraordinary properties that make us doubt the propriety 
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of such application. (H. L. A. Hart discusses this type of vagueness 
in describing the use of the word vehicles in an ordinance prohibit
ing their use in a park. He wonders about the ordinance's effects 
when confronted with the case of the child's tricycle.) 

All constitutions present many examples of vagueness of one 
kind or another. For example, in the first section of the first article 
of the U. S. Constitution, the meaning of the expression l'legislative 
powers" is extremely vague as to whether it comprises only enumer
ated powers or also covers implied ones.4 The contours of those im
plied powers cannot be ascertained by the mere application of the 
text in the light of current criteria for ascribing meaning to it. Sec
tion 8 of the same article establishes the power of Congress "to lay 
and collect Taxes, Duties, hnposts and Excises, to pay the Debts and 
provide for the common Defence and General Welfare of the United 
States .... " A considerable controversy has arisen over the scope 
of the expression '1provide for the ... General Welfare of the United 
States." Does it only require that the federal spending has a "generar' 
as opposed to a ~~local" purpose? Does it allow Congress to under
take spending that has regulatory purposes in areas over which it 
cannot legislate directly? The requirement of the Sixth Amendment 
that trials should be uspeedy" is also vague, as well as the Eighth 
Amendment prohibitiqn of ~'excessive" bail and "cruel and unusual" 
punishment. 

Indeterminacies also arise from ambiguity. Often, it is easy to de
tect ambiguity because the diverse meanings have some connection, 
as in the case of the ambiguity called ~'process-product" in wh1ch 
the same expression refers to an activity and to the result of that ac
tivity. There are also ambiguities that arise from the metaphoric use 
of expressions. Shall the metaphoric or literal meaning control? Ex
amples of ambiguity in constitutions abound. For instance, the word 
commerce of article 1, section 8, paragraph 3 of the U.S. Constitution 
may, as Chief Justice John Marshall said in Gibbons v. Ogden, have 
several meanings. One meaning is limited to the movement of com
modities, not comprising navigation, while another refers to any ex
change. Another ambiguity is provided by the expression uwith for
eign nations, among the several States" in the same clause. Does it 
refer to t.pe commerce betw'een privateindividuals where one lives 
in the United States and the other abroad, or both living in different 
States of the Union, or does it refer to commerce betw'een political 
entities-either the United States and a foreign nation or different 
states of the Union? 
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The clearest cases of syntactic indeterminacy involve ambiguities 
that are not of words but of sentences which express more than one 
proposition, even when none of the words is ambiguous. This can 
occur when adjectives or adverbs are used after a series of nouns 
or verbs, and it is not clear whether they qualify only the last term 
in the series or the whole series; or with relative phrases that gen
erate doubts whether they refer to all the terms of a preceding con
junction or disjunction; or with the use of the disjunction <lorn that 
can have an including or excluding sense. One example of syntactic 
ambiguity can be taken from the Argentine Constitution. The first 
part of article 19 reads: uThe private actions of men that in no way 
offend public order or morality, nor harm a third party, are reserved 
only to God and exempted from the authority of the magistrates." It 
is possible to make one of two claims. One is that the references to 
('private actions," to actions "that in no way offend public morality 
and order," and to actions that do not 11harm a third party" all de
scribe alternatives of the same property of the actions. The various 
alternatives are useful for making each other clear. Another reading 
holds that they are descriptions of different cumulative properties 
that must be present for an action to be exempted from the authority 
of the magistrates. 

Step 3: Overcoming Semantic and Syntactic Indeterminacies 

Semantic and syntactic indeterminacies cannot be overcome 
merely by resorting to the intention of the author of the text or to 
the current usages of language. This is true because the indetermi
nacies emerge when either a more subjective or objective criterion 
of ascription of general meaning to the text is being used, and this 
criterion does not itself offer a basis for the choice between compet
ing constructions. For instance, the intention of the legislator, how
ever constructed, might be compatible with both meanings of an 
ambiguous word used by him, or the linguistic customs might not 
signal a clear choice between two competing meanings suggested by 
the sjntax of the sentence. 

There have been attempts to solve these and other sorts of 
indeterminacies without resorting to normative considerations
that is, in a value-neutral way which would preserve the binding
ness of the legal material over practical reasoning. For instance, in 
the Continental legal culture, a special type of theory about the posi
tive law-so-called legal dogmatics-has emerged since the middle 
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of the past century. It seeks to use mechanisms of legal construction 
which are supposed to overcome indeterminacies in a purely sci
entific and value-neutral way. I have tried to show in various other 
works that legal dogmatics as such constitutes a myth and in fact em
ploys evaluative principles.5 The concealment, though unconscious, 
is a function of applying analytic tools that are accepted as part of 
conceptual analysis but are then used normatively, in order to rec
ommend modifications of the legal system which will overcome the 
indeterminacy in question. In short, the need to overturn indeter
minacies in the process of transforming texts into propositions for 
practical reasons unavoidably requires recourse to value consider
ations.6 

Step 4: Inferring Logical Consequences of the Interpreted Materials 

In order to resolve individual cases, we need more than the nor
mative propositions employed in assessing relevant legal materials. 
We must also infer their logical consequences and extract from texts 
logical consequences of nonns identified in previous steps. As an 
operation of logic, we rriust appropriate rules of inference such as 
the rules of modus ponens or modus tolle'f!s. 7 In many cases this 
operation is so simple that it is done unconsciously. In other cases, 
the inference of the logical consequences of a norm or, above all, of 
a set of_norms requires intricate logical operations that are some
times made easier by resorting to the use of appropriate formal 
symbolism. It· is in this step that the logical problems of interpre
tation appear; These logical indeterminacies involve both gaps and 
contradictions that signal the large role played by forces other than 
simple logic. 

Constitutions may leave open a number of different gaps. One 
frequently mentioned in the U.S. Constitution concerns the right to 
privacy. As is well known, it is argued by some courts and scholars 
that this right is implicit in the liberty guarantee of the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendments·. In the Argentine Constitution, one gap 
often mentioned is that regarding the right to life, a right not enu
merated in the clauses of rights and guarantees.8 Obviously, the right 
to life is presupposed by almost all the others and therefore might be 
said to be implicitly recognized by the Constitution. But one might 
reply that no matter how reasonable this interpretation may be, the 
normative system to which we are alluding is no longer the Constitu
tion but a system expanded by the principles that are presupposed in 
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the constitutional clauses.9 Another clear gap in the Argentine Con
stitution is the absence in article 72 of the possibility of partial pro
mulgation of a law that has been partially vetoed by the President. 

In addition to the problems posed by logical gaps, legal texts 
often point to completely contradictory logical conclusions. There 
is a logical contradiction between two norms when the normative 
solution that one presents is incompatible with the one the other 
proposes. It is difficult to find explicit contradictions in a particular 
constitution given the limited number of clauses, the deliberation 
involved in its formation, and the vagueness of its text. There are, 
however, a few cases, particularly if we understand lex specialis (the 
principle that the specific prevails over the general) as a logical rule. 
One of the most striking cases is suggested by article 14 of the Argen~ 
tine Constitution, which grants freedom of religion. It is very hard to 
reconcile this norm with article 2, proposing government support of 
Catholicism; with article 76, requiring the president to be Catholic; 
and above all with article 67, paragraph 15, prescribing the conver
sion of the Indians to Catholicism. Juan Bautista Alberdi, the author 
of the main draft of the Constitution, asserted that these clauses "far 
from being incompatible needed each other and are mutually com
plemented." However, freedom of religion is quite restricted if one's 
own money is used to pay taxes to support another religion, if one 
is excluded from the highest office of the country for reasons of reli
gion, or if one is an Indian subject to laws promoting conversion. 

As with other types of indeterminacies, the task of overcoming 
logical ones unavoidably involves evaluative judgment, even though 
it has been commonly argued and even assumed that it is possible 
and necessary to overcome legal indeterminacies by means of axio
logically neutral operations. This pretension is vain, since without 
resorting to evaluative principles it is not possible to choose between 
two or more contradictory norms, . or to fill up a gap. The differ
ent criteria ofinterpretation often alleged to resolve these problems 
themselves su,ffer from indeterminacies and, given their own incon
sistencies and gaps, cannot be applied without making evaluative 
choices. Authors like Carlos Cossio or, even more important, Hans 
Kelsen assert that the law has no gaps. Kelsen's argument is based on 
the supposition, that every legal system necessarily includes a prin
ciple of closure according to which everything which is not prohib
ited is permitted.l.0 Alchourr6n and Bulygin,U however, have demon~ 
strated that Kelsen engages in a fallacy motivated by the ambiguity 
of. the expression pennittedY They also distinguished logical gaps 
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from axiological ones, where even when the legal system assigns a 
solution to the case, it does not consider as relevant a property that 
this type of case has and that should be relevant for assigning it a 
different solution. 

Certain rules are often used for solving contradictions; the best
known are lex superior (the superior law prevails over the inferior 
one), lex posterior (the later law prevails over the previous one), and 
lex specialis (the special law prevails over the general one). Many 
times these rules are regarded consciously or unconsciously as logi
cal rules, and therefore certain contradictions are· not perceived as 
such. But all of these rules, particularly lex specialis, lack univer
sal applicability and, more important, may contradict each other in 
certain cases. A special law may be, for example, previous to a gen
eral law. 

Step 5: Subsumption of the Individual Case into the Norm's Domain 

This is the step that entails applying a norm to a specific case. It 
requires a new derivation of logical consequences applicable strictly 
to the individual case once the relevant norm has been reconstructed 
and its indeterminacies resolved. On the o~her hand, this step re
quires the empirical operations that are necessary for determining 
the factual properties of the. case, a process where normative con
siderations once again intervene. 

Once all these five steps in the process of converting texts into 
propositions that can serve as premises in justificatory reasoning 
~ave been distinguished, one sees clearly the radical indeterminacy 
of the constitution understood as a document. If we subtract the 
evaluative considerations required in several of these steps, the con
stitutional text cannot detern'line by itself the course of justificatory 
reasoning since it is compatible with an indefinite set of propositions 
which contradict each other. The normative considerations them
selves cannot be extracted from the text which itself requires them 
in order to be transformed into justificatory propositions. There are 
no neutral procedures that can help to produce that transformation . 

. The process of interpretation resorts to moral judgments, which 
must be. accepted as a result of intrinsic merits and not because they 
have been established.13 

The indeterminacy of the constitution is not present in the same 
degree, howev~t, if we conceive of it in a purely descriptive way, not 
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as a prescriptive text or document but as a practice or convention 
generated not just by the enactment of the text but also by the ac
tionst attitudes, and expectations of judges, legislatures, governmen
tal officials, and the citizenry in general. In this way, the constitution 
is understood as a response to that text evolving over time. Natu
rally, constitutional practice itself has resorted to evaluative con
siderations to convert the text into propositions the acceptance of 
which has generated actions, attitudes, and expectations. But once 
the practice has a certain development and includes conventions for 
giving general meaning to the text, the text appears to later partici
pants and observers as a more, though not completely, determinate 
entity, thus enabling one to infer justificatory propositions from the 
mere text. 

This method of overcoming in part the paradox of radical in
determinacy may lead us to think that the historical constitution 
should be understood not as a mere document but as the practice 
generated by it. Even after having taken this important step, as we 
shall see, it is not easy to explain why a practice should be binding 
upon us even if that practice or norm can be defined. 

The Superfluousness of the Historical Constitution 
for Practical Reasoning 

The claim I want to explore here is that the historical constitu
tion, whether it be seen as a description of current social practice 
or as a prescription for future practice, is not relevant, on logical 
grounds, for determining the validity of the other rules of the legal 
system. I will try to do this in an informal way by considering a 
central problem discussed by constitutionalists: the validity of inter
national treaties that conflict with national constitutions. 

Treaty provisions often appear to conflict with provisions of a 
country's constitution. For example, in Argentina, there is a debate 
concerning the authority of the Inter-American Court of Human 
Rights, established by the Inter-American Convention on Human 
Rights. According to the convention, the court's authority is sup
posed to prevail over that of national judges in countries, such as 
Argentina, that fully ratified the convention. This assertion of au
thority is, however, in conflict with article 100 of the Argentine Con~ 
stitution, which establishes that judicial power is inherent in the 
Supreme Court and the lower courts, strongly implying that there 
can be no court of higher rank than the Supreme Court. 
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Three different positions can be distinguished regarding such ap
parent conflicts between national and international legal systems, 
each of which posits a different relation between the two types of 
law. ~~National monism" affirms that the validity of international law 
depends upon its consistency with the national legal order. "Interna
tional monism" takes the opposite position: national legal systems 
derive their validity from international law-for example, from the 
principle of the effectiveness of international law-with which they 
must therefore be in accordance. Last, udualisrn" maintains that each 
system has independent validity. 

In the Argentine case, those who assert the priority of national 
law over international treaties look to article 27 of the Constitu
tion. It states that treaties must be in accordance with constitutional 
principles of public law. Those who argue in favor of the prevalence 
of international treaties base their claim on articles 27 and 46 of 
the 1969 Vienna Convention, which prohibit nations from invoking 
their own internal law to justify their international behavior, unless 
the conflict between the treaty and the internal law indicates an ab
sence of consent to the treaty or the treaty itself stipulates that the 
internal rule has transcendence. 

Formulated this way, these arguments a:t:'e vacuous because they 
are completely circular. Those who assert the priority of the national 
constitution over international treaties, basing their arguments on 
article 27 of the constitution, already presuppose the constitution's 
priority over the Vienna Convention. Similarly, those who argue in 
support of international treaties, basing their arguments on articles 
27 and 46 of the Vienna Convention, have already assumed treaty 
~aw's priority over the constitution by considering the convention 
relevant for resolving the issue. Yet rules that purport to establish 
their own validity and assert their priority over other rules are abso
lutely empty, since they are self·referentiai.I4 

Thus, whenever we decide to apply a constitutional rule over a 
treaty, or when we decide, on the contrary, to apply a treaty over a 
constitution, we do so on the basis of considerations external to the 
constitution or treaty in question. We cannot rely on a constitution 
or treaty to establish its own validity. In other words, a constitution 
can assign validity to other ru-les only if it itself is valid, but it cannot 
be the basis of its own validity. "Its validity is necessarily based upon 
basic principles or other supraconstitutional grounds. Indeed, this 
argument applies to any other rule as well.l5 

Since the Gonstitution cannot ascribe validity to other rules if it 
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is not valid itselt and since it cannot ascribe validity to itself, the 
constitution cannot on its own grant validity to other rules. It is 
thus necessary to resort to considerations external to constitutional 
practice to justify the obligatory character of legal rules. These con
siderations must be of a moral character when interests of different 
people are at stake. Only moral reasons have no basis in the enact
ments of authorities. In contrast, enactments unavoidably need to 
be justified by resorting to further reasons. As I have argued else
where, the rules of intersubjective practical discourse are such that 
we engage in a pragmatic inconsistency only when we assert moral 
judgments and do not act according to them.16 In contrast, the ref
erence to the content of a social practice-as is the legal system and 
its legal system when understood as descriptive terms- is perfectly 
compatible with an action which is the opposite of that required by 
its content. 

This implies that legal discourse is a special type of moral dis
course, an idea that Robert Alexy calls Sonderfall.17 The thesis can 
be expressed in the same manner by saying that a social practice
such as a constitution seen as a social practice-cannot itself justify 
actions or decisions, but can only constitute a conditioning fact that 
determines the applicability of certain moral principles that justify 
actions or decisions.18 When judges invoke the constitution to justify 
the application of a legal rule, they do not refer to the constitution 
as a social practice-that is, as a fact seen from an external point 
of view-they refer to it from an internal point of view as a norma
tive, or moral, proposition. This practice of continually formulating 
normative propositions about the duty of applying certain rules in 
justifying actions or decisions gives rise to what, from an external 
point of view, constitutes a practice of recognition. 

Up to now we have demonstrated that a constitution as text or 
as a social practice is not sufficient in itself to provide obligatory 
force or validity to the remaining rules of the legal system. Conse
quently, it cannot by itself justify decisions based on those rules. On 
the other hand, we have not proven a stronger claim-that the con
stitution is superfluous. In fact, the previous demonstration implies 
that even when a constitution understood as a social practice can
not itself genera~e justificatory propositions, it is relevant to such 
derivations}9 The. further step leading from the nonself-sufficiency 
of a constitution, understood as a text or as a social convention, 
to its superfluousness is based on an analysis of moral principles 
needed to legitimate a constitution.20 Such principles may already 
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contain everything that the constitution could contain. Therefore, 
the historical constitution may add nothing to its underlying moral 
principles. 

The argument for this conclusion is pretty straightforward. It de
rives from the fact that the legitimacy of a constitution determined 
by moral principles will hinge on the fact that it has certain content 
-specifically, that it recognizes certain fundamental rights. If a con
stitution recognizes those rights or other content required by moral 
principle, it will be considered legitimate and be capable of confer
ring validity on the rules it recognizes. Once the constitution meets 
this requirement, it can serve as a justificatory reason. If it does not 
recognize the moral principles to which we must necessarily resort 
to justify it, we must reach a negative verdict about the justifiability 
of the constitution.21 This means that only if the historical constitu
tion contains the rights and other content required by its underlying 
moral principles, and excludes rules antagonistic to such rights, can 
it be relevant for practical justificatory reasoning. Since, however, 
such rights can be inferred from the moral principles themselves, a 
description of constitutional practice is superfluous to any justifica
tionP 

In short, a constitution is not legitimate ~nd cannot be employed 
to justify actions or decisions if it lacks a certain necessary content. 
If it does include such content, it is. superfluous because the jus
tifications can be inferred directly from the moral principles that 
prescribe its contents. These crucial prindples comprise what can 
be referred to as the ideal constitution, which consists of protection 
of rights and the establishment ·of democracy. Therefore, it appears 
.that the constitution understood as a text or even as a social practice 
of recognition is superfluous, tout court, for generating justificatory 
propositions. 

In Chapter 5, I will argue that an epistemic conception of moral 
discourse and democracy can demonstrate the relevance of govern
ment and legal rules, while keeping in mind that such reasoning has 
to be grounded in autonomous principles. This conception affirms 
the thesis that government, in order to be relevant, must be demo
cratic, and at the same time it offers a way out from our uncertainty 
about the validity of, and our capacity to correctly perceive, inter
subjective moral principles. Unfortunately, this way out, which is 
applicable to show the relevance of those positive laws which have 
democratic origins, cannot justify. the relevance of most historical 
constitutions, intu.!tively of great importance to practical reasoning, 
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because they did not in fact originate out of legitimate, fully demo
cratic procedures, able to ground an epistemic presumption on the 
moral validity of their prescriptions. 

We must therefore confront a troubling claim. Notwithstanding 
the rhetoric on the importance of one or another particular con
stitution, the text of a constitution and the factual circumstances 
surrounding its enactment and observance are superfluous for the 
central role we expect it to perform-having a logical impact on the 
practical reasoning of public officials and citizens, guiding them to 
decisions that are correct rather than arbitrary or discretionary. We 
will not, however, resign ourselves to this discouraging position, but 
instead take up the challenge to demonstrate the relevance of the 
historical constitution. 

How to Take the Historical Constitution Seriously 

One could dispute the conclusion that the historical constitution 
is irrelevant for practical reasoning by arguing that a constitution is 
fundamentally the most basic convention determining the collective 
life of a society. As such, it performs an indispensable social func
tion, serving as a framewor~ that both supports and constrains the 
democratic process. By returning to the idea of the constitution as 
a social practice or convention, we can overcome the paradox not 
only of the radical indeterminacy of the text but also that of the 
superfluousness of the constitution for practical reasoning. This is 
due to the fact that conventions may affect practical reasoning not
withstanding the principle that denies that ought-judgments can be 
derived from mere facts. 

This is the thesis maintained by Neil MacCormick when, reflect
ing the influence of Hume, he asserts that constitutionalism is a 
prerequisite of operative democracy:23 

The contemporary world reveals a sad plurality of failed ex
periments, as well as some considerable successes, all well 
short of perfection. It does seem that democracy works only 
where there is some form of wellNestablished constitutional 
order drawiD;g on a constitutional tradition of some serious 
standing~ where the constitutional order utilises the separa
tion of powers (to that extent removing adjudication from 
the democratic area to the extent of possible recourse to 
jury-trials) ~nd where the security at least of constitutionally 
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derivative rights is firmly upheld. In this sense, constitution
alismis a prerequisite for democracy. 

MacCormick's thesis, supported by Hume's insights, provides a 
powerful argument for the relevance of the historical constitution 
for practical reasoning. A constitution is relevant because it em
bodies a C?Ountry's fundamental convention: an agreement in time 
between diverse social groups about how the state's coercive power 
will be distributed, and about the limits of that power with regard to 
the individual. As a fundamental convention for society, the histori
cal constitution-even if it limits democracy by establishing proce
dures or restrictions which do not maximize possibilities for demo
cratic discussion and decision- provides in some imperfect way the 
basis for democracy itself. If we value democracy, we must also value 
its prerequisites. 

However, MacCormick's argument is not completely clear about 
how a conventional constitution, which leaves the protection of a 
minimum set of rights to organs that are not fully subject to the 
democratic process, grants the stability and viability of an imperfect 
democracy. It is not easy to perceive the importance of the conven
tional or traditional character of the consti~ution in this argument, 
and to isolate it from the weight of the separation of powers and 
individual rights. Nor can we clearly infer any relation between the 
conventional character of the constitution and its content. At any 
rate, the argument that a ·democracy protected by a constitution 
which regulates and limits its functioning and which has traditional 
bonds is more ·stable and operative is sufficiently attractive, at least 
intuitively, to make it worthwhile to explore the consequences of 
conceiving the constitution as a convention or social practice. (But 
we will not discuss the obvious fact that a democracy is more stable 
when the con~titutional norms that consecrate it have customary 
support. The principal thrust of MacConnick's thesis is less obvious: 
that a democracy is more stable and operative when the constitu
tional norms that limit it have conventional links.) 

Conventions help resolve, collective action problems. These prob
l~ms involve situations in which the intentions of the parties m~y be 
frustrated because the parties cannot justify their behavior on the 
basis of expectations about the behavior of the other parties inter
acting with them. David Lewis illustrates this with a simple case: a 

· telephone conversation is interrupted, and both parties understand 
the error of trying to reestablish their conversation by calling the 
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other simultaneously.24 In order to resolve this coordination prob
lem, a convention has developed by which the party who called origi
nally calls again. This may not be the best or fairest solution, but 
it is more convenient for everyone to respect this convention than 
to risk its disappearance, in light of the difficulty in reestablishing 
communications that would result if each person pursued his own 
idea of the appropriate response. 

In describing a convention from the external point of view, we 
cannot ignore the internal point of view of those who participate in 
it. As I have argued elsewhere,25 this is a general characteristic of 
human praxis. When examining an individual action, we cannot de
scribe it as intentional if we do not consider the internal point of view 
of its agent, who acted according to practical reasoning founded on 
the normative and descriptive premises which constitute the propo
sitional content of his or her desires and beliefs. From the external 
point of view, those desires and beliefs conceived as facts caused 
the action considered intentional. It is impossible to identify those 
desires and beliefs, however, or even causally to relate them to the 
action, without considering, as did the agent, the propositions that 
constitute its content and the logical relation between the propo
sitions, and between them and the action. The action is caused by 
desires and beliefs which adhere to normative and factual proposi
tions connected by certain logical relations. Similarly, with regard 
to social practices, we cannot identify the a~tions and attitudes that 
are a part of a practice if we do not consider the propositions to 
which agents adhere when they develop those actions and attitudes. 
For example, the gestures that constitute the practice of greeting 
could not be identified without assuming that those who practice 
them believe that those gestures are an appropriate way of greeting 
another. In turn, they adhere to the social obligation of extending 
salutations by employing one of the permitted gestures. 

From the internal point of view of the actors in a legal system, 
the truly important point is not whether a norm belongs to the legal 
system in the descriptive sense, but whether that norm should be 
applied in order to justify an action or decision. According to how 
this question is generally answered from the internal point of view, 
the issue of the !!arm's membership in the legal system will be re
solved from the external point of view.26 

Dworkin's critiC?ism of Hart's positivist conception of the rule of 
recognition can be interpreted as a rejection of the idea that a social 
practice can be useful in justifying actions or decisions, such as those 
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of judges. This criticism, however, rests on a shaky foundation. By 
considering Hart's distinction between internal and external points 
of view, it can be seen that the rule of recognition appears as a social 
practice only from the external point of view. This point of view is not 
that of a judge resolving a case, but that of an observer-for example, 
a sociologist or an anthropologist- trying to describe a society's cur
rent legal order in an impartial manner. Though Dworkin's criticism 
may thus be unfounded, it still is useful in that it underscores a point 
that Hart do'es not in fact deny but does not emphasize enough: that 
those who adopt an internal point of view toward a practice such as a 
rule of recognition cannot be content with formulating descriptions 
of the practice that, as such, are compatible with any action or de
cision. They must instead formulate normative propositions which 
justify their decision to, for example, apply or not apply a norm. 

Elsewhere I have said that Hart is not clear enough about the 
nature of the normative propositions that must be formulated from 
the internal point of view regarding legal norms (including the rule 
of recognition)P He seems to say that they are not necessarily of a 
moral nature, but may have a varied character. In contrast, I argue 
that all judicial justificatory propositions must in the end be derived 
from moral propositions that legitimize certain authorities. This is 
due to my assumption that, in practical discourse, ultimate reasons 
are autonomous in the Kantian sense. They are acknowledged be
cause of their intrinsic merit, not because they originate from some 
legislative authority, divine or conventional.28 

Imagine a soCial practice in which all participants engage in simi
lar actions and attitudes, but they do so unconscious of their con
sistency; they rely only on ideal principles in shaping their conduct. 
These principles may be the same or they may be different. Would 
such a situation constitute a social practice or a convention? I think 
not. Not all convergences are conventions. For example, there may 
be a consensus against discrimination against women and people of 
color, but it is not the consensus itself that describes a practice or 
convention to this effect. Instead, what distinguishes a practice or 
convention is tlfe self-consciousness of its participants, the fact that 
they know that they are participating in a social practice and, more
over, that the fact of participating in that social practice is part of 
the reason for acting as they do. Thus David Lewis defines a conven-

, tion not only by a regularity of conduct but also by the fact that its 
participants expect that all other participants act in accordance with 

-that re-gularity; they prefer to act similarly as long as others do so. 
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This is clear in the case of conventions that resolve problems 
of coordination and which lack a relevant moral solution-for ex
ample, the convention of driving on the right-hand side of the road, 
or of deviating to the right when faced with a pedestrian coming 
from the· opposite direction. Such conduct is performed only be
cause one expects that the other will do the same. But a similar thing 
occurs in relation to conventions that prescribe conduct that is not 
morally optional. (This implies that I am using the word convention 
in a more general sense than is employed in the literature of rational 
choice.) For example, there is only one social practice or convention 
for apologizing to someone whom we have offended or hurt, if we 
are conscious of what is regularly done and of what others expect 
us to do. Consciousness is a defining feature of a social practice or 
convention. 

The role of the historical constitution as a convention or social 
practice becomes clearer if we understand the actors in the legal sys
tems-the legislators, constitution makers, or judges, for example-· 
as engaged in a collective enterprise of some duration. I use the 
analogy of ~onstructing a cathedral to explain this point. A cathedral 
is c~:mstructed over a very long period. Consider the Cologne cathe
dral, completed by successive generations between the thirteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, or the Strasbourg cathedral, completed 
by sections between the twelfth and seventeenth centuries, or the 
11Sagrada Familia" of Barcelona, begun by Martorell and Villar in 
1881, continued by Gaudi two years later, and still under construc
tion. Assume that one of us is the architect in charge of continuing 
the construction of one of these cathedrals, knowing that we prob
ably will not see it completed but that it will be done by others, 
perhaps in the distant future. 

One will necessarily begin with aesthetic preconceptions- for 
example, that only the gothic style gives a cathedral the transcen
dence necessary for a place of spiritual inspiration. Then, on the 
basis of this determination, one can judge the merits of the incom
plete work from which construction continues. If, for example, the 
cathedral was initially built according to another style-say, roman
esque-one may have various reactions. One possibility might be to 
decide that what has already been constructed is worthless from an 
aesthetic point of 'view and that one should tear it down and start 
again. To reach such a conclusion, the architect must imagine that 
it is in fact possible to begin construction anew. Surely, it would be 
irresponsible to. adopt a proposal, knowing it is impossible to start 
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ex nihilo, unless he thinks that it is better that there be no cathedral 
at all than a bad one. 

Another possibility is that those who manage the work's con
tinuation conclude that, despite existing defects, it is still preferable 
to continue with the project rather than to abandon it and start 
anew. In this case, the architect must resolve a series of complicated 
technical and aesthetic problems. Let us suppose that continuing 
the work in a more attractive style implies structural changes that 
_might endanger the stability of the cathedral. Or let us suppose 
t~at in fact the architect believes that there is none but the gothic 
style when it comes to cathedrals, and the romanesque style of the 
already constructed part is seriously deficient. He has to decide 
whether his contribution to the cathedral's design-which, to make 
things worse, may be concurrent with the independent contribu
tions of other artists- should be in the gothic style, the romanesque, 
or some intermediate style that would harmonize better with what 
has already been constructed. Or perhaps it should be in some other 
style capable of neutralizing the aesthetic or functional deficiencies 
of the romanesque style. Of course, the architect has in mind an 
ideal image of the cathedral in the gothic style but cannot translate 
that image straight into reality because he knows well that he is not 
constructing the whole cathedral but only a part of it, maybe even 
a small part. He. knows that if he designs that part according to his 
ideal cathedral, the result of combining it with what has already 
been constructed may be technically deficient or aesthetically hor
rendous, and the completed design may end up even worse than if 
the cathedral had been completed in the romanesque style in which 
it was started. 

Mo~eover, suppose that our architect knows that he will not have 
the privilege of completing the cathedral but that completion will 
be left to others, some of whom may work concurrently with him. 
Knowing this, the architect will reasonably take into account not 
only what is already built but the way in which it probably will be 
continued by others. His-choice of style must incorporate not only 
the past but also future contributions to the construction of the 
cathedral. (If, for example) the architect foresees that other archi
tects will continue in the romanesque style, this may affect his de
cision to make a gothic contribution.) The necessity of taking into 
account future contributions obviously complicates the architect's 
decisions in particular ways, because future contributions may be 
partly influenced by present decisions. 
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The cathedral analogy demonstrates that there is a specific ratio
nality for acting in collective enterprises. No matter what the gen
eralized criteria are for defining the desirable in a collective work, 
those criteria are qualified when applied to efforts that contribute to 
a work but do not have control over the final outcome.29 Someone 
who independently contributes to a collective work cannot adopt the 
simple strategy of molding reality to an ideal model. The problem 
arising is unlike that of obstacles to the realization of ideals, neces
sitating adjustments, or tactics designed to overcome them. Rather, 
it stems from the fact that we use principles that value actions due 
to preconceived final results, but we cannot produce those results 
through our own actions. We need the cooperation of other people 
whom we cannot control. 

Because we can only make one contribution to a collective work 
whose final product we do not control, the rational choice may not 
be the most preferred alternative. Instead, the rational choice may 
be others with lesser merits. Given a cathedral with a romanesque 
foundation, it may be technically and aesthetically preferable to con
tinue in the same or an intermediate style, instead of the gothic style 
which would be chosen if the cathedral's total construction were 
under one's control. This type of rationality, constrained by choices 
made by others in a collective work, may be called ~'second best," be
cause it often entails a progressive retreat from the ideal model in 
the hope of bettering the collective action or work as a whole. 

Constitution makers, legislators, judges, and administrators must 
be seen as participants in a collective work-the law-itself part of 
the complex of practices, institutions, habits, cultu,ral attitudes, and 
basic beliefs that define a society. Only exceptional men and women, 
acting under exceptional conditions-like Napoleon or Lenin-can 
have almost complete control over the construction of an entire legal 
order and its network of practices, habits, expectations, and cultural 
attitudes. Normally, even great men and women can only hope to 
make an impqrtant contribution to the collective work of the law, 
which is the intentional or nonintentional product of the actions of 
millions of people over a long period of time. Each of those contri
butions is conditioned by the evolution of the law and other social 
practices of the pa_st as well the future. 

Given that constitution builders, legislators, and judges generally 
contribute to a collective work whose other past, present, and future 
contributions they cannot control and can only partially influence, 
their actions must follow appropriate guidelines of rationality. It 
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would be irrational for a judge to resolve a case as if he were cre
ating the whole legal order with his decision, or even the legal order · 
relative to the question at hand. The judge must keep in mind expec
tations generated by decisions of past legislators and judges so that 
his conclusions will harmonize with his colleagues' simultaneous 
decisions. This ·result will be greatly aided by the principle that "like 
cases should be decided alike." Additionally, the judge will want his 
decision to serve as a useful precedent for the future. Otherwise, it 
might be ignored until it inspires opposition by future legislators 
and judges. 

Here we see clearly the meaning of a historical constitution in 
the context of the collective work of the current law and its compo
nent group of social practices. Society's constitution, whether or not 
it is expressed in a written text, is a historical fact that represents 
the successful attempt to found the process with which we identify 
a society's legal order. Generally, there are many attempts of this 
nature, and only a few are successful. Those which are successful 
have a special character that compels the attention of all and enables 
their efforts to· be coordinated around it. It is generally very difficult 
to recommence this process, although at times readjustments can 
be made that, because of their magnitude, are considered constitu
tional reforms. 

The realization that practical reasoning is not addressed to justify 
individual actions and decisions but only contributions to a collec
tive action extended over time, through a constitutional convention, 
allows us to overcome not only the paradox of the moral superfluous
ness of the historical constitution but also its radical indeterminacy. 
The historical constituti_on, which is relevant for practical reasoning, 
is not a mere text or document but is constituted by the regularity 
of conducts, attitudes, and expectations of successive legislatures, 
governmental officials, and generations of citizens generated by the 
enactment of that text. Therefore, the task of transforming the text 
into justificatory propositions is aided by the choices taken in this 
collective work, and the indeterminacies are much more restricted 
than if each of us had to confront the naked text in isolation. 

This theory I am proposing must be distinguished from similar 
attempts to analyze social practices in terms of a collective enter
prise. The approach is not Burkean: it does not attribute any inher
ent value to a society's traditions. Nor is it like the Dworkinian con
ception of integrity, which authorizes judges and other government 
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functionaries to make decisions on the basis of the best principles 
used to justify the decisions and measures of other judges and legis~ 
lators. My theory must also be distinguished from the communi
tarian conception defended by philosophers like Alasdair Macintyre 
who, using the example of successive narration, assert that only in 
the context of shared social practices may a valid conception of the 
good be developed. 

Unlike the above-mentioned conceptions, my approach is based 
on the fact that actions of legislators and judges develop in the con
text of a collective work they do not control. The judge or legislator 
is free to decide that the prevailing system of law, beginning with the 
constitution, has so little worth that it is worth risking a refounding, 
or even a situation of anarchy or dissolution of the legal order. The 
judge's decision must however be conceived as an integral part of 
the legal order, founded upon certain constitutional facts. Therefore, 
legislative, judicial, or administrative measures must contribute to 
preserving and even improving the legal order. Unlike Dworkin's 
view, this does not mean that measures must be justified on the basis 
of those same principles that justify the other contributions to the 
supposedly valuable legal order, given the impossibility of another 
foundational act. 

It has often been maintained that there are prima facie values in
herent in any legal order, whatever its content.30 This assertion is of 
dubious validity. The values of peace and order, for exampleJ are de
rived from the value of justice only when they are located in social 
situations where certain acts of violence are not justified. More in~ 
herent to the idea of a legal order is the value of predictability. But 
predictability is an instrument of some other value (as Max Weber 
showed when he related it to the market economy) and will depend 
on the latterJs priority over other competing values. It is possible 
to say, however, that a current historical constitution and the legal 
order it generated resolve a problem of coordination in that the con
stitution is a completed historical fact compared to other historical 
attempts. As such, if the current constitution has any value at all, it is 
in the potential of its being reformed and perfected, a possibi~ity not 
offered by other unrealized and unrealizable utopias. The fact that 
the legislator or judge could not have dictated his law or sentence 
without a legal order to grant him authority does not in itself imply 
a moral restriction on his decisions, since the legal order may be so 
bad in comparison with the ideal constitution that it is necessary to 
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take advantage of that authority in order to destroy it. Without the 
preservation of the legal order, however, their future decisions will 
probably be completely ineffective. 

This conception goes beyond Karl Popper's recommendation to 
consider tradit_ions as conditioning factors in gradual social engi
neering.31 It is not just a matter of taking advantage of some prac
tices in order to change others. If the only way of taking morally 
justified decisions is to do so in the context of existing social prac
tices founded by a constitudon, it is necessary to preserve that con
stitution and the practices generated by it, even perhaps when they 
depart from the democratic orthodoxy. This necessity is only limited 
by the situation where the practices are so bad that they cannot be 
improved. Only in this worst case is it a morally justified decision, in 
light of the ideal constitution, to disregard the historical constitution 
and face the risk of not being able successfully to establish another. 

Preserving the historical constitution and the practices gener
ated by it is not relevant only from the external point of view. In
stead, it necessitates attending to the internal justifications of those 
who have participated, are participating, and will p~rticipate in the 
establishment and development of the historical constitution and 
its practices. For example, a constitution can successfully establish 
itself at the base of a legal order as long as citizens over time ac
cord the· constitutional text and the historical facts that surround its 
creation a certain intrinsic authority. Nevertheless, as we have seen 
earlier, neither a text nor a combination of historical circumstances 
has the epistemological value to determine such principles. If justi
ficatory reasoning is based on principles that we consider valid due 
to their intrinsic merit, or due to the procedures consistent with the 
ideal constituti9n's respect for rights and the democratic organiza
tion of power, the historical dimension of the constitution becomes 
superfluous. Whether there is or is not a coincidence in basic rea
sons, be they substantive or epistemological, is a matter of fact. If 
no convergence exists, the currency of the constitution and its prac~ 
tices will be diluted. 

This problem places the theorist in a difficult position, almost like 
an atheist compelled to preach religion. One must seek to maintain 
conformity with ··rules of behavior that one believes are rationally 
justified but that would not be followed on the basis of their rational 
justification. Since judges and legislators can only issue morally jus
. tified decisions that will be effective if they do so within the frame
work of a successft,J.l historical constitution, perhaps its preservation 
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and future improvement require that their reasoning accepts it as a 
basic moral fact. 

I believe the solution lies in the adoption of a kind of two-tiered 

reasoning: 
(i) At the first ~nd most basic level, the reasons legitimating a par

ticular social practice constituted by the historical constitution must 
be articulated. Here the requirements of promoting a democratic 
process of decision making and recognizing fundamental rights are 
applicable. They lead us to evaluate the legitimacy of the historical 
constitution in terms of whether it is the expression of a democratic 
consensus resulting from ample and free deliberation and whether 
it also provides a basis for forming consensus and deliberating with 
regard to norms of an inferior category. In addition, we can evaluate 
the degree to which the constitution recognizes those fundamental 
rights that are prerequisites for the proper operation of the demo
cratic process. 

At this first level of practical reasoning, it is important to take 
into account any realistic alternative to the preservation of the his
torical constitution. Even when it is far from satisfying the strictures 
of a legitimate democratic process and of the recognition of funda
mental rights, it is possible that any other realistic alternative will be 
even further away. The most likely alternatives to the historical con
stitution may be an authoritarian government or anarchy, in which 
case the desiderata associated with the legitimacy of the historical 
constitution in light of the ideals of democracy and rights are even 
less satisfied. 

At this first level, one must determine if the conditions of "pre
commitment" described by Stephen Holmes exist to justify constitu
tional limitations on democratic procedures.32 According to Holmes, 
such limitations do not always disempower the majority but may 
instead allow it to resolve problems that it could not resolve in any 
other way by removing certain issues from the decision making 
sphere. Holmes described this as a form of legitimate paternalism, 
comparable to Ulysses' request to be tied to the ship's mast in order 
to keep on course while simultaneously listening to the sirens' song. 
Yet such constitutional limitations do not involve self-paternalism; 
they can better be viewed as current majorities protecting future 
possible majorities; perhaps against the harmful decisions of inter
mediate majorities. 

However, the va,lue of precommitment can only be an ex post 
facto justification: We cannot justify a priori constitutional limita-
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tions of democratic procedures on the ground that democracy is 
strengthened when we take issues away from its sphere of decision. 
Rather, the constitutional restrictions may prevent people from de
ciding future conflicts in the best possible way, that is, by majoritar
ian decision. This would be an illegitimate attempt by today's cir
cumstantial majority to dominate future majorities. If this is so, it 
must not be evaluated at the level of practical reasoning. The guid
ing principle for such an evaluation is that ~~majority government" 
does not mean government of any group of citizens, whatever their 
number. It means government by what is essentially a conceptual 
construction: a larger number of raised hands in favor of certain 
solutions for certain issues, regardless of whose hands are raised 
and how the votes combine when joined with another issue under 
different circumstances. What :rp.ust be preserved is the possibility 
of any given combination of hands against one particular combina
tion. Many constitutional limitations can have this scope, but this 
cannot be determined in the abstract. 

(ii) If the above first-level reasoning supports the legitimacy, even 
though still imperfect, of the historical constitution, it is possible to 
go on to a second level of reasoning. This is the application phase, 
where the historical constitution is applied to justify actions or de
cisions. The reasoning of this second level must be constrained to 
respect the results of the first-level reasoning. This means that justi
ficatory reasons incompatible with the preservation of the historical 
constitution are excluded as long as the first-level reasoning demon
strates that the constitution is more legitimate, with regard to the 
ideal constitution, than any rea1istic alternative. Similarly, a rule 
that is impecc;able according to moral principles may be disqualified 
or excluded if necessary for the preservation of the historical consti
tution. · 

This second stage does not imply that the principles and proce
dures of the ideal constitution have no relevance to legal reasoning, 
or that the latter is autonomous from morality. First of all, these 
principles and procedures are the last court of appeal at the first level 
of legal justificatory reasoning. Given the priority of the first level 
over the second; this hierarchy determines the results of the reason
ing as a. ~hole. Second, the principles and procedures of the ideal 
constitution are relevant even at the second level of justificatory rea
soning as long as they are not incompatible with the conclusions 
reached at the first leveJ.33 The principles of rights and democratic 
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procedures that are morally valid as part of the ideal constitution can 
be called upon to resolve the inevitable indeterminacies that remain 
in a constitution-even one conceived of as a practice or convention. 
These indeterminacies allow a constitutional practice to improve 
and evolve toward more acceptable forms of legitimacy, since it is 
often possible to find solutions that are normatively preferable. 

Dworkin's conception of constitutional interpretation, in con
trast, does not allow for this possibility. He tries to minimize chances 
for variation in legal interpretation by arguing that past decisions 
not only determine the solutions explicitly adopted but influence 
cases not explicitly resolved, since those cases must be decided ac
cording to principles used to justify past decisions. Thus, Dworkin 
maintains that there is no· difference between cases that are solved 
according to the law and those that are not. I believe, however, that it 
is important to see the ·tension between the preservation and the evo
lution of the practice. While it is true that the use of past decisions 
in order to solve hard cases can fortify existing practice in terms 
of a specific problem, it is preferable to solve such a problem ac
cording to principles of rights and democratic procedures which are 
morally valid. This process makes th~ practice more consistent with 
the forms of legitimacy embodied in the ideal constitution, strength
ens the historical constitution as a whole, and eliminates tensions 
with legal demands that might endanger its subjective legitimacy. 

These two stages of constitutional practice present a kind of 
"tiered" configuration when converting the text into justificatory 
propositions.34 The initial choices involve general interpretive crite
ria, such as overcoming semantic, syntactic, and logical indetermi
nacies. Nevertheless, our options are not completely precluded by 
those former determinations. Even when we rely on those determi
nations, we are extending them to new situations.35 

As I have suggested, this approach corresponds to a kind of 
'(second-best" rationality, since individual cases would better be 
solved if we were able to justify our actions and decisions on the 
basis of the ideal constitution. Yet we cannot do this outside of a 
constitutional practice. Thus, we must justify our actions and deci
sions in a form compatible with the historical constitution in order 
to preserve that practice if it is the best possible alternative to the 
ideal constitution.36 At the same time, we should always seek to move 
closer to the ideal one. 

This method of overcoming the apparent paradoxes of the radi-
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cal indeterminacy and the moral irrelevance of the historical con~ 
stitution generates a new approach to the interpretation, enforce~ 
ment, and even modification of historical constitutions. In addition 
to the two dimensions of the ideal constitution- respect for indi
vidual rights and the democratic system of decision making- there 
is a third dimension. That dimension involves the preservation of 
the current constitutional practice as long as it is basically compat
ible with constitutional ideals and potentially can achieve greater 
satisfaction of those ideals in the future. This view of the historical 
constitution's impact on practical reasoning requires an articula
tion of the two dimensions of the ideal constitution in whose light 
the historical one must be evaluated: the ideal constitution of rights 
and the ideal constitution of democracy. These two dimensions may 
conflict if they are not suitably combined. 



Chapter Three 

• • • • • • • • • 

The Ideal Constitution of 

Rights 

In Chapter 2, I demonstrated what might be deemed to be "the fun
damental theorem of legal theory." This theorem holds that actions 
and decisions, such as those taken in constitutional matters, can.not 
be justified on the basis of positive laws, as in the historical constitu
tion, but only on the basis of autonomous reasons, which are in the 
end moral principles .. Presumably those moral principles establish 
a set of fundamental rights. I also established the role of the histori
cal constitution in practical reasoning: Constitutional conventions 
or practices are not premises of justificatory reasoning but objects 
of justification in the· first stage of that reasoning. These practices 
in turn serve as the basis for justifying particular actions and de
cisions in the second stage. This demonstration of the relevance of 
the historical constitution in practical reasoning, however, was not 
achieved at the expense of principles establishing rights. Those prin
ciples are still considered the ultimate basis of justification in prac
tical reasoning, in the light of which the historical constitution is or 
is not legitimized. 

It is now appropriate to evaluate the bases and implications of 
principles establishing rights in practical reasoning. Only when we 
undertake this inquiry can we determine the counterweight that the 
recognition of rights exerts on the legitimate scope of the democratic 
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process. That scope may be larger or more restricted according to 
the grounds and implications of the recognition of moral rights. 
Moreover, recognition of rights may affect how the historical consti
tution acts as a counterweight to the democratic process. Allegiance 
to a historical constitution may restrict the operation of the demo
cratic process when necessary to preserve a constitution, that is, the 
instrument that makes possible the operation of democracy. This 
depends, however, on the justifiability of the historical constitution 
itself, which is in turn a function of the extent to which the histori
cal constitution respects moral principles establishing rights. 

The object of this chapter is to describe a theory of rights that 
gives content to this counterweight to the democratic process. My 
purpose is to articulate that part of the ideal dimension of the com
plex constitution that deals with individual rights, and hence with 
the just distribution of social and natural goods as it should be rec
ognized by the state. Ofcourse, historical constitutions may depart 
considerably from what I would like to defend as the content of an 
ideal copstitution of rights. As I argued in the preceding chapter, the 
extent ofthat departure must be considered in evaluating the actual 
constitutional practice to determine whether one is justified in abid
ing by it. Moreover, even if one is committed to _abiding by it in par
ticular cases, we have to decide whether the historical constitution 
should be brought closer to the ideaL even if that weakens continuity 
over time. If so, we need to confront the tension created when we 
interpret the practice to make it come closer to the requirements of 
the ideal constitution while at the same time weakening continuity. 

The core of this section will be devoted to restating, in a some
what different manner, what I presented in The Ethics of Human 
Rights as the foundation and general content of a liberal conception 
of social and political morality} I will also address the implications 
of the liberal conception for a few particular rights, those essential 
to the justification of democracy. 

The Notion of Individual Rights 

The constitution.al rights we are going to analyze are, in the first 
place, legal rights, since they either are or ought to be recognized by 
the.Jegal system. It is well known that legal rights respond to a varied 
typology that has_been described by W. N. Hohfeld, Hans Kelsen, 
and others:2 
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(i) rights-liberties, which involve only the absence of a prohibi
tion and cannot by themselves provide any sort of protection; 

(ii) rights-authorizations, which are generated by permissive 
norms, although their status as belonging to an independent cate
gory or as reducible to some of the others depends on how those 
permissive norms are conceived;3 

(iii) rights-privileges, which correlate to active or passive duties 
of other people, belonging either to certain specific classes or to a 
tlriiversal class; 

(iv) rights-claims, which include the possibility of presenting a 
cH1im to some organ in order to enforce the correlative duties; 

(v) rights-powers, which involve the ability to enact norms in 
C>rder to alter the legal relationship of other people; 

(vi) finally, rights-immunities, which are correlative to the lack of 
power of others to alter the legal status of the holder of the right. 

Constitutional rights are often a conglomerate of these different 
categories of rights, mainly vis a vis the different organs of the state. 

Behind these categories of rights, there are different kinds of 
cl1lties. They include the absence of the duty to do something or to 
ot11it to do something on the part of the holder of the right; the duty 
()f others to perform some action toward that holder or to abstain 
frorn interfering with his action; the duty of the organs of the state 
tO provide certain benefits to the holder of the right or to abstain 
fr()rn interfering with his conduct and enable him to use the state's 
coercive power against those not complying with their correlative 
duties; and the duty to recognize the norms enacted through exer
ci.seof legal power to do so and not to recognize the norms enacted 
()Utside that power. To be a beneficiary of a constitutional right is to 
he a beneficiary of a set of duties. 

We saw in Chapter 2, however, that legal norms are not sufficient 
t() justify actions or decisions like those typically grounded in the 
invocation of constitutional rights. When we resort to a constitu
tio~al right to justify a certain decision (including criticism of a de
cision already adopted), we are ultimately resorting to principles of 
s()cial morality which endorse the constitutional-legal norm estab
lisl1ing the right in question. Constitutional rights are in the last in
.st~~ce moral rights:. since they derive from principles that have the 
pr()perties of autonomy, finality, supervenience, publicity, universal
i:zability, and generality.4 These are the distinctive features of moral 
pl'iriciples.5 ~ 
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Although all legal rights invoked in justificatory contexts are 
moral rights, not all moral rights are of a legal character. Whether 
they are legal depends on two circumstances: the concept of law that 
is employed and the existence of certain prescriptions. With regard 
to the first point, there are many descriptive and normative concepts 
of law. There are certain descriptive concepts which refer to the 
norms which in fact some organs have enacted (the most common 
concept refers to the judicial recognition of the relevant norms). As 
we have seen, there are normative concepts which refer to the norms 
that certain organs ought to enact or apply, including the norms 
legislators ought to enact, or judges ought to apply, or judges ought 
to apply if they were enacted by the legislature. A moral right may 
or may not be of a legal character, depending on the normative or 
descriptive concept of law employed and the existence or absence of 
the corresponding enactment. 

In what follows, I shall refer to constitutional rights under a cer
tain normative concept of law with which we identify the ideal di
mension of the complex constitution. This concept of law takes into 
acco~nt the m.oral duty of judges and state officials in general to rec
ognize legal norms establishing the right in question. Accordingly, 
the concept of rights I invoke is also a normative one: Rights that 
should be recognized as part of the constitutional ideal cannot be 
determined without articulating a conception of political and moral 
philosophy. · 

The Liberal Conception of Rights 

.There have been many attempts to ground moral principles es
tablishing rights. Some have based them in intuitions of a supra
empirical reality, in contingent social conventions, in the enlight
ened se.lf-interest of social agents, or in subjective preferences of 
some people. All such efforts, however, fail to sustain the strong 
claims implied in the assertion of those rights. The intuitions may be 
cou~terpoised by other intuitions of contrary content. Often, social 
conventions may not be favorable to the recognition of rig~ts. More
over, ·there are many situations in which the selfMinterest of some 
people may lie in crushing the rights of fellow human beings. 

The only way to overcome these dead-ends and give a solid foun
d~tion to rights is to rely on the presuppositions of the practice of 
m<?ral di_scussion in which we engage when we evaluate actions, de-
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cisions, irtstitutions, and practices that may affect the basic rights 
of people. Those presuppositions of moral discussion define the va
lidity of the principles used in the evaluative framework. To partici
pate in the practice and to deny those presuppositions necessarily 
assumed when participating in it or their implications is to incur a 
practical inconsistency. 

Admittedly, this form of meta~ethical constructivism-which re
lies on the assumptions of the practice of moral discourse and not 
on the results of any manifestation of that practice-is itself a form 
of conventionalism.6 This is true because it takes as its aarchimedean 
point" of moral justification the presuppositions of a social practice. 
But two caveats are in place here. First, what validates a moral judg
ment is its conformity with the underlying requirements of moral 
discussion, not the fact that those requirements are conventionally 
accepted. Second, t~e conventions that constitute the practice of 
moral discussion are much broader, more general, and more stable 
than the specific substantive moral standards, such as the proscrip
tion against torture. While it is true that throughout history and 
geography some radical changes are produced in the presupposi
tions of moral discussion, they are extremely rare and exceptional. 
The most noticeable change lies in the rejection of criteria of vali
dation that are based on the prescriptions of human, traditional, or 
divine authorities. These criteria have been replaced by ones deeply 
embedded in our present practice of moral discourse, which resort 
to the counterfactual prescription of whoever assumes a position of 
impartiality, rationality, and knowledge of the relevant facts. 

A central presupposition of the post-Enlightenment practice of 
moral discussion is that every authority or convention is subject to 
criticism, except perhaps the very practice of criticizing. The role 
of criticism is associated with liberalism because this feature of the 
moral discourse of modernity reflects the value of moral autonomy. 
In effect, moral discussion is designed to overcome conflicts and 
to achieve cooperation through consensus. That consensus presup
poses the shared, free acceptance of principles to justify actions 
and attitudes. In other words, one who participates in the practice 
of moral discussion necessarily assumes, either as an end in itself 
or as a means for some other end, the value of acting on the basis 
of the free adoption of moral principles-that is, an adoption not 
grounded in authority or conditioned by threats or inclinations but 
based on reasons (which are defined in terms of impartiality, ratio-
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nality, and knowledge of the relevant facts). In the end, participation 
in the practice of moral discussion presupposes the value of acting 
on the basis of reasons.7 

The Principle of Personal Autonomy 

The g8neral presupposition about the value of autonomy refers to 
the free acceptance of both intersubjective moral principles and self
regarding ·ideals of person_al excellence. Intersubjective moral prin
ciples evaluate the actions of individuals according to their effects 
on the interests or welfare of other individuals (such as the prohibi
tion on killing other people). Ideals of personal excellence evaluate 
actions for their effects on the quality of the life or the moral charac
ter of the agent (such as the ideals of a good parent, a good patriot, 
or a good Christian, of a rewarding sexual life, and so on). 

When the value of autonomy refers to the first kind of moral prin
ciples-those of intersubjective character-it has the power of limit
ing itself. It is necessary to restrain the autonomy of some in order 
to preserve the autonomy of others. This restraint occurs when the 
standards of behavior that some individuals freely accept adversely 
affect the autonomy of other individuals to act according to moral 
standards that they freely would accept. Of course, this requires us 
to avail ourselves of some principle which allows us to balance be
tween the autonomy that is lost and that which is preserved when 
interfering with the choices of individuals. 

Note, however, that the same possibility of self-limitation of the 
value of autonomy is not involved when it refers to the free adop
tion of ideals of human excellence or of personal virtue. This is true 
qecause the adoption of those ideals, by definition, cannot affect in 
itself the interests of other people. While the adoption of many per
sonal ideals may have consequences which harm the autonomy of 
people, this is due not to the adoption itself but to the tacit accep~ 
tance of some intersubjective standard which allows for action that 
harms the autonomy of others. It is, thus, the adoption of such a 
standard and not that of the personal ideal which transgresses on the 
value of autonomy. Accordingly, from the general presupposition of 
the value of moral autonomy, we can derive the more specific liberal 
principle of personal autonomy proscribing interference with the 
free choice of ideals of personal excellence. The attempt to impose. 
personal ideals is self-frustrating and, hence, irrational. Democratic 
discussion and decision, which render a coercive imposition legiti-
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mate, have no episternic value when they refer to personal ideals 
because the requirement of impartiality, on which that epistemic 
value is based, is not relevant to their validity.8 

The recognition of this principle of personal autonomy, a distinc
tive feature of a liberal conception of society, excludes perfection
ism, that is, the position according to which it is a legitimate mission 
of the state to impose ideals of personal virtue. Some autHors have 
maintained that liberalism based on the principle of personal au
tonomy implies a version of perfectionism, since personal autonomy 
is part of an ideal of human excellence.9 This claim deserves several 
replies. First, though it is true that personal autonomy gives value to 
the life and character of individuals, it is also the object of an inter
subjective principle-that of not interfering with the choice of life 
plans on the part of other people-and this principle is derived from 
the presupposition of moral autonomy in practical discourse. Sec
ond, even when it is maintained that the intersubjective principle 
of personal autonomy cannot be interpreted in all its depth without 
resorting to the value of personal autonomy as part of an ideal of 
human excellence, it is nevertheless distinctive of that value to pro
scribe any interference with the choice of any other aspect of ideals 
of human excellence. Third, it is precisely that feature of the value 
of personal autonomy which makes the adoption of it contrary to 
perfectionism, since it would be absurd to define perfectionism so 
that there cannot logically be a no~perfectionist position. 

The principle of personal autonomy determines the content of 
basic individual rights, since from it we can infer the goods that 
those rights protect. These -goods are the necessary conditions for 
the choice and realization of personal ideals and plans of life based 
on those ideals. Prerequisites for the choice and realization of life 
plans include psycho-biological life, bodily and psychological integ
rity, freedom of movement, freedom of expression, access to ma
terial resources, freedom of association, freedom to work, access to 
leisure, and freedom of religious practices. 

The value of personal autonomy is, if taken in isolation, an aggre
gative value. This means that when there is more autonomy in a 
social group, there is more value in that group regardless of how 
that autonomy is distributed. This, however, seems to contravene 
intuitions deeply ingrained in liberalism. If, for instance, an elite 
achieves enormous degrees of autonomy by subjecting to slavery 
the rest of the population, making the total amount of autonomy 
greater than would exist if autonomy were more evenly distributed, 
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this would not be a satisfactory state of affairs from the liberal 
point of view. Kant captured that intuition in the second formula
tion of the categorical imperative which prohibits treating people 
only as means and not also a~ ends in themselves. In a slavehold
ing society, the masters would be using the slaves as mere means 
for their own ends, since the former produce or countenance the 
reduction of the latter's autonomy so that they may enjoy greater 
autonomy. 

The Principle of Inviolability of the Person 

Several contemporary philosophers have asserted that the main 
fault of a conception of social morality exclusively based on aggrega
tive values lies in its disregard for the independence and separability 
of persons.10 They argue that the aggregative conception treats the 
interests of different individuals as if they were the interests of one 
and the same person. While it is rational to give priority to the more 
important interests of a particular individual, it is not rational to do 
_similarly when the interests involve different people. The require
ment of impartiality which defines moral validity does not seerri to 
be constructed upon the assumption of a comprehensive viewpoint, 
which incorporates the interests of all those concemed. It is plau
sible to conclude, therefore, that moral discourse presupposes this 
idea of separability and independence of persons. As Thomas Nagel 
says, impartiality is based on the adoption in successive and sepa
rate ways of the points of view of each of the people affected.U The 
very idea of.autonomy implies the separability and independence of 
p~ople, since it presupposes being able to distinguish the life-plan 
decisions adopted by the agent concerned from those adopted by 
.other people. 

These considerations lead to the defense of a second principle as 
part of a liberal conception of society-the principle of the inviola
bility of the person.12 This principle limits that of personal autonomy. 
In its first formulation, the principle of inviolability of the person 
proscribes the diminishment of one person's autonomy for the sole 
purpose of increasing the autonomy enjoyed by others. It excludes 
positions of a holistic character. Holistic positions do not take into 
·account considerations of distribution since they admit, as a matter 
·of principle, interpersonal compensations of benefits and harms or 
burd€ms. Among the holistic concept.ions, the collectivist view is of 
particular importance. Collectivists recognize the existence of a col-
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lective entity which constitutes an independent moral person with 
irreducible interests. This is clear, as Elie Kedourie says, in the case 
of some post-Kantian authors such as Fichte, who maintain that the 
autonomy of individuals materializes only through their belonging 
to the whole of the state that confers reality upon themP The state, 
in this view, is not a mere collection of individuals addressed to sat
isfy individual interests but is over and above the individuals. 

Collectivism is subject to objections of both an ontological and 
an ethical nature. The most plausible conception of collective per
sons is that which conceives of persons as logical constructs, since 
the propositions about collective entities are equivalent to a complex 
set of propositions about. individuals and their factual and norma
tive relationships.14 But even when we assign an independent logical 
status to collective persons, it is hardly plausible to consider them 
irreducible units from the moral point of view. The principle of per
sonal autonomy implies adopting a subjectivist conception of self
regarding interests, and there is no subjectivity without a psyche. 
From what we know through present science, there is no autono
mous psyche without an independent nervous system. The same 
conclusion can be reached by considering that moral discourse pre
supposes adoption of the points of view of all the people affected. It 
would be very strange to suppose that a state or a university has a 
distinctive point of view.15 This does not mean that it is senseless to 
speak of the interests of a C()~ntry, but the propositions about those 
interests should be translatable to propositions about interests of 
individuals. 

The Principle of Dignity of the Person 

The combination of the principles of autonomy and inviolability 
of the person is insufficient for constituting a liberal conception of 
society and for deriving the set of individual rights normally asso
ciated with that conception. The two principles guarantee that the 
autonomy of an individual m~y not be sacrificed in order to increase 
the autonomy of other individuals. But this guarantee also would 
apply to the very agents concerned, prohibiting them from engaging 
in any kind of arrangement that might damage their own autonomy. 
Thus, the principle· of personal autonomy would imply, paradoxi
cally, a permanent supervision of individuals in order to disqualify 
any personal decisions-that restrict their own autonomy, even if the 
net result is to enlarge the autonomy of other people. 
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The rejection of the above antiliberal implication of the former 
two principles necessitates a further principle that directly limits the 
principle of the inviolability of the person. This new principle must 
authorize restrictions in the autonomy of individuals, when those 
restrictions are consented to by the very individuals concerned. A 
more precise formulation of this principle, which I call 11the prin
ciple of dignity of the person/' 16 permits one to take into account 
deliberate decisions or acts of individuals as a valid sufficient basis 
for obligations, liabilities, and loss of rights. Thus, it is possible to 
envision a dynamic process where rights can be transferred and lost 
so that some individuals may diminish their autonomy in favor of 
actions of others. 

The limitation that the principle of dignity of the person places 
upon the principle of inviolability of the person may cancel the limi
tation that the latter places on the principle of autonomy of the per
son. Therefore, when the principle of dignity of the person applies 
(since the person affected consents to a normative relation resulting 
in a loss of autonomy), the prohibition on restraining the autonomy 
of an individual in order to increase that of others is overridden. 
This manifests itself in the fact that legal institutions which establish 
obligations and liabilities depending on the consent of the people 
affected-such as contract, marriage, and criminal laws-should be 
justified .on ·the basis of promoting autonomy in society at largeP 
Individuals who, for instance, commit a crime may be punished in 
order to prevent further crimes and, consequently, to promote a 
greater aggregative amount of autonomy. Such individuals are not 
entitled to complain that they are being used as mere means because 
they have agreed to assume liability for punishment when they vol
untarily commit a crime while knowing that liability is a necessary, 

. normative consequence of the act. 
Th:is third principle of a liberal conception of society excludes 

(<normative determinism." At its most basic level, determinism main
tains that every event, including human actions, is caused by bio
logical, psychological, or socio-economic factors. Normative deter
minism is a position which infers from this descriptive hypothesis 

. that voluntary human actions should not be taken as sufficient nor
m~tive conditions of obligations, liabilities, and rights. This is itself 
,a normative proposition which, as such, could not simply be derived 
.from the descriptive hypothesis of determinism without engaging in 
an ille~itimate derivation of 110ught-judgmentS11 from 11is-judgments." 
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such a derivation could only be done on the basis of some major 
premise of a normative character. As I have tried to show elsewhere, 
however, it is not easy to see what that premise might be and how it 
might be grounded.18 This is all the more true when the conclusion 
that would derive from it would lead, once generalized, to an un
intelligible conception of society. Negating the principle of dignity 
of the person would lead not only to the rejecting of the institution 
of criminal responsibility- since it is based on the consent of those 
subject to punishment 19

- but also to the rejection of institutions 
such as civil contracts, marriage, and political representation. 

In adopting the principle of dignity of the person against the 
claims of normative determinism, we must confront the challenge 
of dealing with exceptions in situations where consent is commonly 
considered to be invalid due to a failure of the will. In certain cases 
the will of the agent is overcome by external factors, such as coer
cion or mental disturbance. In my view, excuses from punishment . 
or compensation as a result of a failure of will that nullify contracts 
are compatible with the principle of dignity of the person.20 The con
sistency exists insofar as we take into account not the fact that the 
will of the agent is caused but rather that it is caused by factors 
which operate in an unequal .way on the agents in question. If men
tal immaturity, coercion, necessity, or mistakes affect in a relatively 
equal way all the members of the relevant social group, it would 
be absurd to permit those circumstances to invalidate contracts or 
marriages, or to deny compensations for torts or punishments for 
crimes committed within that group. 

These three principles-autonomy, inviolability, and dignity
constitute a broad basis for deriving an ample set of individual rights 
that conform to the substantive ideal dimension of the complex con
stitution. The principle of personal autonomy determines the goods 
that are the content of those rights; inviolability of the person de
scribes the function of those rights by establishing barriers of pro
tection of individual interests against claims based on interests of 
other people or of some collective whole; and the dignity of the per
son allows for a dynamic handling of rights by permitting consent 
of individuals to serve as grounds for the liabilities and obligations 
that limit them. These three principles define a liberal conception of 
society, a conception which rejects the implications of perfection
ism, holism, and normative determinism. 
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Who Enjoys Rights? Who Must Respect Them? 

Any limitation on the class of holders of moral rights on the basis 
of certain factual properties, such as belonging to the human species 
or possessing rationality, presents an almost insurmountable diffi
culty. Vfe must ask why those factual properties should necessarily 
be relevant to certain higher normative principles. If we do not re
solve this problem, we risk a dogmatism analogous to that of the 
racist who considers morally relevant physical differences without 
an ulterior moral justification.21 

Though this problem requires more extensive discussion, I can 
say here that the solution consists in acknowledging that the prin
ciples establishing fundamental rights are unconditional and extend 
toward everybody and everything. Certain factual conditions control 
not who are the holders of the rights in question but who actually 
is able to enjoy the benefits provided by them. For instance, certain 
psycho-biological conditions are preconditions to enjoying the good 
of personal autonomy. A-determinate development of the nervous 
system is a condition to feeling pleasure and pain. The attribution 
of a separate existence, which underlies the principie of inviolability 
of the person, also requires also some psycho-biological conditions. 
The capacity to make decisions and to perform certain voluntary ac
tions, which allows for the application of the principle of dignity of 
the person, also presupposes a certain psychological and biological 
development. Hence, when fundamental moral rights-like consti
tutional ones-are deemed human rights, this alludes to the very 
important, but logically contingent, fact that we believe that those 
rights mairily benefit members of the human species. This concep
tion of the addressees of individual rights has important implica
tions for issues like abortion and discriminationP However, there 
are classes of superior nonhuman animals which may partially en
joy some aspects of those rights, such as rights that imply that in
fliction of pain has negative value. 

An important question with regard to constitutionally guaran
teed. human rights asks whether they should benefit people outside 
the borders of a certain country; For instance, the United States 

_ Supreme Court, in United States v. Rene Ma1tinez Verdugo- Urquidez, 23 

ruled that the guarantee of the Fourth Amendment against search 
-and seizures undertaken without a judicial warrant did not apply 
outside the territory of the United States.24 The argument of the ma
joritY of the Court was that the expression 11the people" used in the 
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Fourth Amendment refers to the national community, and the Court 
held that only members of that community are protected by that 
guarantee. Justices William J. Brennan, Jr., and Thurgood Marshall 
dissented, adopting a universalistic vision of constitutional rights. 
They pointed out the contradiction inherent in maintaining that 
while the government is constitutionally authorized to act abroad in 
order to combat crime, it is not constrained in its action by the same 
constitution to protect the individual rights. In my view, the dissent 
is the correct approach according to the principles of constitutional 
liberalism, since the recognition of rights must necessarily be uni
versal, notwithstanding the fact that the efficacy of such recognition 
is limited to the national territory. 

Our framework also can be used to examine who must preserve 
constitutional rights and who can be made responsible for their vio
lation. In principle, the class of those who are morally bound to 
respect human rights is also a universal class, since any a priori 
discrimination in the duty to protect and promote those rights is 
not justified. As previously suggested, however, such duties are sub
ject to conditions related to the possibility of complying with them 
and with the distribution of the corresponding burdens. With these 
limitations, the duties protecting constitutional rights are in many 
cases fulfilled in a direct way-such as in duties of noninterfer
ence. In other cases, they are fulfilled through institutional mecha
nisms, such as contrib~tions of different forms, particularly taxa
tion, that maintain the state structures which protect and promote 
those rights. These state structures include the police, the adminis
tratioD: of justice, and a system of social security. The state is often 
considered the main offender against human rights. This emphasis 
is understandable insofar as it is assumed that there are legal mecha
nisms able to confront human rights abuses committed by nonstate 
actors, but absent when committed by the state. But it is necessary 
to underscore the need to establish such mechanisms. 

Two Challenges to Liberalism: 
Communitarianism and Egalitarianism 

The liberal conception of society is generally criticized for not 
being able to absorb ideals of fraternal community, equality, and 
democracy. While liberalism is said to be based on the values of au
tonomy, inviolability,· ':lnd dignity of the person, it allegedly ignores 
other essential aspects of the human condition. Critics argue, first, 
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that liberalism fails to recognize the role that membership in a com
munity plays in the life and character of individuals in defining their 
identity, conditioning their moral reasoning, and choosing plans of 
life. Second, liberalism arguably gives an undue weight to autonomy 
understood in merely negative terms, protecting formal liberty and 
disregarding the claims of equality and social justice. 

The Communitarian Challenge to Liberalism 

Philosophers like Alasdair Macintyre, Charles Taylor, and 
Michael Sandel have tried to show how the traditions and conven
tions that define a community, many of which may eventually be 
reflected in a constitution, are necessarily approximations of propo
sitions that justify actions or decisions. These traditions and con
ventions are used, for example, in justifying decisions based on 
individual rights or the democratic process. This conception of the 
addressees of individual rights has relevant implications for issues 
like abortion and discrimination.25 

Taylor tries, for example, to show in an almost syllogistic way 
how appeal to individual rights presupposes membership in a spe
cific community defined by specific traditions.26 He alleges that the 
ascript,ion of rights depends on the recognition of the capacity for 
certain activities, such as expressing opinions, developing a spiri
tual life, and feeling pleasure or pain. He then argues that the as
cription of rights implies not only the recognition of certain human 
capacities but also the recognition that such capacities are valuable. 
If something is valuable, there is a duty to expand and preserve it 
as well as to create the conditions on which its materialization and 
expansion depend. But, he states, most of the capacities underlying 
the protection of individual rights are conditioned by membership 
within a given society, since their practice requires elements such 
as language, a conceptual scheme, and institutions that are inher
ently socialP The conclusion is, of course, that the ascription of 
rights presupposes the duty of preserving those communal bonds 
that make possible the development of the precious capacities pro
tected by rights.28 

Elsewhere I have maintained that communitarianism seems at
tractive orily in light of its valuation of each society's peculiar form 
of solidarity, and of the social contribution to individual develop-
1I).ent.29 Communitarianism appears questionable when we perceive 
that the logical development of this position can lead to collectivist 
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and perfectionist implications, derived from its implicit adoption of 
a conservative and relativist conventionalism. 

It is not these less plausible characteristics of communitarian
ism that demonstrate its theoretical weakness, however, but rather 
a more fundamental inconsistency. On the one hand, it embraces 
conventions and social practices, but on the other, it questions the 
current practice of moral discourse which, as Macintyre recognizes, 
is characterized by those features of liberalism that communitari
anism condemns.30 These features include the idea that morality is 
principally composed of rules that would be accepted by any ratio
nal individual under ideal circumstances; the requirement that such 
rules be neutral with respect to the interests of different individuals; 
the requirement that moral rules be neutral in relation to concep
tions of the good that individuals support; and finally, the require
ment that moral rules be applied equally to all human beings inde
pendent of their social context. Hence, current practices of moral 
discourse seem to exclude the possibility of justifying actions or 
decisions on the basis of reasons whose validity is socially rela
tive-dependent on their acknowledgment as social conventions
and whose content varies from society to society. Communitarians 
are thus inconsistent in both emphasizing the importance of con
ventions to moral reasoning and opposing those that constitute the 
foundations of the social. practice of moral discourse. The post
Enlightenment moral discourse of our civilization, as epitomized 
by Kant, requires that ultimate justificatory reasons be autonomous 
(their validity should not depend on their context but on their ac-
ceptability under ideal conditions) and also universal (applicable to 
all situations that do not differ in relevant circumstances). 

This rejection of the philosophical basis of communitarianism 
does not deny that membership in a community and bonds of fra
ternity and friendship are extremely important goods in the devel
opment of personal autonomy. As such, the political organization, 
beginning with its constitution, ought to provide the material basis 
for those goods. This requires granting everybody ample freedom, 
not only negative but also positive, to engage voluntarily in the most 
varied associations and organizations of communal life, ·be they par
tial and circumstantial or total and lifelong. Of course, the essential 
precondition for this freedom is the possibility of voluntarily join
ing and leaving these communities, a freedom of special importance 
in the case of childre,n. It also requires individuals to be exposed 
to other forms of life outside the community in which somebody 
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has been born and raised. Finally, the state will have to intervene in 
order to overcome problems of collective action that affect the pos
sibility of free communitarian engagements. 

The Egalitarian Challenge to Liberalism 

The egalitarian criticism of liberalism implies that philosophy is 
antagonistic to a commitment to support the neediest citizens, since 
that support often involves interfering with choices of individuals. 
Although liberalism should not be reduced solely to the defense of 
the free economic market, the market and private property must 
occupy a central place in liberal institutions addressed to promote 
personal autonomy. This centrality must be assured despite the obvi
ous fact that the protection of the market and private property may 
often consolidate and even expand initial inequalities. 

·There J'tas been a strong egalitarian trend within liberalism, ever 
since Kant and Mill, that makes one wonder whether the supposed 
tension between liberty and equality is real. The suspicion that it is 
only illusory emerges when we consider that the two values have 
different structures. Liberty is not a relative value: I am free regard
less of how free others are, despite any causal interdependencies be
tween my own freedom and that of others. Freedom is an absolute 
value, the extension of which does not depend on how it is distrib
uted among different individuals, nor does it a priori include a cri
terion of distribution. On the other hand, equality is a value which 
necessarily refers to the distribution of some other value. Equality 
<is not a value if it is not predicated on another situation or property 
~hich. is in itself va)uable. It is not, for instance, valuable to be equal 
iri our height or irt our conditions of slavery. 

This suggests the possibility of combining the two values: what is 
required is an equal distribution of liberty. But then one might ask, 
why should this combination be accepted in place of another crite
rion for distributing autonomy?,One could choose, for instance, to 
maximize autonomy by equalizing people in relation to some other 
val~e,· such as the satisfaction of their needs. The answer to this 
question may be provid~d by examining the violations of rights that 
liberalism recognizes~ 

Liberalism endorses ~ights such as the right to life, to bodily in
tegrity, and to property, and guarantees freedom from aggression 
·and from torture. Recognition of these rights raises a further ques
tion: Why are those very same rights not violated when people are 
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left to die or suffer bodily harms for want of food or medical at
tention or when they lack the necessary resources to pursue their 
chosen plans of life? The usual reply rests upon a distinction be
tween the two types of cases. In the first, individual rights are being 
violated by the person, normally a public official who executes the 
attack or aggressive act. The second case involves not a violation 
of rights but their nonsatisfaction due to natural events or at most 
to involuntary actions of human beings. In this view, all that pub
lic officials do is to allow that nonsatisfaction to occur. Even in the 
worst of situations, this is considered much less serious than pro
voking the nonsatisfaGtion in the first place. 

But this reply seems to depend on an unjustified moral distinc
tion between actions and omissions. Why not say that the public offi
cials who did not ensure that the ill get adequate medical attention, 
or even the citizens who did not contribute sufficient taxes, have 
killed or caused bodily harm by omission? There are many situa
tions in which the differences between actions and omissions either 
do not appear or are not significant. By way of response, some point 
to the fact that the act committed shows a greater degradation of 
the agent than the corresponding omission; others state that posi
tive actions are always deliberate, whereas omissions are frequently 
involuntary; some argue th.at the former generally provoke greater 
scandal and worse exemplary effects than the latter. 

Elsewhere, I have argued that the examples typically used in the 
discussion of this problem do reveal a difference between action and 
omission-specifically, that the omission does not cause the disvalu
able result which is indeed caused by the action in the parallel ex
ample. The government official in charge of public health who does 
not assign enough funds to hospitals creates a necessary condition 
of the death of the patients. But he does not cause that death as he 
would if he shot those patients with a machine-gun. The official's 
intervention; or lack of it, is comparable to that of the person who 
made or sold the machine-gun. 

Despite these distinctions, it is reasonable to ask why omissions 
in these and other similar examples do not cause the results which 
violate human rights and to inquire into the moral relevance that 
they are not causes but only conditions of those results. Consider the 
mother who does not feed her baby and thereby causes his death. 
The reason seems to be that the ascription of causal effects to con
duct, mainly to the omitted conduct, depends on normative stan
dards which establish a duty of acting in a positive way. Such stan-
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dards distinguish the case of the mother from the case of a neighbor 
who might also have fed the child but did not have the duty to do so 
and, hence, did not cause his death. According to this logic, it is not 
that we have the duty of acting or of not acting when such action 
or inaction causes a result that violates a certain right. Instead, we 
cause a result that violates some right when we have a duty of acting 
or not acting in order to impede that result. 

Since it is generally concluded that a right such as the right to 
life is not violated by not providing people with food or medicines, it 
presumably follows that there is no duty to provide such resources. 
From where does the definition of that duty emerge? As part of the 
positive morality of our societies, we judge intuitively that it is dif
ferent to abstain from provid!ngfood to hungry people than to shoot 
them with a machine-gun. Therefore, the assumption that there is no 
duty to provide food to the needy corresponds to a standard of that 
very positive morality. That standard has an impact on the principle 
of inviolability of the person, since it implies that nobody should be 
sacrificed for the sake of increasing the autonomy of others in the 
case where resources are not provided for satisfying the needs of 
somebody. In this way, we avoid restraining the autonomy of others, 
since the failure to provide the resources in question is not a cause 
of the fact that the autonomy of the person in need is diminished. 

But how is it possible to justify this standard of positive morality 
which limits the duties to perform positive actions to extremely rare 
cases? As we have seen, liberalism assumes that any social practice 
or convention is subject to criticism. Therefore, the fact that this 
standard is.part of social morality is not a sufficient reason to accept 
it. Onti;_.might .say that this standard protects the very value of au
tono:rpyJ since it would require restrictions in individual choice and 
actualization of. plans in order to satisfy the needs of others. This 
answer is a petitio principii, since it presupposes, on the basis of 
the very same standard under discussion, that the autonomy of the 
indiViduals whose needs are not satisfied are not adversely affected 
by omission. In the endJ it seems that the standard which limits 
positive rights cannot be justified in any way at all. The ''conserva
tive liberalism" which avails itself of this view in order to justify an 
extremely lean conception of rights is more conservative than lib
eral. It starts from a noncritical acceptance of standards of positive 
morality, thus contravening the liberal requirement of subjecting 
every social convention to critical examination. 

At the same time, it is not easy to articulate a liberal position 
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which abandons the more restrictive standard of positive morality, 
with its limited view of the duty of positive behavior toward other 
people. If that standard is removed, any action or omission that may 
be a necessary condition of results that violate rights may itself be 
a violation of rights. This would mean that anything we do or omit 
to do may infringe on the principle of inviolability of the person, 
since the act or omission may involve the reduction of the autonomy 
of somebody, almost surely by increasing that of others. If this in
violability principle were infringed upon in practically every case, 
it could not serve to limit the principle of autonomy of the person. 
And if that were so, only the autonomy principle would serve as the 
basis of a liberal conception of society, since the principle of dignity 
of the person would also vanish because its function is to limit the 
principle of inviolability of the person. If the principle of autonomy 
of the person were taken in isolation, it would constitute an aggrega
tive principle that did not respect the separability and independence 
of the persons, leading to a holistic approach such as utilitarianism. 

To avoid this result, I propose a second version of the principle 
of inviolability of the person. This version proscribes only those re
strictions which diminish a person's autonomy to a level inferior to 
that enjoyed by others.31 Thus, one may restrain the autonomy of 
some if this results in increasing the autonomy of people who are 
less autonomous thari those whose autonomy is being diminished. 
This principle resembles the prescription involved in Rawls's differ
ence principle of increasing always the welfare of those who are the 
least well-off. The principle does not impose a strict equality among 
individuals: differences in autonomy may be justified if the greater 
autonomy of some serves to increase the autonomy of lesser autono~ 
mous people or has no effect in the latter's autonomy. This is an idea 
of equality not as leveling but as nonexploitation: greater autonomy 
is illegitimate when achieved at the expense of a lesser autonomy of 
other people. 

Two great conceptions of equality have dominated the history of 
philosophical reflection and are in considerable tension. The first 
conception of equality focuses on the idea of leveling. According 
to this conception, a situation of inequality between persons exists 
when persons are located in different positions with regard to some 
relevant dimension~.· Ideally, all moral persons are equalized in the 
amount of goods, resources, and satisfactions which are considered 
significant, such as in the value of personal autonomy. Obviously, 
this result is impossible to achieve in practice, and there are then di-
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vergences over which situations come closer to that ideaP2 There is 
the additional problem that if I am satisfied with my possession of 
the relevant good in a degree x, the fact that I now realize that there 
is somebody who has that good in the degree x + 1 may lead to a 
complaint based on envy. 

These doubts require our focus on the alternative conception 
of equality-equality as nonexploitation. This conception is percep
tible in Locke when he maintains that men are not made to be. in
struments of others, and is clearly articulated by Kant through his 
famous second formulation of the categorical imperative prohibit
ing persons from being treated only as means. The idea culminates 
in Marx's idea that workers are exploited in the capitalist system of 
production through the appropriation of their surplus laborY Addi
tionally, the principle of the inviolability of the person is related to 
the idea of equality as nonexploitation.34 

The articulation of the idea of nonexploitation through the sec
ond formulation of the principle of inviolability of the person creates 
a convergence with the idea of leveling. In effect, the inviolability of 
persons is affected now by harmful acts or omissions only when the 
autonomy which is reduced comes out to be less than the autonomy 
which is e~panded. This seems to assume a certain value in the level
ip.g of people in terms of autonomy. But this convergence does not 
in;Iplytotal devotion to the equality principle. There are many cases 
of differences in autonomy which are unobjectionable according to 
the second formulation of the principle of inviolability of the person. 
The,'grea,ter autonomy of one may be expanded, for instance, with
out having any causal effect on the scope of the more restricted au~ 
tonomy of others. Differences in autonomy are also unobjectionable 
when the reduction of the' Inferior autonomy has been consented to 
by the person concerned, making relevant the principle of dignity of 
persons. 

The idea of equality as leveling has an independent validity when 
it applies to the conditions concerning participation in the process of 
democratic discussion and decision. The justification of democracy 
which I shall present in Chapter 5 requires an equal participation 
of those affected by decisions in order to maximize the epistemic 
quality of the process. This requires an equal voice and equal vote, 
along with all the preconditions for that equality to be substantive 
and not merely formal. Since the determiriation of the differences 
that favor the least favored people must be done through the demo-
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cratic process, there would not be any guarantee that those decisions 
were made impartially if the process itself were affected by favoring 
greater participation from those who are in the worse position.35 

This reformulation of the principle of inviolability of the person 
prevents us from falling into either a conservative or a utilitarian 
position. It provides ample positive rights, but not every action or 
omission infringes on the principle of inviolability of the person. 
The reformulation recognizes as violations only those restrictions 
which diminish the autonomy of people less autonomous than those 
benefited by the action. This is true notwithstanding the effect on 
the total sum of autonomy available in the relevant social group. 
Despite the fact that this presentation permits combining the values 
of liberty and equality-ascribing value to the equal distribution of 
autonomy- the tensions between these two values do not disappear 
completely. The point may be reached in which an excess of positive 
duties to promote the autonomy of the least autonomous people re
moves all possibility of individuals autonomously to develop plans 
of life. 

This form of egalitarian liberalism is the only approach that is 
not contingent on social conventions and makes room for the three 
principles of autonomy, inviolability, and dignity of the person. It is 
a liberalism that is far from being antagonistic to so-called social 
rights, such as the rightto health, a dignified shelter, and a just 
salary. Instead, it shows that "social rights" are the natural exten
sion of classic individual rights. This view is contrary to the claims 
of some that individual or negative rights have greater priority than 
social or '/positive" ones. Similarly, it demonstrates the error of those 
who argue that the recognition of these social rights-through so
called social constitutionalism-requires rejection of classical liber
alism by restraining individual rights. 

Rights and Their Implications for Democracy 

I have attempted in this chapter to articulate, in a very cursory 
manner, the basic content of the ideal constitution of rights. The 
rights identified are based on the principles of autonomy, inviola
bility, and dignity of the person and are derived from the assurrip-

. tions of the social practice of moral discourse. Ultimately, the jus
tification of democracy, the foundation of judicial review, and even 
the relationships between the different dimensions of the complex 
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constitution are supported explicitly or implicitly by this account of 
rights. 

We now may make a preliminary examination into the interplay 
between the recognition of rights and the operation of the demo
cratic process in adopting collective decisions. This dynamic seems 
to be more problematic than the relationship between rights and 
the historical constitution. The rights we have explored are derived 
not from the democratic process but through reflections on the pre
suppositions of our practice of moral discussion. Once we discov
ered those rights, their function seems to be precisely to limit the 
operation of the democratic process by disqualifying collective de
cisions that ignore them. If the democratic process denies the invio
lability of the person, for instance by instituting a form of slavery, 
or ignores the autonomy of the person by promoting perfectionist 
policies, recognition of the rights emerging from our core principles 
would ipso facto invalidate these decisions. This is the basic intuition 
behind the idea that when constitutionalism is added to democracy, 
there are democratic decisions which are precluded by the liberal 
recognition of rights. This counterweight provided by the recog
nition of rights upon democracy has implications for institutional 
design, including questions related to judicial review of democratic 
decisions, division of power, representation, and minority rights. 

Traditionally, the counterweight that rights exert on democracy 
has not been so extreme as to prevent democracy from having its 
o\Yn- important sphere of operation. If the scope of rights is re
stricted, as is proposed by classic liberalism, many important social 
iss4~s will be decided not by the recognition of rights but by the 
democratic process. These issues may involve questions with regard 
to which a valid moral system may have solutions but ones which 
are not the concern of rights. Furthermore, the n1oral system may 
be silent with regard to these issues, either because any solution is 
morally indifferent or because the moral system is indeterminate 
as to the right solution. In fact, one role for positive law is to fill 
the gaps in the moral system. If the positive law is morally justi
fied because it originates in a democratic process, which we assume 
is morally legitimate, positive law converts into morally right solu
tions decisions which were hitherto morally indifferent or morally 
indeterminate. 

But what if this analysis is. wrong al)d the scope of rights is not 
so restricted? This is in fact a consequence of adopting the liberal 
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egalitarian outlook, interpreting the principle of inviolability of the 
person so that it is infringed when the autonomy of somebody is 
restricted in order to promote a greater autonomy of others. This 
implies that rights are not only negative but also positive, that is to 
say that the autonomy of a person is harmed not only by actions 
that prevent people from having certain goods necessary for that au
tonomy but also by failing to provide people with those goods which 
are the content of welfare rights. When we introduce positive rights 
into our moral· space, that space is enormously extended. A good 
deal of the actions and omissions of people have intersubjective sig
nificance since they ·affect other people. This is even truer, of course, 
of the actions or omissions of public authorities. A policy that as
signs resources to national defense instead of housing, or to housing 
instead of education, or that relies more on the market than on pub
lic distribution of goods may affect individual rights. Each policy 
option may expand the autonomy of certain groups of people at the 
expense of those who enjoy less autonomy. Therefore, interpersonal 
morality acquires an enormous scope, and rights occupy most of it. 

Once we accept the constructivist proposal of grounding moral 
principles establishing rights in the presuppositions of the social 
practice of moral di~course, any person, particularly someone 
trained in exploring the structures of individual thought and social 
practices (such as a moral philosopher), can have access to those 
principles and have authority to assert implications concerning 
rights.36 Therefore, we must confront the problem that a robust 
theory of rights, ostensibly supported by reasons to which any
body may have access, pushes the democratic procedure out of the 
moral realm. Even more troubling is the fact that this theory of 
rights may legitimize a historical constitution which guarantees the 
rights but does not establish a democratic system for taking collec
tive decisions. 

Confronted with this challenge, many thinkers have believed it 
essential to a liberal conception of society-and to the constitutional 
ideal which incorporates. the recognition of rights-that democracy 
be justified in such a way that its value depends on the fact that 
its operations do not invade the moral space occupied by rights. 
This approach would create a sharp separation between politics and 
morality, implying that it is not the mission of democratic politics 
to transform the interests and preferences of people and groups in a 
moral way, or in a way which leads to the protection and promotion 
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of rights. Others have maintained, on the contrary, that politics is 
inherently moral and that the operation of democracy is relevant to 
defining the rights that we have. This distinction will soon become 
important in the review of conceptions of democracy in the follow~ 
ing chapter. 



Chapter Four 
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Alternative Conceptions of 

Democracy 

What justifies democracy? Is it the process or something inherent 
in the process? If democracy were justified by the value of its re
sults, the appeal of democracy would be weak. It would be contin
gent on the fact that .better results are not achieved through some 
other procedure and subject to the claim that democratic procedure 
sometimes produces morally unacceptable results. If democracy is 
justified, instead, in the light of values inherent in its distinctive pro
cedure, its worth should be weighed against the results achieved 
through it. Unlike practices that we value because of some intrinsic 
procedures (such as games or sports), the results of the democratic 
procedure are not morally irrelevant but of immense moral impor
tance. How·this· tep.sion between procedure and substance is over
come should be taken Into account in the evaluation of theories of 
democracy. 

Justifications of d,emocracy adopt two radically different ap
proaches for overcoming these problems. They differ primarily in 
the way each approach incorporates concerns of morality into ex
planations of and justifications for democracy.1 

First, many theories try to carve a sphere for the operation 
of politics, specifically of democratic politics, within which moral 
issues are not contested. Giovanni Sartori writes, for instance, that 
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the realm of politics is not the realm of ethics. To introduce morality 
into politics, he states, is to play with fire.2 The democratic pro
cess, in such a view, takes as given the interests and preferences of 
people (even when they are egotistic and morally blameworthy) and 
assumes that people- act on the basis of those preferences. Democ
racy generates dynamics of collective action that produces morally 
-acceptable results but does not try to modify the preferences and 
interests of people in a morally virtuous direction. 

Such views of democracy generally start from a pessimistic view 
of human nature and of the possibility of changing self-interested 
inclinations of persons. They also assert that democracy makes the 
best of those self-interested inclinations. This pessimistic approach 
includes a conception of factions as self~interested and as a threat 
to the rights of individuals, but is tempered by a belief that democ
racy may neutralize without dissolving the power of these factions 
through a sedes _of mechanisms that create results which are re
spectful of individual rights. 

Those who-·take this view frequently assume a skeptical or rela
tivist meta-ethical posture, doubting the existence of objective rea
sons for disqualifying people's preferences as immoral. They often 
argue that the very pretension of having found those objective rea
sons leads to authoritarian political enterprises and interventions 
into peopl~'s private lives. Instead, the virtue of the democratic pro
cess, ·.they argue, is that nobody can disqualify the preferences of 
another participant as immoral and the system seeks to accommo
date everybody's preferences without judging their moral content. 
Ultimately, according to this approach, the result of this morally 
neu'tral process is morally valuable. 

The second family of theories justifying democracy adopts the 
exact opposite approach regardil).g the capacity of democracy to 
transform the preferences and inclinations of people, thereby in
serting the democratic process into the moral realm. According to 
those who subscribe to this theory, democracy's virtue lies pre
cisely in the inclusion of mechanisms that transform people's origi
nal self-interested preferences into more altruistic and impartial 
ones. Democracy not only produces morally acceptable results but 
produces them through the moralization of people's preferences, 
perhaps through the moralization of people themselves. This im
plies a much more optimistic view of human nature and of how 
it may be molded through social mechanisms according to some 
values. 
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Of course, those who support this second family of justifica
tions of democracy are not relativistic or skeptical in meta-ethics. 
They believe there is a possibility of giving objective reasons for the 
morality of certain outcomes, and that the democratic process itself 
helps determine the morally right result. Furthermore, they struggle 
to overcome the charge that this objectivism may lead to a moral 
authoritarianism and to models of democracy which are quiteim~ 
pervious to the recognition of liberal rights. 

These two families of justifications of democracy differ with re~ 
spect to liberal rights. The first family appears sympathetic to the 
recognition of Uberal rights through its insistence that democracy 
does not interfere with the moral realm constituted by those rights. 
In fact, its supporters have coined the expression "liberal democ
racy," sometimes equated with "constitutional democracy" or urep
resentative democracy," to refer to this distinctive form of govern
ment. According to the defenders of the first family of views, this is 
the only kind of democracy that acknowledges the weight that the 
two other dimensions of constitutionalism-recognition of rights 
and historical constitutionalism-exert upon democracy. 

The second family is, on the other hand, almost always under~ 
stood by its oppone!lts, and sometimes by its very defenders, as 
antiliberal or at le~st nonliberal. The views in this second family 
are frequently deemed upopulist democracy," "social democracy," or 
"participatory democracy." Sometimes the defenders of these views 
acknowledge that they reduce or even eliminate the counterweight 
of the two other dimensions of constitutionalism to democracy
recognition of rights and the historical constitution. 

The main thrust of this book is to show that this whole handling 
of the issue is wrong. Those who view democracy as operating out~ 
side the moral realm and leaving untouched individual preferences 
and interests are mistaken, since they cannot overcome the prob~ 
lem of the moral superfluousness of government and the tension 
between procedure and substance. I wish to justify democracy in 
'terms of its power to -transform people's interests in a morally ac~ 
ceptable way. At the same time, I will show that this view of democ
racy deserves to be considered part of the liberal tradition because it 
properly acknowledges the counterweights of the two other dimen
sions of constitutionalism previously analyzed-history and rights. 

These different views of democracy are not merely speculative 
but have important consequences for pervasive issues of institu
tional design. Democracy is not simply a descriptive concept whose 
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institutions can be factually identified. It is also a partly normative 
concept, shaped by moral theory, and the specific institutions it calls 
for will depend upon the theory used to justify it. Such institutions, 
for periodic elections and free speech, may be universal for all forms 
of democracy, but others are vitally dependent on the justificatory 
conception adopted. The conception I defend in the next chapter 
has very different institutional implications than those required by 
competing notions of democracy outlined in this chapter. 

Group One: Conceptions of Democracy That Take 
People's Interests as a Given 

Various theories <;>f democracy take as given people's interests 
and preferences. These theories include utilitarianism, elitism, plu
ralism; and consensualism. These four approaches, plus the vari
ant of utilitarianism contained in classic economic analysis, do not 
view democracy as transformative of interests and preferences, but 
simply accept these interests and preferences and leave them as 
found. 

The Utilitarian Approach 

Utilitarianism evaluates actions and institutions according to 
their .consequences for a certain intrinsic good. There are several 
varieties of utilitarianism according to the nature of that intrinsic 
good. The traditional version is hedonistic, since it defines the good 
in relation to the attainment of pleasure and the avoidance of pain. 
Iri.light· of the recognition that pleasure cannot exhaust the whole 
good, the most favored version of utilitarianism today defines the 
good in relation to the satisfaction of preferences and the subjective 
interests of people, whatever their content. There are also versions of 
utilitarianism that identify the good with some ideal state of affairs, 
regardless of the object of people's preferences. While far removed 
from the original form of utilitarianism, which was based on some 
sort ·of subjectivism about the good for people, there are idealistic 
versions which, though not ~trictly subjectivist, may still qualify as 
respecting the utilitarian intuition. These include forms that iden
tify the good with personal autonomy, and even perhaps those which 
include within the intrinsic good respect for certain rights.3 

Utilitarianism distinguishes itself by not discriminating a priori 
between possible recipients of the intrinsic good but by including 
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among them every being that is physically capable of enjoying the 
good in question. This implies that utilitarianism does not recog~ 
nize racial, religious, gender, or national barriers to the holders of 
the good, and may even go beyond the human species.4 Conversely, 
certain human beings-for example, those in an irreversible coma
may be excluded as holders of the good on the basis of not being 
capable of enjoying it. Therefore, utilitarianism is profoundly indi
vidualistic in the sense that every individual is a possible candidate 
for being a moral person. No supra-individual entity, such as the 
state, qualifies since it does not possess the physical capacities nec
essary to enjoy the·good. 

On the other hand, there is another essential aspect of the link~ 
age between the good and its holders which makes utilitarianism 
anti-individualistiC. The propagation of the good among individuals 
defended by utilitarianism is aggregative, in the sense that the good 
increases by summing up the participation in it of different individu
als-regardless of the distribution of that good among those individu
als. In this way, utilitarianism allows interpersonal comparisons of 
the good of different individuals. While the distributive quality of a 
primary good may be seen as part of a more complex good, the most 
important component ,~s the aggregation of the participation of dif
ferent individuals in this more complex good. 

There are also both necessary and variable features of utilitari
anism concerning the objects or phenomena evaluated by the prin
ciple of utility. The necessary feature is that utilitarianism refers to 
actual instances of human praxis, not to ideal ones.5 The variable 
feature of utilitarianism involves whether the objects evaluated are 
individual actions (envisioned by act-utilitarianism), rules an4 prac
tices (rule-utilitarianism), whole social and institutional structures, 
or dispositions or inclinations of character. 

In the different versions of utilitarianism, the way in which moral 
theory justifies democracy is paradigmatic of this first family of 
views. If democracy is justifiable, it is because it takes the interests 
or preferences of indiViduals as given. The state has no role in med
dling with the interests of individuals, which must be respected and 
taken into account on an equal footing, even when those interests 
are egotistic. This gives highest priority to the principle of personal 
autonomy, discussed in the preceding chapter, and to the right of 
privacy flowing from it. 

If democracy is r:porally justified under a utilitarian account, it 
is because the democratic system increases the good constituted by 
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the total amount of pleasure over pain that people enjoy, or the 
total amount of preference satisfaction over the frustration of pref
erences) or the total amount of personal autonomy possessed by 
people or the enjoyment of rights. 

The problem of justifying democracy by its beneficial conse
quences for the .intrinsic good is that it is too contingent a way 
of ascribing value to democracy. One must corroborate in each 
case whether it is true that the actual consequences of maintain
ing the democratic system are more conducive to the intrinsic good 
than those resulting from alternative systems of government. If act
utilitarianism were adopted, for example, there could be a multitude 
of cases in which a nondemocratic government in general or a single 
decision in particular would contribute the common good more than 
a government of democratic origin or a decision adopted democrati
cally. But even if rule-utilitarianism or institutional-utilitarianism 

_ is a.Ssum<?d, there are many occasions when a suspension of demo
cratic institutions may increase public happiness. For many, the 
mere fact that these issues are subject to hard empirical evidence 
and debate is offensive to democratic sensibilities. 

One obvious utilitarian justification of majority rule focuses on a 
straightforward way of achieving a social valu~ (general happiness, 
welfare, utility, and so on) even out of self-interested individuals. 
Majority rule maximizes social utility, since a majority of individuals 
satisfY their preferences in this way. Maximum social utility, accord
ing to this viewJ cannot be secured by any other system that allows 
preferences of the few to prevail over those of the many. 

The shortcomings of this simple proposal are well known. Ma
jor:ity rule by itself does not satisfy the utilitarian principle, since 
in order to maximize preferences, their intensity must be evaluated. 
Simple majoritarian rule may have anti-utilitarian results insofar as 
the interests of the majority may be much less intense than those of 
the minority. Thus, the degree of aggregate preference satisfaction is 
less than with an alternative solution. To overcome this problemJ the 
utilitarians must search out more unorthodox devices, such as plural 
votes, or mechanisms for vetoes by minorities with intense interests. 

A much more important shortcoming involves the deep mis
understanding of the logic of impersonal preferences when this 
argument endorses the idea of an aggregate satisfaction of prefer
ences. This idea has some viability when it deals .with personal or 
11internal" preferences, such as the preference for sports, opera, or 
chocolates. I may, for instance, maximize the preference satisfaction 
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of my children with opposite tastes regarding sweets if, instead of 
buying one big chocolate bar that one loves but the other hates, or a 
bag of candies that provokes the converse response, I buy a little bar 
of chocolate and a small bag of candies. But how to proceed with 
impersonal or "external" preferences, such as the preference for the 
prohibition or permission of abortion? I cannot compromise oppo
site preferences of this kind by enacting what Ronald Dworkin calls 
11Checkerboard" legislation (for instance, a law permitting abortion 
only on some days of the week).6 Impersonal preferences are "im
perialistic" in that they are not satisfied by making room for opposite 
preferences? Instead, they exclude the opposite. Going further, one 
may say that this confusion between personal preferences (includ
ing personal plans of life) and impersonal preferences (the content 
of which may include standards of interpersonal morality) is one of 
the main weaknesses of this whole family of views regarding the jus
tification of democracy. 

Another method of showing a close connection between the 
democratic process and the intrinsic good is to locate such good in 
moral autonomy and to assert democracy's inherent bias in favor 
of autonomy, since democracy allows people to govern themselves 
according to laws free~y chosen. But this view overlooks the distinc
tion tension between· procedure and substance. Even if we admit 
that the democratic procedure enhances people's moral autonomy, 
the content of the laws enacted may be extremely prejudicial to that 
autonomy. It may well be that a law enacted in an authoritarian 
manner, without respecting the choices of the people, will promote 
more autonomy in the long run than the law the majority would ap
prove. Again, this issue refers to particularly contingent empirical 
circumstances. A much deeper flaw of this attempt to justify democ
racy relates to a general problem of utilitarianism. In the democratic 
process, it is not true that everyone realizes her moral autonomy in 
the sense of being governed by the laws she gives to herself. Only the 
members of the majority-supposing a direct democracy-are sub
ject to the laws they choose for themselves. This is obviously not the 
case with the members of the dissenting minority, who are subject 
to laws that others have chosen. 

Of these general criticisms, I believe the most important is that 
utilitariani~m does not take into account the separateness and in
dependence of persons, for it allows interpersonal compensation of 
benefits and burdens. This is tantamount, as Kant would say, to 
using people as mere means for the ends of other people. As we saw 
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in Chapter 3, this use of people goes against the principle of the in
violability of the person. 

As John Rawls says in a famous passage, utilitarianism estab
lishes for society the same rule of choice that is valid for single per
sons.8 This rule gives preference to the most important interests at 
the expense of the less important ones. When this is applied to inter
ests of different persons, including the supposedly objectively valid 
interest in autonomy, there is no way of avoiding the charge that 
the person whose interest is sacrificed is being exploited at the ex
pense of the person whose interest is protected. This holistic way of 
looking at society clashes with one of the basic liberal tenets. Utili
tarianism is also subject to objections focusing on its conceptions of 
the good. Of course, the hedonistic conception of the good has been 
criticized many times for being too narrow. Not all preferences are 
for pleasure and not eve:ry satisfaction of preferences brings plea
sure. A preference-oriented conception provokes, as we have seen, 
special prqblems for the justification of democracy due to its lack 
of distinction between personal and impersonal preferences. This is 
particularly important since it maintains the preservation of ethi
cal subjectivism. Utilitarianism treats as subjective all the views of 
social morality, which are the content of preferences the satisfaction 
of which should be maximized. But it does not treat as subjective 
the preference for the utilitarian principle itself. This principle is, of 
course, given a privileged place in controlling the treatment of all 
other preferences. Therefore, the supposed neutrality and tolerance 
of utilitarianism over all conceptions of social morality is not valid. 

While utilitarianism seems neutral with regard to all personal 
preferences not incompatible with it that could be processed 
through the democratic system, it is debatable whether this neu
trality is well grounded under some versions of utilitarianism. If the 
basic good to be maximized is the satisfaction of people's prefer
ences whatever their content, the common reply is that people do 
not see their good in this way. People do not value something be
cause they prefer it, they prefer it because they value something on 
independent grounds. The utilitarian conception of the good im
plies an implausible disconnection between the internal and the ex
ternal points of view toward preferences.9 From the interna.l point 
of view, preferences are not seen as mere psychological facts but 
as value judgments of different sorts which are taken as valid. This 
is of course overcome if the good is identified with something that 
is independent of people's preferences, such as personal. autonomy. 
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Many believe, however, that when utilitarianism adopts this sort of 
objective conception of the good, it loses one of its most important, 
valuable, and distinctive features. 

Finally, utilitarianism can be criticized for relying on the actual 
consequences of the institutions in question-in this instance, de
mocracy-for the promotion of the intrinsic good. This reliance 
raises at least three important difficulties. First, it is extremely dif
ficult to detect all the consequences of a given action or institution. 
Second, the attribution of causal consequences to an institution like 
democracy is not a purely factual operation but involves normative 
and valuative judgments.10 Third, a decision taken on the basis of 
perceived results is frequently self-defeating. S~ructures of collec
tive action ensuring that decisions take into account actual effects 
for the attainment of some end in fact often frustrate that end. 

In reviewing the utilitarian justification of democracy, we must 
assess whether it acknowledges the counterweight to democracy 
represented by the two other dimensions of constitutionalism. With 
regard to preservation of the constitutional convention, this seems to 
be accomplished only if we adopt the variety of rule-utilitarianism or 
institutional-utilitarianism which asserts that the principle of utility 
should be applied not directly to actions but to rules or institutional 
structures. There is the further problem of sorting out whether rule
utilitarianism refers to ideal rules or to actual ones. I believe that the 
distinctiveness of utilitarianism is preserved only under the latter 
option, since, as we just saw, the first seems to converge into the 
Kantian handling of the universalizability requirement on moral 
judgments. On these assumptions, rule-utilitarianism would justify 
the value of a democratic practice or convention. But the evaluation 
according to utilitarianism is more complicated when we try to dis
tinguish the value of a democratic decision-making process and the 
value of preserving a constitutional convention that is not entirely 
democratic. This· evaluation would help us appreciate the tension 
between these two dimensions of constitutionalism and estimating 
their relative weights. It is not easy to estimate realistically the utili
tarian value of a democratic procedure or of particular democratic 
decisions independent from a practice of which they are a part. 

The inability of the utilitarian justification of democracy to ac
knowledge properly the counterweight represented by the rights di
mension of constitutionalism is much more clear. The aggregative 
feature of the intrinsic good that belongs to utilitarianism seems 
to leave no place for rights as barriers to the maximization of the 
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satisfaction of people's preferences. If democracy materializes its 
supposed value because the majority satisfies its preferences, or ex
pands its autonomy, or even promotes the rights of its members, 
any external counterweight constituted by rights which the majority. 
cannot override seems to limit the maximization of the good. 

As for the ability of utilitarianism to overcome the paradox of 
the superfluousness of government and its laws, this issue is also 
open to question. If those participating in the democratic process 
are themse-lves mora:Uy responsible, they should apply the utilitarian 
principle when they vote. lp. applying this principle, they should try 
to foresee the impact of their vote, along with remaining votes and 
other aspects of constitutional practice, on the intrinsic good. Once a 
democratic decision is taken, that good-either in isolation or in the 
whole-should~beappreciated by whomever must decide whether to 
applythat democratic decision to the resolution of a particular case. 
If act-utilitarianism is adopted, there is no reason why the judgment 
of the last decision maker regarding the course of action that most 
maximizes the good should be subject to the majority's decision. In
deed, this judgment may be a product of mistaken individual judg
ments about what maximizes the satisfaction of the majority's pref
erences. If rule-utilitarianism is adopted, there could be reasons for 
observing a particular democratic decision even when it does not, in 
the judgment of the adjudicator, maximize the good. Nevertheless, 
this adjudicator must balance the negative value of that majoritarian 
decision against the supposed value of maintaining the democra.,tic 
practice. One wonders why the adjudicator would not prefer a prac
tice in which people can appeal dJ.rec~ly to the principle of utility in 
making decisions, without having to acknowledge the ugravitational 
weight" of democratic decisions that may work against the principle 
of utility. Although one may respond that people reveal their real 
preferences through democracy, there are many other ways of re
vealing preferences-polls, for instance. These other avenues do not 
have the binding character of democratic decisions and are not dis
torted by the judgments of the people who participate in the process 
about what satisfies the majority's preferences. 

The Economic Conception of Democracy 

The economic conception of democracy is a variant of utilitari
anism. Democratic politics works like the market, these theorists ar
gue, in the sense that there are producers of some goods-politicians 
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and their policies-which compete for the favor of consumers. The 
consumers are the voters who negotiate with the producers until an 
optimal equilibrium is reached.11 

Under a more normative approach, the optimal equilibrium to 
which democracy-as-a-market is supposed to lead involves a state of 
affairs that is socially beneficial, no matter what the preferences or 
interests of the participants in the process. Therefore, the economic 
justification of democracy, like the ec~nomic analysis of any institu
tion, relies on an "invisible hand." A socially valuable state of affairs 
is achieved by a structure of collective action which generates a dy
namic that tends toward this valued state, although the actors may 
be indifferent or exclusively concentrating on their self-interest. 

The economic analysis of the legal and political system in general 
and of democracy in particular has led some theorists to peculiar 
views about how democratic legislation operates and should oper
ate. Richard Posner believes that legislation is "sold" by legislatures 
to politically effective interest groups following unprincipled deals 
in which those groups offer different kinds of benefits in returnP 
Free-rider problems arise, but the division of powers and rights that 
limit the democratic and legislative process are designed to over
comethem.B 

As with utilitarianism, one of the basic problems that the eco
nomic justification has to overcome is how to reflect preference 
intensities- in the political process. James Buchanan and Gordon 
Tullock have proposed the rule of unanimous consent, under the 
hypothesis that it would create a dynamic of negotiation between 
a minority with intense preferences and a majority with opposite 
but weaker ones, so that a process of vote trading or ulogrolling" 
over different issues would emerge.14 These authors consider that 
unanimity, not majority rule, is the first choice from the perspec
tive of an ideal constitutional convention. However, the transaction 
costs involved in reaching unanimity makes majority rule the clear 
second-best option. One should also note an important distinction . 
between markets .and elections in registering intensity of prefer
ences. Unlike a market,.electoral competition almost always has an 
"aU-or-nothing" character, and ~~negotiations" between offerers and 
consumers of political goods are rather different than in the case of 
commercial goods. Also, the concern with efficiency is misplaced. 
What is its relation to justice? 

One extreme response would be to subsume efficiency under jus
tice. This occurs if we employ a principle of justice of a utilitarian 
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nature.15 However, as already discussed, the utilitarian principle is 
objectionable as a principle of justice, since it does not take into ac
count the separability and independence of persons, which makes 
relevant the distribution of resources among them. This objection is 
applicable to the principle of efficiency when it is subsumed under 
the ~tilitarian principle of justice. In fact, the Paretian criterion of 
efficiency-where there is no state of affairs in which an individual 
is better off- tal<.es into account some distributive considerations, 
but that which it values is highly questionable from the point of 
view of justice. Its only barrier against interpersonal compensations 
is phony. Whether somebody would be worse off in an alternative 
state is completely irrelevant from a moral point of view if we do not 
know whether his present position is just. Of course, there are many 
situations in which, to achieve just solutions, we must worsen the 
position of somebody. For example, if a person steals from another, 
the object must be returned to the owner. As Allen Buchanan says, 
a social situation in which the overwhelming majority has nothing 
and .. a few have everything may be Pareto-optimal, since a change 
toward a more just situation surely would worsen the condition of 
the privileged minority.16 

The other extreme way of relating the principles of justice and 
efficiency is by subsuming justice under efficiency. This occurs when 
the value of justice is seen as a subjective preference and is consid
ered in finding out whether an individual's preferences are frustrated 
in the application of the criteria of efficiency. But this maneuver 
implies a grotesque distortion in the principles of justice. Nobody 
who defends a principle of justice does so as a subjective preference 
that should be equated with opposite preferences of other individu
als. The preference for principles of justice, unlike preferences for 
personal life-plans or their components, has, as I argued in the pre~ 
vious section, an ~~imperialistic" character. Preferences for justice 
displace those opposing them insofar as they are grounded on true 
judgments and cannot be satisfied if they are made compatible with 
opposite ones. Furthermore, the very attempt to maximize subjec
tive preferences, including those for justice, already responds to a 
principle of justice, namely, that of utilitarianism. 

Considering the nonviability of these two extreme forms of re
lating the principles of justice and efficiency, the most reasonable 
alternative is to conceive of these principles as ·mutually indepen
dent. If we proceed in this way, we must admit the priority of con
siderations of justice over those of efficiency because the structure 
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of practical discourse determines the supremacy of moral reasons 
over prudential ones. We must recognize efficiency concerns are not 
ethically neutral but imply a distribution of resources which may be 
seriously in tension with the concerns of justice. On the other hand, 
one might take efficiency into account to assess the value oC for in
stance, the market insofar as it does not oppose considerations of 
justice and prescribes maximum results with minimal costsP Be
sides, in the Paretian -version, the principle of efficiency reflects the 
idea of mutual advantage that is taken into account in the appraisal 
of social situations. 

In sum, the economic vision of democracy evades the paradox 
of the moral superfluousness of government only because it skips 
moral judgments and principles of justice altogether. Nor can it ac
count for the counterweights of the two other dimensions of consti
tutionalism-rights and the historical constitution. The economic 
view of democracy cannot explain why rights and a constitutional 
convention should be recognized if they produce inefficient solu
tions. It should also be mentioned that the economic theory makes 
the democratic process prone to problems of collective action that 
arise in situations in which the participants are motivated by self
interest. These colle<;:tive-action problems include the prisoner's di
lemma, the assurance dilemma, the chicken game, and the battle of 
the sexes, all of which may be considered pure coordination prob
lems.18 

The Elitist Theory of Democracy 

The vision commonly called "elitist" similarly assumes people's 
interests or preferences should be taken as given in the political pro
cess. Members of this school are resigned to the fact that people's 
preferences tend to be self-interested and do not think that a politi
cal system should be designed to transform them. Instead, elitists 
try to make the best of this somewhat sad feature of human nature. 

The elitist vision of politics in general and even of democracy 
in particular was anticipated by Max Weber in his famous "Politik 
als Beruf," published in 1918.19 Weber demonstrates the continuous 
process of professionalization and exclusion in the political process, 
leading to a small group who really make the decisions and a ma
jority of people who are apathetic and at most have a role in select
ing those in charge for a time. This feature of politics is aggravated 
because of the formation in many countries-mainly in the Western 
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Europe of his time-of a further group of people: the bureaucrats. 
These bureaucrats make possible the working of the economy but 
are mostly beyond politicians' control. 

Joseph A. Schum peter constructed an elitist theory of democracy 
with a more normative dimension.20 He contrasts what he calls 11the 
classic theory of democracy" with his own, elitist, theory. He char
acterizes the classic theory as the view, prevalent in the eighteenth 
century, which sees- democracy as a method of generating political 
decisions to materialize the common good, allowing the people to 
decide questions through the election of the individual who should 
carry out its will. He criticizes this view as mythical, saying first that 
there is no such common good. Second, he argues that even if the 
common good could be defined in a satisfactory way, it would not 
imply definite-<:onsequences for particular problems; several options 
will always remain open. Third, as a consequence of the vacuity of 
the concept of the common good, the idea of a general will van
ishes in the air. Even when we try to interpret this notion of general 
will by connecting it with the will of concrete individuals, insur
mountable problems appear. For example, the will o_f individuals is 
not usually clear and defined, generally does not take into account 
relevant circumstances and consequences, and is often adversely af
fected by propaganda, pressures, and especially the phenomenon of 
mass psychology. 

These conclusions regarding the classical view of democracy 
led Schumpeter to propose an alternative theory. According to this 
theory, the democratic method is an institutional system used to 
reach political decisions, within which some individuals acquire the 
power to decide through a competitive struggle for the people's sup
port. This view of democracy does not overlook the impact indi
vidual will has on the political process; it also establishes an analogy 
between competition for leadership and economic competition, re
vealing a variety of ways in which this competition may express 
itself. Moreover, this theory of democracy reflects the relationship 
between democracy and individual liberty, since· such a com peti
tio~ presupposes freedom of expression and freedom of the press 
so that people may choose their leaders. Finally, this theory avoids 
the problem of equating the will of the people with the will of a ma
jority of persons, since Schum peter's alternative does not believe in 
the former. 

Schumpeter believes that his vision of democracy has certain 
practical implications. He argues that the presidential system, not 
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the parliamentary system, better fulfills the vision of the electorate 
directly deciding who will lead them. Political parties should not 
be understood as groups pursuing the public welfare through cer
tain principles they have adopted. Instead, parties are important in 
that they· are machines for political competition. The stability of 
democracy depends on having good leadership (perhaps a profes
sional one), a restricted scope for democratic decisions, and a stable 
and well-qualified bureaucracy to assist the political leadership. The 
electorate should not interfere with the decisions of the elected 
leaders and should not give instructions to them. Finally, there must 
be a high degree of tolerance for the opinions of others.21 

The trouble with this view, as Hannah Arendt has pointed out, 
is that it consecrates an oligarchic form of government and allows 
the domination of the many by the fewP The nonegalitarian char
acter of Schumpeter's view is compounded by the fact that it would 
require functionally an extended apathy, associated with the poor
est and least-educated sectors of societyP Parties therefore have 
the effect of further dominating policy questions, and the responsi
bility of governments toward the electorate diminishes. As Samuel 
Huntington emphasizes, the equilibrium between the elites may col
lapse if the systelll i.~,overloaded with demands coming directly from 
vast sectors of society.24 

One may retort that there is nothing intrinsically evil in politi
cal inequalities as long as they are the result of fair procedures. But 
it is doubtful that any group of individuals, having enhanced power 
over others, has the capacity to represent faithfully and impartially 
the interests of others. It is obvious that elites with access to power 
will give priority to their own interests over those who participate 
merely by saying uyes" pr "no" to the elites' requests to stay in office. 
While the competition to obtain public favor would lead some bene
fits to be granted to them, there is no mechanism, under this theory, 
to ensure equal beneiit to the public and the leaders. 

It is indeed true that democracy requires that elites compete for 
the favor of the electorate,. impeding any one elite from gaining too 
much power and creating a tyranny. This is a remarkable achieve
ment, since the competition between the elites may be a mechanism 
that provides protection of the rights of individuals. But this strikes 
me as only a negative value, one that can be achieved through dif
ferent mechanisms and does not explain the special value of democ
racy. Moreover, we are still left with the paradox of the superfluous
ness of government and its laws and the ensuing tension between 
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procedure and substance. It is always possible that a different deci
sion will better avoid monopolization of power than the one which 
results from competition among the elites. In fact, refusal to abide 
by the result of the competition may be a way of opening up compe
tition to new players, widening the group of elites that participate in 
the struggle for power. One wonders whether this view of democracy 
is nothing more than ~ legitimization of the crude confrontation of 
interests constituting the status quo. 

The moral skepticism characteristic of Schumpeter's elitism also 
makes one dou&t whether it will support liberal constitutionalism. 
The defense of the historical constitution or constitutional practice 
is not based on its role in a justificatory reasoning which has moral 
principles as basic premises. Rather, it is grounded on a conser
vative and relativistic appreciation of existing practices. The elitist 
conception of rights is also quite weak, as is shown when Sebum
peter i.s .able to justify little more than freedom of expression. Any 
reference to moral principles grounding a stronger set of rights will 
surely limit the power of elites over the common populace. 

Pluralist Democracy 

The pluralist conception of democracy is a variant of the elit
ist view. Its specific contribution is to introduce groups or factions 
~s the main actors in political competition rather than individual 
persons who together constitute elites. The idealists of the French 
Revolution believed that factions. can be excluded from the politi
cal forum. But pluralists consider factions an unavoidable outcome 
of the self-interested nature of individuals and of their tendency to 
associate in order to defend collectively that self-interest. 

Inherent in pluralism is an ambiguity between the description 
of actuaL systems and normative ideals that ascribe value to them. 
Robert Dahl, a major figure in this movement and inventor of the 
concept of polyarchy, shifted from a description that appeared to 
be intertwined with the ascription of positive moral values to a de
scription now clearly separated from the value of its referent. Dahl 
begins with a critique of "populist democracy," the rule that privi
leges those policies which are socially adopted as those preferred by 
the greater number of people.25 He reminds us of technical, ethical, 
and empirical objections to this view of democracy. The technical 
objections recognize that individuals sometimes do not have pref
erences for one alternative over others, and that there can be ties 
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among the preferences of people, in which case no course of action 
is justified and no voting method is practicable. In describing ethi
cal objections, Dahl mentions the difficulty in grounding the pos
tulates of egalitarianism and popular sovereignty on an acceptable 
meta-ethical basis, the failure to consider intensity of preferences, 
and the absence of an explanation why these two values-egalitari
anism and popular sovereignty-should be maximized. By way of 
empirical objection, he- says that the theory does not tell us what 
individuals or groups should be included in the political system. He 
also points out that the theory does not account for cases in which 
the majority may undermine the democratic system itself. 

In contrast to populist democracy, Dahl proposes the poly
archie modeP6 In his article uPolyarchy, Pluralism, and Scale," Dahl 
distinguishes populism from a regime of polyarchy by the presence 
of widespread suffrage, which is coextensive with the right to run 
for political office, fairly conducted free elections, freedom of ex
pression, the existence of competing sources of information, a high 
degree of freedom to form relatively autonomous organizations, and 
the responsiveness of governments to electionsP Dahl also connects 
this model of polyarchy with what he calls "organizational plural
ism," which has an~ec;edents in Otto von Gierke, Leon Duguit, and 
Harold Laski. According to Dahl, 

Polyarchy is a kind of regime for governing nation-states in 
which power and authority over public matters are distrib
uted among a plurality of organizations and associations that 
are relatively autonomous in relation to one another and in 
many cases in relation to the government of the state as well. 
These relatively autonomous units include not only organi
zations that are, legally and sometimes constitutionally, com
ponents of the government of the state but also organizations 
that legally are~~o use a term that in this connection seems 
singularly inapt-uprivate." Legally, and to an important ex
tent realistically, they are independent, or mainly indepen
dent, of the state.28 

Dahl also makes clear that, though pluralism is necessary, inevi
table, and desirable for polyarchy, it may also have undesirable con
sequences, such as maintaining unjust inequalities among the- citi~ 
zens. The main thrust of Dahl's more recent book Democracy and 1ts 
Critics is to explore the possibility of trar~cending pluralistic poly
archy, to achieve a more participatory democracy which overcomes 
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minority rule and verges toward a more equal society.29 Theodore J. 
Lowi asserts that pluralism has become the intellectual basis in the 
neocapitalist public philosophy, which he calls "interest-group liber
alism." 30 According to Lowi, a vulgarization of pluralism in political 
theory has turned into .the philosophy of interest-group liberalism 
through the ac,ceptance of several assumptions: organized interests 
are homogenous and easy to define; every duly elected representa
tive of any interestrepresents all those with that interest; organized 
interests emerge in every sector of our lives and adequately represent 
most of those sectors; and the role of government is to ensure access 
to the most effectively organized groups and to endorse agreements 
reached among competing leaders. 

One may easily recognize the legitimacy of factions if one starts 
from the ide;1 that politics has a realm separate from morality and 
that one should not expect people to change their self-interested in
clinations otto act on impartial grounds. In this ,view, it is perfectly 
permissible for people to come together in associations to defend 
their interests in politics either directly or through the mediation of 
political parties. Parties are required to defend not certain principles 
but only the interests of certain factions. In that respect they are 
like the •'corporations" or corporatist interests that have plagued the 
young democracies of Latin America. These corporations include 
the military, church, trade unions, and entrepreneur associations. 
They constitute centers of power and privilege within the state appa
-ratus that are also used by politicians as a way of controlling sectors 
of civil societies.31 

The pluralist acknowledges that while factions cannot be sup
pressed, they can be neutralized or placed in an equilibrium to 
avoid any from acquiring excessive power. This is the great insight 
of James Madison, who, in the famous Federalist number 10, defines 
factions as ua number of citizens, whether amounting to the majority 
or minority of the whole who are united and actuated by some com
mon impulse or passion, or of interest, adverse to the right of other 
citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the commu
nity." Clearly, Madison had the same concern· for the dangers that 
factions involved for the consolidation of a democratic system as 
was reflected in the Le Chapelier law of the French Revolution. There 
was an important difference, however. The idealists of the French 
Revolution sought to prohibit factions and held an optimistic view 
of human nature which assumes that people's self-interested incli-
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nations can be transformed and that the tendency to defend these 
inclinations through factions can be suppressed. Madison did not 
share that assumption, but he nonetheless believed that mechanisms 
could be created to redirect the self·interested inclinations of the 
people and that the operation of factions could be channeled toward 
the public good. Indeed, for the pluralist, democracy can be seen 
as a device for achieving an equilibrium that neutralizes the power 
of factions, since it invites factions or political parties to compete 
for the favor of the electorate. The pluralist characterizes democ
racy as an institutional arrangement conceding the right to decide 
to those factions or groups of individuals that win the struggle for 
the people's vote. 

According to pluralists, the great virtue of liberal or constitu
tional democracy is that it prevents any group or faction from mo
nopolizing power. Moreover, if a proper division of powers is in 
effect, the equilibrium between different groups or factions can be 
achieved synchronically, since a party, group, or faction most prob
ably can contrbl only one of the centers of power in the ~~horizontal" 
divide (among the different branches) or in the "vertical" one (among 
the different territories). Pluralism favors a dispersion of popular 
sovereignty in different mechanisms of expression and in different 
centers of representation. For pluralists, the phenomenon of repre
sentation is an asset, since it allows dispersion of sovereignty and 
locates decisions in spheres that may be better protected from the 
direct pressures of constant factions or interest groups.32 

Although the realist aspect of pluralism highlights the inevita
bility of elites and factions, one may rightfully question this inevita~ 
bility as well as the effectiveness of factions to prevent monopoliza
tion. Throughout history, humanity has adapted itself to a variety 
of social structures and shown that it is capable of overcoming pure 
self-interest when conditions encourage the spread of a public spirit. 
The arrangement of social and political institutions according to the 
pluralist creed may freeze the status quo constituted by the corpo
ratist structure. Moreover, factions and the so called corporations 
do not represent the whole population, and their power is not pro
portional to the number of their members. As a result, the individu~ 
alist basis of democracy is compromised. There is no guarantee that 
the interests of each citizen will be given equal weight, even though 
they may choose among the competing power coalitions. Finally, 
any conception of democracy which grants a privileged position to 
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associations of crude interests implies an antiliberal vision of the 
moral person, since it identifies persons with certain interests rather 
than with the capacity of choosing between diverse interests.33 

Along with these equality-oriented concerns, Theodore Lowi em
phasizes three dangers .of pluralism: the atrophy of institutions of 
popular control, the creation of new structures of privilege, and the 
conservation of agency-group relationships. These dangers are con
nected with an even deeper problem-antagonism to law. In the 
pluralist conc.eption, government is not separate from the struggle 
of interest groups but responds directly to the equilibrium reached 
in that struggle, and law simply reflects that equilibrium. It has no 
inherent worth. (As a result, the historical constitution is under
mined.34) One sees this phenomenon distinctively in Latin America, 
where the struggle between the corporatist groups results in a seri
ous deterioration of the rule of law.35 

Lowi also points out that pluralism defends a distorted vision of 
how groups operate. Often, a group does not face an equally power
ful group in order to ensure competition. Groups are not always 
based on voluntary membership and the equilibrium resulting from 
the competition of groups does not always serve the common good. 
Imperfections in group competition may create phenomena similar 
to the formation of cartels in the market.36 Finally, one must take ac
count of the coordination problems that arise in any model based on 
self-interest. Social phenomena like inflation, corruption, and civil 
strife often arise because of situations which involve structures such 
as the prisoner's dilemma, the assurance dilemma, and the chicken 
game. Groups or factions are ·moved by the goal of maximizing 
their members' interests, but ultimately they merely frustrate those 
interests. The theory of democracy that views it as a competition 
of factions does not include mechanisms through which these self
defeating phenomena are neutralized. 

Consensual Theories 

Consent is perhaps the oldest justification of democracy. As con
secrated in the United States Declaration of Independence, this 
theory sees democracy as the only way a government can be com
patible with personal autonomy. Each person remains truly his own 
sovereign, and the government can only interfere with the path he 
has traced for his life insofar as he, in one way or another, has ac: 
cepted that interference. Also under this theory, the paradox of the 
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superfluousness of government and its laws would be completely 
overcome, since those laws would be, by definition, the moral prin
ciples that one autonomously accepts. This vision of democracy 
would also accord perfectly with the principle of the dignity of the 
person, which may legitimize burdens, obligations, and liabilities on 
the basis of the consent of the people whose autonomy is so limited. 

There are two quite different kinds of consensual theories: those 
relying on hypothetical consent and those based on actual or real 
consent. Hypothetical consent is formed by contractarian theories, 
which assume that if under some counterfactual conditions the in
stitution at stake would be accepted by those subject to it, a value is 
thereby conferred on it. This value exists even if, in the actual world, 
those people who are not under the privileged conditions have not 
consented to that institution. 

The main contemporary example of a justification of democ
racy based on hypothetical consent is Rawls's theory of justice.37 

Rawls justifies the institutions that are part of the basic structure 
of society according to two principles of justice which, according 
to him, would be unanimously accepted in an ideal situation that 
he calls 11the o~iginal position." He imagines a gathering of free and 
equal moral pers<;:>ns who have the capacity for choosing life plans 
under ~~circumstances of justice." The circumstances include mod
erate scarcity of resources and a sense of vulnerability concerning 
attacks by others. These persons are rationally self-interested and 
seek to maximize their access to primary goods, but are subject to a 
"veil of ignorapce" which prevents them from knowing the particu
lar circumstances of themselves and their society. They must unani
mously adopt principles that satisfy formal features of universaliz
ability, publicity, and finality and which bind them when they return 
to normal conditions of life. Rawls argues that those persons would 
choose two -principles: equal political liberty and equal social and 
economic resources. The latter holds true except when inequality 
would further the interest of the least well-off in society. 

Rawls argues that when the principle of equal political liberty 
is applied to the political procedure defined by the constitution, 
it gives rise to the principle of equal participation. This principle 
transfers the notion of justice as fairness, which requires an initial 
position of equality, from the original position to the constitution as 
the higher-order system for making rules.38 The constitutional pro
cess should, as far as is feasible, preserve the equal representation 
of the original position. As a practical matter, this requires a repre-
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sentative body with authority to determine basic social policies and 
to which the executive must explain its actions. Moreover, politi
cal parties should not be mere interest groups but should advance 
a conception of the public good. Equal representation of the origi
nal position also requires majority rule, since any other procedure 
of collective decision making guarantees a less extensive equality in 
the influence of the. outcomes. Rawls further believes that constitu
tional constraints to majority rule, such as judicial review based on 
certain constitutional rights, may be justified if they are acceptable 
to all representative citizens in an ideal constitutional convention as 
a more secure way of realizing certain liberties, thereby outweighing 
any loss in the principle of equal participation. Interestingly, Rawls 
says that democracy does not reflect intensity of preferences. In fact, 
he argues that democracy must not do so, since this is a question of 
feeling; and the democratic procedure should be judged not by how 
much it reflects feelings but by how likely it is that its outcome will 
be just. 

While I cannot evaluate here Rawls's theory of justice in full, I do 
agree with those who have criticized theories of hypothetical con
sent on the ground that they can only justify hypothetiCal,. not actual, 
solutions and arrangements.39 Whenever this is acknowledged, there 
is a tendency to look for an alternative meta-ethical basis for Rawls's 
principles of justice, which turn out to be either self-interest or intu
itions determined through the technique of reflective equilibrium. 
However, I do not believe that these are the real meta-ethical foun
dations of Rawls's theory of justice. Self-interest is neutralized by 
the veil of ignorance, and intuitions have no independent appeal if 
one rejects the view that they reflect a certain moral reality. 

·As I shall explore more fully in Chapter 5, I think Rawls wants 
to capture with the heuristic device of the original position some 
structural features of practical reasoning. If so, Rawls's theory is not 
really based on consent and should not be included among these 
consensual theories of democracy. Nevertheless, it is worth noting 
that the justification he provides for democracy is quite incomplete. 
Why would the person in the original position not decide that the 
best way of securing rights established by the two principles is by 
leaving government in the hands of the wisest and morally best 
members of society? What is the sc0pe of democracy once a strong 
set of rights such as those established in the original position is ac
knowledged? (This simply reintroduces the paradox of the superflu
ousness of government and its laws.) If we would find in the ideal 
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constitutional convention that basic liberties are more secure when 
protected through nondemocratic constitutional means, why should 
we not conclude the same with regard to economic and social rights? 

There are, of course, other theories of democracy based on hypo
thetical consent. Martin Farrell, for instance, maintains that indi
viduals in a state of nature, with knowledge of the relevant cir
cumstances, approximately. equal in intelligence and physical power 
(though not in wealth), would hypothetically subscribe to a contract 
in which a democratic government, limited by individual rights, 
would be established.40 His prediction as to what they would do, of 
course, depends· on his description of people in the state of nature. 
Farrell describes a state of nature in which everybody is de facto 
free and equal and that assumption largely determines the contract 
agreed upon. In the state of nature, however, the majority may de
cide to enslave or even to kill a certain minority for their own en
joyment. So, why would everybody not agree to establish a political 
system within which each member of that minority has a vote worth 
half as much as the vote of members of the favored majority? This 
would seem to be quite a bargain for the minority compared to, for 
instance, being 'eaten by the majority. Moreover, if the individuals 
and their posses~ions were secure from threats from others, there 
would be no reason to enter a contract altogether.41 Along with this 
particular shortcoming, this theory shares the same weakness as all 
those based on hypothetical consent. One must ask why the fact that 
we would accept democracy under conditions <Idose" to real has any 
bearing on whetper we should accept it under real conditions. 

These weaknesses make us turn toward theories of actual con
sent. Before analyzing them, I should emphasize that the possi
bility of Justifying actions or institutions involving sacrifices or bur
dens for certain individuals on the basis of their actual consent is 
grounded on the principle of dignity of the person and the volun
tarism associated with that principle. As previously discussed, this 
principle opposes normative- determinism and establishes two con
ditions for the acceptance of obligations, responsibilities, and bur
dens. The first requires that people act with knowledge that the acts 
in question carry certain normative consequences. This does not 
require that individual to say, ui consent to such and such obliga
tion." Such speech acts may be useful for evidentiary reasons but are 
not necessary. Many consensual obligations are undertaken in other 
ways. For instance, we incur the obligation to pay a taxi by getting 
into it, or the obligation to pay for a meal in a restaurant by asking 
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for it. The act signifying consent must, in a minimum sense, be vol
untary in that it cannot be a product of reflex reaction or external 
compulsion. At the same time, it does not require the absence of any 
outside force. Also, the act cannot be affected by circumstances that 
are distributed highly unequally among the individuals of the rele
vant group.42 

The ~econd condition for consent to have justificatory force is the 
existence of norms or practices that make the voluntary act in ques
tion the basis for obligations or responsibilities. Consent is always 
the child of norms or practices, since it requires foreseeing that the 
act constituting consent has normative consequences which imply 
obligations. They may be legal, social, or a part of positive morality. 
The possibility of these norms belonging to an ideal morality seems 
to be excluded, however, since such norms would have to rely on 
a preexisting consent. On the other hand, the positive norms that 
constitute _consent ought to be justified on the basis of ideal moral 
principles, since otherwise the most horrible practices would be jus
tified on the basis of consent. This justification should not consider 
the question of distribution, since consent is relied upon to over
come distribution, but should consider some aggregative social goal 
which the social practice is said to satisfy. 

Actual consent theories, like the hypothetical ones, also acknowl
edge the counterweight that the other two dimensions of constitu
tionalism exert upon democracy. Social practices or conventions are 
essential for constituting consent. In fact, as the normative conse
quences of the voluntary act become more foreseeable, the consent 
becomes more genuine. Furthermore, rights are necessary precon
ditions of consent because, without their fulfillment, consent cannot 
be free~ The main difficulty of the theories of actual consent is, how-
ever, to identify the acts which constitute that consent. . 

John Locke thought that the act was constituted by possessing 
land in a certain country, lodging there, or even traveling through 
its territory: uEvery man that hath possession of any part of the do
minions of any government doth thereby give his tacit consent, a'nd 
is far forth obliged to obedience to the laws of that government dur
ing this enjoyment, as anyone under it, whether this possession be 
of land to him and his heirs forever, or a lodging for only a week: or 
whether it is barely travelling freely on the highway.'' 43 But for most 

_people, the acts described by Locke are not entirely voluntary. Often, 
one's ability to sell all possessions and leave the country in order not 
to "lodge" or travel through its highways is materially impossible. 
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Moreover, they are not in anyway tied to democracy. Under Locke's 
theory, any form of government would be consented to by its sub
jects and would thus be morally acceptable. 

If one wants to justify democracy on the basis of the actual con
sent of the people, an act typically confined to democratic regimes 
must be used as constitutive of consent. Of course, that act is voting. 
There is a problem, however, in determining the degree of abstrac
tion used in describing that act. If the act is described as 11Voting for 
a particular rule or for a particular candidate," one can easily say 
that ensuing obligations are consented to only by the people who 
voted for a particular laws or candidate. The problem is that we also 
need to justify the moral obligation of those who voted against that 
law or candidate. 

The relevant description, therefore, must be more abstract. In 
fact, some argue that it should be framed in terms of just "voting," as 
proposed by Peter Singer in his book Democracy and Disobedience. 44 

He says that the requirements of genuine consent are too demand
ing to justify d~mocracy and that we must be content with a notion 
he deems as ~~quasi-consent." Singer asserts that it is not plausible 
to maintain that the mere participation in the democratic process 
amounts to even tacit consent. Instead, for Singer, democracy is a 
situation which generates obligations as if there had been such con
sent. According to_ him, the generation of quasiconsensual obliga
tions is a common _phenomenon which occurs when people act so as 
to create expectations that a practice has been accepted. This hap
pens, for instance, when a group of friends develops a practice of 
going out for drinks and paying in turns, and it is assumed that one 
will pay when one's turn arrives. In the same manner, participation 
in a democratic process creates the expectation that the result of the 
process will be accepted. Otherwise, it would be meaningless. 

Unlike Singer, I am prepared to grant that in situations like the 
ones he describes_, one finds genuine, though tacit, consent. The 
practice which the friends who drink together have developed in
cludes the obligation to pay when one's turn arrives as a normative 
consequence of the free participation in the outings. Each friend 
who goes for drinks knows he is undertaking that obligation, and 
consent gives rise to the possibility of claiming that he complies. 
But I do not believe that voting is sufficient to constitute the consent 
that is required for this justification of democracy. For one thing, no 
act that expresses consent can be obligatory. If I were obliged to get 
into a bus, either by sheer force or by a norm stipulating that obli-
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gation, I would not be conseD:ting to pay the fare by simply entering 
the bus. Similarly, one could argue that where voting is compulsory, 
as in Argentina or Australia, this consensual justification of democ
racy would not apply. This is a special problem for those of us who 
are inclined to justify, under certain conditions, mandatory voting.45 

Second, there is the problem of nonperformance-the fact that 
the obligation does not arise if the act constituting consent is not 
performed. It would be a phony act of consent if I were equally 
obliged even when I did not perform that act. If I would be obliged 
to pay bus fare whether I entered voluntarily or not, it would be 
ridiculous to say that I consented to pay the fare as a result of get
ting voluntarily into the bus. If my consent to the laws arising from 
the democratic process is constituted by my voluntary participation 
in it, my omission to perform that act should imply that I am not 
under an obligation to abide by those laws! However, a legal system 
that exempts from its obligations those people who have not par
ticipated in the political process is obviously an impossible one. By 
simply not voting, one could be above the law. 

The failure of this consensual justification is especially signifi
cant in view of the inability of this entire family of views to jus
tify democracy regardless of its impact on the transformation of 
people's preferences. Of all the above theories, only the consensual 
one, if it were plausible, would overcome comfortably the paradox 
of the moral superfluousness of government and its laws, as well 
as properly acknowledging rights and the historical constitution as 
counterweights to democracy. When this theory is discarded, as the 
other members of this family of views have been, we are required to 
turn our attention to the other, radically different, family ofjustifi
cations for democracy. 

Group Two: Conceptions of Democracy That Transfonn 
People's Preferences 

The theories of democracy previously discussed take as given
sometimes happily and sometimes grudgingly-people's interests 
and preferences. The theories that follow start from the opposite 
idea. They hold that in order to justify democracy, one must conceive 
of it as a mechanism that transforms the original interests of indi
viduals. These conceptions do not separate politics from morality, 
since they acknowledge that politics involves moral inclinations, 
moral judgments, and moral responsibilities. The treatment of these 
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views will be much briefer than that of the former ones, not only be
cause they are fewer and less developed (and less dominant in theo
retical circles), but also because I will devote the entire next chapter 
to defending one of these particular conceptions. 

The spirit of Rousseau hangs over these theories. Despite his gen
eral justification of political institutions on the basis of the consent 
involved in the social contract, he grounds majority rule on the basis 
of the transformation of each individual's will into a general will 
aiming at the common good. The mechanism for this transforma
tion has always intrigued political philosophers, who have proposed 
interpretations that relate to the conceptions we shall review by in
corporating in their interpretations collectivist assumptions, perfec
tionist aspirations, or the merits of public deliberation. 

It is important to note that if any of these transformative theories 
proved ... sound, we would be able to overcome problems of collective 
action, for those problems arise when people act in a self-interested 
way. The transformation of people's interests through a particular 
mechanism may change the order of preferences of the actors in the 
political process so as to overcome problems like the prisoner's di
lemma. These transformative theories include popular sovereignty, 
perfectio~ism, and dialogism. 

Popular Sovereignty 

The first and most traditional justification of democracy is based 
on popular sovereignty. In democracy, according to this idea, the 
people as a whole are autonomous because it is the only system that 
guarantees self-government. Democracy is the government not only 
for and of the people but also by the people. 

In light of the important and often misinterpreted influence of 
Rousseau on this view of democracy, it is useful to begin with one 
crucial passage of The Social Contract that deals with the sovereignty 
of the people. Rousseau argues: 

It must be clearly understood that the clauses [of the social 
contract] in question can be reduced, in the last analysis, to 
only one, to wit, the complete alienation by each associate 
member of each individual member to the community of all 
his rights. For, in the first place, since each has made surren
der of himself without reservation, the resultant conditions 
are the same for all: and, because they are the same for all, it 
is in the interest of none to make them onerous to his fellows. 
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Furthermore, this alienation having been made unreserv
edly, the union of individuals is as perfect as it well can be, 
none of the associated members having any claim against the 
community. For should there be any rights left to individuals, 
and no commqn authority be empowered to pronounce as be
tween them and the public, then each, being in some things 
his own judge, would soon claim to be so in all .... 

In short, who so gives himself to all gives himself to none . 
. . . As soon as the act of association becomes a reality, it 
substitutes for the person of each of the contracting parties 
a moral and collective body made up of as many members 
as the constituting assembly has votes, which body receives 
from this very act of constitution its unity, its dispersed self, 
and .its will. The public per~on thus formed by the union of 
lp.divjduals was known in the old days as a City, but now as 
the R~public or Body Politic . ... In respect of the constituent 
associates, it enjoys the collective name of The People.46 

Rousseau viewed politics as deeply intertwined with morality. He 
was profoundly concerned about how morally right solutions are 
reached in ·_the political process. He also thought that this goal of 
politics is achieved if the social contract matches the transformation 
from the state of nature to civil government. Unlike the will of pri
vate individuals and of factions, the will of the sovereign people can 
never err. This means, among other things, that the sovereign will 
cannot affect the rights of the individuals or of the whole group. On 
the other hand, Rousseau's concerns about factions, later reflected 
du.ring the French Revolution, were quite evident. For Rousseau, 
factions .. produced a general will only with respect to their own mem
bers, not with regard to the state as whole, even if we add up the 
different factions. 

The most obscure and disputed feature of Rousseau's theory is 
how the subjects of politics are transformed through the fulfillment 
of the social contract. In fact, two answers are suggested by the 
text. The first points to changes that take place in the individual 
through the exercise of dormant faculties. The passage from the 
state of nature to civil society "substitutes justice for instinct in his 
behavior, and gives to his actions a moral basis which formerly was 
lacking .... By dint of being exercised, his faculties will develop, 
his ideas take on a wider scope, his sentiments become ennobled, 
and his own soul be so elevated." 47 The fulfillment of the social con-
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tract changes individuals by inspiring in them sentiments of justice 
rather than mere selfish instincts, by broadening their ideas, and by 
developing their faculties. But it is not quite clear in Rousseau how 
this process of transformation of people takes place, particularly 
when mechanisms commonly used to affect those changes) such as 
collective discussion, are discarded.48 It is also unclear whether this 
transformation directly produces the right solutions, the expression 
of the general will, or whether an intermediate link is necessary. 

The second answer to the question how the general will is con
stituted relies not on a transformation in the subjects of politics but 
on a transformation of the subjects. Rousseau thought that the Sov
ereign People was a different moral subject than the mere collection 
of individuals who compose it. This notion is employed currently in 
the law when legal corporations and associations are distinguished 
as legal subjects from their members. A similar conceptual move can 
be made in the normative realm of morality by accepting the exis
tence of umoral collective bodies" or 11public persons)) which have 
rights, liabilities, and obligations different from those of their indi
vidual members. Of course, these entities must act through indi
vidual people, the officials of the corporations or associations in 
question. In the case of the people-or, more properly, The People
as a moral collective body, the "officialu able to ascribe decisions to 
the People may be the collection of individuals or a majority act
ing under certain conditions. This transformation of the subject of 
politics caused by the emergence of an entity distinct and separate 
from the individual citizens may transform preferences in the direc
tion of morality, since only some preferences are compatible with 
the structure and constituent elements of this new entity. 

In this regard we can understand the assertion of Rousseau: 
~~Now, the Sovereign People, having no existence outside the indi"' 
viduals who compose it, has, and can have, no interest at variance 
with theirs." This phrase can be understood as a sort of anticipa
tion of the Kantian distinction between phenomenal and noumenal 
existence, because it implies that the fact that this collective person 
has no empirical dimension-having no pleasure or pain, desires 
or inclinations-means that it has no interests varying from those 
of its constituent members. This ensures its impartiality, an inter
pretation confirmed by what Rousseau says a few lines later. 11The 
sovereign, by merely existing, is always what it should be." In other 
words, this moral collective entity has indeed an existence, but an 
existence which is not material but normative.49 
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In my opinion, the view of democracy as popular sovereignty can 
only be understood through this organic or collectivist conception of 
the people. It is obvious that the idea of government of the people by 
the people (immortalized in Lincoln's famous Gettysburg Address, 
with the addition of~heclause "for the people") is a fiction if"people" 
is understood in other senses. If ~~people" denotes the whole collec
tion of individuals composing the relevant population, democracy 
does not guarantee that the people govern itself. The phrase "of the 
people" refers to that whole collection, but uby the people" may refer 
only to the majority of that group. If "people" denotes the majority 
itself, it is again true that democracy does not guarantee the govern
ment of the people by the people, since now "by the people" refers to 
the majority, but "of the people" cannot refer only to it, because the 
majority governs the whole relevant population. Of course, the same · 
is even more true if "people" denotes a subsector of the whole popu
lation', like the poor or the proletariat. In that situation, it would 
mean that a sector, such as a majority, of a sector, such as the poor 
or the proletariat, would govern the whole population. 

The only way in which the word people can be used in the descrip
tion of democracy as government of the people by the people is by 
as~urriing that it refers to a moral person. T.he fact that in one case 
the relevant decisions are taken by a sector (the majority) and in the 
other case the effects of those decisions are felt by the whole popu
lation does not affect the fact that in both cases the decisions and 
the obligations arising from them are ascribed to the same collective 

· entity. An analogy can be found in a corporation where the decisions 
of the board of directors and their normative consequences affect· 
all shareholders. . 

If sound, this view of democracy based on popular sovereignty 
would, like the consensual theories, overcome the paradox of the 
superfluousness of law. The will of the sovereign people would de
termine the common good and also the content of the moral prin
ciples. Law, when enacted by the people, would constitute morality; 
Thus, it could not be morally superfluous. 

Of course, this view of democracy is entirely dependent on a col~ 
lectivist moral philosophy, which in tum depends on a collectivis.; 
tic ontology, of which I am most skeptical. These doubts are based 
on ontological criteria derived from Occam's decree requiring us to 
economize on the postulation of entities. They. also are based on a 
conception of the moral person which requires a subjectivity and 
the fact that such a subjectivity is not usually ascribed to collec-
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tives.- Moreover, this conception of democracy has frequently and 
quite rightly been accused of allowing for authoritarian practices. 
One may easily move from the position that the collective moral 
person (The People) is represented by the majority deciding under 
certain rules designed to protect minorities to the position that the 
moral person may be represented by a sole leader or an enlightened 
tninority.so The justification of democracy based on popular sover
eignty cannot acknowledge the counterweight to democracy implied 
i11 the recognition of individual rights. As Rousseau said, the deci
sioil.of The People can never go against the rights of individuals. uln 
short," he said, ((who so gives himself to all gives himself to none." 
.Nciris there an acknowledgment of the other dimension of consti
futionalism associated with the preservation of a continuous legal 
practice. There is no apparent connection between that legal conti
r1~ity, the constitution of the general will, and the satisfaction of the 
common good. It may well be that the general will abrogates today 
wh.at it has enacted earlier. 

Perfectionist Theories 

Perfectionism conceives of democracy as a method of promoting 
certain virtues of individuals. These goals include self-realization, 
particularly in connection with the capacity to be involved in pub
lic life, and the spirit of fraternity or social solidarity. According to 
this view, democracy achieves the transformation of people's inter
~sts by moralizing people themselves. 

Despite his general utilitarianism, John Stuart Mill can be viewed 
as part of this schooL He begins his defense of ~~representative gov
ernment" in a utilitarian vein, articulating criteria of good govem
I!lentthat depend on elements of social well-being, or the good state 
of society. It turns out, however, that some of those elements relate 
to.attributes of human beings. Progress, for instance, requires men
tal activity, enterprise, and courage. He writes: 

We may consider, then, as one criterion of the goodness of 
the government, the degree in which it tends to increase the 
sum of good qualities in the governed, collectively and indi
vidually; since, besides that their well-being is the sole object 
of government, their good qualities supply the moving force 
which works the machinery .... We have now, therefore, ob
tained a foundation for a twofold division of the merit which 
any set of political institutions can possess. It consists partly 
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of the degree in which they promote the general mental ad
vancement of the community, including under that phrase ad
vancement in intellect, in virtue, and in practical activity and 
efficiency; and partly of the degree of perfection with which 
they organize the moral, intellectual, and active worth already 
existing, so as to operate with the greatest effect on public af
fairs.51 

Once he establishes this criterion of good government, Mill dem
onstrates that representative government- the government in which 
11tpe sovereignty, or supreme controlling power in the last resort, is 
vested in the entire aggregate of the community" 52 - is the one which 
best satisfies it. This move requires three auxiliary premises: the 
interests of people are best secured when the interested persons can 
themselves stand up to defend these interests; the general prosperity 
of societyis promoted in proportiqn to the amount and variety of 
personal energies enlisted in expanding it;53 and the improvement 
of human affairs is a function of active and discontented characters, 
not passive and satisfied ones.54 By evaluating together the criterion 
of the good government and the three additional premises, Mill con
cludes: 

The maximum of the invigorating effect of freedom upon the 
character is only obtained, when the person acted on either 
is, or is looking forward to becoming, a citizen as fully privi
leged as any other. What is still more important than even this 
matter of feeling, is the practiGal discipline which the char
acter obtains, from the occasional demands made upon the 

· citizens to exercise, for a time and in their tum, some social 
function. . . . If circumstances allow the amount of public 
duty assigned him to be considerable, it makes him an edu
cated man .... Still more salutary is the moral part of the in
struction afforded by the participation of the private citizen, 
if even rarely, in public functions. He is called upon, while so 
engaged, to weigh interests not his own; to be guided, in case 
of conflicting claims, by'another rule than his private partiali
ties; to apply at every turn, principles and maxims which have 
for their reason of existence the common good: and he usually 
finds associated with him in the same work minds more famil
iarized than his own with these ideas and operations, whose 
study it will be to supply reasons to his understanding and 
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stimulation to his feeling for the general interest. He is made 
to feel himself one of the public, and whatever is for their 
benefit to be for his benefit.55 

99 

For the moralization of people and their preferences, Mill focuses on 
the acquisition of knowledge and the tendency toward impartiality. 
In fact, these are the same requisites, according to the assumptions 
of our practice of moral discourse, of valid moral judgment. 

This view of democracy, particularly its emphasis on moral devel
opment and civic virtue, was central to the anti-Federalist movement 
during the framing of the United States Constitution and is today 
important in the neorepublican movement in constitutionallaw.56 

As Cass Sunstein says, '1\dhering to the traditional republican view, 
the antifederalists argued that civil society should operate as an edu
cator, and not merely as a regulator of private conduct. Government 
bore the responsibility of inculcating attitudes that would incline 
the citizenry away from the pursuit of self-interest, at least in the 
political realm." 57 Accordingly, democracy helps develop a distinc
tive kind of personality, self -assured about the equal standing of each 
in the political field, involved with public concerns, and in solidarity 
with the plight of others. The expansion of these virtues, it is be
lieved, would help overcome self-interest and strike at the very roots 
of factions rather than seeking merely to equilibrate their power. 

Despite the attractiveness of this view and the intuitive appeal 
of the connection between democracy and some civic virtues, there 
is a tension between it and the liberal idea of personal autonomy 
which has been understood to guarantee a freedom to pursue any 
plan of life that does not harm other people and proscribes state 
interference with such a choice. Regardless of the particular ideal 
of personal excellence, it is not the mission of the state to enforce it. 
In contrast to this tenet of liberalism, this perfectionist view encour
ages endorsement of a model of personal virtue defined by civic and 
communitarian ideals.58 

For similar reasons, there appears to bean inconsistency in Mill 
between his de.fense of democracy based on its impact on moral 
development and his famous '1harm principle." That principle pro
hibits society from interfering with actions of individuals which do 
not harm other people and is based on the assumption that it is not 
the mission of the state to make people virtuous. Rather, the state's 
mission is only to secure that no person undermines the conditions 
for the exercise of another's autonomy. The use of democracy to 
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promote certain valuable traits of character in people ignores this 
proscription. One might say that democracy only promotes public 
virtue and, according to the harm principle, the state is prevented 
from discouraging private vices. But it is difficult to sustain this dis
tinction, since human character constitutes a unitary whole; or to 
believe that private vices have no impact on public virtues, such as 
the inclination to take impartial stands. The promotion of public 
virtues may interfere with private inclinations simply because of the 
existence of material limitations. For instance, if civic virtue were 
promoted by the state and activities like political participation were 
encouraged, people would have fewer opportunities to pursue pri
vate interests. They would thereby be prevented from developing 
inclinations for activities which are psychologically, spiritually, or 
materially contrary to involvement in public life. 

Arguably, there is one way to save Mill's political theory from 
inherent contradictions. According to this view, the personal au
tonomy principle would be honored if certain virtues of charac
ter were promoted not as an end in themselves and not for their 
intrinsic merits but as a way of obtaining actions that benefit or 
avoid harm to other people. In this sense, the promotion of public 
virtues would not be directed at enhancing the character of indi
viduals as something good in itself but would be a way of promoting 
collective goods. There is evidence to support this view since, as 
already noted, Mill argues that virtues such as those promoted by 
democracy are conducive to collective goods such as prosperity. But 
this connection is, first, empirically controverted, since many soci
eties have achieved considerable prosperity under nondemocratic 
regimes: consider South Korea or Pinochet's Chile. More important, 
a collective good such as prosperity, as is true of all the goods en~ 
dorsed by utilitarianism, is aggregative and may give rise to the ob
jection that its attainment cannot be the sole justification of actions 
or institutions. This good may come at the expense of individual 
rights and the manner in which the goods are distributed. 

I therefore think it proper to conclude that perfectionist thea:. 
ries of democracy threaten the principle of personal autonomy and 
are inconsistent with the dimension of constitutionalism provided 
for by the recognition of rights. As for tht; historical constitution, it 
should be recognized that the preservation of a constitutional prac
tice may enhance the opportunities for developing and exercising 
civic virtues. With regard to the paradox of the superfluousness of 
government and its laws, the perfectionist justification of democ-
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racy does not provide a clear answer. In some cases, it may well be 
that the laws enacted through the democratic process, exerting the 
appropriate virtues, are nonetheless prejudicial to the moral devel
opment of some or all of the people. 

Dialogic Approaches 

The moral qualities. of dialogue or deliberation account for yet 
another conception of democracy relying on the transformation of 
people's preferences. Despite many versions of this general outlook, 
all rely on dialogue as a means of containing selfish interests and 
the power of factions based on them. This constraint is achieved by 
dialogue's tendency to exclude those positions which cannot be sus
tained on an impartial basis. 

Some of the dialogic views converge with ones discussed earlier. 
For instance, C. B. Macpherson argues that dialogue serves to de
velop personal virtues, a collective sense of community and mutual 
attachment, or is a mode of self-expression.59 In this respect, the 
qualms provoked by those outlooks apply to the dialogical ap
proaches. Other views connect the dialogue inherent in democratic 
procedures with values unrelated to character development. For 
instance, Bruce Ackerman develops an interesting view according 
to whiCh the merits of dialogue lie neither in the development of 
personal virtues nor in the approximation to morally correct solu
tions, but rather in the achievement of mutually acceptable solu
tions under restraints of neutrality about conceptions of the good.60 

In a similar view, Rawls introduces the idea of '1free public reasod'. 
According to him, the role of political philosophy, and of course of 
practical politics, is to achieve an '/overlapping consensus/' which is 
neutral toward differing moral conceptions, including that of liber
alism.61 

To my mind, the structure of a dialogue in which the participants 
avoid discussing the moral correctness of different solutions is un
certain. It is difficult to envisage what people say to one another if 
the correctness of different moral intersubjective principles is disre
garded, and the parties may not even allude to their respective inter
ests. A dialogue can hardly progress if the participants merely de
scribe what they know from the beginning-that their interests are 
different and possibly in conflict. On the other hand, it seems to be a 
matter of chance to reach agreement or mutual accommodation or 
an overlapping consensus if everybody maintains a different under-
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lying moral conception. While there could be an occasional conver
gence, differences about the implications of the solution reached 
would reveal divergences in those underlying conceptions. 

In truth, to be neutral about conceptions of the personal good 
is to adopt a distinctive moral conception of society, namely, liber
alism. Since liberalism competes with conceptions such as perfec
tionism or utilitarianism, it cannot be adopted without examining 
that conception in the context of public discussion. Finally, I should 
note that the morally neutral conceptions of democracy based on 
dialogue seem unable to overcome the paradox of the moral super
fluousness of government, since they provide no reason for follow
ing the result of the democratic process if that result is contrary to 
moral prescriptions. 

·Mixed Views of Democracy 

The views I have discussed so far are pure. They either consider 
all preferences of people as outside the political sphere or subject 
all of them to a potential transformation through the democratic 
process. However, there are mixed views that seem. to distinguish 
conditions under which the preferences of people are either left 
to themselves or subject to transformation. We may discuss them 
briefly, since the component parts of the mixed views have been ex
plained at length in the preceding sections. The theory of delibera
tive democracy that I articulate in the next chapter is also, in some 
ways, a mixed view. 

According to scholars like Cass Sunstein, the Federalists' con
c~ption, handed down mainly through Madison, was a mixed view.62 

Although the Federalists adopted a pluralist conception about the 
neutralization of factions through the division of powers and rep
resentation, it relied on the merits of civic virtue and dialogue in 
relation to the representatives themselves. Whereas the Federalists 
assumed that it would be unrealistic and pernicious to rely on the 
whole community's political involvement in a dialogic way, at least 
in the case of a large republic, this was an essential aspect of the 
adequate working of representative government. Sunstein writes: 

The federalists thus achieved a kind of synthesis of repub
licanism and the emerging principles of pluralism. Politics 
rightly consisted in deliberation and discussion about the 
public good. But the process could not be brought about in 
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the traditional republican fashion. Such an effort, in light of 
human nature, would deteriorate into a struggle among com~ 
peting factions. A partial solution lay in principles of repre
sentation. The mechanisms of accountability would prevent 
representatives from acquiring interests distinct from those of 
their constituents. Moreover, the separation of powers would 
ensure that if a particular group acquired too much power 
over one set of representatives, there would be safeguards to 
prevent that group from obtaining authority over the national 
government in general.63 

Of course, just because representatives are subject to the stric
tures of dialogue does not resolve questions regarding their lack 
of legitimacy. One of the main problems that dialogic conceptions 
must surmount, as we shall see in the next chapter, is how to ensure 
that all the interested parties participate in the process of delibera
tion and that they do so on an equal basis. The pluralist conception 
of democracy does not ensure that the representatives represent all 
the people affected by the measures they take and that they do so 
equally. Insofar as there may be serious distortions in this respect, 
they cannot be overcome by the fact that the representatives operate 
in a dialogic way. Therefore, this mixed theory of democracy bears 
the burden of its pluralist component and its nonegalitarian spirit. 

Bruce Ackerman defends a different mixed view with his udual
ist conception of politics," which he applies to the American sys
tem.64 Ackerman maintains that the system advocated by the Feder
alists and adopted by the framers in Philadelphia is best understood 
and justified by differentiating two tracks along which political life 
evolves. The first track is a higher form of politics, called "consti
tutional politics," which takes place in the rare moments when the 
people speak through a process of considerable mobilization and 
debate. According to Ackerman, constitutional politics took place in 
the United States with the enactment of the Constitution itself, with 
Reconstruction after the Civil War, and with the New Deal. The sec
ond track is the lower form of politics, called "normal politics," when 
the people do not speak directly but through various institutions 
of government. The representation provided by these institutions is 
problematic because of the division of voices and the questionable 
connection between each of them and the will of the people. Nor
mal politics therefore enjoys a lower legitimacy and must be subject 
to the results obtained in the higher track. It is the role of judges 
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through judicial review to preserve the will of the people best ex
pressed in these rare constitutional moments. 

Ackerman thinks this division of politics is justified since it is a 
way of economizing public virtue. It allows citizens to pursue their 
private concerns in normal times, without imposing upon them an 
ideal of personal excellence through permanent political involve
ment. At the same time, it establishes a means for signaling those 
rare opportunities ih which mobilization is required. Consequently, 
Ackerman presents a theory of constitutional rights emanating from 
democratic decisions taken in constitutional moments and restrain
ing the expressions of normal politics. This theory is contrasted to 
a monist conception in which rights depend permanently on a con
tinuous and uniform democratic process, and to a fundamentalist 
conception according to which rights constrain any democratic ex
pression. 

Although Ackerman's theory clearly acknowledges the historical 
dimension of constitutionalism-the preservation of the constitu
tional practice-there are some doubts about both its explanatory 
and justificatory import which are not easy to overcome. First, it 
is not clear why he speaks of ~~dualism" or "two'' political tracks 
when one might point to a continuum of many different degrees 
of legitimacy depending on the degree of mobilization and debate. 
Issues like abortion or discrimination provoke protracted debate 
and mobilization, even if they are not comparable to Ackerman's few 
examples that have a definite impact on the legal system. Could it 
be that the people are given only three opportunities-the founding, 
Reconstruction, and the New Deal- to speak their minds directly in 
over. two hundred years of eventful history? 

The democratic legitimacy of some of the constitutional mo
ments to which Ackerman refers is rather dubious. With regard to 
the well-known formal democratic deficiencies of the enactment of 
the United States Constitution, it is hard to see that those deficien
cies were resolved by informal debates and widespread mobiliza
t_ion. For instance, were women and blacks part of these debates? 
Ackerman might respond that he is merely reconstructing the views 
of current American officials, mainly judges, about the origin of 
democratic legitimacy. That may be true, but if so, one should try 
to free them from their obvious mistakes. In addition, the image 
of the people mobilized and excited with public spirit in dramatic 
moments can be dangerous for democratic legitimacy. What is.the 
space for open, rational discussion in those moments? Is the equal 
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weight of all the participants relatively guaranteed? For me, the epi
stemic merits of democracy are better displayed in less romantic and 
more calm moments. The democratic legitimacy of a constitutional 
moment is also questionable since there are normally obstacles for 
enacting the will of the majority. These obstacles signal, in Acker
ma~'s view, the gravity of the moment. Therefore, a minority in favor 
of the status quo oftep has veto power. If these obstacles were sup
pressed, we would have in fact a monistic system. 

Ackerman purports to solve the ~~temporal difficulty"- the fact 
that a democratic decision taken by people long dead might trump 
the will of people currently living-but the answer seems inade
quate. It relies on the different quality of both expressions of will 
because of the different degrees of mobilization and debate. Never
theless, a high quality of a debate with zero value in terms of self
government should not counteract a debate of a quite low quality 
that maintains some connection with the preferences of the people 
to which it applies. 

With regard to the justification of judicial review, the dualistic 
view also is problematic since there is no reason why "the will of the -
people" must be preserved by countermajoritarian officials and not 
by those closer to the preferences of current majorities. Indeed, it is 
a quite shocking example of ideological positivism to submit judges 
to the will of the people in constitutional moments whatever the 
content of that moment. If freedom of expression or religion were 
abolished at the constitutional level, judges would have to abide by 
the new order or else resign.65 Therefore, dualism does not acknowl- . 
edge properly the counterweight provided for by the ideal dimension 
of constitutionalism-the recognition of rights as exerted upon the 
democratic process. 

In this chapter we have reviewed in a quite cursory way some of 
the conceptions justifying democracy that most often are appealed 
to by scholars and political actors. These views of democracy have 
been classified according to one important criterion: whether they 
separate morality from politics or whether both realms are inter
twined. In other words, the theories have been distinguished in 
terms of whether the merits they ascribe to democracy are inde
pendent of the moral transformation of people's interests or rely on 
that transformation. The different views of democracy that I have 
discussed not only presuppose quite contrasting philosophical as
sumptions but also have very different institutional implications. 
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The theories in question have shown flaws of different kinds. 
Some flaws are internal to each theory and have to do with impre
cisions and inconsistencies that each of them presents. Many of the 
flaws presented by the first family of theories relate to their inability 
to overcome problems of collective action. Other flaws consist in 
their inability to develop values with which democracy has always 
been associated, particularly the values of equality and liberty. There 
are also flaws which arise from the failure to meet the challenges that 
emerge from the development of the previous chapters: overcoming 
the paradox of the superfluousness of government and its laws; prop
erly acknowledging the counterweight of rights to democracy; and 
recognizing the value of preserving legal practice as another con
stitutional ·counterweight to democracy. Of course, the theories re
viewed do not present the same flaws in the same degree, and some 
of them are quite able to meet many of the challenges mentioned. 
Nevertheless, all of them are unsatisfactory in important respects. 

In the next chapter, I shall try to defend a certain variety of a de
liberative conception of democracy-one which is based on the epi
stemic power of the democratic process-which I hope is free from 
the flaws that we have uncovered here. 



Chapter Five 
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The Foundations of the 

Deliberative Conception of 

Democracy 

In the preceding chapter, I reviewed different conceptions of democ
racy and divided them according to whether or not they attempt to 
isolate politics from morality. I argued that all the conceptions are 
flawed. In this chapter, I shall try to articulate the theory best able 
to overcome those flaws. 

The theory I defend is dialogic.1 While some dialogic views pre
serve the separation between politics and morality, my conception 
views these two spheres as intertwined and locates the value of 
democracy in the mor~lization of people's preferences. For me, the 
value of democr~cy is of an epistemic nature with regard to social 
morality. I claim that if certain strictures are met, democracy is 
the most reliable procedure for obtaining access to the knowledge 
of moral principles. Yet, this position does not fall into perfection
ism, since it presumes a differentiation among moral standards and 
limits the epistemic value of democracy to those standards that are 
of an intersubjective nature. 

Epistemic Constructivism: Between Rawls and Habermas 

In order to explain this deliberative theory of democracy, I must 
deal with some questions of moral epistemology and defend a con-
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structivist conception of the knowledge of principles of social mo
rality. I shall undertake the defense of such a constructivist view 
by contrasting two distinguished contemporary philosophers-John 
Rawls and Jiirgen Habermas-who approach what I take to be the 
correct position but never exactly hit the target. Since their mis
fires go in opposite directions, the comparison between Rawls and 
Habermas is highly instructive for finding the ·correct theoretical 
course. 

The Position of John Rawls 

An extended controversy exists surrounding the true meta-ethical 
stance of Rawls's famous two principles of justice: one extolling the 
priority of liberty, the other limiting societal and economic inequali
ties to those that benefit the least favored members of society. This 
controversy stems from the fact that Rawls appeals to practically all 
the bases, except the theological one, that have been used through
out the history of philosophy to provide an intersubjective rationale 
for moral judgments: consent, self-interest, intuitions, and the struc
ture of moral reasoni:rig.2 The least explicit base that Rawls deploys 
to ground his principles of justice is the formal presuppositions of 
·moral discourse. Yet, even that line of argument emergc:s on certain 
occasions. For instance, Rawls insists that principles of justice must 
satisfy formal conditions such as universality, generality, publicity, 
and,finality.3 Rawls says that the role of moral theory is to describe 
our moral capacity to judge things as just or unjust and to give rea
sons. He maintains that the conditions of the original position are in 
fact.accepted by us, and he asserts that ''each one has in himself the 
complete form of moral theory." He also describes the derivation of 
the principles of justice as a case of pure procedural justice.4 

Once we assume that the basic justificatory ground is provided 
by the formal presuppositions and constraints of moral reasoning, 
all the pieces of Rawls's theory begin to fit together. The original 
positiqn converts itself into a dramatization of those formal as
sumptions or a deVice of representation. The hypothetical contract 
alludes to a presupposition of moral reasoning according to which 
principles are valid when they would be unanimously accepted by 
all the subjects concerned under ideal conditions. The recourse to 
self-interest, when combined with the veil of ignorance, has only the 
heuristic value of allowing us to determine more easily the restric
tions imposed upon our reasoning by the underlying requirement of 
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impartiality. Finally, intuitions may be indicative of value if they are 
considered expressions of the form of the moral theory that every
one has in himself and thus serve as hints regarding the application 
of formal presuppositions of practical reasoning to judgments about 
particular cases. 

If this more Kantian view of Rawls's theory were plausible, we 
would be able to maintain that it includes a certain characteriza
tion of moral truth. A moral judgment is true, we could say, when it 
derives from a principle __ that would be accepted in the original posi
tion or, to put in another way, that would be unanimously accepted 
under conditions of impartiality, rationality, and knowledge of rele
vant facts. 

Rawls is in no way explicit about the proper method for attain
ing knowledge of this type of moral truth. At first, it seems that 
individual reflection is a sound method for obtaining access to the 
truth in moral matters, at least in the area of justice. Indeed, reflec
tive equilibrium can be understood as a method of reaching that 
truth. The mutual adjustment of general principles and particular 
intuitions acts as an indicator of the application of formal presuppo
sitions of reasoning that serve as filters of invalid principles. For 
instance, the intuition that the pain a person suffers cannot be jus
tified on \he basis of the greater pleasure it provokes in another 
person may be an indication that our practical reasoning assumes a 
certain measure of impartiality. In turn, this intuition indicates that 
we tak~ into account the separability of people, resulting in a dis
qualification of utilitarianism and its aggregative principles. 

Although individual reflection seems to permit, within Rawls's 
theory, access tC? moral truth, this does not mean that the exchange 
of opinions with others has no value. Certainly, we benefit from the 
results of the r~flections of other people since we all share, at least 
in part, the same presuppositions and ConGeptual schemes and have 
similar possibilities of access to facts through observation. At most, 
Rawls would probably maintain that one must guide oneself by the 
result of one's own reflection, since he seems to adopt, like Kant, the 
concept of autonomy which includes the idea that in morals each is 
his own epistemic authority. 

When Rawls deals with ju~tifying democracy understood as ma
joritarian rule, he exhibits his epistemic individualis1p tnOre clearly. 
Rawls-·maintains thai "there is nothing 1:6 the view ... that what the 
tnajority wills is right." 5 He rejects th~ P()_~_~jJ>iHty of applying <:on-

. dorcet-'s theorem for justifying the conclusion that as more people 
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S\Jpport a solution it is more probably correct, maintaining that this 
requires that each opinion be more probably correct than incorrect 
and that the votes of different people not be mutually influenced. 
According to Rawls, none.of those conditions is necessarily present 
in a democratic procedure. 

Rawls recognizes that discussion among many people has bene
ficial effects, since it restrains our partiality, broadens our perspec
tive and knowledge, and allows us to detect mistakes of reasoning. 
It is not clear, however, to what field this benefit of collective discus
sion can be applied. Rawls observes that there must be an area of 
morality in which discussion and majoritarian decision have some 
relevance for the rightness of solutions. Still, he oscillates between 
giving those discussions either constitutive value or epistemic value, 
or no value at all. 

The Position of Jurgen Habermas 

In discussing Jurgen Habermas, I shall concentrate on one work, 
his long essay "Discursethik-Notizen zu einen Begrundungspro
gramm" (Discourse ethics: Notes on a program of philosophical jus
tification), which presents with uncommon clarity the outlines of his 
position about the foundations of ethics.6 Habermas uses the work 
of Peter Strawson 7 to show that the justification of moral judgments 
and the blame based on them is part of a social practice pervading 
life and interpersonal exchanges. 

, Habermas maintains that practical discourse is constituted by 
communicative interactions through which the participants coordi
nate their plans of behavior, arguing for or against different claims 
of validity with the goal of obtaining~ certain consensus about them. 
The bridge principle is not merely a grammatical requirement or a 
demand for consistency but involves a requirement of impartiality. 
It stipulates that a moral norm is valid insofar as it wins the assent 
of th.e people concerned.8 Habermas maintains that when we argue 
to convince others, we necessarily assume a principle of universal
ization understood as impartiality.9 

According to Habermas; a skeptic can free himself from that as
sumption only if he separates himself from the community of those 
who argue. But there is not a single socio-cultural form of life in the 
world which is not connected, at least implicitly, to the furtherance 
of communicative actions, no matter how primitive and uninstitu
tionalized that form of life may be. If someone were to attempt to 
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separate himself for a long time from the context of action oriented 
toward understanding, he would subject himself to such isolation 
that he would become schizophrenic and prone to suicide. 

Habermas explicitly criticizes Rawls for assuming that the pos
tulate of impartiality is satisfied when the person formulating moral 
judgments puts himself fictitiously in the position of each one of 
the people· concerned. While Rawls believes that anybody, includ
ing a moral philosopher like himself, can undertake the task of jus
tifying fundamental norms, Habermas maintains that the task of 
moral argumentation cannot be discharged in a monologic way but 
requires a cooperative effort. According to Habermas, l<the justifi
cation of norms and commands requires that a real discourse, be 
carried out and thus cannot occur ... in the form of a hypothetical 
process of argumentation occurring in the individual mind." 10 

Habermas also stresses that the idea of impartiality cannot be re
duced to an equilibrium of powers. It requires impartial judgment 
about the interests of all the people concerned. He writes, ((Partici
pants in a practical discourse strive to clarify a common interest, 
~hereas in negotiating a compromise they try to strike a balance 
between conflicting particular interests." 11 

These assertions of Habermas's align him with a position I have 
previously deemed "epistemic constructivism." According to that 
position, the validity of moral judgments is established not by the 
results of real discourse but by its presuppositions, though those re
sults are a reliable way to know the presuppositions. This seems 
to be confirmed when Habermas says, ~~Practical discourse is not a 
procedure for generating justified norms but a procedure for test
ing the validity of norms that are being proposed and hypothetically 
considered for adoption." 12 

. 

Other statements of Habermas's, however, place him in a more 
radical position that might be called 110ntological constructivism." 
This position holds that it is the validity of moral judgments-not 
merely the knowledge of that validity-that is constituted by the 
result of real discussion when it satisfies certain constraints. Thus 
Habermas says, "In discourse ... content is subjected to a process 
in which particular values are ultimately discarded as not being sus
ceptible to consensus." Habermas states also that uthe principle of 
discourse ethics ... ~~ipulates [that] only those norms can claim to 
be valid that meet (or could meet) with the approval of all affected in 
their capacity as participants in a practical discourse." 13 The trans
ference from discourse to action, he argues, cannot be demonstrated 
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by extracting from the presuppositions of discussion, in an immedi
ate way, fundamental moral norms. Rather, the fundamental norms 
of law and morals should be considered in need of justification in 
practical discourse. Given that historical circumstances vary, each 
epoch throws its own light upon the fundamental ideas of practi
cal morality. The moral theoretician may participate in discourse as 
an affected party and as an expert, but he may not direct those dis
courses by his own account. A theory yielding substantive principle_s.,._ 
like Rawls's theory of justice, ought to be understood simply as a con
tribution to the discourse among citizens. As Habermas's interpreter 
Stephen K. White asserts, ~'What justice demands in given social and 
historical settings cannot be legitimately decided in advance of an 
actual argumentation or discourse among all concerned." 14 

In sum, Habennas agrees with Rawls that there are formal pre
suppositions, such as impartiality, which are decisive for the validitY\ 
of moral principles. But, whereas for Rawls they are formal pref 
suppositions of monologic moral reasoning, for Habermas they are 
rules of a social practice of intersubjective discourse. For Rawls, the 
validity of moral principles is given by the satisfaction of the re
quirement of impartiality. Habermas, on the other hand, requires a 
de facto consensus to be constituted through the employment of the 
rule of impartiality. Finally, whereas Rawls seems to think that one 
can reach the conclusion that a moral principle is valid by means 
of individual reflection alone- though discussion may play an auxil
iary role- Habermas clearly thinks this impossible. For Habermas, 
only collective discussion, '~the cooperative search for truth/J is a re
liable avenue of access to moral knowledge. 

The Ontological and Epistemological Theses 

It is possible to distinguish at least three ontological tenets about 
the constitution of moral truth and at least three epistemological 
tenets about the knowledge of it. Let us examine first the three basic 
ontological tenets, calling them 01, 02, and 03: 

01. Moral truth is constituted by the satisfaction of formal pre
suppositions inherent in the practical reasoning of any individuat 
in particular the presupposition according to which a moral prin
ciple is valid if it is acceptable to everybody uncle~ ideal conditions 
of impartiality, rationality, and knowledge of the relevant facts. 

02. Moral truth is constituted by. the satisfaction of formal or 
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procedural presuppositions of a discursive practice directed at at
taining cooperation and avoiding conflicts. 

03. Moral truth is constituted by the consensus which actually 
results from the actual practice of moral discussion when carried 
out according to some procedural restrictions on arguments. 

Let us now consider three epistemological theses: 

El. Knowled~e of moral truth is attained solely by individual re
flection. Discussion with others is a useful auxiliary of individual 
reflection, but i-q the end we must inescapably act according to the 
final results of the latter. 

E2. Intersubjective discussion and decision is the most reliable 
procedure for having access to moral truth, since the exchange of 
ideas and the need to justify oneself before others not only broaden 
one's knowledge and reveal defects in reasoning but help satisfy the 
requirement ofimpartial attention to the interests of everybodyeon
cerned. This does not, however, exclude the possibility that through 
individual reflection somebody may have access to the knowledge 
of correct solutions, though it must be admitted that this method is 
far less reliable than the collective one, because of the difficulty of 
faithfully representing the interests of others and being impartial. 

E3. The method.of collective discussion and decision is the only 
avenue of access to moral truth, since monolbgic reflection is always 
distorted by biases of the individual in favor of himself or of the 
people close to him due to contextual conditioning and the in
surmountable difficulty of putting oneself in another's shoes. Only 
actual consensus achieved after a broad debate with few exclusions, 
manipulations, a.nd inequalities provides a reliable access to the de
mands of morality. 

Rawls maintains thesis 01 as the characterization of moral truth. 
In A Theory of Justice, the social practice of moral discourse is not 
absolutely relevant to the rules defining the validity of moral prin
ciples. Rawls supposes, like Kant, that uthe form of moral theory" 
is something that ueach one has in himself." The rules of monologic 
discourse do not seem to be relevant for constituting moral truth. In 
later works, not explored much here, Rawls seems more attracted 
to giving social practices higher priority in the derivation of moral 
principles, though he does not distinguish between the practice of 
moral discourse and other practices 9f a democratic culture. In this 
way he seem to fall into a conventionalist position.15 
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Habermas's position with regard to the constitution of moral 
truth is 03, since he maintains that there are no valid moral prin
ciples except those achieved as a result of a moral discussion carried 
out with due observance of the requirement of impartiality. I have 
called this approach ontological constructivism. At other points, 
however, Habermas comes closer to thesis 02, according to which 
the validity of moral judgments is established by the presuppositions 
and not by the results of moral discussion.16 

With regard to the epistemological question, there is no doubt 
that Habermas subscribes to E3 and rejects El and E2. He believes, 
in effect, that moral knowledge is only attainable through the actual 
discussion of all the peopli_.~concerned. In no case can moral truth be 
obtained-as is maintaine\\ by E2-through individual reflection. At 
most, individual reflection can only result in a contribution to col
lective discussion. J 

In contrast, I believe that the most plausible theses about the 
constitution and the knowledge of moral truth are 02 and E2. These 
are the intermediate theses between Rawls and Habermas. In· the 
ontological sphere, I think Rawls and his mentor, Kant, are seriously 
deficient in not incorporating in their outlook the social practice of 
moral discourse. Inclusion of this social practice would allow them 
to take into account a strong point stressed by relativism about 
historical variations in the mode of moral argumentation, with
out going into the blind alley in which we find ourselves when we 
admit the relativization of substantive moral judgments. Further
more, when we focus our attention on a social practice, we have an 
empirical basis from which to infer the rules and criteria that are in 
fact presupposed in that practice. Such an approach is all the more 
plausible once we take into account that such a practice has mani
fest and latent functions-such as· achieving coordination through 
consensus on some principles-and that the formal presuppositions 
are adapted to those functionsP Finally, it is particularly important 
to take as a bedrock the actual social practice of moral discourse 
if one must admit, as we are compelled to do, that discourse has 
evaluative presuppositions, such as the principle of autonomy. 

With regard to thesis 03, maintained by Habermas, I believe 
that it ends up falling into the relativist confusion between validity 
and observance. Some actual consensus may be disqualified under 
the postulate of universalization. And if the postulate of universal
ization were rich enough to allow for only one principle as a basis 
for consensus, this would imply recognition of 02, since the valid 
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principle would be determined before its actual consensual adop~ 
tion. The more basic problem is that 03 does not seem to reflect 
the phenomenology of moral discussion, which consists, as Rawls 
and Habermas emphasize, not in expressing personal interests but 
rather in advancing claims of validity or principles. The participants 
in the discussion could not defend proposals as valid if that validity 
depended by definition on the result of the discussion. It is also 
meaningless to offer a principle for discussion and decision if there 
are no reasons that support it. In sum, 03 has a tendency to endorse 
a conservative co.nventionalism with regard to the results of discus~ 
sion and to see .its operation as a mere clash of interests. 

Thesis 02 incorporates instead the best of both worlds. Like 03, 
it benefits from the empirical basis that flows from the· fact that it 
is a social practice. The circularity of reflective equilibrium is bro~ 
ken without being tied to the contingent results of actual consensus. 
The fact that moral truth is defined in relation to the presupposition 
of moral discourse and not by its actual results allows us to explain 
argumentation as a means to conform. these results to those pre~ 
suppositions. Presuppositions include substantive principles such 
as that of autonomy, from which more specific moral judgments 
can be deduced. Formal rules, such as impartiality, serve as filters 
for principles and foster a dynamism that enables the enactment of 
other norms. 

If we move now to the epistemological level, we notice that El, 
the position Rawls defends, involves quite serious problems. If indi
vidual reflection were our only way to have access to moral truth, 
why should we follow the prescriptions of an authority-even if 
democratically legitimate-when these prescriptions oppose there
sults of that reflection? Also, what is the relevance of that authority 
when its prescriptions coincide with the conclusions of our moral 
reflection? These. doubts contain the roots of either philosophical an
archism or an enlightened dictatorship, depending on whether the 
individual reaching conclusions by his own reflection has the force 
to impose them on others. It is not by chance that many Rawlsian 
jurists favor broad judicial power to review laws democratically en~ 
acted. As Michael Walzer says, judges are the new philosopher~ kings 
under this kind of theory.18 This difficulty in passing from the au
tonomy of morals to the heteronomy of law is not overcome by 
simply saying that our individual reflection provides reasons for ob~ 
serving another's prescription, since it does not always provide those 
reasons and sometim·es may suggest an opposite prescription. 
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These disadvantages of El give support to E3, the position of 
Habermas. E3 asserts that we have reasons to observe the results 
from collective discussion and decision, since it is the only reliable 
method for finding out correct solutions. Thus, individual, non
moral, philosophical reflection would indicate that the only method 
of moral knowledge is collective discussion. This would be true be
cause of the advantages provided by the exchange of ideas-our 
knowledge is broadened and mistakes more readily detected. The 
chances of achieving impartiality are also improved. If we start from 
the hypothesis that no one knows a person's interests better than 
that person himself, then impartiality is solely secured through the 
participation of those concerned in the collective procedure of dis
cussion and decision. 

But these advantages of E3 are neutralized by all too obvious set
backs. In the same way that El leads to moral elitism, E3 seems to 
lead to moral populism, since it supports the position that a solu-... 
tion supported by all or the majority is automatically correct. It is 
obvious, however, that the majority SQJnetimes is very wrong. Also, 
E3, like 03, does not adequately reflect the phenomenology of moral 
discussion. If it were impossible to find moral knowledge by indi
vidual reflection, Rawls could make no contribution to collective 
discussion. Also, no one could demand that the result of a collective 
discussion be revised if that result were the only available presump
tion of moral truth. 

Thesis E2 solves these problems of E3 without suffering the de
fects of El. According to E2, the procedure of collective discussion 
and decision constitt1t~d by moral discourse (and evep by its imper
fe<;t surrogate, the democratic decision-making system) is the most 
reliable method of approaching moral truth. It is not the only one, 
ho-w~ve.r. It is possible, though generally improbable, that through 
individual reflection a person may adequately represent to himself 
the conflicting interests and can thereby arrive at a correct-that is, 
impartial-conclusion. It is conceivable that an individual reaches 
more correct conclusions in isolation than by collective discussion. 
This possibility explains the cont~ibution that each one can make to 
discussion and why he can legitimately demand that the discussion 
be reopened. The probability that correct solutions are reached by 
individual reflection increases when referring to the preconditions 
f<:>r the validity of the collective procedure. This is the subject mat
ter of a priori rights, which is more restricted than the content of 
Rawls's first principle and which, in my opinion, constitutes the only 
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moral question whose solution by democratic laws can be reviewed 
by judges or, in the last resort, be the object of civil disobedience}9 

Given that the collective procedure is generally more reliable than 
individual reflection and that the former would not be operative 
if we always decided whether to abide by results according to our 
individual reflection, an obligation to observe that which has been 
collectively decided is plainly justified. 

In sum, the combination of 02 andE2, constituting an intermedi
ate position between 'Rawls and Habermas, is the most plausible 
meta-ethical theory. This is the position I calluepistemic construc
tivism." 

The Epistemic Value of Democracy 

Unanimity appears to be the functional equivalent of impar
tiality. If all those who may be affected by a decision have partici
pated in the discussion and have had an equal opportunity to express 
their interests and justify to each other a certain solution of the con
flict, this solution is almost always impartial and morally right as 
long as everyone has accepted the solution freely and without coer
cion. 

This theory presupposes the premise, accepted by Mill, that no 
one is a better judge of one's own interests than oneself. This prem
ise, in turn, presupposes the meta-ethical propositions regarding 
the principle of personal autonomy, which holds that the interests 
of individuals should be determined by their choices. It also im
plies certain empirical propositions concerning the enhanced acces
sibility of the agent to her choices and wants.20 

A solution proposed by an individual, within moral discussion, 
to overcome a conflict may be contrary to her interests. She may, 
for instance, be mistaken about causal relations involved in the sat
isfaction of her interests. She may also make logical mistakes. This 
possibility is ndt completely dispelled by the fact that the very pro
cess of discussion may help to overcome logical or factual errors. 
However, the outcome of the process of discussion is highly likely 
to be impartial, and hence morally right, if it has been unanimously 
accepted by all the people involved in the conflict. 

When moral·· discourse is institutionalized and replaced, due to 
pragmatic considerations, by a regimented surrogate such as ma
jority rule, one must examine whether that surrogate still guar
antees, even if to a lesser degree, the requirement of impartiality. 
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Clearly, a solution to the conflict supported by a majority and not by 
all the people involved in the conflict may be very partial. A majority 
may ignore completely the interests of the minority. In fact, oppo
sition to a minority may by itself motivate the majority's actions. In 
this way, democracy as majority rule appears to be the archetypal 
mechanism for taking partial decisions. If true, democratic deci
sions could only be justified by reasons that have nothing to do with 
their moral correctness. 

To deal with this problem, we should begin by examining the 
actual transition from the originat noninstitutionalized practice of 
moral discourse to the regimented surrogate of democracy as ma
jority rule. Suppose we live together in a condominium and have 
gathered together to discuss a conflict of interests. Let us imagine 
that the elevator must be repaired, and those living in the lower 
floors who seldom use it are not interested in sharing the costs. At 
first, each of the participants of the discussion will try to convince 
the others on the assumption that a unanimous consensus can be 
reached. Even if it is clear from the beginning that those who op
pose sharing the costs of the repair are in the minority, both groups 
will try to convince the members of the other to try to reach una
nimity. But at a certain point, some of the participants will think 
that a decision must be reached. They may be tired; it may be quite 
late in the evening; and they may think that the arguments have 
been exhausted. The main consideration forcing a decision will be 
that a tacit rather than explicit decision in favor of the status quo
not repairing the elevator-may be taken. Therefore, somebody will 
propose that there should be a vote. At that point, the majority's 
w~shes should govern. Observe that the passage from the require
ment of unanimous consensus to majority rule-which is one of the 
defining marks of the democratic process- takes place not merely 
because of the impossibility of unanimity but because of the need to 
reach a decision at a certain time. Otherwise, an implicit decision in 
favor of the status quo will always be taken. The introduction of a 
time limit to end the discussion and to vote crucially differentiates 
the informal process of .moral discussion from its institutionalized 
surrogate, democracy as majority rule. Therefore, democracy can 
be defined as a process of moral discussion with a time limit. 

In changing from the requirement of unanimity at a certain mo
ment to the requirement of majority at that mqment, the partici
pants may decide to vote in order to prevent a minority in favor of 
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the status quo from winning. Interestingly, the minority may feel 
there is nothing wrong with imposing their views. In responding to 
them, one cannot say simply that it is better to have a decision sup
ported by a majority than one supported by a minority. It cannot be 
merely that the majority is closer to unanimity, since the functional 
equivalence between unanimity and impartiality does not seem to 
depend on a mere quantitative question. Even when there is only 
one vote opposed to the solution proposed by all the others, that vote 
may be crucial to the presumption of impartiality. Suppose, for in
stance, that in our elevator example the solution proposed by all but 
one was that this individual must pay the whole cost of repairing the 
elevator. 

Rather than relying on a purely quantitative analysis, the pas
sage from unanimity to majority rule must be based on the idea that 
impartiality is better preserved by that passage than by any other 
surrogate of unanimous consensus. In fact, a process of moral dis
cussion with a certain time limit within which a majoritarian deci
sion must be taken-the definitional core of democracy under the 
normative view I am articulating-has greater epistemic power for 
providing access to morally correct decisions than any other collec
tive decision-mal9-ng procedure. 

Knowledge of the Interests of Others 

The epistemic theory of democracy depends on certain hypothe
ses. One is that the lack of impartiality is often due, not to selfish 
inclinations of the actors in the social and political process, but to 
sheer ignoran~e of where the interests of others lie. In countries in 
which there have been frequent dictatorships, it is well known that 
not all dictat:ors are mean, egotistic monsters, though unfortunately 
some are. Some dictators are genuinely concerned with reaching 
morally right decisions, but more often their impartiality fails them 
in light of the difficulty in representing the interests of sectors of 
society far removed from their own social background. 

This mistaken appraisal of the interests of a particular social 
group is often due to a perfectionist ethic holding that the interests 
of people do not necessarily coincide with their choices. The thought 
is that these interests could better be ascertained by people more 
knowledgeable about factual issues and morally acquainted with 
models of human excellence. As I discussed in Chapter 3, one may 
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reject this perfectionist outlook for reasons independent of democ
racy, but it is convenient to note that a minority's process of decision 
making promotes this perfectionist vision. If only a few individuals 
decide what is good for the group as a whole, why should they not 
be able to decide what is good for each individual? 

At other times, a dictator's mistaken assessment of the inter
ests of others is due not to the assumption of a perfectionist stand 
but rather to factual misapprehensions. The dictator may general
ize wrongly on the basis of the interests of people like himself. He 
may ignore the factual circumstances of the lives of unrelated and 
strange individuals, or he may be wrong about the values that these 
people hold, particularly those values :vhich are relevant to their 
choice of life _plans and of ideals of personal excellence. 

A dictator or a minority may try to conduct an investigation to 
minimize the possibility of committing these errors. Even in doing 
so, the dictator may still not include all the people concerned in a 
democratic process of collective discussion and decision. Defining 
the interests of people is not so much a question of knowledge as 
a question of choice. Therefore, if individuals have no occasion to 
make a choice that would give a preferential order to their interests, 
they themselves may be unable to define that order. An investigation 
conducted by the dictator about the interests of people may provide 
quite wrong results, since the people have no occasion to choose but 
are asked to reconstruct their desires. 

A dictator's investigation into people's interests will be even more 
distorted by the fact that interests change when people know the 
interests of others. For instance, some people tend to imitate others, 
many of whom do not have confidence in their own wisdom but trust 
the judgment of certain others. Others realize that if they continue 
with their choice, a problem of collective action will arise due to the 
preferences of others. This realization then leads them to change 
their preferences to avoid self-frustration. Altruists, for example, 
might find that their own interests clash with others' and therefore 
change their choices so that the interests of others can be satisfied. 

Even compared to adjudication, democratic discussion and de
cision best ascertain the interests of other people. While a judge is 
subject to rules of appointment and procedure designed to secure 
her impartiality, this guarantee of impartiality applies only to the 
parties involved in the judicial process. It does not apply to other 
people who may be affected by the standard the judge is applying. 
Therefore, that standard should not be binding in other cases unless 
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it is formed through a process in which all the individuals affected 
can participate. 

The Quest for Justification 

Part of the t;xchange in a discussion preceding a majoritarian de
cision involves the mutual relating of each other's interests. Yet if this 
were all, the participants in that process would simply be expressing 
descriptive judgments that have no justificatory power whatsoever. 
If speech-acts pe:donne.d in democratic discussion by elites or rep
resentatives only described the content of their interests, it would be 
difficult to explain how the discussion could progress and to under
stand the point of these reciprocal psychoanalytic confessions. 

I want to defend here a vision of democracy in which bargain
ing and expression of emotions play a role but are subservient to 
argument in promoting the epistemic power of the majoritarian 
decision-making process. Admittedly, without the help of emotional 
factors and of negotiations on the basis of self-interest, rational de
bate and subsequent majoritarian decisions would not tend to be 
impartial solutions. Nevertheless, these forms of participation have 
a beneficial impact on the moral value of democracy only through 
argumentation. 

Under my view of the democratic process as a surrogate of the 
informal practice of moral discussion, all participants are required, 
as in that practice, to justify their proposals to the others. If their 
interests are stated, they must be shown to be legitimate. This view 
presupposes the existence of a line-thin but important-separating 
those statements in a discussion that we take as real and genuine and 
those that are phony or that obviously do not comply with under
lying-rules of an authentic discussion. For instance, knocking on the 
table with a shoe, as Nikita Khrushchev famously did in a United 
Nations session, is not to argue. Obviously, genuine arguments must 
be distinguis~ed from valid ones; otherwise a discussion could not 
start without immediately ending. 

It is not my purpose to articulate all the conditions that make 
a statement a genuine argument without necessarily making it a 
valid one. Perhaps those conditions can be summarized under the 
observation, alluded to by Jon Elster, that there should be a prima 
facie appearance that the statement in question expresses a norma
tive proposition which could be accepted from an impartial point of 
view.21 I would like dnly to mention rapidly some of the cases where 
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statements clearly do not have this appearance and thus would be 
rejected as arguments in any genuine discussion. They include: 

1. the mere expression of wants or description of interests. If I 
simply say, 14This is what I want" in backing a certain solution to a 
conflict, I risk the immediate reply, 'J\nd so what?" 

2. the mere description of facts, such as a tradition or custom, 
that a human authority has enacted, or a divinity has ordered (for 
instance, 14In this condominium we always have proceeded in that 
way"). Such a description could serve only as an intermediate prem
ise in a process of argumentation, since the authority of a tradition 
or of a law-giver may always be put into question. 

3. the e1pression of normative propositions that are not general, 
in the sense that the cases to which they apply are accounted for 
with proper names or definite descriptions. I cannot justify a pro
posal for ending a conflict just by saying, as an ultimate argument, 
11This is wrong when it is done to me" or <~This is wrong when it is 
done in this condominium." 

4. the expression of normative propositions one is not prepared 
to apply to cases which are indistinguishable from the present one 
on the basis of properties relevant to the propositions themselves. 
This is the requirement of universalizability, interpreted as a condi
tion of pragmatical consistency. 

5. obvious practical inconsistencies. For instance, a statement 
would not be accepted as a genuine argument if it were incompatible 
with a statement made by the same individual in another conflict. 
Similarly, the statement would be rejected if it did not conform to 
actions performed by the individual making the statement. 

· 6. the expression of normative propositions that do not seem 
to take into account the interests of individuals.· We reject ridicu
lous attempts to justify proposals for solving conflicts, such as 11This 
course of action would benefit the elevator." A similar fate should be
fallless ridiculous attempts of justifying a certain proposal in some 
conclusory way, such as I'This will be good for the condominium as 
a whole." 

7. the expression of normative propositions that do not purport 
to be moral, that is, acceptable from an impartial point of view, but 
are only prudential or aesthetic and thus cannot provide reasons for 
resolving a conflict of interests among different people. 

Some of these conditions for a genuine argument in the pro~ 
cess of moral discussion and democratic debate might be disputed. 
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Others might surely be added to the above list. But the important 
thing to realize is that some conditions defining the genuine char~ 
acter of an argument without defining its validity must be assumed 
for any discussion to take place. 

Of course, one might argue, as Jon Elster does, that any self
interested position can be concealed under apparently impartial 
normative propositions. For instance, in a wage dispute between 
trade unions and entrepreneur groups, the former will surely re
sort to egalitarian values, whereas the latter will allege libertarian 
ones. Therefore, the constraint of producing genuine arguments in 
support of one's position may be incapable by itself of generating a 
tendency toward impartiality. 

Nevertheless, I believe these rules are a real constraint on the 
defense of self~interest. Together with the other factors, they con
tribute to a dynamic of acceptance of impartial solutions. The ex
perience of moral discussion, whether informal or institutionalized, 
shows that people often refrain from putting forward self-serving 
positions when the only statements that occur to them would not 
be seen as genuine arguments because they fall under some of the 
above rules. Also, it often occurs that people formulate a statement 
and then modify·it in the face of rapid rejection as a nongenuine 
argument on the part of other participants. , 

All these constraints contribute to the progress of the discussion 
toward the applicability of criteria of impartiality-by individuals 
unmoved by self-interest or unaffected by proposed solutions. If, in 
our example of the discussion between the members of a condo
minium, it were allowed as a proper move to say, ~~This is what I 
want," ~~This is convenient for me," it would be impossible for the 
discussion to progress. Thus, the neighbors whose interests are not 
affected by any particular solution or who have a natural tendency 
to be impartial would not know how to resolve the dispute. Instead, 
if the self-interested neighbors are obliged to frame their arguments 
in the form of <ITho~e who do not benefit from a service are not 
obliged to pay for it" or <'A condominium is a scheme of cooperation 
in which everybody pays for everything whether he directly benefits 
from it or not," there are many foreseeable ways in which the dis
cussion may progress and in which unselfish participants may be 
convinced. Participants might remember that some of the obviously 
self-interested parties have used the opposite principle on another 
occasion in which their interests were reversed. Or, for instance, 
they might think that all the occupants would have accepted living 
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in a more communitarian environment if they had been asked be
fore the conflict of interests arose. 

The Detection of Factual and Logical Mistakes 

Intersubjective discussion helps detect mistakes of facts and 
logic. Often a proposed solution is unjust not because it conceals 
selfish motives .... or because the person proposing it fails to repre
sent the interests of others but because he ignores certain relevant 
facts or commits some logical fallacy. In these cases, it is possible 
that other participants in the discussion can detect those pitfalls and 
point them out so that the speaker .may correct them. 

One' might say that there is no guarantee that the majority is 
more correct about facts or logic than the person who proposed 
the rejected solutio11~.' One might add that an isolated individual or 
enlightened minoritY-often is aware of a truth that the majority re
fuses to acknowledge. Experts in science or. art, for instance, might 
be more reliable in certain areas than the participants in a collective 
process of discussion and decision. Finally, it might ·be argued that 
people who are interested in a certain outcome have a tendency to 
misrepresent facts and logic in a self-serving ·manner. 

These rejoinders are valid, but I am not defending a consensual 
or majoritarian theory of truth about factual, logical, or philosophi
cal issues. I am only defending a consensual or majoritarian theory 
of knowledge of certain sorts of moral issues. For instance, I am not 
submitting my own view of democracy to majoritarian assent. I am 
indeed suggesting something much weaker and, to my mind, more 
obvious. Specifically, I am arguing that discussion with others most 
often contributes to detecting factual and logical errors, because, in 
the end, factual observation and the use of rules of inference are the 
product of widespread capabilities, and most people do not commit 
the same mistake. Even when the minority is often correct about a 
factual issue, the dynamics of true knowledge tend to go from the 
minority to the majority, not the other way round. 

Emotional Factors 

There is also an affective dimension of communication that has 
a very important role in moral discussion and in its democratic sur-
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rogate. However, this role is auxiliary to the epistemic value of the 
process of argumentation and collective decision. 

Certainly, the presence of some emotional factors in moral dis
cussion and democratic process can work against the discovery of 
moral truth. The phenomenon of ~~mass psychology" obviously re~ 
fleets this fact. Often the judgment of individuals is quite trans
formed by uncontrolled emotions transmitted from one person to 
the other in a gathering of people. Additionally, the charisma or rhe
torical ability of some compared to the shyness or awkwardness of 
others may well make even impartial parties uncertain as to who 
has the stronger arguments. For those who take seriously the idea 
of discovering moral truths through intersubjective discussions, we 
need mechanisms for curbing these dynamics. 

The existence of these dynamics should not, however, obscure 
the fact that there are important ways in which emotions assist in 
the progress of a genuine process of argumentation. They lead us 
into the process of moral discussion in the first place and move us to 
convince others of the rightness of our positions. There is obviously 
an emotional element entailed in our effort to justify our actions and 
attitud~s to other people, mainly to those who may be affected by 
them.22 Emotions also play a role in assessing the interests of others. 
We must represent vividly to ourselves what is at stake for others in 
a certain conflict, and this requires an emotional process of identifi
cation. The assumption of the moral point of view-the assumption 
of impartiality-requires putting ourselves in the place, or uinto the 
shoes," of fellow human beings, which involves the intellectual fac
ulty of imagination and the emotional attribute of human sympathy. 

Last, emotions contribute to the process of argumentation 
through the informal sanctions of blame and social isolation levied 
against those who commit evident mistakes or self-serving faults 
in the process of argumentation. These mistakes occur when state
ments do not represent genuine arguments; when arguments are 
merely superficial ways to disguise self-interested positions; when a 
person is not prone to justify his or her position to the rest; when 
a person is inconsistent with stands taken on other occasions; and 
when a person is committing apparent logical or factual errors. Of 
course, the desire to avoid social blame . is a powerful motive for 
abiding by the rules of argumentation and trying to look as impartial 
as possible. Obviously, the easiest way of appearing to be impartial 
is by actually being impartial. 
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Bargaining Underlying the Democratic Process 

Bargaining, also present in the democratic process, does not con
fer an independent value on it. Bargaining may, however, contribute 
to the episternic value that argumentation and majoritarian deci
sions enjoy. 

It should be noted first that bargaining on the basis of sheer inter
est often seriously threatens the democratic process. When individu
als and factions compete on the basis of their respective strengths, 
values like equality are endangered; rights are not secured; prob
lems of collective actions arise; and most of all there is no ground 
for presuming that the outcom~ of the process is just. This warn
ing deserves serious consideration, and democratic advocates must 
continually defend the democratic process from factions attempting 
to press their interests through bargaining. To meet this challenge, 
it may be necessary to reorient the bargaining process to serve as C\. _ 

genuine procedure of argumentation and majoritarian de~~sion_~--
If we adopted a procedure in which the triumphant position was 

the minoritis view, we would be content with convincing only a few 
people, regardless of the interests of all the rest. On the other hand, 
if the discussion concludes only when the support of the simple ma
jority is obtained, the participants of the discussion try to convince 
as many people as possible, and that requires them to take into ac
count the interests of as many people as possible. Obviously, nobody 
is content simply to convince only a minority of the participants in 
the discussion. But even to have convinced a majority is not satisfac
tory, since at any moment prior to the vote the majoritarian coali
tion could disappear because some are convinced by the opposite 
approach or are enticed by groups of the minority coalition. Thus, 
politicians exhaust themselves in convincing more and more people, 
even when the polls tell them they already have majority support. 

It is also important to evaluate the bargaining process that under~ 
lies the process of argumentation. In order for the democratic pro
cess to function properly, a particular minority may not always be 
isolated due tQ a factor that causes others to leave them behind re
gardless of the result of a bargain. Such a minority would constitute 
a frozen minority, since it always remains outside the majority. Ir
rational factors producing frozen minorities may include race, reli
gion, and gender. In a working democracy, it is- essential that the 
majority never be a definite group of the population but only a con-
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struction which refers to individuals who change constantly accord
ing to the issue at stake. 

In sum, oddly enough, bargaining, with its accompanying threats 
and offers, may help achieve impartiality in the process of argumen~ 
tation. It forces participants in this process to attend to as many 
interests as possible, offering solutions that satisfy those interests, 
for fear of losing the favor of the majority. When even a few per
sons' interests are unattended to, it is a th~eat for those holding the 
support of the majority, since a last-moment rush of support on be
half of a few dissenters could spread among the participants of their 
coalition. 

The Collective Tendency Toward Impartiality 

In the above analysis, I have focused on the factors in the demo
cratic process that can lead the individual toward impartiality. It 
now needs to be stressed that this tendency is actually realized at the 
collectiye level within a process of collective discussion and majori
tarian decision. This is due to two factors: the impact of Condorcet's 
theorem and an aggregation of satisfied interestsP 

· Condorcet's theorem states that if we assume that each member 
of a decision-making panel has a tendency to adopt the right deci
sion, the probability that the decision is right also increases as the 
number of the members of the panel increases. As Lewis Kornhauser 
and Lawrence Sager say, this formal theorem may be illustrated by 
considering each person's decision as the draw of a marble from a 
bag with marbles of two colors: white for the correct decision and 
blue for the incorrect one, mixed in the proportion of the probability 
that each per~on reaches the correct decision.24 As long as the pro
portion of white marbles exceeds half of the total amount of the bag, 
the more draws there are, the more likely that more than half of the 
marbles drawn will be white-that is, that the decisions are correct.25 

When we increase the number of people who participate in the de
cision, it is more probable that the decision is right, assuming that 
people have a tendency to make correct decisions. A corollary of the 
theory holds that decisions by simple majority rule are more prob
ably correct fqr small groups than the decision of the most compe
tent member of the group.26 We can also assume that the more people 
support a decision, the more likely it is to satisfy their interests. 

To begin with, we must resist at least one oversimplified asser-
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tion about the relationship between majority rule and impartiality. 
It would be wrong to assume that'if unanimous consensus is a func
tional equivalent of impartiality, the closer we get to that unanimity, 
the closer we are to the ideal of impartiality. In fact, the failure 
to reach unanimity by only one vote may reflect an extreme devia
tion from .impartiality. Nevertheless, there are cases in which the 
closeness to unanimity is an indication of approximate impartiality. 
When more votes support a certain solution, we can assume that 
interests of more people are satisfied than when the solution is sup
ported by fewer votes. We can assume that each voter in that situa
tion at least thinks her own interest is satisfied by the solution she 
proposes. 

By itself, closeness to unanimity does not show the rightness of a 
solution. Consider again the criticisms raised against the utilitarian 
aggregation of preference satisfaction. Often the interests frustrated 
are protected by rights which cannot be overridden by the collec
tive increase in satisfaction. Indeed, there are cases of insurmount
able conflicts of rights. Such cases become more frequent when 
we assume that rights are violated not only by actio:r:ts but also by 
omissions. In these cases, one should defer to the right of a higher 
order relative to the value of autonomy, regarciless of the numbers 
of people involved on each side of the conflict. 

Sometimes the rights in conflict may be of exactly the same 
order. In these cases, there is no way of avoiding infringement of 
the principle of the inviolability of the person. The aggregative prin
ciple of personal autonomy is the only one . that controls the out
come. Therefore, when there is a conflict of rights of the same order 
which-cannot be overcome in another way, the morally correct out
come is that which maximizes the satisfaction of interests protected 
by those rights. In the next chapter we shall examine the institu
tional arrangements necessary to put into effect this conception of 
representation. In this limiting case, perhaps quite frequently en
countered, the majoritarian support for a decision is indicative of 
the rightness of the decision through the presumption that more of 
the interests at stake 4re satisfied by that decision. 

The Reach of the Theory 

The epistemic capacity of collective discussion and majoritarian 
decision to detect morally correct solutions is not absolute but varies 
according to the d~gree of satisfaction of underlying conditions of 
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the process. The conditions include that all interested parties par
ticipate in the discussion and decision; that they participate on a 
reasonably equal basis and without any coercion; that they are able 
to express their interests and to justify them on the basis of genuine 
arguments; that the group has a proper size 'which maximizes the 
probability of a correct result; that there are no insular minorities, 
but the composition of majorities and minorities changes with the 
issues; and that people are not .extraordinarily excited by emotions. 

When the conditions promoting the epistemic value of democ
racy are not satisfied, democracy does not achieve this value. Not 
every process called udemocratic" enjoys the conditions necessary to 
give it epistemic value. Consider the mob gath.ered in a square and 
approving by acclamation the proposal of a leader. The degree of 
epistemic value va.ries with the degree of satisfaction of the above
mentioned conditions. Therefore, this view of democracy not only 
partially justifies existing democracies which satisfy only in part the 
prerequisites for their epistemic value, it also serves as a charter for 
reforming democracies in order to enhance their capacity for ac
quiring knowledge of morally right solutions. 

The epistemic value achieved by democracy must be compared 
with alternative available procedures for collective decision making. 
The epistemic value of democracy may well be very low but still 
higher than any other alternative for taking a collective decision. 
In particular, the epistemic value of democracy must be compared 
with the epistemic value of our own individual reflection on inter
subjective moral matters. This value in general is quite low in light 
of the difficulty each of us has in representing vividly the situations 
and interests of people very different from ourselves. It is extremely 
unlikely that we can match the knowledge of the interests of others 
achieved by the concerned people themselves when defending their 
interests in a collective setting. Naturally, each of us is generally 
prone to rationalizations and to logical and factual mistakes that dis
guise, sometimes unconsciously, our own partiality. The democratic 
process must, therefore, be very far from ideal in order to justify an 
assertion that our own isolated individual reflection can more reli
ably achieve impartial solutions. If this is generally true with regard 
to our own reflection, the same applies to the isolated reflection of 
others, such as a dictator or the leaders of an aristocracy. 

The epistemic value of democracy flows from the process of deci
sion and discussion in general and not from any decision in particu
lar. I do not believe that the majority is always right, nor can I en-
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dorse the demagogic slogan vox populi, vox dei. There may be many 
democratic decisions which surely are wrong, where our own indi
vidual reflection would have led to a more impartial solution. Often, 
it is obvious that the interests of some have been ignored and that 
the majoritarian decision is partial. But the general epistemic value 
of democracy provides a reason for observing the democratic deci
sion even when our individual reflection tells us with certainty that 
the decision is mistaken. If we ignored the result of collective dis
cussion and majoritarian decision each time our isolated reflection 
told us it was wrong, we would be giving priority to this reflection, 
observing the majoritarian decision only when it coincided with our 
own thinking. This would clearly contradict our conclusion that the 
democratic process is generally more reliable epistemically than the 
isolated reflection of any individual. Accordingly/ we must observe 
the outcome of the democratic process even if we are sure that it is 
wrong/ insofar as the conditions which ground its epistemic value 
are fulfilled. 

This does not mean that/ individually/ we cannot disagree with 
the majority. In objecting to epistemic collectivism, I have acknowl
edged that it is possible to have access to moral truth by a process of 
individual reflection. However, this possibility seldom deserves more 
than asking for the reopening of the debate and continuing to defend 
the position rejected by the majority. The general epistemic value of 
democratic procedures gives exclusive reasons for observing its re
sults even if in any particular case we doubt the moral wisdom of the 
decision. Otherwise, the democratic process would be undermined 
and the conclusion that it is more reliable from the epistemic point 
of view than alternative procedures would be frustrated in practice. 
Furthermore, it is important to stress that the epistemic value of the 
democratic process of discussion and decision is restricted to certain 
subject matters. This value does not arise/ for instance/ in the con
text of scientific- or, in general/ factual issues, even though there is 
some benefit in these domains from the process of discussion. There 
is no presumption in favor of scientific and general factual asser
tions just because th~y are supported by a majoritarian opinion. The 
same applies to religious and philosophical matters. I do not rely for 
the defense of my view of democracy on the support of the majority 
of my readers (besides; I am not very hopeful of obtaining it). 

Nor is democracy to govern whole dimension of morality. This di
mension is constituted not by intersubjective moral principles, such 
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as the prohibition to kill or the permission of progressive taxation, 
but by self-referential or personal moral ideals. The latter distin
guish themselves by evaluating actions for their impact not on the 
interests of other people but on the quality of the life and character 
of the agent. These are, for instance, ideals which refer to one's own 
sexual life, diet, attitude toward one's native country, business, and 
so on. As we saw in Chapter 3, the principle of personal autonomy 
prohibits the state from interfering with the free adoption or rejec
tion of these ideals. Similarly, the democratic process has no epi
stemic value with regard to these personal ideals. Consequently, the 
state, even when acting democratically, cannot produce laws that 
provide us with epistemic reasons concerning these ideals over and 
above those provided by our own individual reflection. 

The democratic procedure generating epistemic value is not an 
"ideal speech situation" but is meant to be quite realistic. Consider 
the earlier discussion concerning the condominium. Everybody has 
roughly the same opportunity to present their interests and to try to 
justify them. There is no permanent minority caused by some fea
ture which is the basis of discrimination, and there are no extraor
dinary emotions disturbing the possibility of judgment. 

Nonethelesst this kind of situation differs greatly from that con
fronted by the government of most modern industrial nations. These 
polities are far larger. The differences between the inhabitants are 
considerable, and there barely exists time for all citizens to express 
and defend their interests. The factual issues involved in the ap
praisal of interests are often extremely technical. There is a deep 
and complex interrelationship between groups making a decision 
and other contemporary, previous, or successor groups. The for
mation of factions defending crude interests seems unavoidable, 
and the bargaining process on the basis of self-interest appears un
stoppable. 

In assessing the adequacy of real democracies, attention must be 
paid to representation. For some democratic theorists-those who 
do not make the value of democracy depend on the people's inter
ests-representation is a blessing. Representation not only resolves 
the impossibility of direct communication and the technicalities 
associated with large polities, but also neutralizes the power of fac
tions. Representatives enjoy some isolation from the battles of crude 
interests and may thus help equilibrate them without allowing the 
monopolization of any one group of them. 
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Under my view of democracy, representation is at best a neces
sary evil. The intermediation of representatives in discussion and 
decision might benefit the process from the point of view of higher 
technical knowledge, but it weakens the awareness and consider
ation of the interests of people involved in different conflicts. While 
such awareness is crucial for the attainment of impartiality, repre
sentatives, who generally belong to more or less definite sectors of 
society, may very well lack the experience in ways of life that deter
mine other preferences. Moreover, the intermediation of a represen
tative, like that of an agent, always involves the possibility that she 
will put forward her own interests in managing the business con
fided in her. Nevertheless, the intermediation of the representative 
may be unavoidable, since the persons directly concerned may lack 
the time, expertise, and power to make their voices heard. 

How could a conception of representation be framed that mini
mizes the evils involved in it? First, representation could be con
ceived of as a delegation to continue the discussion from the point 
reached by the electors during the debate leading to the choice 
of representatives. During the electoral campaign, representatives 
would pledge to defend particular values and ideas in a discussion 
between themselves and, as far as possible, with the people whose 
votes are being courted. Debate in the electoral campaign would 
reach a point at which it would be required to stop due to the need 
to vote. The result of the elections would mean the triumph of some 
of the positions put forth to the electorate. If the representation is 
indivisible-as in a presidential election-the representative should 
be obliged to implement that position and to continue his own re~ 
flection from that standpoint, trying to use his own technical knowl
edge to arrive at specific ways to implement the views he was elected 
to represent. If the representation is divisible-as when a collective 
body is elected-the body should seek to reflect the support that each 
position received among the electors and the number of represen
tatives disposed to support that position within the collective body. 
These representatives should continue their collective deliberation 
from where the electorate h:~ft it a,t the end of the electoral campaign, 
also trying to achieve further specificity of the positions in question 
by engaging in discussion and drawing upon the necessary technical 
knowledge.27 Sometimes it may be necessary to recall the represen
tatives so that the common people can discuss the issues at stake 
directly and decide by themselves what should be done. As we shall 
see in the next chapter, it is imperative to look for some forms of 
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direct democracy under the deliberative conception of democracy 
that I am defending here. 

Political parties also act as intermediaries in the democratic pro
cess and may help to materialize further this view of representation 
insofar as the parties are organized around ideological stands, sys
tems of values, and models of society, and not on the basis of pure 
interests. As I said earlier, the epistemic value of democracy requires 
that people participate in the democratic debate not only to present 
their interests but ·also to justify them on the basis of normative 
propositions, which should be general, universally applicable, final, 
and acceptable from an impartial point of view. It is obvious that in 
~modern polity this poses a difficulty, since it is hard for millions of 
people to qecome amateur moral and political philosophers trying 
to articulate principles that justify the solution they propose for a 
current conflict. Political parties may simplify this task enormously, 
offering to the electorate a menu of ideological stands that try to 
harmonize conflicting interests that can be defensible from an im
partial point of vi~w. This crucial service deteriorates when parties 
simply serve as obVious representatives of economic or social groups 
and make little effort to try to justify the interests of those groups 
impartially. 

Another major problem concerning implementation of my view 
of democracy involves the question of inclusion. Who should a 
demo<;=ratic polity include in order for the process of collective dis
cussion and majoritarian decision to preserve its epistemic value? 
The theoretical answer under the view of democracy defended in 
this chapter is quite clear. The polity should include as full citizens 
all those whose interests are at stake in a conflict and may be aJfected 
by the solution adopted through the democratic process. Of course, 
there is a practical question of how to delimit that involvement, 
since most policies adopted by a country, particularly if the country 
is powerful, may affect the interests of far away people. One might 
object to foreign interventions based not on moral soundness but on 
their display of epistemic elitism on moral matters. Those interven
tions substitute the judgment of the government of a foreign country 
for that of the people who are directly affected by a certain measure. 

Under this view, decentralization may be necessary not only for 
allowing possibilities of direct democracy but also for ensuring that 
only those who~~ Jnterests are affected will participate in taking the 
dec!_sion. On the other hand, some kinds of centralization-for in
stance, through confederations-could be needed where a certain 
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policy or measure has effects that impinge on interests of people 
subject to different jurisdictions. Similarly, it may.. be necessary to 
use changing gradations of citizenship. Some decisions may affect 
only some subgroups of that polity, while other decisions may affect 
subgroups that also comprise members of other polities. 

The problem of inclusion is also related to the question of the ca
pacity for citizenship. By holding an interest that cannot be known 
as well by a third person, one satisfies the principal reason for allow
ing citizenship. Of course, the person in question must have the 
minimum capacity to identify that interest, to put it forth, and to try 
to justify it to the others. This allows the usual exclusion of minors 
and mentally disturbed individuals, though perhaps they should be 
represented in the political process, just as they are represented in 
other activities in which their interests are involved. On the other 
hand, it would not be justified, for instance, to make exclusions 
based on the commission of crimes. In the same way that capital 
punishment should be banned on the grounds that it excludes some
body from the process of moral discourse,28 the commission of a 
crime cannot justify excluding representation of the criminal's inter
ests in the political process. The criminal's voice should be heard in 
the task of justifying a certain solution. 

The Superiority of the Epistemic View of Democracy 

This view of deliberative democracy and its epistemic value has 
numerous advantages over competitors reviewed in the preceding 
chapter. I shall try to show this by probing how this conception of 
democracy fares when confronted with the problems that were not 
properly solved by the alternative views: the apparent paradox of the 
superfluousness of law, the dilemmas of collective actionJ and the 
acknowledgment of the counterweights of the two other dimensions 
of constitutionalism (specifically, the recognition of basic rights and 
the preservation of a continuous l~gal practice). 

The Paradox of the Superfluousness of Government 

Under the epistemic ·view, the laws enacted democratically con
stitute not substantive reasons but epistemic ones. Therefore, laws
always reducible to factual circumstances-do not by themselves 
provide reasons for justifying actions and decisions. Nor does this 
view deny the importance of autonomous reasons-principles ac
cepted because of their validity or intrinsic merits, not because they 
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were enacted or endorsed by some authority. The significance of 
laws enacted democratically, according to this view, is that they pro
vide reasons for believing that there are reasons for action and deci
sion. The democratic laws are not in and of themselves reasons for 
acting and deciding. 

Because democratic laws provide epistemic reasons for believ
ing that there are moral reasons for actions, there exists a sharp 
contrast between democratic and nondemocratic governments. The 
latter generate no epistemic value and therefore their laws are not 
reasons for believing that there are moral reasons for actions. With 
regard to nondemocratic regimes, there is no presumption of justice 
that justifies one's suspension of her own reflection. Laws enacted by 
authoritarian governments are fully subject to the paradox of their 
superfluousness for practical reasoning. Only as a matter of a con
tinuing practice do they have any significance for practical reason
ing, and it is very unlikely that there are moral principles justifying 
the preservation of this sort of practice. 

This conclusi_<?n is extremely relevant for countries that have ex
perienced authoritarianism in their recent past and that still have 
laws enacted by the past dictatorship on the books. In Argentina, for 
instance, the "doctrine of de facto governments" developed by the 
Supreme Cqurt said that such laws outlived the regime that created 
them, even though they could not be treated the same as democratic 
ones. From 1983 to 1989, state agencies took the view that these de 
facto laws should not be recognized if their moral content is obnox
ious.29 

The epistemic quality of democratic laws certainly varies accord
ing to how far the process of collective discussion and majoritarian 
decision has complied with the conditions grounding that value; 
When those conditions are not fully satisfied, the epistemic reasons 
provided by those laws are weaker and the competition with the epi
stemic quality of individual reflection may have a different result. 

Collective-Action Problems 

Many problems of collective action, including the prisoner's di
lemma, the assurance game, the chicken game, and the battle of the 
sexes, arise because the participants in the situation are moved by 
self-interest. A suboptimal result, generally defined on the basis of 
the Par_etian criterion of efficiency, is achieved, and therefore the 
interests of the participants are frustrated, just because the domi-
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nant option for each participant is a noncooperative one. Theo
ries that justify democracy based on a dynamic determined by the 
actors' self-interests promote a model of interaction that often gen
erates collective action problems. For instance, a democratic process 
molded on the pluralist conception of factions that struggle for their 
interests may initiate an inflationary process. The rational action for 
each group is to push for the increase of their wages or prices, with 
the result that everybody is prejudiced by the ensuing inflation. The 
discussion-focused view of democracy limits the probability of col
lective action problems insofar as the democratic process succeeds 
in attenuating the pursuit of that self-interest. In the above example, 
if some of the parties are constrained by the process of argumenta
tion from pressing for laws increasing wages or prices in view of the 
collective harm perceived from an impartial point of view, then per
haps the threat of inflation can finally be averted. 

The view of democracy that emphasizes its deliberative character 
also better handles problems of collective choice, like those detected 
by Arrow's theorem, than views explaining democracy as an aggrega
tion of preferences. Arrow's paradox arises only if there are three or 
more options. This condition does not apply when a democratic pro
cess is seen as an aggregation of judgments justifying a certain bal
ance of preferences, as opposed to a mere aggregation of judgments 
expressing those preferences.30 Judgmental deliberation implies de
ciding between only two options: the truth or falsity of the judgment 
which is the object of decision. What must be decided, for instance, 
is whether capital punishment should or should not be established. 
Of course, there could be a whole chain of those judgments in a tree
like fashion. After deciding, for instance, that capital punishment 
should be imposed, then it is necessary to decide whether it should 
be by shooting or by electrocution. But every decision is binary, 
since in the end that which is being decided is the truth or falsity of a 
justificatory judgment. This is shown by way of posing questions in 
a referendum ("Is it true or false that shooting is the most humane 
way of carrying out capital punishment?"). This raises, of course, 
serious problems of setting the agenda and ordering the questions. 

The Relation to the Ideal Constitution of Rights 

Several of the views previously considered confront a serious 
problem of reconciling the substantive ideal dimension of a constitu
tion-the ((constitution of rights" -with the ideal procedural dimen-
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sion of that constitution-the "constitution of power." Many concep
tions of democracy are quite paradoxical in this respect. Typically, 
they are each defended as the only model of authentic liberal democ
racy that respects individual rights. Ultimately, however, they offer 
quite a weak justification of those rights. In fact, the substantive 
values that these theories assert in order to justify democracy, such 
as the preservation of freedom through the avoidance of tyranny, 
could undermine the particular democratic model being defended, 
as when those values suggest solutions different from those result
ing from the democratic process. 

The deliberative view of democracy based on the epistemic value 
of the process resolves this tension between procedure and sub
stance. There can be no tension between the recognition of rights 
and the operation of the democratic process, since the value of 
the democratic process arises from its capacity to determine moral 
issues such as the content, scope, and hierarchy of rights. Therefore, 
one does not confront the situation faced by other justifications of 
democracy. Spe~,ifically, the value of the procedure cannot be out
weighed by the results achieved through that procedure, since the 
value of the procedure lies in producing results which are presum
ably valuable. Similarly, the democratic procedure is not contingent, 
and we are not ex·posed to the demonstration that those good results 
may be produced by other procedures. The results are presumed 
to be good just because they are produced by that procedure. Con
sequently, the tension between the value of the procedure and the 
value of the results simply dissolves because of the essential connec
tion between the two. 

A similar relation exists between the ideal constitution of rights 
and the ideal constitution of power, that is, between the substan
tive and procedural ideal dimensions of the complex constitution. 
The epistemic value of deliberative democracy overcomes the mag
nified conflict between these two constitutional dimensions, since 
they are located at different levels and cannot compete with each 
other. The ideal constitution of rights is the end product that we 
tend to achieve. Its materialization in a certain society is what 
makes the ideal constitution of power val~able, and the rights estab
lished constitute reasons for justifying actions or decisions. In con
trast, the ideal constitution of power is the best means of gaining 
access to the knowledge of the substantive ideal constitution and 
of the justificatory reasons that it provides. The materialization of 
the ideal constitution of power only provides reasons for believing 
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that certain rights are established by the substantive constitution. 
Rather than a tension between the ideal constitution of rights and 
the ideal constitution of power, the relationship more closely re
sembles that between watering the lawn and subsequently having 
green grass. 

To some it may seem that I prefer the ideal constitution of rights 
over the ideal constitution of power. The former is the end, the latter 
only an instrument. In reality, however, the priority is reversed. We 
must establish the ideal constitution of power, since the ideal con
stitution of rights follows as a result. I recognize that it would be 
an expression of epistemic elitism to determine constitutional rights 
prior to or apart from the democratic process. Accordingly, discus
sion of rights in Chapter 3 should be taken as mere proposals to be 
considered within the democratic debate. The debate should not be 
fictitious or imaginary but a real one in which real people partici
pate, as is presupposed when democracy is ascribed an epistemic 
value. The attempt to exclude from consideration any right from the 
deliberative process seems unwarranted. After all, for the same rea
sons that we resort to discussion of moral issues, we should utilize 
discussion in ascertaining rights. Besides, if we accept a strong con
ception of rights, comprising not only negative but also positive cor
relative obligations, almost all moral questions are associated with 
basic rights. Thus, to exclude rights from the scope of democracy 
potentially would leave the field of operations for democratic proce
dure .completely empty. This would lead to the conclusion, defended 
by constitutionalists such as Alexander Hamilton, that a bill of rights 
is superfluous and antidemocratic.31 Hamilton assumed that the con
stitution of power would create a bill of rights if we simply achieved 
the right political organization. 

This cannot, however, be the whole of the matter. The episte
mic value of democracy requires fulfillment of certain prerequisites 
without which there is no reason to defer to the results of democ
racy. Those conditions include the free and equal participation in 
the process of discussion and decision; the orientation of the com
munication toward justification; the absence of frozen and insular 
minorities; and the existence of a proper emotional setting for argu
mentation. Some of these prerequisites for democracy's epistemic 
value can be seen as the basis of a bill of rights, since they are 
goods that people must be given. These rights, prerequisites for the 
proper working of the democratic process, may be deemed ua priori 
rights." 32 Respect for these rights promotes and provides the episte-
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mic value of democracy. Conversely, if these rights are not respected, 
for instance, by democratic decisions) a person engaged in practical 
reasoning has no reason to defer to the result of the process. He may 
resort to his own individual reflection, which has already told him 
that there is a right which the collective process has not respected. 

The open-ended nature of a priori rights creates significant prob
lems. As we saw in Chapter 3, social rights are the natural extension 
of classical individual rights as soon as we acknowledge that those 
rights are violated by omissions as well as by positive acts. There
fore, the freedom and equality which are preconditions of the demo
cratic process are not only undermined by actions like tlrreats or 
actual violence but are also frustrated by failing to give people equal 
means to participate effectively in the process of deliberation and 
majoritarian decision. The right of freedom of expression, which is 
of course an a priori right, requires not only freedom from censor
ship but also positive access to the means of communicating with 
others. If the public debate requires one to stand on a soap-box, one 
must have acce~_s to a soap-box. If it requires a microphone, one 
needs a microphone. If it requires radio and television, one must 
have access to broadcast time. Similarly, persons who are unedu
cated, seriously ill, or without proper housing cannot participate 
fully, or at least equally, in the process of collective deliberation and 
majoritarian decision. 

It seems that if we make provision of all these resources precon
ditions for democracy's epistemic value, there will be very few ques
tions for democracy itself to answer. Most political decisions consist 
in the proper distribution of these kinds of resources. If rights are 
interpreted in a broad way, by acknowledging that they may also be 
violated by omissions; democracy is deprived of most of its likely 
subject matter. Here we again have a conflict between procedure 
and substance and seem once more to be heading toward the para
dox of the superfluousness of law, democratic law. 

The paradox can be averted, however, because the epistemic view 
of democracy provides a way to achieve a balance between the pre
requisites of democracy and its actual operation. We must not try 
to make the democratic procedure so pe.rfect, by strengthening its 
preconditions to the maximum, that its scope of operation shrinks 
so much that it embraces almost nothing but coordination prob
lems like the direction of traffic. If so, we would lose the most reli
able epistemic procedure for gaining access to intersubjective moral 
solutions. The knowledge of a priori rights would be inaccessible to 
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us if the democratic procedure of which they are prerequisites were 
epistemically sterile. 

Therefore, we must acknowledge that the epistemic value of 
democracy is not all or nothing but graduaL The lack of full satisfac
tion of a priori conditions may deprive democracy of some degree 
of epistemic value, though not alL But the system may stillenjoy 
considerable epistemic value. While the exact measuring point may 
be hard to determine, the dividing line should be correlated to the 
comparison between democracy and other procedures for taking 
collective decisions. If the failure to satisfy an a priori right makes 
the democratic process so epistemically weak that it is inferior to 
our own individual reflection, we must proceed, if possible, to do 
what is necessary to fulfill that a priori right even by nondemocratic 
means. But if the deterioration of the value of. democracy due to the 
nonfulfillment of some a priori right is not so egregious that it is 
inferior to· our own reflection, we should defer to the result of that 
process and trust that the process will provide for the fulfillment of 
the right in question. There is a certain baseline below which the 
democratic process has lost all capacity to improve itself. Above the 
baseline, democracy replenishes itself, working for the fulfillment of 
its own preconditions. The baseline, I repeat, is fixed by comparison 
with alternative methods of decision making, including our own re
flection. 

Although the epistemic view of democracy involves a tension be
tween a priori rights as preconditions of the democratic process 
and the results of that democratic process, this tension is crucially 
different than the one confronted by other theories. Under other 
theories, it is the value of rights that confers value on democracy. 
When democracy fails to recognize those rights, it has no value, and 
when it does, it is irrelevant, since we already knew the rights which 
gave it value. Under my view, however, democracy's value consists in 
its reliability for discovering those rights. Nevertheless, some rights 
acquire epistemic value, since they are preconditions of the episte
mic value of democracy, but their own epistemic value is a reflec
tion of that of democracy itself. If the satisfaction of those rights 
does not allow democracy to operate, they do not acquire epistemic 
value. u'nder these circumstances, democracy may operate with a 
low epistemic value but at a value higher than that of other epistemic 
methods, justifying incomplete satisfaction of the a priori rights in 
question. Democracy can be balanced against some rights, and the 
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theory provides guidelines for comparing the democratic process's 
epistemic quality and scope with other methods. 

The Preservation of the Constitutional Practice 

In discussing the tension between democracy and the preserva
tion of a constitutional and legal practice, I compared the historical 
constitution with the ideal one that· establishes a valid set of rights 
and a legitimate organization of power.33 I argued that the preserva
tion of the legal practice founded by a certain constitutional event 
is valuable insofar as it can be legitimated by autonomous moral 
principles. But one cannot act in pursuit of those principles if it is 
not within the context of such a practice. Not all theories of democ
racy that I reviewed, however, account for the value of preserving a 
generally legitimate legal practice or provide for ways coherently to 
integrate this value with the democratic process. 

The ideal constaution of power cannot lead to the ideal constitu
tion of rights without the interposition of a historical constitution. 
The ideal constitution of rights is inferred not from a hypothetical 
procedure but from the operation of a real process of decision and 
discussion. Ther~fore, the only possible tension exists between the 
ideal constitution of power and its materialization through a his
torical constitution which can be closer or further away from the 
former's prescriptions. When the democratic procedure established 
in the historical constitution adequately approaches the ideal con
stitution of power, the historical constitution of rights presumably 
coincides with the ideal constitution of rights. This identity is not 
absolute, however, since we may deploy a different ideal constitu~ 
tion of rights to criticize the real one as part of the permanent debate 
about its moral validity. At the same time, we must recognize that 
the configuration of rights in the historical constitution has a rebut
table presumption in favor of its coinciding with the ideal one. 

The democratic process may, however, undermine the continua
tion of the legal practice. Some democratic decisions may funda
mentally challenge strong expectations created by past decisions. It 
may be anticipated that future decisions_ will not take cun;-ent ones 
into account but will adopt a completely different path. This weak
ening of the legal practice may determine the effectiveness of demo
cratic decisions or the decisions taken by other legitimate proce
dures, such as adjudication. A democratic decision may thus weaken 
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legal practice. Therefore, one must ask whether a person engaged 
in practical reasoning may disregard the democratic decision in ex
tremely serious cases. Consider, for instance, a fully democratic deci
sion that goes clearly against the text of the constitution, or against a 
principle that has been consistently endorsed by thousands of other 
democratic decisions. 

This conception of the democratic process, relying on the im
partial contemplation of everybody's interests to give it value, must 
account for the change of interests along time. People may well 
change their minds. More important, people themselves change con
tinuously. Some die or emigrate and others immigrate or are born. 
We need a continuous voting method to account for the changes of 
people and their preferences, and even more a way to integrate the 
result of the new votes with those taken in the past and future. More
over, there is a problem of partially overlapping interests in that the 
decision taken by a certain town of a certain nation in some way 
affects the interests of a neighboring town, though not enough to 
justify that its inhabitants also participate in the decision. We need 
to account for the votes of neighboring groups. 

This need to integrate into our practical reasoning different 
democratic results obtained at different times ~nd different places 
is perfectly congruent with the need to preserve the legal practice 
founded by a certain successful constitutional event. The legal prac
tice is continuously fed by democratic decisions imbued with episte
mic value and moral principles. Thus, a moral basis may be inferred 
not just for a specific, present decision but also for those decisions 
taken in times and places surrounding that specific decision. These 
principles should also be applied to evaluate the legitimacy of the 
whole practice constituted by successive democratic decisions. If 
the present decision endorses a principle that completely disregards 
relevant past or future decisions, the person engaged in practical rea
soning can try to construct a moral principle that takes into account 
not only the present decision but also the content of other decisions. 
By doing so, that person acknowledges that the epistemic value of 
democracy requires consideration of interests expressed in adjacent 
times and spaces in preserving the constitutional convention.34 

Therefore, there are two reasons for concluding that the view 
of democracy based on its epistemic value explains better than any 
other the relationship between the ideal and historical constitutions. 
First, this view implies an almost automatic congruence between the 
rights recognized by the constitutional practice and the ideal set of 
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rights, insofar as the real democratic process is not too far removed 
from the ideal one. Second, the view provides reasons for qualifying 
the result of present democratic decisions that undermine the con
stitutional practice, taking into account other democratic decisions 
made within the context of the same practice. 

In this chapter, 1 have tried to present a theory of the value of 
democracy which differs radically from most of the ones reviewed 
earlier. Unlike utilitarianism, the economic theory of democracy, 
elitism, pluralism, and consent theory, the deliberative conception of 
democracy sees democracy as deeply intertwine_d with morality and 
relies on its power to transform peopleJs preferences into morally 
acceptable ones. Unlike .the doctrine of popular sovereignty, perfec
tionism, or dialogic conceptions that do not rely on the epistemic 
value of the democratic process, the view of democracy defended 
here tries to respect a set of strong liberal assumptions. 

The deliberatiy_~ view of democracy grounded on its epistemic 
value emerges once we simultaneously confront the problem of 
moral cognition and try to avoid the extremes of Rawls's world of 
individual reflection and Habermas's populism. My position implies 
that the consen~us reached after an exercise of collective discussion 
must have some reliability as to the knowledge of moral truths. But 
that reliability cannot completely exclude any trust in our own indi
vidual reflection in order to express our arguments in the discussion. 

Even if this epistemic constructivism is considered viable, the 
harder step is transferring the epistemic value of the informal pro
cess of moral discussion to institutionalized democratic procedure. 
In the next chapter I shall examine the institutional arrangements 
which, in my view, would maximize the value of deliberative democ
racy under the.epistemic justification provided in this chapter. 
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Establishing Deliberative 

Democracy 

In the last chapter I tried to put forth, more tentatively than it may at 
first seem, a theory of democracy that differs radically from most of 
ti?-ose presented in Chapter 4. Like some of the conceptions reviewed 
in Chapter 4, min_e relies on the capacity of democracy to transform 
people's interests and preferences. The way democracy turns self
ish preferences into impartial ones is on the basis of dialogue. But I 
differ from others because I insist on the epistemic value of the con
sensus achieved through dialogue. In contrast to Habermas, I do not 
conceive of consensus, even when achieved under ideal conditions, 
as constitutive of just solutions, nor do I believe that the collective 
enterprise of discussion is the exclusive way of knowing those just 
solutions. My clajm is only that deliberative democracy is the most 
reliable method for reaching those ends. 

I think that the strongest objection to this kind of epistemic view 
of democracy comes from political practice. Ultimately, we must re
solve the practical objections relating to the existence of widespread, 
abhorrent inequalities and staggering relative poverty within demo
cratic polities. If the democratic process actually has an inherent 
tendency toward just solutions, allowing us to rely on its enactments 
in our justificatory reasoning, how can we ·explain the unjust distt:i .. 
bution of resources produced by the democrati.c __ process? Consider, 
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for instance, the striking contrast we notice along Fifth Avenue in 
Manhattan. One might say, in light of these inequalities, that lib
eral democratic constitutions are not //constitutions of liberty," para
phrasing the title of Friedrich von Hayek's famous book, but 11

COn

stitutions of poverty." It might be alleged that the freedom enjoyed 
by some under democratic constitutionalism is achieved at the ex
pense of the freedom of those who do not have enough resources 
to satisfy their most basic needs. It does not seem that democratic 
polities are more just than authoritarian ones from the social and 
economic perspective. Some data supports that assertion, but in the 
end it is not fully convincing. 

From this perspective, our study of the theory of deliberative . 
democracy might be considered as an exercise in legitimate utopian

-1sni. Legtnmate utopianism sets-forth·;;;·id;~-;~d~~f-;;~iety that 
____....--------~-----··---~--~----- .. ····-.. -~-~·--~-------~-c .. -----·--
' IS perhaps unattainable.hut does not treat as equivalent all situations-
-which do not fuliilLtbe model. It ~-rders those sit~ations according 
·to how far they are from satjsfying the elem.c;nts of that ideal model. .. 
fntl'i'eZase of democracy, the order depends on the degree to which-
th~ ~Qndjtions that g:iY~ t~- democrati':::_ pro~-~~--i!_~_p!stemic value 
·a.;e fulfilled aJ.?:gggj.n§.ti1YJi.on~.LtJ,r.tangem_ep_t~J!9wing .different de-
gr~~i)r;-;ti_--;-faGtian.of..those.conditions 1 - .. --.. -·---

To counter the challenge grounded in the reality of politics, we 
must show a correlation between an ordering of social contexts and 
an ordering of political arrangements reflecting different degrees of 
s~tisfact!?n gf the needs of ~heir citizen). This ordering of political 
arrangements would involve variables related both to productivity 
and to distribution of resources. Of course, this method of corre
lation would face diverse conceptual and empirical problems. For 
instance, the same institutional arrangements may produce quite 
different degrees of satisfaction of the conditions underlying the 
epistemic value of democracy depending on historicaL cultural, and 
psychological factors. We would have to define the very notion of 
human needs in order to determine different degrees of develop
ment.1 We would also need to determine how to value the different 
distributions in each polity. How would a more extensive freedom 
unequally distributed compare to a more equitable distribution of a 
lesser amount of freedom? I shall not tackle the breathtaking diffi
culties entailed in answering this kind of question but shall assume 
that these difficulties can be overcome. 

My ambition in this· chapter is of another nature. I shall ad
dress a!!?ther di,!llension 6f the nractical challenge to the eEisteini~. 
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view of democracy. This one is more common to the con§tituti~ 
lawyer, the political scientist, .an~LL~ .. m:~!i~~LE9.liJj.~J~I1· .H c:o.m~s 
wfientfi-e-ob]ection is raised that, gj~n th~-~mpirical f~_gtur._~_s_ O~E_~al 
contemporary societies, no possible institutional a.JTap~m~ni~.£~!1 
~~bsfY t~e condl't1~ un~Yi!!_g_!!l~ ep}_~~mic value o(9:~!_!!oc~~~l· 
If this were true, it would make this view of democracy utopian in 
the bad sense-a dream that has no connection to reality. As part of 
my undertaking, I will explore some institutional structures that are 
relevant, under certain empirical conditions, to deciding whether a. 
part:~cuhif1l"em:ocrattc process is closer to or fu~VL.ey- from !h~.
ideal model. With regard to each aspect of the institutional structure 
we are going to review, I shallpoint out· the deficiencies that ofteil'• 
cause the democratic process to fail to produce morally acceptable. 
results. 

Direct Democracy 

Political representation can be either a valuable asset or a neces
sary evil. For a pluralist, representation is an intrinsically valuable 
institutional mechanism, since it creates an equilibrium between the 

·.pressures of different self-interested groups thro:ugh the intermedia
tion of a political class. Therefore, pluralists generally shy away from 
direct democracy, fearing that it leaves the field open for the untram
meled manipulations of factions over those normally ignorant of the 
complications involved in making serious political decisions. In the 
deliberative conceptions of democracy, the use of a small group that 
makes decisions affecting a larger group implies a hiatus in the pro
cess of deliberation. That hiatus must have a negative impact on the 
reliability of the process. 

The epistemic justification of democracy adopts the second view 
of representation rather than the first. Mediation through represen
tatives is one of the main distortions of democracy that pulls it away 
from ideal moral discussion's maximum epistemic value. 

For the moment, I begin with the conventional view that some 
degree of representation is necessary in a large polity given the im
possibility of face-to-face discussion at the national level, the com
plexity of current political issues, and the need to respect personal 
autonomy. Respect for personal autonomy implies that consider
able time must remain for citizens to pursue personal interests. 
Where democracy is a substitute for moral discussion, representa
tion should be a delegation to· continue the discussion the citizens 
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have begun. Discussion should be continued from the consensus 
reached in the electoral process so as to achieve more detailed con
clusions with regard to the implementation process. But what needs 
to be emphasized is, as I said in the preceding chapter, that represen
tation is a necessary evil, and direct democracy should be manda
tory whenever possible. Direct democracy enhances the epistemic 
quality of democracy and assists in making the historical constitu
tion approach the ideal one. 

There are many standard methods of direct participation for citi
zens in fairly large polities. A plebiscite consults the citizenry about 
a particular me~sure, such as an international treaty or a loss of sov
ereignty. A referendum seeks the population's endorsement or rejec
tion of a proposed or existing statute or constitutional amendment. 
An initiative is a way through which citizens, above a certain num
ber, petition for the consideration of a legislative measure. A recall 
consists in petitioning by a number of citizens, also above certain 
threshold, so that a certain official may be removed from office. 

Due in part to the influence of populists in the late 1880s and 
1890s, several states and towns in the United States adopted pro
cedures of initiative, referendum, and recalP The constitutions of 
many Western countries-Switzerland, France, Italy, Spain, Canada, 
Australia, Uruguay, Brazil, Chile-establish different possibilities 
for direct popular participation. There have been occasions in many 
countries when a significant question was solved by a popular con
sultation. Consider the plebiscite that legitimized the withdrawal 
of France from Algeria in 1958; the advisory referendum through 
which the British people were consulted in 1975 about remaining 
in the European Community; the plebiscite through which Gen. 
Augusto Pinochet tried unsuccessfully to extend his rule in Chile in 
the late 1980s; and the popular consultation to which President Raul 
Alfonsin oLArgentina subjected the ratification of the treaty with 
Chile in 1989. 

The benefits and risks of these methods of direct participation 
by common citizens in centralized decisions have long been the ob
ject of much controversy. Plebiscites and referenda at the national, 
provincial, and local levels may be the only way to ovc::rcome the 
pressures of interest groups or the inefficiencies of politicians.3 Of 
course, plebiscites and referenda should be carefully regulated and 
should never be used to expand executive power. While one may· 
praise direct participation, it is very difficult to make it operative 
against well-known, risks of manipulation and take-over by factions. 
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Hitler and, more recently, Pinochet, for example, tried to manipu
late plebiscites to their own advantage. Informal means of participa
tion may also be taken over by fanatics or interest groups. Fanatics 
have a better chance to dominate informal means of participation, 
since they' have intense, sharply focused interests, unlike ordinary 
citizens, who have so many interests and commitments that they 
cannot justify spending their time in interminable discussions.4 

Many of the arguments for and against direct democracy are re
viewed in Thomas E. Cronin's research on the subject.5 Opponents 
of these methods frequently argue that common citizens are not suf
ficiently well informed and intellectually prepared to grasp the com
plex issues sometimes involved in these decisions; that their opin
ions are often manipulated by groups having access to the media 
and money to launch a propaganda campaign; that methods of di
rect democracy undermine the confidence of a political class and its 
continuity; and that these methods frequently infringe the rights of 
minorities and manifest deeply ingrained prejudices. 

Cr~hin analyzes these arguments with equanimity and concludes 
that although direct democracy involves dangers, these dangers have 
generally been overstated. For instance, although referenda and ini
tiative have occasionally expressed biases aga~nst minorities, they 
have not infringed any more than legislatures may have done. He 
asserts that udirect democracy measures in recent years have not 
generally had the effect of diminishing minority rights.'' 6 Similarly, 
Cronin responds to the worry that voters are not competent to tackle 
complex issues: 

Citizen-voters have responded more responsibly than critics 
anticipated. Although unusual measures and a number of dis
criminatory issues have found their way onto state ballots 
over the past eighty-five years, they have rarely won support 
from the voters. Part of the explanation is that voters are 
able to 'make good judgments-_especially when an aggressive 
press, community and state officials, and other leaders make 
it their civic responsibility to help shape public opinion .... 
The process is not foolproot yet bad legislation probably gets 
approved about as often in the initiative and referendum pro
cess as it does through the legislatures.7 

One can distinguish technical aspects of a policy from normative 
ones. Whereas experts_ should provide technical advice to a decision 
maker-be it a legislature, the people at large, or an individual per-
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son-every normal and mature individual is able to judge the nor
mative aspects of a policy. Likewise, Cronin denies that legislatures 
get weaker by a society's resort to direct democracy.8 He acknowl
edges, however, that the procedures can be manipulated. The use of 
huge amounts of money by certain interes~s groups in campaigns, 
the unequal access to the media, and manipulation of the way in 
which issues are set forth and signatures obtained may distort there
sults. He proposes, therefore, a set of regulations for carrying out di
rect democracy. Cronin also opposes initiatives and referenda at the 
national level, since too many national issues involve defense or for
eign relations, ~hich would require significant continuity over time. 

One ultimately comes away from Cronin with less enthusiasm 
for direct participation, not because he recognizes its dangers if left 
unregulated, but because the advantages he finds in it are much less 
impressive than its supporters proclaim. For instance, he says: 

Direct democracy processes have not brought about the rule 
by the common people .... Direct democracy devices occa
sionally permit those who are motivated and interested in 
public policy issues to have a direct personal input by record
ing their vote, but this is a long way from claiming that direct 
democracy gives a significant voice to ordinary citizens on a 
regular basis. That early claim was considerably overstated. A 
related claim was that direct democracy devices would lessen 
the influence of special interests. These devices may have done 
this in some respects, but special interests are still present 
and can still afford highly paid, high-caliber lobbyists .... On 
the other hand, direct democracy devices have sometimes al
lowed less well-represented interests to bring their messages 
before the public .... Ultimately, however, single individuals 
unwilling to join groups and form coalitions are unable to use 
direct democracy processes. . . . Direct democracy was also 
supposed to stimulate educational debate about important 
policy issues. It does, yet the debate usually lasts only five or 
six weeks .... The most unfortunate deficiency of this claim 
... is that the side with more ~oney too often gets to define 
the issue and structure the debate in an unbalanced way ... 
Whereas a town meeting gives all sides an equal chance to 
speak, money and court rulings permitting unlimited spend
ing promote a system in which the better-financed side can, 
and often does, outspend the other by a dramatiC margin.9 
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Despite these disappointments, Cronin lists several valuable ad
vantages. They include providing escape valves for popular discon
tent, enabling better control of corrupt officials, and allowing voices 
not normally taken into account to be heard. These methods, how
ever, do not dramatically change the nature of the political process 
and enhance its epistemic value to heights that prevent the most 
widespread forms of injustice. 

This analysis leads us to ask whether it does not reveal a weak
ness in the epistemic justification of democracy. If this epistemic 
justification were correct, there should be an obvious gain in justice 
each time the process of democratic discussion and decision moves 
closer to the original process of moral discussion. If representatives 
are eliminated, we should expect that distortions in achieving im
partiality would wither away. Even when Cronin is positive, he is 
not as overwhelmingly favorable as would be suggested by the epi
stemic theory of democracy. 

We must pause to consider the differences between the meth
ods of direct democracy and the process of the original practice of 
moral discussion. While direct democracy involves a direct expres
sion of the voters' opinions regarding issues or the performance of 
officials, it does not reflect a genuine discussion. The participants 
simply answe~ yes or no. The epistemic view of democracy relies 
primarily on the process of collective deliberation and validates ma
joritarian decisions only as an essential mechanism for pushing that 
deliberation in the direction of impartiality. It differs from populist 
views of democracy that simply emphasize the value of the majori
tarian method of decisions, no matter how that majority is achieved. 

ln a dis~\lssion, the participants themselves set forth. the ques
tions, express where their interests lie, and try to justifythose inter
ests to others. A discussion is not a mere sum of individual reflec
tions operating in isolation but a collective process in which the 
position of each participant gets increasingly focused in reaction to 
the arguments of others. The refleCtion of each is enriched by that 
of the others. 

None of this occurs in a referendum, initiative, or recall, where 
common citizens only get the messages that politicians manage to 
send through the media. At best, the members of the public only 
reflect privately about the different positions presented. The partici
pants in these forms of direct democracy almost never have the op
portunity to raise questions and objections to the proponents of the 
different positions. Exposure to the positions of others and to criti-
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cisms provoked by one's own position should generate a tendency 
toward impartiality. Nevertheless, this does not take place to a con
siderable extent in a "one-way" conversation where politicians or 
leaders of different interest groups do all the talking and the voters 
merely respond monosyllabically. 

Given these considerations, traditional methods of direct partici
pation in the centralized decisions of a polity are not accompanied 
by dramatic improvements in the general tendency toward more 
just solutions. Those improvements can only be expected if much 
more of the original process of moral discussion is replicated in the 
political process. Therefore, we must ask whether this is possible 
in a large and heterogeneous polity facing complex issues typical of 
modern industrial and postindustrial societies. 

Some ideas have been proposed for introducing more genuine as
pects of direct democracy in the political process of modern nations. 
Among the ideas commonly proposed is the use of modem tech
nology, such as interactive television or computer networks, to en
hance the exchange between the political or social leadership and 
common citizens. Such technology may possibly even permit an in
stant expression of the final opinion of those citizens. However, the 
extent to which the exchange of questions, arguments, obJections, 
can take place among millions of people is quite uncertain. 

Some theorists have proposed sampling small groups of people 
who reflect the tendencies and interests of the larger citizenry and 
asking this group to perform the roles of the public. For instance, 
Robert Dahl suggests .selecting a "populus" for setting the agenda of 
political discussion and deciding different aspects of those issues. 

Suppose an advanced democratic country were to create a 
uminipopulus" consisting of perhaps a thousand citizens ran
domly selected out of the entire demos. Its task would be to 
deliberate, for a year perhaps, on an issue and then to an
nounce its choices. The members of a minipopulus could 
~'meet" by telecommunications. One minipopulus could de
cide on the agenda. of issues, while another might concern 
itself with a major issue. Thus one minipopulus could exist 
for each major issue on the agenda. A minipopulus could exist 
at any level of government-national, state, or local. It could 
be attended-again by telecommunications-by an advisory 
committee of scholars and specialists and by an administra
tive staff. It could hold hearings, commission research, and 
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engage in debate and discussion .... The judgment of a mini
populus would ~~represent" the judgment of the demos. Its 
verdict would be the verdict of the demos itself, if the demos 
were able to take advantage of the best available knowledge 
to decide what policies were most likely to achieve the ends it 
sought. The judgments of the minipopulus would thus derive 
their authority from the legitimacy of democracy.10 

In a similar vein, James Fishkin has proposed forming panels of citi
zens s~lected randomly in order to discuss certain public issues with 
candidates to elective offices.11 

These ideas should be explored and implemented to test the as
sumptions made about the representativeness of the sets of people 
chosen to represent the larger group. Nevertheless, it should be 
stressed that they are another form of representation, based on ran
domness, and not a form of direct democracy in the strict sense. 
The epistemic capacity of this form of representation depends on 
the power of randomness, and yet there is no reason to think that 
randomness by itself would produce a distribution of interests and 
opinions reflecting larger society. At the very least, there must be 
an e~rlier segmentation of the demos according to the number of 
people within categories such as social class, gender, race, and reli
gion. However, once we depart from pure randomness, the danger 
of political manipulation becomes more serious. 

I think we must be bolder, at least in our imagination, about 
getting closer to direct democracy. It seems fairly clear to me that 
the most pure form of democracy should emerge from a process of 
political decentralization which would produce political units small 
enough to make possible a process of face-to-face discussion and 
collective decision. In and of itself, this is not so fanciful, since there 
are many current examples of direct democracies in towns and small 
cantons-mainly in the United States and Switzerland. More fanci
ful, I would say, is the idea that the most important political issues 
facing anation may be decided.throughpopular assemblies. My pro
posal would require that issues like abortion, criminal codes, taxa
tion, social services, education, and police protection be transferred 
down to the level of small political units, where all those concerned 
could actually meet and discuss the issues. This would also increase 
the possibility of people choosing the polity to which they want to 
belong. 

Today we are witnessing a globalization of many issues, includ-
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ing trade, basic human rights, defense, and the fight against ter
rorism and organized crime. As these important subjects are trans
ferred up to supranational bodies,. such as the European Council 
of Ministers, the remaining concerns are issues of social morality 
dealing with unending conflicts of rights and resource distribution. 
Once a priori rights are secured by supranational organizations and 
high~y contested political issues like defense or foreign relations be
come greatly constrained by the emergence of continental if not uni
versal organizations, it is possible to allow nationalists and localists 
to have their way in defining the scope of the demos in which con
flicts of interests can be decided. 

Ultimately, the impartial solution of these issues requires empa
thy for the interests of others. This empathy occurs to the greatest 
extent in small comml;lnities. Perhaps it is not coincidental that as 
certain issues are globalized, localism tends to emerge precisely in 
the regions in which the globalization process is most advanced, 
such as Europe. Liberals have not adjusted their reflexes to this new 
reality and do not appreciate that globalization makes localist ten
dencies much less dangerous than they were decades ago. For in
stance, a European Community formed by units such as Scotland, 
Catalonia, the Basque country, Croatia, and Slovakia is not so prone 
to conflicts, discrimination, and persecutions as long as those units 
share a common framework of rules and institutions. 

Of course, this level of decentralization is not sufficient for di
rect democracy, since it does not permit face-to-face discussions. 
We must still decide how to implement it in very small units as 
well as in bigger ones. Moreover, we must continue to explore new 
ways of popular participation. Public hearings should be utilized 
when conflicting interests between different sectors of the popula
tion are at stake. Recipients and employees of public services-such 
as schools, hospitals, transportation, and energy suppliers- should 
share in their administration and control. Similarly, we must ad
dress the issue of the range of democratic decisions, raising the 
question of whether there should be democracy in the workplace 
and how it should be conducted. There is an underlying ideal that 
all should have a say and some control in work-related decisions. 
While wqr){er~ have influence through their power to quit, it is fairly 
obvious that this power is generally less than completely free insofar 
as the choice between acceptable jobs is normally quite restricted 
for most people. These extremely complicated questions necessarily 
involve the justice and efficiency" of the economic system within 
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which the economic unit at stake operates. It would require another 
full study to delineate even the rudiments of a theory of workplace 
democracy.12 

The Problem of Political Apathy 

Various authors have proposed diagnoses and prescriptions for 
the "crisis of democracy" -apathy. For instance, Samuel Hunting
ton, Michel Crozier, and Joji Watanuki, who clearly endorse the 
pluralist or elitist view of democracyP believe the crisis is caused 
by an overload of popular demands that the system cannot satisfy. 
They advise curtailing mechanisms of expressing those demands. In 
contrast, C. B. Macpherson, who endorses a populist conception of 
·democracy, thinks that the crisis of present pluralist democracies is 
produced by inequalities caused by lack of participation. Macpher
son's therapy consists in increasing citizens' intervention in politics. 

My position is that the causes and solutions of the crisis of 
democracy cannot be detected without a conception about what 
makes democracy valuable. Otherwise, we might endup fortifying 
something at the cost of its value. Political apathy in significant sec
tors of the citizenry is obnoxious to democracy,_ since relevant inter
ests and opinions will not be considered. Increased political involve
ment should not overload the system with insatiable demands but 
may give people a sense of responsibility in voicing concerns. After 
all, when concerns are raised, the people must look for resources 
to satisfy them. Participation attenuates the abyss between govern
ment and society, felt even in working democracies, which makes 
gov:emment alien and aloof.14 

The goal of increased political involvement has often been re
jected for implying a perfectionist view of democracy where an ideal 
of civic virtue is forcefully imposed. This critique is, in part, true. 
The solution, however/ is not to give up on participation but to select 
mechanisms that do not absorb all the free time of citizens. By the 
same token, we should not suppose that requiring moderate citizen 
involvement risks perfectionism. 

Involvement c~m be r~quired for several nonperfectionist rea
sons. First, a democratic government is a public good. As such, it is 
unfair to enjoy its beneij.ts as a free-rider. Second, to participate in 
public discussion and decision is essential for protecting the inter
ests of others who are similarly situated. If I am a music lover and 
there is a dispute about whether a public building will be devoted to 
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a music hall or to a basketball stadium, I would be greatly harmed 
if other music lovers remained politically passive. To make these 
music lovers participate in the process would not be perfectionism 
but would prevent that harm. Third, participation may be required 
as a legitimate form of a nonperfectionist paternalism, since val~ 
untary participation can create a prisoner's dilemma where each 
refuses to assume the costs of participation because of the negli
gible gain of voting in a large group. The poor and less educated, for 
whom participation is most costly, reason in the same way. Thus, 
their interests are not represented in the political process, with the 
consequence that the final solution is greatly partial against them. 
As in all situations in which collective-action problems arise, there 
is no way out by individual de.~ision. Instead, it requires either a gen~ 
eral change of self-interested motivation, which ends up frustrating 
itself, or external coercion. In the political process, this dynamic 
feeds on itself, because the nonparticipation of certain groups re
sults in the absence ofattractive political options. In this way, the 
tendency not to participate is reinforced. 

It is sometimes argued that there are no significant differences 
between the political opinions of voters and nonvoters, and there
fore that voters represent nonvoters.15 But this argument is question
able. According to Robert M. Entman, for instance, the data indicate 
that the current electorate does not represent the entire public. He 
believes that knowledgeable nonvoters are significantly more lig
eral than both knowledgeable voters and ignorant voters. He writes, 
''Contrary to the popular conclusion in political science, voters prob
ably do not fully represent those who stay home. Nor do election 
outcomes accurately reflect what would happen if everyone voted. '' 16 

For these reasons, I have defended the preservation in Argentina of 
the present system of compulsory voting, a system shared by coun
tries such as Italy and AustraliaP It helps solve the collective-action 
problem, which otherwise may frustrate the interests of many par
ticipants and distort the tendency of the democratic process to cre
ate impartial solutions. Abstentionism may in fact cause deteriora
tion of the democratic process, since it is harmful not only to the 
very people who decline to vote but to all citizens. 

The arguments against obligatory voting do not seem to be par
ticularly strong. Unlike other compulsive ways of making people 
politically involved, compulsory voting cannot provoke the charge of 
perfectionism, since the time and effort necessary to vote in a think
ing manner are not so excessive as to impede people in developing 
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their plans of life or pursuing personal-matters. Also, compulsory 
voting does not pree:_lude expressing displeasure with politicians and 
parties-a legitimate aim of abstention-since one can always ex
press that displeasure by voting so that the ballot is not imputed 
to any party or candidate. Finally, if somebody has a special rea
son, based perhaps in their ideal of the good, not to vote-such as 
in the case of some religious sects in Israel-one can always con
scientiously object and seek a special exemption from the general 
obligation. 

Under certain political and social conditions, extensive popular 
involvement in the political process may pose serious dangers for 
the stability of the democratic system. The continuity of the consti
tutional practice may be threatened. The improvement of democ
racy's epistemic quality should be hailed, but it may endanger the 
preservation of c9nstitutional practice, which, unusually enough, is 
a necessary condition fo.~ the effectiveness of democratic process. 
In the end, democracy may defeat itself not just because of deci
sions taken but also because of the impact of those decisions on the 
prerequisites for the democratic process-the continuity of the con
stitutional practice. 

This point can be illustrated by examining the case of Argentina. 
Universal, secret, and obligatory voting was introduced in Argen
tina by law in 1912 and applied from 1916 to the present. This law 
completely changed the political landscape of the country, putting 
an end to more than fifty years of dominance by a social and politi
cal class that coexisted peacefully with two conservative parties. In 
the past, this alliance had manipulated the electoral process by vari
ous.forms of fraud, particularly by preventing or discouraging most 
people from voting. However, the mandatory voting law multiplied 
by approximately three times the numbers of people who voted in 
general elections. After its enforcement, right-wing parties could 
never again win over the Radical or the Peronist parties in open and 
free elections. · 

This may seem to be an inevitable result of democracy, but it 
also had the effect of putting democracy in jeopardy. Once the social 
and economic establishment was unable to gain access to power 
through legitimate methods, it resorted to coups d'etat to seize 
power. This hypothesis seems to be confirmed by the fact that soon 
after the introduction of obligatory voting, the country entered a 
period of political instability that lasted for half a century, with mili
tary coups overthrowing almost all elected governments. The coup 
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leaders could rely on the support of corporatist formations repre
senting the landowners, industrialists, and bankers. 

The impact of high degrees of popular participation on the sta
bility of the democratic system may also be responsible for one of the 
perennial problems of the presidential system of government. Fred 
Riggs remarks that as participation increases in presidential sys
tems, the contradiction is more acute between the interests of those 
capable of funding a presidential campaign and those of the vot
ing majority. In contrast, parties in parliamentary elections repre
senting the interests of the poorest sectors of society are capable 
of generating wider participation without straining the system. 
According to Riggs, the presidential system works smoothly when 
turn-out is low. He writes: I{Norms and motivations based on par
liamentary democracy are more apt for stimulating a broad partici
pation than the norms of a presidentialist republic. Or, to present a 
negative example, the participation of the masses is less threatening 
for the survival of a parliamentary regime than for that of a presi
dentialist one." 18 

This risk is compounded by the threat that increased popular par
ticipation poses for a minority that economically benefits from the 
status quo. This risk is greater when there is no effective protection 
of property rights against democratic decisions possibly impinging 
on an existing prbperty distribution. Karl ·Polanyi describes how the 
United States and Britain dealt with the conflict between dem9cracy 
and property: 

When in the 1920s the international system failed, the almost 
forgotten issues of early capitalism reappeared. First and 
foremost among them stood that of popular government .... 
The more viciously the labor market contorted the lives of the 
workers, the more insistently they clamored for the vote. The 
demand for popular government was the political source of 
the tension. Under these conditions, constitutionalism gained 
an utterly new meaning .... The American Constitution, 
shaped in a fanner-craftsman's environment by a leadership 
forewarned by the English industrial scene, isolated the eco
nomic sphere entirely from the jurisdiction of the Constitu
tion, put private property thereby under the highest conceiv
able protection, and created the only legally grounded market 
society in the world. In spite of universal suffrage, American 
voters were powerless against owners. In England it became 
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the unwritten law of the Constitution that the working class 
must be denied the vote. The Chartist leaders were jailed; their 
adherents, numbered in millionst were derided by a legisla
ture representing a bare fraction of the population, and the 
mere demand for the ballot was often treated as a criminal 
act by the authorities.19 

Jennifer Nedelsky has shed light on the Federalist strategy in 
the United States 11to try to remove the most fundamental and most 
threatened issues from the contested political realm by designating 
them 'law.'" She writes that 11with property as one of the chief sub
jects of judicial review, the Supreme Court could call upon the tradi
tions of the common law to support their assertion that the issues at 
hand were fundamentally legal, not political.'' 20 Similarly, electoral 
apathy, not easily overcome opce established due to collective-action 
problems, protects the· status quo in the United States and preserves 
the stability of the whole syste~. 

When no mechanism functions to protect vested interests from 
the operation of the democratic system, as happened in Argentina, 
the stability of the system may be endangered.21 In the Argentine 
case, the introduction of universal, secret, and mainly obligatory 
voting made it impossible for parties in favor of the status quo to 
win a clean and open election. When one considers that the Argen
tine Supreme Court has been quite ineffective in defending a strong 
right of property against the advances of progressive and populist 
governments, it is understandable that elite groups sought alter
native avenues of access to power and supported repeated coups 
d'etat. 

In order to preserve democracy, a dynamic must be created that 
will preserve the preferred option of relevant groups. This has been 
illuminated, with special attention to the Latin American context, 
by Adam Przreworski. He writes: ''Democracy is consolidated when 
it becomes self-enforcing, that is~ when all the relevant political 
forces find it best to continue to submit their interests and values to 
the uncertain -interplay of the in~titutions. Complying with the cur
rent outcome, even 'if it is a defeat, and directing all actions within 
the institutional framework is better for the relevant political forces 
than trying to subvert democracy. To put it somewhat more tech
nically, democracy is consolidated when compliance-acting within 
the institutional framework-constitutes the equilibrium of the de
centralized strategies of all the relevant political forces." He adds 
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that compliance depends on the existence of a probability of win
ning in future political competition. Conversely, this implies that 
11if some important political forces have no chance to win distribu
tional conflicts ... [they] will turn against [it]." It is therefore criti
cal that 11democratic institutions ... give all the relevant political 
forces a chance to win occasionally in the competition of interests 
and values." 22 In Argentina, the perception of the political and social 
establishment that it did not have a chance to win legitimate elec
tions may have created the stormy political dynamics between 1930 
and 1983.23 

These dynamics can be schematized in the following way: While 
an inequality may be reduced in an alternative state of affairs (the 
second situation), the -party benefited by the greater inequality of 
the first situation may threaten to move to still a third situation in 
which the other party is still worse off than in the first. This disad
vantaged person may have no other option than to attempt to move 
to still another state of affairs (the fourth situation), in which she is 
even worse off than in the first, and of course than in the second, 
but better off than in the third. 

In the case of Argentina, the situation before the application of 
the mandatory voting law in 1916 was of a restricted democracy. One 
could say that the application of that law provoked a change toward 
almost a full liberal democracy. In turn, the displaced conservative 
groups have reacted since 1930, particularly during the "infamous 
decade" from 1932 to 1943, to produce a movement toward authori
tarian regimes. These regimes involved highly unequal forms of 
representation. All sectors, even _the dominant economic and social 
groups, suffered a loss of representation in comparison to the situa
tion of the restricted democracy. After 1945, the popular sectors 
reacted, achieving a populist democracy which insured better rep
resentation than under both authoritarian regimes and restricted 
democracy, but worse representation than provided by full liberal 
democracy. From 1955 to 1983 there was a permanent oscillation be
tween authoritarian regimes, restricted democracies, and populist 
democracies. Only after 1983 have we had the most serious attempt 
to reestablish a full liberal democracy. 

As this example shows, the attempt to have a better form of 
democracy may ultimately result in a more degraded form of democ
racy or even to authoritarian regimes, since many people are threat
ened by the political participation of the least-favored sectors of 
society. That is one reason why democratic systems have not pro-
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duced the just social states one would expect from the epistemic 
value they offer. In improving the value of the process through a 
more extended participation, we must be careful not to produce 
social reactions that may undermine the whole democratic process. 
Despite these risks-which must be considered, since they endan~ 
ger the continuity of the historical constitution-the achievement of 
high levels of participation should be the permanent aim of political 
and judicial action.24 

The stability of a political system, even when it implies the pres
ervation of the historical constitution, should not be achieved at any 
cost. As we saw in Chapter 2, the practice that is the historical con
stitution is only the reference for an intermediate premise of justifi
catory practical reasoning. Ultimately, the practice must be justified 
by moral principles constituting the first premise of that reasoning. 
The central thesis of the preceding chapter is that the democratic 
process is the most reliable epistemic way for determining those 
intersubjective moral principles as long as those affected by deci
sions participate in a direct and reflective way. The goal must be 
full participation, otherwise the epist~mic quality of th~ democratic 
process will remain weak and the democratic constitution will iri~ 
variably be a ~~constitution of poverty." "' 

Collective Communication and the Quality of Public Debate 

Another dynamic diminishing the epistemic value of democracy, 
found throughout the modern world, is the poo!:_quality.ofpublicde
bate. Discussi()IJ_ of. pri.n~jp_l~-~ . .9.f. pgl!_~j-~~J.:sy~_i~m.s,. of generaL vi~ws 
or_-$.-O.~!~.!:Y! .. -~nd: .. Pt§QlJJ.tio.n§ _ _tQ_:_~~~~..: .. ~i!h.:sQ9._i§..Lproblems ... is ... often 
replaced by pictoJja1 ):rp.ages:gf <;~ggjg?-Jf;~,-~~t:r:~melY- .. Y~_gue state
ments of positions, and emotiv~ -~ppe.als. The lack of_s_~dQgsness in 
the.wb.oleprocess makes candidates, once elected, feel-unobliged to 
follo~-·the rt:~ulfofpublic debate. --· 

'ii1i~-Iriipoverishment of collective discussion is caused in large 
part by the presidential system of government, an aspect I shall ad
dress specifically in a later section. This system has the tendency to 
focus electoral campaigns on individual persons who are candidates 
for the unipersonal center of power, instead of focusing on public 
ideals or substantive proposals. The personality of the candidate, his 
or her family life as well as tastes and hobbies, are more important 
than positions on the size of the public sector, unemployment, or 
social security. It is true that something similar is also happening in 
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parliamentary systems such as those in Britain or Spain, prompting 
discussion of more presidentialism in those systems. But the degree 
(}f this distortion in parliamentary systems is less than in presiden-

tial systems. 
The presidential system has yet another impoverishing effect on 

public debate. The system allows a candidate to be elected president 
?rasimple majority of votes. This poses the very serious risk of a 
president beginning his mandate with very little consensus, as was 
the(case with Salvador Allende in Chile and Arturo Illia in Argen
Hha.To address this problem, the system may contain some mecha
IliSIIl, such as a run-off or the electoral college, to guarantee that the 
'\fi¢t()r receives an absolute majority, but that will increase the risk of 
pohtrization and bipartism where parties transform themselves into 
~ea.tcoalitions without definite substantive content. An extreme ex
a!nple involves Uruguay, where the ley de lemas (literally, the ulaw of 
~l()gans") provides that each faction of a party can present candi
dates in general elections. Those factions that enjoy higher levels of 
support can absorb the votes of the other factions. The same effect 
)$ produced in open primaries, where people not affiliated with a 
partyand without any commitment to its ideas vote in the party's in
ter11hl elections for candidates. In such a case, the presidential can
Bid~terepresents a party which is a coalition without a definite set 
ofideas. His own message must be as unsubstantive as possible in 
ptcierto reach a wide range of social and cultural sectors. Otherwise, 
he cannot obtain the broad support needed to remain competitive. 
~ence, we get vague statements, an emphasis on emotive aspects, 
(llld contradictory promises. 

The dynamics are significantly different in a parliamentary sys
J~IIl· There, even if the election is dominated by a few personalities, 
ariy. person in parliament, particularly if part of the majoritarian 
l>lock, may end up as chief of government or as a member of the 
fCihinet. At the very least, the possible candidates constitute leaders 

<<>fthe party and their personalities are much less relevant. This helps 
~eep the public's attention on the party's ideology. 

Parties in a parliamentary system are not adversely affected 
1J.Ysubstantive commitments. On the contrary, these commitments 
Jiiight be the only way of maintaining an identity and attracting 
~h.()Se who desire representation of those ideas in parliament. The 
gpiarization and confrontation provoked by the binary nature··~£"' 
presidential politics is avoided, since a party that acquires a few 
~#atsi in parliament may have a d~cisive role in forming a govern-
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ment. This also enhances principled discussion in parliament and 
the cabinet, since the governmental policies are determined by the 
consensus reached among parties of different ideological stances. 

The deterioration of public debate in society is determined not 
simply by the dynamics of the presidential system but also by the 
mass media, particularly television, which so dominate the politi· 
cal process. Television transforms almost all events and debates into 
superficial spectacles prepared to entertain, giving rise to the politi· 
cal phenomenon that Giovanni Sartori has aptly described as uvideo
power."25 These shows are intended not to illuminate public contra· 
versies and to make people reflect seriously about the substantive 
positions of different candidates or about the implications of the 
disputed policies, but to shock spectators with the latest scandal, to 
present political figures like glamorous stars, and to direct attention 
to the ridiculous or melodramatic. A premium is attached to any
thing that can be synthesized in an image or a slogan. Of course, 
this does not favor serious moral debate. As Robert Entman says, 
uThe media feed a spiral of demagoguery, diminished rationality in· 
policy making, heightened tendency toward symbolic reassurance 
and nostalgic evasion of concrete choices, and ultimately misrepre
sentation of the public.1126 

The deterioration of public discussion is also caused by lack of 
access to mass media. Equitable access is essential for the episte
mic quality of public discussion, since mass media is the modern 
equivalent of the Athenian agora. It is the medium in which poli
tics is exerted. When the mass media is almost completely in private 
hands-and ofan oligopolistic character-the distortion is similar 
to .what would have been produced if the agora had been replaced 
by a private theater, entrance to which was at the pleasure of the 
owner.27 Of course, the situation is not improved if mass media is 
controlled by governmental entities, which in turn are controlled by 
the party controlling the governm~nt. 

These considerations require careful evaluation of possible sys
tems of distribution of access to the means of public communica..; 
tion. One distributive mechanism is the market. One advantage of 
the market in distributing opportunities for expression is clear in 
view of the value of personal autonomy. The market avoids the risks 
of perfectionism and discrimination in satisfying preferences, since 
it is a decentralized mechanism allowing resources to flow to the sat
isfaction of the most intense and widespread preferences, regardless 
of who is speaking or the content of that speech. The market also 
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ensures that each individual is held responsible for her own prefer
ences and interests, since each individual must assume the cost of 
satisfying those preferences. The market yields considerable plural
ism. Any attempt to restrain an idea automatically creates an incen
tive for propagating it, since it converts the expression of that idea 
into a productjn demand with insufficient supply. 

Notwithstanding these advantages,. the market has its limitations 
in achieving the good of enriched public debate. For instance, the 
market is not often neutral concerning preferences that are incom
patible with the expansion of the market itself. Besides, those who 
can communicate their political ideas through privat~ )l,}~ss media 
are only those who have enough capital to control the media and 
buy the corresponding time. As Owen Fiss says, the market restrains 
the presentation through mass media of questions of public inter
est in two different ways. First, the market privileges select groups 
because of their economic power, creating programs and articles 
which are sensitive to their points of view. Second, the market allows 
profit and efficiency concerns to influence decisions about editorial 
or programming policy.28 Also, Entman criticizes the market as a 
means of providing access to mass media: 

Even if journalism did feature analyses of ideas from many 
perspectives, or of historical context and trends rather than 
yesterday's ~phemera, a proper umarketplace of ideas" could 
not be a market at all. In a real market, producers supply what 
c9ns1J,mers like, and stop supplying what they do not like. 
If news producers followed this practice, the media would 
supply only the popular ideas, an obvious insult to the free 
press ideal. Suppliers in the marketplace of ideas are emphati
cally not supposed to behave the way producers in real mar
kets do. If they did, novel notions would not circulate widely; 
only low-profit (or non-profit) media could afford to tell un
popular truths in an unpopular style, since for mass-targeted 
media, unpopular is, by definition, unprofitable. Mass circu
lation media would say largely the same fashionable and ex
pected things. It is unfortunate that journalism in the real 
competitive economy resembles this portrait more than it 
does the chimerical ideaP9 

These disadvantages of the market mechanism for providing ac
cess to public communication justify a review of alternative mecha
nisms. One such alternative for distributing opportunities for ex-
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pressing ideas is the political system. The advantages and risks of 
this mechanism for maximizing free expression and enriched public 
debate also emerge quite clearly. If we assume that the institutions 
charged with that task possess a democratic origin, one may expect 
an egalitarian and pluralist distribution of the opportunities for ex
pression. But there is, obviously, a tendency among those who exert 
power to perpetuate themselves in it. Thus, there is often favoritism 
-and corruption in granting spaces to express political opinions. This 
tendency may be attenuated by creating bodies that are indepen
dent of the administration; such as the British Broadcasting Cor
poration. It is always difficult, however, to avoid political influence 
while striving efficiently to manage the means of communication fn 
the effort to enrich the political process and contribute to the self
development of the citizens.· 

The advantages and disadvantages of different methods of dis
tributing opportunities for expression suggest the option of com
bining them so as to maximize their assets and minimize their defi
ciencies. Given that the sources of discrimination and distortion of 
these mechanisms are different, their combination in a mixed system 
allows for those who are excluded to find in other options appro
priate channels of expression. The combination of mechanisms im
plies not only the coexistence of public and private property but also 
the convergence of diverse public and private agents who can inter
act at different stages of communication. For instance, the mecha
nism of direct state decisions may have an impact on the private 
media through the provision of spaces devoted to collective issues, 
or through subsides that encourage expression of minority views. In 
turn, the market may have an impact on the public media through 
some limited advertising or the acquisition of some spaces. A mixed 
system maximizes pluralism and neutrality, since the decisions con
cerning the allocation of opportunities of expression are as decen
tralized and participatory as possible. To realize this goal, control of 
the mass media must be distributed among diverse political units. 
Moreover, participation in that control by individuals and organiza
tions-both formal and informal-should be promoted. 

The .deterioration of public debate is also caused by the ways 
in which electoral campaigns are conducted. Nothing is gained in 
democratic terms by the extremely emotive, commercial-like ad
vertisements that characterize modern political campaigns. On the 
contrary, much is lost in terms of irrationality and the possibility of 
corruption, since the immense cost of campaigns must be borne by 
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private interests. One ought to consider the use of voluntary agree
ments to get candidates to consent to the terms of a campaign, limit 
the extension of it, and proscribe advertisements that contain only 
names and slogans instead of ideas and proposals. Clearly, the way 
money is raised for electoral campaigns in most Western countries 
considerably harms the quality of the deliberative process and ad
versely affects ~ts tendency toward impartiality.30 Since candidates 
increasingly depend on private sources of funds- mainly due to the 
reliance on television- many possible candidates are excluded from 
the race or forced to give up at some stage. This dynamic greatly 
influences the commitments that the remaining candidates under
take with interest groups, shapes the way they present their views, 
determines who are the targets of their proposals, affects the issues 
they put forth in the public debate, and reduces participation by 
marginalizing a public ever frustrated by the sense that politics is 
beyond their influence. Some Western democracies have regulated 
private funding of electoral campaigns-as has been attempted in 
the United States after the Watergate scandal-but it is probable 
that nothing short of an absolute prohibition of private funding and 
the use of public financing combined with mandatory access to the 
media can overcome the grave distortions that the present system 
involves for the epistemic quality of the democratic process. 

Decentralization: The Problem of Dispersed Sovereignty 

Pluralism seeks a democratic system in which nobody is allowed 
to speak for the whole people. Popular will is dispersed through 
several temporal, spatial, and functional dimensions. With regard 
to the temporal dimension, there is the divide between the expres
sion leading to the constitution, interpreted by institutions such as 
the supreme ~ourt, and current expressions in present elections and 
legislative enactments. Of course, laws themselves respond to ex
pressions of will voiced at different moments, as different organs 
are elected at different times. In Argentina, half of the House of 
Representatives is elected every two years, and the deputies have a 
mandate lasting four years. Spatially, in countries with federal orga
nizations, such as the United States and Argentina, the will of the 
people is dispersed into national, state, and local representatives that 
deal with different but often overlapping issues. Functionally, popu
lar sovereignty is dispersed through different bodies and officials 
that must react positively or negatively to the same decisions. In a 
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presidentialist system, they include the presidenC the house of rep
resentatives, the senate, and judges, particularly the members of the 
supreme court. While these functions are formally distinguished, 
the legislative role of the president has increased enormously in con
temporary presidentialist systems, making that person the formal 
or informal source of most successful legislative enactments. 

Pluralism celebrates this dispersion, on the theory that it helps 
avoid tyranny. To the pluralist, the dispersion of sovereignty im
ped~s any faction from monopolizing power by representing itself 
as the voice of all people. Neither the majority nor any minority is 
able to control all the loci of power when there are so many and they 
are so separate from each other. This benefit, however, is achieved 
at the cost of a considerable weakening of the epistemic value of 
democracy, since there is no direct connection between the conclu
sion of democratic dialogue and a justification for acting according 
to that conclusion. Even if we assume the legitimacy of representa
tion, one must decide how to transform a will expressed at such dif
ferent temporaL spatial, and functional levels into a decision repre
senting the conclusion approved by the majority after a process of 
open and ample debate. Consider the problem of abortion. The solu
tion of that problem will include an extremely complex procedure 
where, in the United States, many governmental dimensions will 
interact. These dimensions include governors and state legislatures 
(elected at different times), the president, the Senate and the House 
of Representatives (both elected at different times by dissimilar pro
cedures), as well as judges, particularly the Supreme Court. In fact, 
the Supreme Court may well limit state and federal action in light 
of a constitutional interpretation based on the will of people living 
two centuries ago. 

There is no guarantee that the results of this cumbersome mix of 
different decisional centers reflect the present, majoritarian conclu
sion of all the people concerned following a free and open debate. 
Perhaps the governor of a particular state was elected two years ago 
after a strong campaign against abortion, but the legislature adheres 
to a pro-choice position pursuant to a popular debate or a recent 
election of its members. Perhaps the majority of senators from less
populated, conservative states support restraints on public funds for 
abortion, whereas the House members, representing past majoritar
ian judgments for free choice, support the use of federal funds for 
abortions. At the same time, the president may have been elected 
notwithstanding his strong stance against abortion. However, the 
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Supreme Court now has a majority, thanks to recent appointments 
by a former president, which believes that the founders were in 
favor of a right of privacy which includes abortion at least in the 
first stages of the pregnancy. Whether the result of all this mess is 
that a particular citizen of a particular state may or may not legally 
resort to abortion seems to be a matter of almost pure chance and 
without significant connection to the result of public debate by any 
one relevant group. 

Many people think that as more "volitions" influence the solu
tion, the solution will more closely reflect the will of those express
ing their volitions. In reality, the accumulation of volitions makes 
it more difficult to reach a decision. According to general rules, the 
lack of decision means that the status quo prevails. This puts a pre
mium on preserving the status quo unless the majoritarian wave is 
strong enough to overcome it. For many conservatives, the status 
quo is per se a morally permissible position and the only thing that 
can counter it is a majoritarian consensus for change. But this pri
ority for the status quo regardless of whether a majority seeks to 
preserve it is difficult to justify when it is obviously unjust. One may 
argue that this dispersion of sovereignty creates a highly passive gov
ernment which was meant to protect a status quo in which, among 
other things, a given distribution of private property prevails.31 

Where the social structure includes strong corporatist forma
tions or entrenched interest groups, as is true in many Latin Ameri
can countries, this passivity caused by the need to accumulate many 
volitions for making a decision weakens democratic power.32 There
fore, the result is the opposite of that sought by pluralism. While it 
is difficult for corporations and factions to acquire control of state 
power when the centers of decision making are dispersed, they may 
acquire that control during authoritarian periods when the decision
making centers are concentrated. In turn, the dispersion of sover~ 
eignty makes it extremely hard for the democratic government to 
take that control away from such factions. 

The spatial dimension of dispersed sovereignty presents less seri
ous theoretical problems, though the practical difficulties for over
coming it are enormous. This dimension involves the degree of de~ 
centralization of the political unit in question. If the votes of all the 
citizens of that unit converge at some level but are diversified at 
others, the polity' has a kind of federal organization. In the United 
States, there are at least three different domains in which demo
cratic politics is carried out: the local, the state, and the national. 
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The adoption of a federal system of government in the United 
States-and in Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico, following the U.S. 
model-entails a complex organization of political power. There is a 
division between the central government and the component units. 
The authority of these decisional centers is exercised directly upon 
the people and upo·n objects located in their respective territories. Of 
course, the federal power overlaps with that of each state. Each gov
ernment is comprised oflegislative, executive, and judicial branches. 
When there are conflicts within the spheres of competences between 
the central and state governments, the central one prevails. This im
plies the use of a dual system of government with two mutually ex
clusive areas of power in which power holders have equal footing.33 

Some other federal systems display a quite different structure. 
For instance, the Canadian federal organization establishes in article 
91 of the Constitutional Act of 1867 that all powers not given to the 
provinces belong to the central government. There are, in addition, 
two special times for the central government to assume powers. 
First, the government may legislate in matters normally considered 
provincial in emergencies such as war, invasion, and famine. Sec
ond, the federal parliament may legislate concerning issues that af
fect the operation of central institutions. With the constitutional re
form of 1982, different powers, mainly in the economic sphere, were 
transferred to the provinces, while the central government com
mitted itself to supporting public services. To give another important 
example of a different federal structure, the system established by 
the West German Constitution of 1949 (now extended to the East) 
has been called a system of "cooperation" rather than a dual sys
te.m. Federal statutes are applied by the states, or Lander, which have 
ample power to interpret them. In that sense, the excutive power 
over federal statutes is ordinarily vested in the Lander. But there is 
no division of the judicial power, which is central. The constitution 
forbids the Lander from legislating in areas considered federal. With 
regard to concurrent legislation, the Lander may legislate insofar as 
the federal parliament does not do so. The local law maintains its 
force in all which does not c;ontradict the federal one. A series of 
agreements evolved for cooperation and consultation between the 
federal government and the Lander, and in 1969 they were constitu
tionalized. 

Finally, we should note the unique model of decentralization 
found in Spain. The powers of the ''autonomous communities" are 
not established in the Constitution of 1978, which only puts forth 
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a framework of possibilities within which an "organic" statute, en
acted by the national parliament for each community, defines the 
faculties or powers attributed to it. The possibilities are set forth 
in article 148. The constitution also provides that after five years 
the communities may expand their competences, up to the limits of 
article 149, which sets forth subjects that belong exclusively to the 
central government, such as regulation of the conditions guaran
teeing the equality of the Spanish people, nationality, immigration, 
foreign relations, defense, and administration of justice. Article 150 
allows the national parliament to delegate its powers to the commu
nities. The first phase of implementing this system attributed broad 
powers to Catalonia and the Basque country. An impasse owing to 
the difficulty of defining the breadth of powers of other communities 
lasted unti11981, when the different political parties agreed gradu
ally to generalize the autonomy of the communities. 

The evaluation of different systems of federalism in the context 
of the epistemic theory of democracy is a very complex task. Per
haps, more than any other issue, these systems largely depend on the 
historical and sociological background of each country. Distortion 
caused by the spatial dispersion of sovereignty and the obstacle to 
collective deliberation caused by the size of the unit in which deci
sions are made mig~t be solved by modifying the federal structures 
in which distortion is most evident. One such reform would be to 
create deep decentralization, so that crucially important issues are 
discussed and decided at the provincial or even the local level. This 
could be done if public services such as secondary" and university 
education were handled by states or provinces. The same may be 
done in relation to substantive legislation, such as the criminal and 
civil codes, as occurs in the United States but not in Argentina and 
other federal countries. Of course, decentralization would facilitate 
collective discussion of those issues, highlighting the peculiarities of 
each province or town. Cooperation between the different provinces 
might lessen as a result, however, and the social and economic dif
ferences between them might widen. 

A second set of reforms to the historical constitution could over
come the distortions of representation at the national level. Bicam
eralism, including the use of a senate, was a wonderful invention in 
countries like the United States, where it was rightly assumed that, 
in its absence, people living in some regions would face discrimina
tion. But in many situations this is no longer the case. The existence 
of a senate in which residents of less-populous political units ·have 
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the same representation as those living in the more populous ones 
seriously offends the principle of ~~one person, one vote." This prin
ciple is at the core of an individualistic vision of democracy pro
jected by the idea) constitution. 

One alternative is to adopt a unicameral parliament like New 
Zealand's. A drawb~ck, however, is that a special forum is sometimes 
needed to air regional interests. Another possibility is to modify 
the composition· and functions of the senate so that it specializes 
in issues which are of direct concern to the autonomy of provinces 
or states. Also. the senate could have a· veto power only in relation 
to legislation directly involving individual rights. Most statutes ap
proved by the house of representatives would therefore be enacted 
automatically as long as they were not vetoed by the senate within a 
certain time. This would remove the senate's ability to block initia
tives enjoying popular support reflected in the house of representa
tives.34 

The third kind of reform is inspired by a different kind of federal
ism than in the present system. Instead of dividing issues into federal 
and provincial concerns, an often complex division which frequently 
weakens cooperation, this other kind of cooperative federalism di
vides the processes of decision and implementation. Many solutions 
could be adopted at the provincial level by the legislatures or through 
popular consultation. Then, the senators and representatives of each 
province could implement those solutions at the national level. 

This process would constitute something analogous to the 
mechanism of democratic centralism defended by C. B. Macpher
son.35 It would encourage collective deliberation in small political 
un_its by those directly concerned about important issues. The deci
sion reached in the local community would be reflected by represen
tatives of the majority and minority, in proportion to their number. 
at the provincial level in deliberation with representatives of other 
local communities. In tum, the representatives of the majority and 
minority positions reached at the provincial level could discuss these 
matters in the national parliament with the representatives of other 
provinces. Once a decision was taken at the national level, a process 
in the opposite direction could then be established with regard to the 
implementation of that decision. This process would achieve some
thing similar to what Habermas calls uimplementation discourse," 
in which the local and factual conditions for implementing a mea
sure are taken into account. While utopian in its aspirations, this 
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sort of federalism, in which the three levels of government cooperate 
in reaching and implementing a decision, more closely resembles 
the federal system used in Germany than that in the United States. 

Electoral Systems and the Problem of Imperfect Mediation 

Under the deliberative form of democracy, representation is seen 
as an evil. That evil is nevertheless necessary, given the size of mod
ern polities, the scarcity of time citizens can devote to public issues, 
and the complexity of many decisions. The most generous way to 
conceive of representation under the epistemic view of democracy 
is as a delegation to continue the deliberation that has taken place 
among the citizens before the representatives have been elected. The 
discussion should be continued on the basis of the platforms ap
proved by the electors when choosing those representatives. 

Even when representation is confined in this manner, however, 
it still reflects the ambivalence between the two conflicting views of 
representation. On the one hand, there is the 11agency" view of rep
resentation, defended by thinkers like Burke, according to which 
representatives are agents of the electorate. On the other hand, there 
is the 11reproduction" vi~w of representation, supported by Mill and 
other philosophers, according to which representative bodies must 
mirror the larger electorate, reflecting the distribution of interests 
and opinions of those being represented. The first view requires 
electors to identify their representatives, who are then accountable 
to support their opinions and interests. The second view demands 
a symmetry between the represented group and the representative 
bodies with regard to relevant features such as ideological commit
ments and interests. 

Under the view of representation as a delegation to continue 
collective deliberation, these two views of representation converge. 
Under the Burkean theory, which holds that representatives are indi
vidually the agents of the electorate, they are obliged to defend the 
principles and values the voters approved of when choosing them. 
But the representatives must deliberate so as to come as close as 
possible to the deliberation that the electors themselves would have 
carried out. But the best way to ensure this dynamic is to have a 
body which is a highly accurate sample of the values and interests 
of the larger unit. For the deliberation of the representative body to 
enjoy an epistemic value approaching the level of deliberation that 
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the whole group would have enjoyed, representatives must be com
mitted to the opinions of their electors and they must collectively 
reflect the composition of the whole electorate. 

Under this conception of representation, a parliament or assem
bly is the most representative institution. An elected president, for 
instance, only maximizes 'one aspect of representation, the facility 
of electors to identify their agent. Nevertheless, as we shall see in 
the following section, the president is unable to account to differ
ent sectors of the electorate or to reflect contrasting ideologies and 
interests. Furthermore, only a collective body can continue a de
liberation which starts from positions receiving different degrees 
of support from that electorate. For those reasons, a parliamentary 
government is superior, since it is more directly and continuously 
responsive to the results of discussion in society at large. 

It is fairly obvious, however, that parliaments and congresses in 
modern democracies fall short of this vision of reproducing the ideal 
deliberation that the whole society would undertake if it were practi
cable. The popular image of legislatures in most Western countries, 
particularly in Latin America, is of places where politicking and ver
bosity reign, lobbyists function behind the scenes, and inefficiency 
and sluggishness are omnipresent. To some ext.ent, this image is un
just and results from the lack of comprehension of the need to obtain 
consensus through discussion and negotiations. Stilt some of' the 
deficiencies are real and stem from the composition of parliaments 
and the way they function. Mechanisms which secure efficiency and 
openness should be adopted, such as approving laws in parliamen
tary committees, publicizing committee meetings, and enacting a 
law approved by one house if the other does not act within a certain 
amount of time. 

Behind the problems of a parliament loom the problems of politi
cal parties. Many of the deficiencies in parliament reflect the de-· 
ficiencies of parties. Political parties everywhere have converted 
themselves into mediators in the democratic process. There are even 
constitutions, such as the German one of 1949 in its article 21, that 
recognize their indispensable role in forming the popular will. In 
theory, political parties are necessary vehicles for conducting pub
lic discussion on the basis of principles, social ideals, or models of 
society and for counteracting the power of factions that unite people 
on the basis of crude interests. Even when a party is associated 
with some interest or social class, it must justify that interest on the 
basis of principles that would be accepted from an impartial point 
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of view. A party must at least pretend that its interests coincide with 
the common good. When a citizen votes for a party, he or she saves 
a good deal of deliberation by adhering to some view of society and 
to substantive proposals that can be evaluated with others. In prac
tice, as Jean Blondel maintains, all parties are both aggregative of 
interests and expressive of ideals.36 The proportion of these two di
mensions varies from system to system and from party to party. 

Nevertheless, the proportion of interests to ideals seems to have 
become quite imbalanced -in many polities. Political parties in most 
democratic countries display increasing distortions, which turn 
them further into corporatist groups defending their own interests. 
As already noted, the presidential system creates a polarization that 
makes big parties amorphous coalitions with diminishing definition 
in terms of public ideals. Membership in a party becomes more a 
matter of family tradition, personal loyalty, and sport-like compe
tition than a question of substantive commitments. Similarly, most 
political activity inside the parties is devoted more to internal com
petition than to the analysis of national problems. Despite the fact 
that candidates are elected by open general elections, there is the 
feeling that the options are greatly restrained by internal party poli
tics. All these deficiencies, experienced in many democratic coun
tries, require deep transformations in the structure of the parties. 

More important perhaps than modifying internal parliamentary 
procedures and party structures are revisions in the electoral sys
tem. We should begin by considering the issue of district size. The 
district may be the whole nation, as in Israel or Holland, or it may 
consist of smaller political units like states established for reasons 
apart from the elections. It could also be an ad hoc district formed 
simply for purposes of the elections, ensuring that a certain num
ber of representatives are elected by each district. With regard to 

• the method of allocating seats, there are two main systems from 
which to choose. One system is the majoritarian one, implying that 
the party which obtains a simple or an absolute majority of votes, in 
the first or a run-off election, wins all the seats in the district. In the 
proportional system, seats are adjudicated to the parties in the pro
portion of the votes obtained in the district. A proportional system 
contemplates that the district elects various representativesY 

There are certainly many variations of these systems. One such 
variation is the vote of preference which allows the voter to deter
mine the order ,of the candidates in the party list in a proportional 
system. There is also the alternative vote in the majoritarian system, 
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which allows the voter to express a secortd choice in case the first 
choice does not pass a certain threshold. There are also mixed sys- · 
terns that combine these two main ones. For instance, the German 
electoral system gives each elector two votes, one for the representa
tive of the single member district to the Bundestag, elected by simple 
majority, and the other for a party list of candidates representing 
a larger district-normally one of the Lander-elected by propor
tional representation. 

A comparative analysis of electoral systems shows that no one 
system satisfies all the minimum requirements. These requirements 
include sensitivity to the ideological composition of society; a close 
relationship between represented and representatives; noncontro
versiality in its application; manageability of the resulting collective 
body; and attenuation of the confrontation between the parties and 
powers of the state. The proportional system fairly represents all 
important shades of opinions expressed by the electorate, thereby 
converting the parliament into a mirror-like representation of the 
ideological geography of society. However, the proportional system 
has a serious setback in that there is very little relationship between 
representatives and represented, since each citizen votes for a long 
list of candidates proposed by the party to represent the whole re
gion. The voter may know only the· first one or two names on the list 
Citizens therefore do not feel they can address their representatives, 
and representatives feel less responsible to their electors than tO 
the party leadership that chooses them. On the other hand, the rna..; 
joritarian system, involving a single representative for each district, 
though optimal with regard to creating a close relationship between 
represented and representatives, has well-known deficiencies. These 
deficiencies include the difficulty of drawing the districts in a neutral 
way; the unfairness to third and fourth parties not usually repre~ 
sen ted in proportion to their votes and their subsequent withdrawal 
from the system; and the parochialism of candidates, who must be 
more attentive to local problems than to national ones. While the 
proportional system makes it hard for one representative to think 
of herself or himself as an agent, the majoritarian system fails to 
satisfy the view of representation as reproducing the represented 
group. In a majoritarian system, the legislature will not reflect the 
distribution of opinions and interests existing in the electorate. 

The advantages of these two systems can probably be combined 
to neutralize their disadvantages in· a mixed system. There are at 
least two possibilities. The first is the German system, which di~ 
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vides the house into two parts, one elected by districts and the other 
by proportional representation. The second allows citizens to move 
down the list of representatives and pick from that list so that can
didates begin to look for special constituencies. 

All these concerns require much more extended discussion and 
empirical research. The main point remains: Since parliaments and 
political parties are the primary ch":nnels-besides direct popular 
participation- through which deliberative democracy works, their 
deficiencies account in crucial ways for the weakness of the whole 
system. These deficiencies largely explain the poor moral results of 
the democratic process, despite its alleged epistemic value when it 
approximates the informal practice of moral discussion. 

Presidential vs. Parliamentary Government and the Creation 
and Maintenance of Social Consensus 

There is a continuum of democratic regimes, ranging from pure 
parliamentarianism to hyperpresidentialism. In the pure parliamen
tary system, popular consensus has an impact on the formation 
Ofparliament, which then decides who shall head the government. 
With regard to the head of state, he or she obtains the position on a 
h¢reditary basis or is ~ppointed through some indirect procedure in 
which parliament plays the decisive role. In the presidential system, 
l')ppular consensus has two expressions that have a separate impact 
pp the formation of the legislative and executive organs. Both the 
legislature and the executive are elected by the people. In the mixed 
sy~tem, the executive has two functions, as head of state and head 
(}fgovernment; the head of state-say, the president-is popularly 
el¢cted and the head of government-the prime minister-is chosen 
b)rthe parliament. 

Another variable for defining a system refers to the extent to 
~hich diverse expressions of popular opinion, where there are more 
tltan one, are mutually coordinated. In the pure presidential system, 
tg~re is no coordination in forming the legislative and executive 
organs, though there are certainly mechanisms to coordinate their 
deCisions. Presidentialism may be attenuated where congress con
fiftns appointments or has the power to. censure those appointed, 
()I" even the president himself. In the most common mixed system, 
()riebranch of the executive-the government-is formed through 
theeoordinated decision of the head of state and parliament. Addi
tional coordination exists when the head of state affects the forma-
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tion of parliament through the power to dissolve it and call for new 
elections. Usually, parliament does not have the analogous capacity 
to censure the president, though some have proposed presidential 
resignation if the president loses parliamentary elections. 

In another mixed system, never tried in practice, the head of gov
ernment-not the head of state-is popularly elected but is still sub
ject to parliamentary censure. If the head of government is censured, 
however, parliament must also dissolve itself. Similarly, if the head 
of government wants to dissolve parliament, he or she must also 
stand for a new election. In the pure parliamentary system, there 
is no coordination between several expressions of popular opinion. 
Some way of coordinating the government with parliament is re
quired, however, since the former, though appointed by the latter, 
may acquire different degrees of independence, according to the 
censure process or informal mechanisms such as the party and elec
toral systems. 

In other works, I have put forth functional arguments, associated 
with values of stability and efficiency, against the presidential system 
of government in general and Latin American hyperpreside~tialism 
in particular. I have stressed that a pure presidential system can suf
fer fTom a lack of subjective legitimacy. Often, ~president may have 
very little popular support when elected only with a bare simple ma
jority of the votes. This slender margin may conflict with the sense 
of mission that the presidency generally infuses in the person who 
takes hold of it. Thus, a president may attempt profound transfor
mations without the necessary support. This took place in 1970 in 
Chile with President Allende. He was elected by less than 30 percent 
of the votes but embarked on deep social and economic reforms. The 
election was thrown to the House, since no candidate had obtained 
a majority, and then a coalition of left-wing parties selected Allende. 
The usual remedy for this difficulty is to establish a second electoral 
race between the two main candidates, a run-off, or what the French 
call ballotage. Generally, however, this remedy is ineffective, since it 
produces an artificial and circumstantial majority that vanishes as 
soon as the election is over. This took place with the election in 1990 
of President Fernando Collor de M~llo in Brazil. 

Moreover, even when the president is elected with a broad genu
ine majority, the rigidity of the presidential system allows the presi
dent to lose popular support during his term and thus requires him 
to govern without the necessary consensus. This was obviously the 
case with President Raul Alfonsin of Argentina after the parliamen-
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tary election of 1987. His party lost the election, and as a result he 
faced two more years in office with increasing opposition from Con
gress and a lack of credibility in society at large. 

Additionally, presidentialism can be dysfunctional when a politi
cal, social, or economic crisis arises because of the lack of effective 
escape valves. The impeachment of a president is a very difficult 
operation, as demonstrated by the few cases in which it has been suc
cessfully carried out in the United States and Argentina. Impeach
ment requires accusing the president of the grossest misbehavior or 
commission of a crime and can only be carried out with some sup
port from the party of the president. This is generally tantamount to 
political suicide for that party, since it must accuse its leader of gross 
misbehavior. Short of impeachment, the president may respond to 
pressure by removing a member <_:>f the cabinet or the whole cabinet. 
But that is generally not enough to renew the credibility of the gov
ernment, since the perception is that the president has ultimate re
sponsibility for the policies considered inadequate. Therefore, the 
system lacks the capacity to create a ''fuss" that might be able to 
cool a political situation that has become overheated. In a parlia
mentary system, the fuss may mean nothing more than the dissolu
tion of parliament. In presidential systems, a fuss must involve the 
whole democratic structure. Thus, the system collapses-or is over
thrown-when powerful social sectors perceive that a break is the 
only way to preserve wider social structures. This has been the un
fortunate historical experience of Latin America. 

The presidential system of government also implies a person
alization of power that weakens the institutional structures. Most 
expectations \and pressures are concentrated on one person. Any 
problem affecting that person-for example, loss of popularity and 
credibility, or physical or psychological ailments-necessarily re
flects upon the whole institutional structure. It is very difficult to 
replace the president against his will, and an early resignation (as 
happened with President Alfonsin in July 1989) is perceived as an 
abandonment of responsibilities. The vice president often is not an 
appropriate replacement, because he is chosen more for political 
reasons than for considerations of presidential succession. Besides, 
the personalization of power involved in the presidential system in~ 
creases the possibility of authoritarian abuses and corruption, since 
the halo of untouchability surrounding the president provokes a rev~ 
erence for the head of state which often interferes with the proper 
operation of republican controls. 
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The confrontation between parties generated by a presidential 
system also constitutes a dysfunctional feature of that system. As 
Juan Linz has pointed out, the '~zero-sum, nature of presidential 
elections is caused by the indivisibility of the central seat of power 
among the parties.38 A dynamic of confrontation becomes most ap
parent when the parties are well organized and disciplined, a con~ 
clition especially fueled by proportional representation. While in the 
United States and Brazil do not have proportional representation, 
it is present in Argentina and Peru, and the consequences are ap~ 
parent. Politics becomes an "aU-or-nothing" competition-since the 
presidency controls almost all power, including the distribution of 
public positions. Therefore, the party in opposition tries to under
mine as much as possible the credibility of the president in order to 
diminish the reelection prospects of the reigning party. 

This dynamic of confrontation produces gridlock between the 
various branches of government when those branches are controlled 
by different parties. When these parties are disciplined, it is ex
tremely difficult for a president to get approval for his or her initia
tives from a congress dominated by the opposition. This took place 
with President Alfonsin after he lost the parliamentary elections 
of 1987. It also served as a reason for President Alberto Fujimori of 
Peru to close Congress down in 1992. Conversely, when the party of 
the president dominates congress, the legislature generally becomes 
submissive. This undermines congress's role in controlling the ad
ministration, since the ali-or-nothing dynamic encourages parties 
to close ranks around their leaders. 

Finally, presidential systems also suffer from the difficulty of 
fanning the interparty coalitions required to overcome deep crises 
or confront corporatist pressures. This is a product of the inability 
to share presidential power and the small incentive for opposition 
parties to occupy cabinet positions that rely on the president. Oppo
sition leaders know that if they accept a position in the cabinet, their 
parties will suffer from the erosion of popularity that normally be
sets the government in power. President Alfonsin experienced this 
when he was cornered by trade union interests connected with the 
Peronist party. Alfonsin tried to negotiate with union leaders, in
cluding some in his own cabinet, but they were immediately isolated 
from the Peronist party and trade union mem hers. 

While the above arguments have been primarily functional, many 
of the moral reasons regarding the justification of democracy also 
undermine the presidential system. The presidential system frag-
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ments public discussion into two different expressions-the election 
of the president and the election of the legislative assembly. These 
elections may take place at different times. In the United States, 
when the president is elected there is also an election for seats 
in the House of Representatives, but the House is renewed every 
two years, while presidential elections take place every fourth year. 
Thus, a House member may be elected in a year with no presiden
tial election.39 The division of the expression of popular sovereignty 
is praised by pluralists in one respect: No person can legitimately in
voke the voice of the people. But a price is paid: The overlapping of 
voices muffles the message. As a result, no one has fully heard and 
accepted the conclusion reached in the electoral debate. 

Occasionally, there is an exception that allows the people to feel 
that the president is speaking for them. This takes place when the 
president is elected by a real landslide. In Argentina, consider Per6n 
in 1973 and, to a lesser degree, Alfonsfn in 1983. In those cases 
the president begins his mandate with great popular support-often 
even more approval than expressed in the election, since popularity 
usually breeds more popularity. But a new problem arises, one of 
maintaining that support. The president, elected for a certain term, 
may well feel he is not bound to follow the consensus reached in the 
electoral process. Often, the crude reality of government makes him 
retreat from the easy promises made in the campaign. Remember 
George Bush, who uttered the famous phrase ~~Read my lips" and 
promised not 1;Sl increase taxes, but later did. 

Also consider the much more serious case of President Carlos 
Menem of Argentina, whose stances on economic issues during the 
presidential campaign of 1989 gave little hint of the changes he 
would make once in office. The privatization program he launched 
once in office was a sharp departure for Menem's party. Similarly, 
one could not have foretold that Menem would give pardons to the 
military after promising to let justice do its job. A presidential can
didate knows that once elected he will not be made accountable for 
unfulfilled promises and so finds it easy to make them. 

A parallel process takes place in the people at large. The citizens 
know they will not be asked to confirm or reject their mandate for 
several years. Therefore, a sense of irresponsibility ensues. The norm 
then becomes widespread criticism of government, and no one pro
vides positive alternatives or positions. 

More important than the loss of consensus is the difficulty in 
reconstructing that consensus within a presidentialist system. The 
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long presidential term prevents a call for new presidential elections 
even when the president has suffered a catastrophic loss of popu
larity and credibility. Some Latin American presidents have been 
supported by only 5 percent of the population as measured by polls. 
There is no way for popular opinion to find new expression in the 
principal seat of power, since it is almost impossible to remove the 
incumbent. Also, the president very seldom is inclined to resign vol
untarily, as Alfonsin did in Argentina in 1989. The president typi
cally believes he has a mandate that transcends contingent public 
opinion and knows that resignation almost always implies politi
cal death. 

Nor can popular support be reconstituted in congress. First, 
there exists a relative absence of representativeness reflected in the 
senate's regionally biased structure and in electoral defects that are 
expressed in the composition of the house. Second, congress has 
limited power to initiate political action but a clear power to ob
struct the president. Obstruction is the most likely course of action 
when at least one house is dominated by an opposition party. Given 
these conditions, it is almost impossible for a president to get sup
port from legislators outside his own party, since they are subject to 
discipline from their party leaders who seek to discredit the presi
dent in order io increase their own chances in future elections. 

For these reasons, the presidential system as it operates in many 
countries, mostly in Latin America, does not ensure that the popular 
will resulting from public debate is permanently reflected in the for
mation and working of government. This conclusion implies a con
siderable departure from the conditions granting epistemic value 
to the working of democratic government, and may also explain its 
poor moral results. 

In contrast, a: parliamentary system (such as in England, Ger
many, and Spain) or a mixed system (such as in France, Portugal, 
and Finland) tends to reflect in a _much more flexible way popular 
support in the operation of government. Although parliamentary 
systems have difficulties of their own, the main problem is not the 
oft-cited tendency for governmental instability, since this tendency 
can be overcome by devices of ((rationalized parliamentarianism." 
Such devices include ~~constructive censure" that prevents the ma
jority from bringing down a government if there is no majoritarian 
support for a new one. Moreover, it is important to remember that 
instability in a particular government is sometimes the best insur
ance against the instability of the whole democratic system. 
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In my view, parliamentary systems have two main limitations. 
First, it is impossible to break ties between the main parties. This 
may make the main parties subject to undue pressures from small 
ones (as has happened in Israel), since the small parties will be called 
in to break the tie. Second, and more important, the formation of 
a government in a parliamentary system is in the hands of the par
liament and thus is a step removed from the electorate. This may 
encourage a popular belief that the government results from politi
cal maneuvering in the secretive halls of power. 

Mixed systems may avoid the difficulties of both pure presiden
tial and pure parliamentary systems of government. In a mixed sys
tem, such as France's and Portugal's, the president is the center of 
power so long as he enjoys enough popular support to make a par
liamentary censure of him imp~ssible or too risky. When the popu
larity of the president begins to wear thin, he will have to negotiate 
with the representatives of his own party in parliament even before 
a parliamentary election. In that case, the prime minister and his 
cabinet acquire independence from the president and become more 
responsive to a parliamentary majority, even when formed by the 
same party of the president. If the president loses popular support, it 
will be reflected in the next parliamentary election, since the whole 
assembly is elected for four years in the middle of the presidential 
four-year term. TP!erefore, the president may have to negotiate with 
the opposition in parliament to form a government that could be 
considerably independent from the president. In fact, the formation 
of a new government may help protect the president, since it may 
have the effect of reconstituting his prestige and beginning a new 
cycle of electioneering. 

The most important feature of the mixed system is that it coordi
nates expressions of popular sovereignty reflected in the parliamen
tary and in the presidential elections at different times. It adjusts 
the structure of government to those expressions so that the govern
ment will be supported permanently by the popular understanding 
resulting from continuous public debate. The disadvantage of this 
mixed system of government is that it separates the official who has 
popular legitimacy, the nation's president, and the official who is 
the highest responsible party in government, the prime minister or 
head of government. As Juan Linz has emphatically maintained, this 
may cause political trouble, since the president may resort to that 
legitimacy in order to exceed the limits of his formal powers and to 
place undue pressures on the government.40 This risk may increase,, 
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dangerously in a context like Latin America if the president is head 
of the armed forces. In the French system, the president also has 
important powers concerning defense and foreign relations. These 
enhanced presidential powers create ambiguities in the division of 
responsibilities between the president and prime minister, not only 
because the president has the power in these areas but because they 
are impossible.to separate completely from areas such as economic 
management and internal security, which belong to the prime min
ister. In social contexts less politically civilized than France, this 
confusion of roles may be a serious cause of political tension. 

This sort of confusion can be overcome in a mixed system in 
which the functions of head of state and chief of the government are 
sharply separated. The head of state only receives symbolic func
tions or powers transcending day-to-day politics. In a mixed system, 
the head of state is appointed by a special majority of parliament, 
while the head of government is popularly elected. The popular elec
tion of the head of government does not prevent parliament from 

~ 

voiding the election by censuring or dismissing the head of govern~ 
ment. This creates a problem for the system, since the popular legiti
macy enjoyed by the head of the government may conflict with the 
threat of parliamentary censure. It seems that popular sovereignty 
is frustrated if the official elected by the voters to head the govern
ment can be dismissed by a parliamentary scheme. The way out of 
this difficulty is to require parliament to subject itself to new elec
tions if it brings down the government. Similarly, if the president 
dissolves parliament, he or she would be obliged to resign and be 
exposed to a new election. In this way, the coordination between the 
two organs of popular sovereignty and the integrity of popular will 
is preserved, since the electorate is the final arbiter of the conflict 
between its representatives. 

Clearly, questions related to the best form of government are 
highly speculative and depend to a great degree on the historical, 
sociological, and cultural features of each context and on empiri
cal data concerning the functioning of these different arrangements. 
The main point of the exercise undertaken in this section, however, 
is to answer this important question: Why does the democratic pro
cess produce such unsatisfactory results from a moral point of view? 
These results may well be explained by the fact that the system of 
government chosen is not the best for promoting, preserving, and 
reflecting the popular understanding that may be reached through 
a process of collective deliberation, even when the process itself is 
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not significantly distorted. In turn, this discussion reveals that the 
weakening of the epistemic quality of democracy, a reality of mod
ern political life, may be partially overcome if cautious but signifi
cant institutional transformations are undertaken. 

The Use of an Entrenched Constitution 

The temporal dispersion of sovereignty also affects the epistemic 
quality of the democratic process in light of the problem posed by the 
present binding power of decisions taken in the past. It is clear that 
majoritarian decisions acquire a democratic deficit with the passage 
of time. As the interests of people change and the people themselves 
change, there is a progressive weakening of the presumption that the 
prior decision reflects a SC?lution in which the interests of all those 
concerned were considered. With time, the prior decision no longer 
reflects new interests of people or the interests of new people. 

Since we cannot have an "instantaneous democracy" that adapts 
decisions to the continuous emergence of new people and interests, 
we must rely on some idea of tacit consent that could explain how 
decisions taken in the past bind people in the present. If the earlier 
decision is not reversed, one can assume that there is a majority in 
favor of it, or at least in favor of not bearing the cost of changing 
the situation. This assumption vitally depends on it being easy for a 
majority that opposes the status quo to change it. Therefo_re, the re
quirements of special majorities should be avoided. It also follows 
that there should be procedures to help people evaluate past deci
sions in terms of current interests. This goal could be achieved, for 
instance, by a procedure by which courts could request legislatures 
to reconsider old pieces of legislation that appear on their face to be 
particularly unjust. 

There are strong arguments justifying the binding power of past 
majoritarian d~cisions on present majorities. Stephen Holmes has 
expressed the idea that constraints on majority rule adopted in the 
past can actually expand the power of present majorities in cer
tain ways.41 . One way consists in undertaking a voluntary precom
mitment. Consider the autopaternalism practiced by Ulysses, who 
bound himself to the mast in order to resist the lure of the Sirens. As 
Holmes himself says, however, one should be careful in extending to 
a collective group a conceptual framework that applies to one per
son. After all; the majorities are formed at different moments by dif
ferent people, and thus it is hard to speak of autopaternalism. Some 
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cases of heteropaternalism could be justified, however, where there 
is a risk that a person's unconstrained will would harm her own sub
jective interests. Still, it is difficult to imagine the risks to which a 
present majority is subject that explain why its decisions should be 
constrained by a decision taken by another majority at an earlier 
time which did not face the same risks. In his explanation, Holmes 
resorts, like Ackerman, to the alleged superior quality of the ma
jority's decision as expressed in the constitution. This explanation, 
as I have already indicated, is dubious in light of the democratic de
ficiencies arising from the simple fact that a constitution enables a 
group in power in the past to bind a present majority. 

Holmes makes a more persuasive argument when he points out 
that not all decisions may be taken at once. Therefore, present deci
sions must be taken on the basis of some past decisions. He states: 
"It is meaningless to speak about popular government apart from 
some sort of legal framework which enables the electorate to have 
a coherent {\rill. For this reason, democratic citizens require co
operation from regime..;founding forefathers. Formulated somewhat 
facetiously: without tying their own hands, the people will have no 
hands. Decisions are made on the basis of pre-decisions." 42 Despite 
the intuitive power of this appeal to the need to decide within cer
tain parameters established in the past, the basis of the argument is 
rather obscure. Why cannot the present majority decide everything? 

For democracy to have epistemic value, its procedures must 
allow for discussion and majority decision. It is unclear why a past 
majority is ·in a better condition to establish the right procedure. 
While there is no majority rule without first establishing a correct 
procedure that makes certain decisions authoritative, there is no 
way to entrench that procedure without questioning the authority 
of the majority to decide what is best. If one believed that the proce
dure established in the constitution was right, one would celebrate 
the fact that no simple majority could reform it. Similarly, if one be
lieved .it to be wrong, one would regret the inability of the majority 
to reform it. 

The appeal of Holmes's argument may well be a product of other 
circumstances that I discussed earlier in connection with MacCor
mick's understanding of the constitution as a convention. There I 
acknowledged that no majority enjoys authoritative power unless it 
is part of a collective practice. Even today's constitution only repre
sents one successful effort among others that have failed to establish 
that collective practice: A majority by itself cannot always establish 
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a new practice, and it must often rely on the existing practice to be 
able to rule. Similarly, the majority, unlike a monarch or aristoc
racy, is not an individual or a set of individuals. Rather, the majority 
is an abstraction which is formed by different sets of hands raised 
in answering different questions. Some of the people whose hands 
made a majority for one question could be in a minority for another 
issue. People can also vote differently if an issue is joined with other 
issues. In addition, a majority may change because people change or 
their ideas or interests change. An equilibrium must be achieved that 
both allows for shifting majorities (since no majority should domi
nate other majorities) andprovides for stability so that the majority 
is not frustrated. Moreover, insofar as democracy protects interests 
that can be justified on the basis of impartial principles, its function
ing should take into accou:nt the fact that interests are not instanta
neous but extend into time. Many interests are for things to happen 
in the future. It is therefore to everyone's advantage that once those 
interests have been legitimized by public discussion and majority 
decision, society guarantees their fulfillment despite the change of 
people and their interests. 

These observations preclude any sharp advice. Since there are 
no conclusive theories presently about the weight of past decisions 
and the justification for entrenching them, the best one can do is to 
proceed with caution. I would not recommend, for instance, making 
the procedure for constitutional reform the same as for normal law. 
At the same time, I would certainly adopt a less rigid procedure for 
amendment than the ones used in the constitutions of the United 
States and Argentina.43 

One might argue that my view of democracy is utopian in the bad 
sense, since modern democracies do not display the institutional 
features which are required by the epistemic theory of democracy. 
But this is notthe case. Imperfect as they are, current democracies
mainly in Western Europe-display to a considerable degree the fea
tures of open and free discussion and popular participation that pro
vide majority decisions with epistemic quality. Certainly, the degree 
to which they possess those features is incomparably higher than 
in other systems throughout the world. Still, distinctions should be 
made among these democracies, depending on how far they fall 
from the· i;nformal practice of moral discussion, and the epistemic 
theory of democracy indicates the scope and direction of reform. 

Once we acknowledge a certain degree of utopianism-be it 
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legitimate-we must ask about the strategy of change. How can we 
get the historical constitution closer to the ideal? Along with formal 
and explicit reforms of the institutional design-which can be very 
difficult to achieve-o1,1r attention swiftly turns to the judiciary. We 
look to the judiciary to recognize a better system of rights or a better 
organization of power. This, however, places courts in the throes of 
a terrible tension. Courts must balance the claims of the historical 
constitution and those of the ideal one, and they must also balance 
the two features of the ideal constitution- respect for democratic 
procedures and enforcement of substantive rights. In the next chap
ter, I will examine this challenge and ask how judges should act in 
promoting deliberative democracy within the framework of a com
plex constitution. 



Chapter Seven 

e o o o o e e e e 

Judicial Review in a 

Deliberative Democracy 

The power of courts to review the constitutionality of legal norms 
enacted by democratic organs is one of the central features of con~ 
stitutional or liberal democracies. The idea was introduced by Chief 
Justice John Marshall's opinion in the famous United States case 
of Marbury v. Madison. 1 The doctrine expanded in a similar form 
to many Latin American countries. For instance, it was accepted in 
Argentina for the first time by the Supreme Court in 1887 in the case 
known as Sojo. It came to Europe after World War I in the Austrian 
and Weimar constitutions of 1918 and 1919 in the form a special 
constitutional tribunal (largely the creation of the philosopher Hans 
Kelsen). Following World War II, ideas of judicial review returned to 
the Continent again, embodied in varied forms in almost all the con
stitutions of the era, including those of Italy, West Germany, France, 
Portugal, and Spain. 

Notwithstanding its crucial place in defining a constitutional 
democracy, the justification of judicial review is rather mysteri
ous. This mystery is attested to by the number of works devoted to 
the subject. Judges, particularly those in higher courts, such -as a 
supreme courtor a constitutional tribunal, do not generally enjoy a 
direct democr~tic origin, since they are not elected by popular vote 
but are appointed. Furthermore, these courts are not typically sub-
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ject to a periodic renewal of their mandate, nor do they respond 
directly to public opinion and discussion. The supreme courts in the 
North American style-the model for most Latin American coun
tries-consist of rnern~ers chosen by the president, sometimes with 
confirmation of the legislature, and enjoy life tenure, unless a jus
tice is impeached for misbehavior. The constitutional tribunals of 
the European style are made up of persons who are appointed by 
political bodies and remain in their position for a specific period, 
generally a quite extensive one. While the European courts may have 
a closer connection with the democratic process, they still differ 
in significant ways from legislative bodies or heads of government. 
Therefore, in both the American and European systems of judicial 
review, doubt arises as to why the judiciary-this aristocratic organ 
-should have the last word in determining the scope of individual 
rights, conflicts of powers between the branches of government, and 
the rules regarding democratic procedures. Such an important role 
for judges chall~nges the traditional view of a division of powers 
where judges simply apply the decisions of the democratic organs, 
without analyzing the merits of such decisions.2 Alexander Bickel 
labeled this problem uthe counter-majoritarian difficulty of judicial 
review." 3 

In the last chapter, I suggested that deliberative democracy is the 
best procedure for understanding and realizing individual rights. 
From this position, I argued that the ideal dimension of the consti
tution concerning rights could emerge from the ideal organization 
of power if this organization could ever be achieved in actual con
stitutional practice. Initially, it would seem that such a view would 
preclude all possibility for judicial review in light of the democratic 
deficit characterized by the judicial branches of most liberal democ
racies. This democratic deficit is greater in the United States system 
than in the Continental European one, placing judges in the United 
States in an even weaker epistemic position than institutions more 
directly tied to the democratic process to determine the scope and 
hierarchy of individual rights, but it is present everywhere. 

While the. majority may, and often does, infringe on the rights 
of individuals or of minorities, there is no guarantee that isolated 
individuals, such as judges, are not similarly tempted, unless their 
interests happen to coincide with the minority whose rights are in 
jeopardy. When judges have no direct democratic origin, their" de
cisions do not enjoy the epistemic value that accrues to the demo
cratic process. A judge's perspective is limited to those persons di-
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rectly affected by the conflict being adjudicated, excluding some 
of the people who might be affected by the conflict. The judge is 
entirely alien to the dispute. While noninvolvement enables impar
tiality when the conflict encompasses only a few people, it is impos
sible to achieve impartiality when the conflict involves the interests 
of a multitude of individuals, whose experiences are very different 
from those of the judge. 

The common view that judges are better situated than parlia
ments and other elected officials for solving questions dealing with 
rights seems to arise from an epistemic elitism. It assumes that in 
order to arrive at correct moral conclusions, intellectual dexterity 
is more important than the capacity to represent vividly and to bal
ance impartially the interests of all those affected by a decision. It 
is understandable that sch~lars who celebrate the marvels of judi
cial review should identify themselves more closely with judges than 
with politicians and, thus, are inclined to think, as Michael Walzer 
remarks, that what they deem to be right solutions-their own
would be more readily obtained by judges than by politicians.4 

The impression that the democratic process cannot satisfy all the 
requirements of the ideal constitution of rights is so strong, how
ever, that judicial review cannot be dismissed with only a cursory 
invocation of the merits of deliberative democracy. In what follows, 
I shall analyze the claim that the argument on behalf of judicial re
view follows as a matter of pure logic. If this proved true, it would 
preclude all other normative considerations. However, I ultimately 
find the logic not as convincing as it appears upon first examination. 

The Supposed Logical Necessity of Judicial Review: 
Marshall's "Logic" and Kelsen's 11Problem" 

·The clearest. ground for judicial review was probably advanced at 
the moment of its invention by Chief Justice Marshall in Marbury v. 
Madison. Marshall's arguments for judicial review exhibit such a 
pristine clarity and overwhelming cogency that one is tempted to 
speak of Marshall's Illogic." It is still fascinating to study the adept 
way this military man deployed subtle conceptual distinctions-con
cerning the validity of norms and different normative strata-that 
only much later were elucidated by scholars of considerable philo
sophical sophistication such as Hans Kelsen. 

The logical structure of Marshall's reasoning in Marbury vs. Madi
son can be displayed along the following lines: 
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Premise 1: The duty of the judiciary is to apply the law. 
Premise 2: When there are two contradictory laws, the applica

tion of one of them excludes that of the other. 
Premise 3: The constitution both is the supreme law and defines 

what other norms are law. 
Premise 4: The supremacy of the constitution implies that when 

it is in conflict with a norm enacted by the legislature, the latter 
ceases to be valid law. 

Premise 5: If premise 4 were not true, the legislature could modify 
the constitution through an ordinary law, and thus the constitution 
would not be operative in limiting that legislature. 

Premise 6: The legislature is limited by the constitution. 
Premise 7: If a norm is not a va.J.id law, it lacks binding force. 
Conclusion: If an enactment of the legislature is contrary to the 

constitution, it is not binding upon the judiciary. 

This reasoning seems to to indicate that judges should not apply 
legislative enactments contrary to the constitution. This rule would 
apply to any legal system where a constitution is recognized as 
supreme. Similarly, if judicial review does not exist-as in the British 
legal system-this logically implies that the system lacks either a 
written or unwritten constitution! This "logical necessity" of judi
cial review has rarely been touched upon by constitutional lawyers, 
who instead have devoted their energies to the legitimacy of that in
stitution. Yet, if Marshall's ulogic" is cogent, the effort to explain its 
legitimacy would be a waste of time, since logical necessity does not 
need a normative justification . 

. Upon further examination, however, I believe that Marshall's 
11 logic" is not so valid. The flaws are subtle, so I will try to identify 
them through an analysis of the ideas of Kelsen when he constructed 
a conceptual scheme similar to Marshall's. This comparison seems 
partially appropriate, since Kelsen, like Marshall, greatly influenced 
the introduction of judicial review in the European legal tradition. 

Kelsen is well known for analyzing the structure of a legal system 
through the image of a pyramid.5 At the top of the pyramid is the 
famous Grundnorm, or basic norm, which grants validity to the posi~ 
tive norms or laws at the next tier. In turn, these norms -let us sup
pose they are part of the historical constitution of a country-grant 
validity to the further norms enacted in conformity to the prescrip" 
tions concerning the source, procedure, and content of the former 
norms. Assuming that these further norms are legislative statutes, 
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the statutes determine the validity of other lower norms enacted in 
conformity to them-such as administrative decrees and municipal 
ordinances. Finally, the basis of the pyramid is constituted by par
ticularized norms, such as those embodied in administrative orders, 
judicial decisions, and contracts. All of this assumes that norms at 
the lower tiers of the pyramid are enacted in conformity with the 
prescriptions of general superior norms or laws. If a prescription 
is enacted without following the requirements established by valid 
higher norms of the system, it is not a valid norm of that system.6 A 
law is valid for Kelsen if it "exists as such," has '(binding force", and 
belongs to the legal system? 

When Kelsen deploys this conceptual structure to deal with con
flicts of norms or laws that sit on different levels of the pyramid (such 
as the case of unconstitutional statutes or illegal ordinances), he 
meets a quite serious difficulty. We may call this difficulty "Kelsen's 
problem." From all I have said, it would seem that if a statute contra
dicts a higher norm, it lacks validity. In Marshall's theory, the statute 
would not exist as law, since it would not belong to the legal system. 
Nevertheless, Kelsen, unlike Marshall, perceived that this does not 
accord with the phenomenology of legal thinking. There are many 
statutes, for instance, which objectively contradict constitutional 
clauses, but ate nevertheless considered by jurists to be valid and 
binding laws. This occurs, for instance, before the laws are declared 
to be unconstitutional by a final judicial judgment. Sometimes, an 
act may be considered unconstitutional only in the situation in 
which it was so declared. The courts may also be mistaken, declaring 
constitutional a statute which obviously is not, or giving effect to a 
law in a legal system where there is no procedure for judicial review. 

Certainly, some facets of Kelsen's problem should be distin
guished from others. For instance, if there is no procedure for de
claring the constitutionality of a statute, the supremacy of the con
stitution may be put in doubt. This problem can be. solved easily. 
Moreover, when a judge or the superior court commits a mistake 
as to the constitutionality of a statute, the epistemological problem 
arises about who determines and how that constitutionality is de
termined in an objective manner. Nevertheless, taken as a whole, 
the situations identified by Kelsen show that the notion of legal va
lidity and normative hierarchy underlying the logical argument for 
judicial review do not seem to coincide with the common view pre
supposed in legal thinking. For instance, one may believe that the 
Georgia statute declaring homosexual acts among adults as punish-
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able goes objectively against the liberty protection of the Fourteenth 
Amendment. However, it is quite different to believe that the statute 
has no binding force, since the Supreme Court in Bowers v. Hard~ 
wick declared such a statute constitutionaLS Most lawyers would not 
believe that imprisonment under that statute constitutes an illegal 
kidnapping, even if they believed the statute to be objectively uncon
stitutional. 

Kelsen resorts to two theoretical devices in order to try to solve 
his problem. The first consists in adopting a subjectivist approach 
toward the validity of legal norms, maintaining that validity depends 
on a declaration by judges. This a highly unfortunate theoretical 
move: If the validity of a legal norm depended not on the objective 
satisfaction of the conditions established by a superior norms but on 
a judicial declaration, tha concept of validity would not be available 
to the judges themselves to justify their own decision about whether 
to apply a legal norm. As Joseph Raz says, Kelsen has confused the 
question of whether a law or legal norm is valid (and whether the 
decision of a judge to apply it is correct) with the fact that a deci
sion of a judge, correct or not, has binding force and constitutes res 
judicata. 9 

Kelsen offers a second theoretical device-the alternative tacit 
clause-to solve his problem. It posits that if ordinary legal think
ing considers, under certain circumstances, a statute to be valid and 
binding despite the fact that it contradicts a valid superior norm, we 
must be assuming that, in addition to the express provisions of the 
higher law, there is a tacit clause thatwould authorize the adoption 
or enforcement of the lower norm despite the contradiction with 
the higher one. According to this view, higher norms include a dis
junction: One of its terms is the explicit stipulation of conditions 
for the enactment of lower norms and the other is a tacit authoriza~ 
tion to enact norms without complying with the former conditions. 
Kelsen makes clear that the legal system generally privileges the ex
plicit text, establishing sanctions or nullification procedures when 
the inferior norm or law departs from it. But an inferior norm's con
formity with the tacit clause of the higher norm explains why the 
lower norm is considered valid even when it infringes on an explicit 
provision of the higher norm. 

Unless properly qualified, Kelsen's device of the alternative tacit 
clause is clearly unacceptable, for it would require us to suppose 
that a <;:onstitution authorizes a state to enact statutes no matter 
what their content. Given the interdependence of procedure and 
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substance, the alternative tacit clause would encompass not only 
the substance but also the procedure and the authority established 
by higher norms. Thus, according, to Kelsen's proposal, any norm 
or law enacted by anybody, through any procedure and with any 
substance, would be a valid norm of any legal system, since its en
actment would be authorized by the tacit clause of any norm of 
competence in that system. 

The origin of Kelsen's error has been identified by Eugenio Buly
gin.10 According to him, there are two meanings of 11Validity" that 
Kelsen does not correctly distinguish and that are relevant in the 
case of norms that contradict the requirements of a higher norm. 
One meaning of '\ralidity" refers to membership of a nann to a legal 
system, and the other to the obligatory nature of the nann in question. 
A norm may not belong to th~ legal system, and it may be, in certain 
cases, obligatory according to norms of that very system. Consider, 
for instance, laws of a foreign legal system which, according to pri
vate international law, are obligatory in certain cases. The same is 
the case, according to Bulygin, of unconstitutional statutes: They 
are invalid in the sense that they do not belong to the legal system, 
since they do not satisfy the conditions for their enactment estab
lished by norms of the system. Nevertheless, they may be obligatory 
if they are not nullified in the way established by the same system. 

Kelsen's confusion is deeper than that attributed to him by Buly
gin, however. In my opinion, it stems from the fact that Kelsen is not 
fully aware that his dominant concept of validity is not that of mem
bership of a nann to a legal system but that of the specific existence of 
nonns or binding force. 11 Under my view, a norm is valid when and 
only when one should do what the norm prescribes. In other words, 
the norm is valid when we are allowed to go from describing the fact 
that some authority has prescribed "x should be done" to the nor
mative proposition that x should be done. 

To some extent, Kelsen recognizes this sense of validity when he 
posits the basic norm, for it allows us to describe legal reality as a 
genuine normative phenomenon and not as a mere sequence of ac
tions of prescribing. When a norm is valid, in the sense that it has 
binding force, its binding quality is established and the norms that 
it prescribes should be obeyed or applied even when enactment of 
those norms i$ _not authorized. But the idea of membership of a 
norm or law in a.legal system requires that the enactment of the 
norm be authorized. by another norm also belonging to the system. 
Therefore, the central concept of validity in Kelsen's theory- that 
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of binding force-is not coextensive with that of membership of a 
norm in a legal system, since there are binding norms for a cer
tain legal system which do not belong to it. When Kelsen confronts 
the critical case of unconstitutional statutes-which indicates that 
there are valid and binding norms or laws which do not belong to a 
legal system-he argues that the higher norms tacitly authorize the 
enactment of those binding norms (which thus would belong to the 
system). 

Speakiqg more generally, I believe the resolution of 11Kelsen's 
problem" shows the flaw in "Marshall's logic." Just because the en
actment of a statute did not satisfy the conditions established by the 
constitution does not necessarily mean that the statute is not valid 
in the sense of obligation or binding force. The legal system may 
include norms that make it, under certain conditions, obligatory to 
observe and to apply unconstitutional statutes. In fact, even legal 
systems that widely accept judicial review-such as in the United 
States and Argentina-routinely require application of unconstitu
tional statutes that have yet to be d~clared as such, either because 
of judicial mistakes or because the right case has not yet come to 
court. In the Argentine legal system, statutes that have been declared 
unconstitutional may well be applied and relied, upon in those situa
tions outside the context where it was declared invalid. Admittedly, 
Kelsen's notion of the alternative tacit clause tries to cope with this 
phenomenon, but there are three differences between Kelsen's idea 
and my position. 

First, norms granting validity to the unconstitutional enactments 
do not authorize those enactments but merely declare that there is 
an obligation to apply and observe the resulting rules. Second, these 
norms are not necessary components of every legal system but are 
only contingent parts of some systems. Although they generally have 
not been explicitly enacted, these norms, rather, are generated in a 
customary way. They may or may_ not exist in a system. If they do 
exist in a system, their content may vary widely. Third, a norm re
quiring application of an illegal enactment might consider all laws 
obligatory regardless of their substance or procedure through which 
they were enacted. In fact, such norms usually require that the norm 
in question satisfy, along with negative conditions of not being de
clared unconstitutional by the appropriate court, certain affirmative 
conditions-specifically, that the norm in question should enjoy a 
certain ((color or appearance of legality." 12 For an unconstitutional 
statute to be obligatory until declared as such, its unconstitution-
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ality should not be extremely gross and evident but should maintain 
some minimum appearance of satisfying the established conditions 
for enacting norms of the legal system. 

Let us go back now to Marshall. The foregoing discussion shows 
that just because a norm is not a "law of the system" (according to 
the conditions established by the constitution), it does not follow 
that the norm could not be obligatory according to tacit, but contin~ 
gent, clauses of the very same constitution. Just as Marshall surely 
would accept that this is the case when the Supreme Court has 
wrongly declared a law constitutional or before it has declared the 
law unconstitutional, those tacit clauses of the constitution could 
well establish that judges, or even the Supreme Court itself, are 
obliged to apply the law until it is either abrogated by the organ that 
enacted it or declared unconstitutional by a different political body. 
The first occurs in England and occurred in the traditional French 
system before the Constitutional Council was introduced. The sec~ 
ond system, involving the use of a different political body, is closer 
to the current European model. 

Therefore, Marshall's ((logic" breaks down between premises 4 
and 7 of my reconstruction of his argument. The supremacy of the 
constitution implies that a law contrary to it is not valid, as premise 4 
states, insofar as '11Valid" means membership to a legal system. If, on 
the other hand, "valid" means that the application of and obedience 
to the law is obligatory, it may be true that a law contradicting the 
constitution is valid. The denial of premise 4-the proposition that 
a law contradictory to the constitution is not valid-does not neces~ 
sarily mean, as premise 5 states, that the constitution does not limit 
Congress and that Congress could modify the Constitution by an 
ordinary law. Congress may indeed be prohibited by the Constitu~ 
tion from enacting certain laws. Still, if Congress violates this prohi~ 
bition, the application and observance of the law by the courts and 
the citizenry may well be obligatory until Congress itself abrogates 
this law or the Supreme Court acts. Hence, Marshall's conclusion 
does not follow. It is not necessarily true that a law which contra~ 
diets the Constitution should not be applied by the judicial power. 
Rather, this decision depends on other norms implicit in the system 
that have been established for this sort of situation. 

Marshall might well reply that if a constitution requires judges 
to enforce statutes which contradict the constitution, that document 
no longer serves as an' instrument for limiting government but in
stead becomes an ordinary law that can be modified by those who 
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enact the laws. But this reply would confuse a logical problem with 
a practical one. It is logically possible that a constitution-like the 
customary British or former French constitutions-would prohibit 
the parliament from enacting certain norms, even when no organ is 
authorized to abrogate or nullify the norms that are enacted in vio
lation of that prohibition. Of course, one must suppose that there is 
another institution or procedure to resolve questions of unconstitu
tionality that do not involve judicial review. This procedure may be 
administered by a politicai organ or by direct appeal to the elector
ate, either by some formal institution (a plebiscite) or by a diffuse 
social understanding that would allow any citizen to disobey the un
constitutional law. 

Therefore, it is not true that a system which does not utilize judi
cial review is a logical impossibility or that such a system negates 
the supremacy of a constitution. Review is necessary, but it may not 
be judicial review. The power of judicial review is a contingent ar
rangement even when the system has a supreme constitution. 

Judicial Review as Logically Required by the Recognition 
of Rights and Democracy 

Even if the absence of judicial review is logically compatible with 
constitutional supremacy, it may not be compatible with our con
ception of an ideal dimension of rights and organization of power. 
While judicial review is not logically required by the notion of the 
constitutional supremacy, it might be required by recognizing an 
ideal constitution. 

-It is often said that the democratic process cannot be the last re
sort for the protection of individual rights, since the main function of 
rights is to contain majoritarian decisions and protect the interests 
of isolated individuals or minorities. The idea of a liberal democ
racy implies a limited democracy and insists that certain rights not 
be trespassed, even by majoritarian decisions. These rights can be 
protected by mechanisms-such as judicial review-that lie outside 
the political process. 

Ronald Dworkin makes this type of argument when he distin
guishes between policies and principles.B Policies define collective 
objectives-such as national defense or a clean environment-com
prising states of affairs the value of which is appraised in an aggre- · 
gative and not an individualized way. Principles establish rights that 
protect states of affairs the value of which takes into account distri-
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bution and individualization of the goods involved. Principles thus 
limit the pursuit of a collective objective. In this way, a reason based 
on a collective objective cannot override a reason based on a right. 
According to Dworkin, the rationale for making certain decisions 
through· the democratic process is related to policies, since that 
rationale refers to the need to balance diverse interests. On the other 
hand, this process does not apply to decisions made on the basis of 
principles, for they do not rely on a· balance of interests and in fact 
have an atemporal validity. Judges, according to Dworkin, should 
decide their cases on the basis of principles and not on the basis of 
policies. 

I think, however, that this vision of rights as limiting democ~ 
racy-as a logical matter-is not plausible. Rights admittedly protect 
individual interests, setting- forth barriers to considerations based 
on the interests of others or the social whole; it is entirely true that 
if I have a right to x, this right, by definition, cannot be displaced 
by the fact that the interests of the majority would be promoted if I 
were deprived of x. But from this proposition we cannot infer that 
rights are barriers to all majoritarian decisions. There is no logical 
inconsistency in stating that the only authority competent to recog
nize and enforce rights is a majoritarian one. While some may argue 
that majoritarian decisions benefit majoritarian interests, this is a 
factual and moral question, not one required by the logic of the con
cept of rights. 

Dworkin's thesis must be appraised on a moral and factual basis, 
not as a conceptual matter. It is to be noted, however, that Dworkin 
seems to assume that there is an ample space for the operation of 
policies that establish collective objectives without colliding with 
rights, a space which is occupied by the political process exempted 
from judicial control. This can well be questiqned if one supports
as I do-a robust theory of rights, according to which those rights 
can be violated not only by positive acts but also by omissions, since 
in this case rights occupy almost all the moral space, allowing very 
little room for policies and thus, according to Dworkin's thesis, for 
the unrestrained operation of majorities. Dworkin's thesis is also in 
tension with the view of democracy which conceives of it as deal
ing with intersubjective moral issues and not merely, as the opposite 
pluralist vision holds, as a process of aggregating interests.14 

One may think that judicial review is fully compatible with the 
recognition of the epistemic value of democracy since judges, when . 
enforcing the constitution, honor the popular sovereignty expressed 
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in that very constitution. This is a common argument which identi
fies the historical constitution with the highest expression of the will 
of the people, and therefore asserts that judicial review follows logi
cally from democratic legitimacy. But this argument breaks down, 
as we saw in Chapter 2, since most of the historical constitutions 
in force in different countries have not been enacted in a genuinely 
democratic way. Consider the constitutions of the United States 
and Argentina. Only a fraction of the population-white, mostly 
wealthy males-participated in the constitutional process. In those 
cases where the constitution has been enacted democratically- as in 
Spain- the durability of that constitution means that the democratic 
legitimacy fades with time, since the constitution may no longer ex
press a consensus about the way people would solve current social 
conflicts. 

To overcome these objections, some have resorted to a notion of 
tacit consent. According to this view, the fact that the constitution is 
not abrogated by modern society shows that it is acquiesced to by it. 
But, as Bruce Ackerman has noted, the very difficulty of the proce
dure for modifying an entrenched constitution makes one wonder 
whether its preservation really signifies majoritarian support. 

An alternative theory for establishing a suitable connection be
tw~en the value of democracy and judicial review would be to argue 
that the value of democracy requires certain preconditions. When 
judges interpret the constitution to prevail over ordinary legisla
tion, they are protecting those preconditions. This theory has two 
versions, one of which clearly fails, while the other is much more 
promising. 

rhe version that fails is the unsophisticated one which would 
treat any application of the historical constitution in order to nul
lify ordinary legislation as a way of preserving the preconditions of 
democracy. It is obvious, however, that many provisions of the his
torical constitution seem to be irrelevant to the epistemic value of 
the democratic process. Moreover, even when they are relevant, they 
may not be the best way of preserving those preconditions. There
fore, it seems that this strategy of argument leads not to the enforce
ment of the historical dimension of constitution but to that of an 
ideal one, which may or may not coincide with the former. 

The sophisticated version of the argument for judicial review 
based on the preconditions of democracy points, at least in the first 
stage, to the prerequisites for the dem<:>cratic process to enjoy epi-
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stemic value. Epistemic superiority is not something which accrues 
to the democratic process just because it is called udemocratic"; it 
depends on certain positive and negative conditions that the pro
cess must fulfill. Perhaps our intuition in favor of judicial review is 
associated with those situations in which those conditions are not 
satisfied, and consequently the political process-be it called It demo
cratic" or not-is no longer epistemically superior to the judicial 
process. In these instances, we may turn to the judiciary to estab
lish the conditions which endow the democratic process with epi-
stemic value. . 

Three Exceptions to the Denial of Judicial Review 

As a general matter, the epistemic theory of democracy calls judi
cial review into question. There are, however, three exceptions to 
this rule. Two of those exceptions are based on conditions that make 
democratic decisions epistemically reliable. The third is grounded 
on a condition that makes democratic decisions, whiGh are epistemi
cally reliable, efficacious. 

The First Exception: Strengthening the Democratic Process 

The democratic process is not a spontaneous activity but a prod
uct of rules. Those rules are not arbitrary but are designed to maxi
mize the epistemic value of that process. As discussed before, this 
value depends on several factors, including the breadth of partici
pation in the discussion by those affected by the decision ultimately 
taken; the freedom that participants enjoy to express themselves in 
deliberation; the equality of the conditions under which that par
ticipation is carried out; the satisfaction of the requirement that the 
proposals be properly justified; the degree to which debate is prin
cipled rather than the mere presentation of interests; the avoidance 
of frozen majorities; the extent to which the majority supports the 
decisions; the distance in time since the consensus was achieved; 
and the reversibility of the decision. The rules of the democratic 
process try to ensure that these conditions are met to the maximum 
degree possible in order to make the enactments of that process re
liable guides to J?Oral principles. 

The question arises, of course, as to who must ensure that the 
rules of the democratic process are adequately complied with. That 
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responsibility cannot be delegated to the democratic process, since 
the monitoring function would simply be influenced by noncom
pliance with the rules and conditions grounding epistemic value. 
Therefore, scholars such as John Hart Ely, who take quite seriously 
the countennajoritarian difficulty, conceive of the judiciary as a type 
of referee in the democratic process.15 The central mission of this 
referee is to see that procedural rules and conditions of the demo
cratic discussion and decision are satisfied. 

Why should the judiciary be in a better place than democratic 
bodies, even with the vices affecting their operations, to detect dis
tortions in the democratic system? The first reply to this objection is 
that, given that anyone can defer her moral judgment to that emerg
ing from a regularly conducted process of democratic discussion 
and decisio.n, anyone may determine whether the conditions which 
give epistemic value to the democratic process are satisfied and to 
what degree. The power of judges is nothing more than the power of 
any citizen who is in the predicament of applying a legal norm for 
justifying an action or decision and who, compelled by the structure 
of practical reasoning to resort to moral principles, must determine 
for herself whether the conditions are satisfied for relying on the 
democratic process to identify those principles. ):'herefore, judges
like anybody facing the predicament of applying a law to justify an 
action or a decision-have no alternative but to determine whether 
the collective process leading to that law has satisfied the conditions 
of democratic legitimacy, in the same way that they have no alterna
tive but to determine how the law originated. 

Second, since the intervention of the judges is by nature unidirec
tional, their activism in this respect is always directed to broadening 
the democratic process-requiring more participation, mo!"e free
dom of the parties, more equality, and more concentration on jus
tification. It would be unthinkable for a judge to nullify legislation 
on the ground that it was enacted through too broad a process of 
participation or with too much equality. Admittedly) judges may be, 
and often are, mistaken in their conclusions about the operations of 
the democratic system, but the overall effect of a procedural theory 
of judicial review is to promote the conditions granting the demo
cratic process its epistemic value. 

Many of these conditions involve a certain category of rights 
that comprise the ideal constitution. Those rights may be deemed 
a priori rights, since they are conditions of the validity of the demo-
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cratic process and their value is not determined by the democratic 
process but rather presupposed by it.16 These a priori rights ought 
to be, thus, respected by the democratic process as prerequisites to 
its validity. It is the mission of judges to guarantee that respect. 

Certainly, it is quite difficult to determine the range of a priori 
rights and to distinguish them from those rights that are established 
by the democratic process itself, the so-called a posteriori rights. 
Some a priori rights are obvious. For instance, active and passive 
political rights along with freedom of expression are clearly central 
to the minimum working of the democratic system. But these rights 
presuppose others which are even more basic, including protection 
from assault and from political restrictions on freedom of move
ment. These are preconditions for free participation in the demo
cratic process. 

The a priori status of other rights may be more controversial. 
Take the case of so-called social or welfare rights. I maintained in 
Chapter 2 that these rights are not antagonistic to classical indi
vidual rights but are the natural extension of them. A classical indi
vidual right, such as the right to life, is violated by positive acts 
but also by failing ·to provide the resources necessary to protect 
those rights, such as medical attention, food, and shelter. Once we 
broaden the.definition of individual rights, however, the counter
majoritarian difficulty of judicial review becomes much more dra
matic, since all political decisions may affect, by action or omission, 
an individual right. Even under the procedural theory, the scope of 
judicial review would be quite broad, given that social and economic 
conditions of individuals, such as their level of education, are pre
conditions for free and equal participation in the political process. 
But this simply provokes again the question of why judges should be 
in a better situation than those immersed in the democratic process 
to take extremely controversial decisions about the distribution of 
goods and the best social mechanisms to carry out that distribution. 

There is no algebraic formula to determine the content of a priori 
rights. Some goods are so fundamental to the proper working of 
the democratic system that if they are not provided, the democratic 
process will deteriorate so much that its epistemic value vanishes. 
If someone is starving, or very ill and. deprived of medical atten
tion, or lack~ all possibility of expressing his ideas through the mass 
media, the democratic system is harme,d in the same way as if he 
were disenfranchised. But we must be careful to limit the cases in 
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which we are prepared to interfere with the democratic system for 
its own protection. If we decide, for instance, that a specific distri
bution of goods is required as a precondition of the proper working 
of the democratic system, we prevent the system fTom having any 
say about the appropriate distribution. In the end, we could have 
a magnificent democratic system, from the epistemic point of view, 
which is only allowed to decide very few things. 

We must therefore confront this tension between the strength 
and the scope of the democratic process. The more we enhance its 
epistemic quality by expanding a priori rights to provide the goods 
ensuring freedom and equal participation, the range of matters to 
be decided by that democratic process becomes narrower. When 
some threshold concerning the a priori distribution is surpassed, 
the democratic system, through its tendency toward impartiality, 
may correct and improve itself by providing people with the precon
ditions for their equal and free participation. On the other hand, if 
that threshold is not reached, the weaknesses of the process will be 
magnified so that the partiality of solutions promoted by unequal or 
constrained participation will lead to further inequalities or limita
tions on the participation. 

While there is no exact formula for locating th~s threshold, there 
is a general guide that a judge, or for that matter anyone deciding 
whether to justify a decision on the basis of the law, must take into 
account. That decision maker must determine whether the vices of 
the udemocratic" system are so serious that its general epistemic re
liability is lower than that enjoyed by the isolated reflection of an 
individual. If the vices are that serious, the decision maker must act 
on the basis of his or her own moral judgment, both in order to 
solve the case at hand and to promote a course of action that can 
improve for the future the epistemic quality of the system (often the 
two things can be achieved by the same decision). Of course, there is 
no epistemic authority to guide one in deciding whether to defer to 
the epistemic ~uthority of the democratic system or to decide on the 
basis of his or her own lights. This decision about the best epistemic 
process for achieving just decisions must be taken in isolation. 

This exception to the general denial of judicial review requires 
some modification to an earlier conclusion. We have said that the 
ideal constitution of rights derives from the operation of a historical 
constitution adjusted to the requirements of the ideal organization 
of power. Yet there is an a priori set of rights implicit in the ideal 
organization of power which must be complied with by the histori-
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cal constitution in order to define the remaining part of that ideal 
set of rights. 

The Second Exception: Personal Autonomy 

The second exception to the denial of judicial review arises from 
a negative condition of the epistemic value of democracy. We have 
based the value of democracy on the greater reliability of the demo
cratic proc~ss, as compared with alternative methods of decisions, 
for arriving at morally correct solutions. This reliability obviously 
depends .on defining the validity or correctness of solutions in terms 
of impartiality or the equal contemplation of all interests affected. 

As we have seen, not all moral standards or requirements depend 
for their validity on the satisfaction of the requirement of impar
tiality. Consider the ideals of being a good patriot, a good soldier, 
or a responsible parent; of a life devoted to knowledge or beauty; of 
integrity and honesty; or of religious commitments. All these ideals 
can only tangentially be associated with the idea of impartialityP In 
The Ethics of Human Rights, and again in this book, I have distin
guished between two dimensions of morals.18 First, there is public, 
intersubjective or social morality, which consists of those standards 
that evaluate actions for their effects on the interests of individuals 
other than the agents. Second, there is private, self-regarding or per
sonal morality, which consists of those ideals of personal excellence 
or virtue that evaluate actions for their effects on the quality of the 
life or character of the agents themselves. 

As part of this second dimension of morality, we can infer from 
the general value of moral autonomy implicit in our practice of 
moral discourse the more specific, and unrestrained, value of per
sonal autonomy. This value consists of the free adoption of ideals of 
personal excellence and of plans of life based on them. An additional 
argument for this value of personal autonomy is provided by the 
self-defeating nature of any policy to impose personal ideals upon 
people. 

The validity of personal ideals does not depend on the satisfaction 
of the requirement of impartiality. Accordingly, collective discussion 
and decision are not substantially more reliable than individual re
flection and decision for arriving at morally correct solutions in this 
regard. Therefore, judges have no reason to subordinate their moral 
judgments to a democratic law that is based on personal ideals of 
virtue or excellence. Ther:e is no epistemic ground which would jus-
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tify such action. In these matters, only the judgment of the agent 
himself is relevant. Consequently, a judge, or any citizen who has a 
basis for conscientious objection, ought to revise and eventually set 
aside any perfectionist laws and other norms of a democratic origin. 

The most relevant basis for disqualifying a democratically en
acted law because of its perfectionist nature is the rationale upon 
which it was been enacted. The value of personal autonomy does not 
protect particular actions, but simply prevents those actions from 
being interfered with on the basis of certain reasons. The extreme 
example of the personal ideal is the situation where someone's ideal 
is to kill other people. The state or other individuals cannot interfere 
with that action because they object to the personal ideal on which 
it is based. The state can only interfere because this personal ideal 
also implies the adoption of an unacceptable intersubjective moral 
standard. The reason to set aside perfectionist legislation is that 
its real ground is the imposition of an ideal of human excellence. 
Consider laws punishing the possession of drugs even for personal 
consumption. If the genuine rationale of such a law is to protect un
willing third parties (even if the factual basis of this rati.onale was 
erroneous), the soundness of the legislation would be something to 
be discussed through the democratic process-not the judicial one. 
But judges could invalidate the law if its objective was to impose an 
ideal of perso.nal excellence. For these reasons, it is essential to con
sider the genuine reasons behind legal norms, since they determine 
the rationality of their application and constitutionality. 

This second justification for judicial review has implications for 
evaluating many controversial judicial decisions. It calls into ques
tion, for example, the ruling of the United States Supreme Court 
Bowers v. Hardwick. In that case, the Court upheld a Georgia statute 
based on perfectionist grounds that proscribed homosexual behav
ior. Always, the test should be whether the rationale underlying the 
legislative proscription-whether it concerns homosexuality or pos
session of drugs or divorce or exemption from military service-in
volves adhesion to a particular ideal of human excellence or whether 
the proscription only involves the adoption of some intersubjective 
moral standard. If the proscription involves the adoption of an inter
subjective moral standard, this proscription is only for the political 
process to determine and to correct. In such a situation, the pro
scription should not be addressed by the judiciary even when the 
proscription is wrong. 

By restricting the ideal constitution of power to intersubjective 
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moral matters, one may perceive the dominance of the ideal con
stitution of rights where the recognition of personal autonomy is 
concerned. The right not to be coerced on the basis of standards of 
personal excellence is thus a part of the set of a priori rights that 
condition the democratic process. 

The Third Exception: The Constitution as a Social Practice 

Unlike the first two exceptions, the third exception to the denial 
of judicial review is not based on the conditions for democracy's 
epistemic value. Instead, it is based on making those democratic de
cisions which have epistemic value more efficacious. The purpose of 
judicial review is to preserve the social practice or convention within 
which that decision operates, specifically, the historical constitution. 

Remember that what was wrong with the model of legal or prac
tical reasoning developed in Chapter 2 was the assumption that 
what must be justified is an individual action or decision instead of 
a collective practice or convention to which the agent must decide 
whether to contribute or not. In our case, the collective practice is 
the historical constitution which, once justified in the light of the 
ideal constitutions of rights and power, serves as a basis for justify
ing individual actions and decisions. But we saw that the two-stage 
reasoning must take into account what would be the most real
istic alternative for enforcing the ideal constitution of rights and 
powers if the historical constitution were dismissed. Sometimes, 
there would be much more frustration of the requirements of the 
ideal constitutions than if the morally unsatisfactory historical con..; 
stitution were enforced. Therefore, a <(second-best" type of ratio
nality is in order, and respect for the ideal constitutions of rights and 
power requires us to depart from some of their requirements. 

This contingency must be acknowledged by judges. A democratic 
decision may, even while satisfying the ideal constitution of power 
and of rights, seriously· undermine the convention that makes up 
the historical constitution. Consider the case in which the demo
cratic decision clearly infringes the text-the most salient aspect of 
the convention according to conventional rules of interpretation. 
That democratic decision may be impecc~ble from the point of view 
of the liberal. and participatory elements of constitutionalism, but 
it could run counter to the element that preserves the rule of law. 
While no right would be violated if the democratic decision were 
respected, the social practice constituted by the historical constitu-
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tion may be weakened, and as a result the efficacy of democratic 
decisions writ large may be undermined. In this situation, the judge 
may justifiably intervene to invalidate the democratic law to pro
tect the constitutional convention that grants efficacy to the demo
cratic decisions themselves. Typically, the judge in this way may be 
furthering the ideal constitution. Therefore, even when the judicial 
invalidation of democratically, enacted norms seems to weaken the 
ideal constitution, it actually preserves the possibility of enforcing 
the ideal dimensions of the complex constitution. 

Let me illustrate this use of the judicial power with a case from 
Argentina. In 1990, President Menem pardoned several military offi
cers who had been tried for human rights violations. But a conven
tional interpretation of article 86, section 6 of the Constitution of 
1853 would have precluded those pardons, since they had not yet 
been convicted. The constitutional text refers to pardons or commu
tations of upenalties" for federal crimes. These pardons did not di
rectly infringe on the elements of constitutionalism associated with 
the ideal constitutions of rights and power; no individual right was 
directly violated by those pardons.19 Moreover, Menem, who earlier 
had been elected by a wide majority, had probably more democratic 
legitimacy than Congress, which possessed the amnesty power, or a 
judge who could have acquitted the officers. In my view, however, 
such a frontal contradiction with the text-conventionally accepted 
as the coordination point of the constitutional convention-greatly 
weakened the continuity of the historical constitution and threat
ened the enforcement of the ideal constitution. Thus, an exercise of 
judicial review to nullify those pardons might well have been justi~ 
fied. · 

This third exception to the denial of judicial review creates an 
inherent dilemma. The nullification of a democratic enactment is 
done in the name of the ultimate enforcement of the ideal constitu
tions of rights and power. The immediate effect of that nullification, 
however, is to ignore the requirements of those constitutions, dis
missing a democratic decision and going against the ideal of partici
patory democracy, notwithstanding the epistemic presumption that 
its determination of rights is morally correct. Therefore, the judge 
must necessarily balance the immediate harm to the participatory 
and liberal ideals of constitutionalism vis a vis the harm that would 
be caused to those ideals if the constitutional practice were under
mined because a democratic decision infringed on it. 

Obviously, not all deviations from the historical constitution by 
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the democratic process are so harmful to its continuity as to justify 
overriding that process. Again, there are no exact formulas for re
solving this tension. Ultimately, it is question of judgment whether 
one is justified in restraining the operations of democracy not to 
promote democracy directly, as in the first case for judicial review, 
or to respect its limits,- as in the second, but to preserve a practice 
that lends efficacy to democratic decisions. 

Testing the Theory 

In order to test the adequacy of this theory of judicial review, 
let us examine briefly its implications for three of the most impor
tant constitutional cases ever resolved by the United States Supreme 
Court. These decisions are Griswold v. Connecticut, 20 Roe v. Wade, 21 

and Brown v. Board of Education. 22 

Griswold v. Connecticut 

In Griswold, a practically unanimous Supreme Court called the 
Connecticut statute penalizing the use of contraceptives by married 
people obnoxious, probably stupid, and even violative of the moral 
right to privacy. There was a general agreement that the statute vio
lated an ideal set of rights. Most of the Justices would have accepted 
this moral conclusion, because the statute ignored what I have called 
the value of autonomy of the person. The main disagreement among 
the Justices involved what to make of this conclusion. There were 
three main responses to the statute. 

For Justice John Harlan, this moral violation was enough to in
validate the statute. The vagueness of the Fourteenth Amendment 
required the Court to consider basic values and to intervene to pro
tect the fundamental rights that belonged to the citizens of all free 
governments. This view comports with my thoughts on the need to 
resort to those principles of social morality comprising the ideal 
constitution of rights. This is done when we decide to recognize a 
certain constitutional practice after confronting its indeterminacies. 
Justice Byron White agreed with this view, but believed also that 
invalidating a statute in light of fundamental rights must take into 
account the rationale of the statute and the instrumental relation
ship between the end of the statute and the means used to achieve 
that end. In this case, he tound the end sought objectionable. 

For Chief Justice Ea-rl Warren and Justice Arthur Goldberg, the 
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Connecticut statute ran counter to a right of privacy "older than the 
Bill of Rights." They believed this right could be found in the four 
corners of the United States Constitution. Warren thought that this 
right could be found in the penumbra of several amendments to 
the Constitution, such as the First, Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Ninth, 
which the Fourteenth applied to the states. This theory provided 
power to the Court without converting it into a superlegislature. 
Goldberg emphasized mainly the power of the Ninth Amendment, 
which, when combined with the Fourteenth, protected fundamental 
aspects of liberty. These Justices, thus, in the spirit of my argument 
of Chapter 2, resorted to the need to preserve the historical constitu
tion, in its conventional interpretation, as a ground for invalidating 
the statute under review. 

For Justices Hugo Black and Potter Stewart, the two lines of 
argument already outlined were not adequate. Black and Stewart 
agreed with Harlan and White about the moral right to privacy and 
the obnoxiousness of the statute but insisted that those views were a 
"subjective opinion." Using my language, they would have said that 
these opinions evince an epistemic moral elitism. They also rejected 
the appeal to the constit~tional convention, since it was extremely 
far-fetched to connect the right to privacy to riehts of free speech 
or association. In a spirit that recognized the epistemic value of 
democracy, they upheld the right of the legislative bodies to make 
this sort of decision, without being disturbed by the isolated reflec
tion of judges as to the acceptability of this law. 

Each of the three groups of Justices resorted respectively to a 
different component of the complex ideal of constitutionalism: the 
liberal dimension expressed by the ideal constitution of rights; the 
conventional dimension expressed by the historical constitution; 
and the participatory dimension expressed by the ideal constitution 
of power. Because I have indicated tensions between these three di
mensions of constitutionalism and the absence of any formula to 
solve them, one may believe there is no right answer in a case such 
as this. But this is no~ sp. 

First, it is important to realize that Justices Black and Stewart 
were plainly right in saying that there was no definite constitutional 
practice regarding privacy. The text or existing practice at that time 
was flexible enough to allow for many conflicting solutions. As I dis
cussed in Chapter 2, the vagueness of a constitution often produces 
indeterminacies when there are no conventional criteria of interpre
tation applicable. Justice Stewart's view about the historical origin 
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of the Ninth Amendment is debatable as a criterion for interpreting 
the text. Yet no other criterion seemed available. This was clearly a 
case in which the constitutional practice was unclear. 

Next, we can agree with Justice Harlan that the right to privacy 
is a fundamental right. As we saw in Chapter 4, the principle of 
personal autonomy informs the rights that are part of the ideal con
stitution. This principle is derived primarily from the prohibition 
against interfering with actions of individuals that do not harm other 
people, since such interference would violate the ideal of personal 
autonomy. A presupposition of our practice of moral discourse is 
that it is valuable for people to guide their conduct and attitudes by 
standards they freely accept. To prohibit the use of contraceptives 
is plainly an instance of perfectionism, since the rule would impose 
on people certain supposed virtues and would not be designed (as a 
legitimate paternalistic law) to satisfy subjective preferences.23 

Admittedly, we cannot impose our own judgment about moral 
truth. Justices Black and Stewart emphasized this, and a similar 
view is implicit in the positions of Justices Warren and Goldberg. 
To presume that we are in a better position than those affected to 
participate in balancing conflicting interests and in reaching an im
partial perspective from which moral rights are determined is, as I 
have said, a manifestation of epistemic elitism. Simply because the 
Justices of the Supreme Court are men and women of considerable 
wisdom and culture, they are not in a better position than those di
rectly responsible to the people whose interests are at stake to define 
the scope and hierarchy of their rights. 

The concern with epistemic elitism is not applicable, however, 
when the rights in question establish positive or negative conditions 
needed for the democratic process to have epistemic value. If those 
conditions are not satisfied, there is no reason for a judge, or any
body else) to defer to the result of a putative democratic process. And 
indeed, these conditions are not satisfied when laws are enacted on 
the basis of ideals of personal excellence; their validity has nothing to 
do with the impartial assessment of interests in conflict. The demo
cratic process has epistemic value because it involves a dynamic that 
verges toward impartiality but has no epistemic quality when deal
ing with issues in which validity does not depend on impartiality. 

The Connecticut statute is a perfect case of a law infringing a 
condition or li.mitation of the democratic system. No person has 
any reason to defer to the legislature of Connecticut when that in
stitution deals with defining an appropriate sexual life, in the same 
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way as when it purports to solve a scientific, philosophic, or reli
gious issue. The decision of the Supreme Court in this case is right 
not because of the reasons given by its members but because the 
Court's evaluation of what is right or wrong should not be limited 
by the outcome of the collective process of discussion and decision. 
The Court must enable the citizens to act according to the results of 
their own reflection, since they have no reasons to defer to what the 
majority decides, and because the Court has the duty to strengthen 
the epistemic value of the democratic process which requires that it 
operate within its proper limits. 

Roev. Wade 

In Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court invalidated a Texas statute 
that prohibited abortion except when medical opinion showed that 
the abortion was necessary to save the life of the mother. The Court 
established a trimester system, allowing increased governmental 
regulation of abortions as a pregnancy proceeded. 

Justice "?arry Blackmun wrote the opinion of the Court. He 
found that abortion involved a right of personal privacy located 
either in the Fourteenth Amendment's concept. of liberty or in the 
Ninth Amendment and concluded that the right to privacy was broad 
enough to encompass a woman's decision whether or not to termi
nate her pregnancy. The right of privacy itself was grounded on the 
constitutional practice established in cases such as Griswold. Black
mun recognized that the right of privacy with regard to abortion 
would be constrained if the fetus was understood to be a person, but 
he concluded that when the Constitution uses the word persons, it 
refers to those already born. He acknowledged that while one might 
try to defend the law against abortion on the ground of discouraging 
illicit sexual conduct, Texas did not resort to such an argument. He 
found some legitimacy in argument based on avoiding unsafe abor
tions but thought it overly broad. Blackmun also discussed argu
ments based on the need to protect prenatal life but rejected them 
ultimately as too contested to be the basis of a decision to limit the 
privacy rights of the motht::r. 

Blackmun did find, to some extent, that potential life was a legiti
mate competing interest to the mother's rights and that the state 
could protect it. He concluded that in the first three months of preg
nancy no compelling interests outweighed the privacy interest of the 
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mother, advised by her physician concerning the safety of an abor
tion. After that period, however, the state could regulate abortion 
procedures by taking into account the protection of the mother's 
health. In the last trimester, the state could regulate or even prohibit 
abortion in the interests of the potential of human life, limited by 
the state's need to protect the life and health of the mother. 

The concurring opinions of Justices Potter Stewart and William 
Douglas emphasized that the right of the woman to have an abor
tion was within the liberty granted by the Fourteenth Amendment. 
They acknowledged that the states retained the power to regulate 
liberty under their police power; but all exercises of the regulatory 
power had to be subject to careful scrutiny to determine whether 
they were used to advance legitimate interests. 

Justice Byron White dissented. He argued that the recognition of 
the right to have an abortion created a new constitutional right and 
removed power from the people and the states. According to him, 
the majority's decision meant that "the people and the legislatures of 
50 states are constitutionally disentitled to weigh the relative impor
tance of the continued existence and development of the fetus, on the 
one hand, against the impact on the mother, on the other hand." 24 

Justice William Rehnquist also concluded that the right to an 
abortion was completely alien to the Constitution's framers and in 
no way could be inferred from the text. He noted that most states
reflecting the views of the majority of their citizens-had enacted 
laws against abortion. This, he believed, demonstrated that the right 
to an abortion is not a right embedded in the fundamental values 
and traditions of society and that the Texas statute was not so un:
reasonable as to violate substantive due process. 

The constitutional practice was certainly indeterminate on the 
question of the right to an abortion. Either solution at the time of 
Roe would have been c.ompatible with the preservation of the his
torical constitution. While it is true that the right to privacy was 
established by cases like Griswold, the question here was precisely 
whether the autonomy of the mother is the only value to be taken 
into consideration or whether it should compete with some other 
value associated with the life of the fetu&. 

Notwithstanding this point about the historical constitution and 
abortion, a conflict arose between the ideal set of rights and the 
result of a legitimate democratic process. Justices White and Rehn
quist appealed. to the right of the people and the legislatures of the 
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states to decide these issues in a democratic way, while the majority 
appealed to the right of liberty, autonomy, or privacy of the mother 
as part of the ideal constitution of rights. 

In order to evaluate this conflict, it is necessary to ask our
selves whether a precondition of the democratic process is being 
ignored. Just because something is a right is not sufficient to remove 
that question from the democratic process and put it in the hands 
of nondemocratic officials. Justice Blackmun mentioned the possi
bility that the prohibition of abortion should be based on discour
aging illicit sexual relations or on medical reasons. He disregarded 
the former reason because it was not relied upon by the state, and 
he partially accepted the latter. If management of sexual relations 
had been the rationale of the statute, it would have to be invali
dated, in my view, for being openly perfectionist.25 The problem of 
the medical rationale is that it does not seem to be genuine, since 
abortions accomplished under proper care and conditions can be 
carried out with minimal risk to the mother. Furthermore, any risk 
can be undertaken by the woman with the proper degree of infor
mation. Besides, it is common knowledge that when abortion is Hie
gat women-particularly poor ones-undergo abortions regardless 
of much more dangerous conditions. Therefore .. paternalist expla
nations seem to conceal either perfectionist ones, which are illicit, 
or justifications in terms of the rights of the fetus. 

Contrary to Justice Blackmun's assumptions, it does not seem 
possible to avoid a position about the value of the fetus when deal
ing with the abortion issue. Justice Blackmun implicitly adopted a 
view about the fetus. His view necessarily concluded that the life of 
the fetus does not have a value to be protected with the same vigor 
as the value of the life of a born person, unless the fetus has reached 
the moment of viability. The question is not whether we can avoid 
taking a position about the value of the fetus, since we cannot. The 
question is whether the position m~st be taken through the collec
tive process of discussion and decision or outside of it.26 The issue 
is not whether to decide the value of the fetus but who must reach it 
with binding power over others. 

My position is this: The question of whether the fetus's life has 
the same value as that of a full person is an a priori question that 
must necessarily be solved as a precondition of the democratic pro
cess. The resolution of this issue determines who should act as a 
subject of the moral discourse constituting the democratic process. 
If the fetus has value, the courts should grant the same protection 
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to the fetus as to any other person. It would not be enough to reply 
that the mother1

S right to privacy or autonomy overrides the rights 
of the fetusP 

A statute that prohibits abortion would certainly be unconstitu
tional if it relied on a perfectionist rationale. But if the statute re
strained the autonomy of the mother on the basis of assigning value 
to the fetus, I might reach a different conclusion. While I would likely 
find the statute seriously objectionable, I cannot see how judges are 
in a better position than the democratic process to assess the com
parative values of the autonomy of the parents and that of the life of 
the fetus from an impartial perspective. 

In sum, the decision in Roe v. Wade should stand largely on ac
count of the perfectionist rationale of the Texas statute that was con
cealed behind paternalistic arguments. I acknowledge, however, that 
it would be very difficult to invalidate the Texas statute if it simply 
demonstrated a callous scorn on the part of the democratic legisla
ture for the autonomy of women. It is not outside the scope of the 
democratic process to compromise the autonomy of women to high
light the value of the fetus. Our indignation toward such a statute 
is comparable to the indignation toward policies that ignore funda
mental social rights in order to preserve property rights of the few. 
This indignation cannot justify thwarting the democratic process by 
some external intervention motivated by an epistemic elitist zeal. 

Brown v. Board of Education 

The decision in Brown v. Board of Education will only occupy us 
briefly since it is less theoretically intriguing than the other two de
cisions of tremendous political and moral importance. Chief Justice 
Earl Warren wrote for the Court and rejected the doctrine of 11Sepa
rate but equal" as applied to segregated public schools. The· result 
in Brown is hard to square with the historical constitution, since, 
following Plessy v. Ferguson, United States constitutional practice 
may well have permitted educational segregation.28 Yet I would say 
that even if segregation were part of constitutional practice, this is 
clearly a case where the constitutional practice is so contrary to the 
ideal constitution that one may justifiably depart from it even at the 
risk of undermining it. 

Warren asserted that education was one of the most important 
functions ot state and local government, and that segregated educa
tion harmed African Am_ericans by generating in them a feeling of 
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inferiority that retarded their intellect and development. This argu
ment is sound, but it is insufficient to justify the decision. It is not 
enough to say that a group of the population is harmed by the way 
a fundamental state service is provided in order to invalidate the 
democratic assessment as to how to provide that service. But the 
argument can be completed by noting that the democratic process 
itself is seriously ~ffected by a policy of educational segregation. 
Segregation impairs democracy. 

The impact of educational segregation on the democratic pro
cess stems from the fact that self-esteem and adequate intellectual 
development are preconditions for sound civic involvement. More 
important, segregation in the educational sphere precludes close 
contacts between different individuals and groups and the develop
ment of fraternal feelings necessary for the democratic system to 
obtainthe.tendency toward impartiality that is· the source of its epi
stemic value. As I have stressed throughout, the moral superiority 
of democracy over dictatorial systems of collective decisions is its 
greater tendency toward impartiality, due to the better possibility of 
knowing and assessing the interests of all the people affected. This 
ability is very seriously undermined if people are segregated from 
each other, particularly in their formative years, e'Yen in the unlikely 
event that the facilities are so equal that there is no harm to self
esteem and intellectual developn1ent. 

In sum, the real greatness of Brown therefore resides in the ca
pacity of the Court to understand a priori conditions for the working 
of the democ!'atic process. Only when these conditions are satisfied 
can the proce~s be adequate to require judges and others to defer to 
its re~ult. 

Judicial Review and Institutional Design 

After dissecting the institution of judicial review to reveal its logi
cal structure, I have tried to reconstruct this institution in a way 
that respects that logical structure. The result of that reconstruc
tion is a theory of judicial review which, I trust, is less alarming to 
legal convention than some of my initial conclusions must have led 
some to fear. Though I generally argue against the justifiability of 
judicial -review for laws originating through a democratic process1 

there are three ample exceptions to that denial. These ex~~ptions 
involve the determination of whether the law respects the precondi
tions of the democratic process; disqualification of laws grounded 
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on perfectionist reasons; and the examination of whether the law 
in question undermines the preservation of the morally acceptable 
legal practice. 

In constructing this theory, I have assumed an institutional de
sign according to which judges have only an indirect connection 
with the democratic process. But institutional designs may vary, 
requiring different options for the judiciary. For instance, a consti
tutional tribunal, in the European style, with members who are peri
odically renewed and chosen by different bodies that are representa
tive of popular sovereignty, maintains greater democratic legitimacy 
than a supreme court (as in the United States and Argentina) to 
carry out judicial review. It is also possible to consider procedures 
that would ensure that members of the higher courts which exercise 
judicial review could periodically receive support from the demo
cratic process. Such mechanisms should not create a dependency of 
the judiciary on those who exercise political power but would simply 
provide the judiciary with a wider basis of democratic support. 

Similarly, a wide variety of strategies are available to the judiciary 
when confronted with a claim implicating the unconstitutionality of 
a law. On many occasions, the optimal form of judicial intervention 
is not of an all-out invalidation of an unconstitutional statute or ad
ministrative order. Judges need not always push aside the results of 
the democratic process to promote measures they think are more 
conducive to the protection or promotion of rights. Rather, judges 
can, and should, adopt measures that will promote the process of 
public deliberation over the issue or a more careful consideration 
on the part of political bodies. 

For instance, some statutes lie in the zone between a priori con
ditions for the correct working of the democratic process and the 
determinations that must be made through that very process. In 
such a situation, institutional arrangements (such as those in the 
Canadian Constitution of 1982) might be fashioned by giving judges 
a ususpensive veto" over a law, which would give the legislature 
power to override the judicial judgment, but only after it undertook 
a new discussion and decision on the matter. We should also con
sider the possibility of a ruling of uunconstitutionality by omission," 
which would occur when the legislature failed to implement a con
stitutional prescription.29 In such a case, the highest court may be 
authorized to require the legislature (or a commission of it) to ex
plain the reasons for that omission and reveal whether there are any 
plans to overcome the deficiency. 
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Through such mechanisms, judges would have an active role in 
contributing to the improvement of the quality of the process of 
democratic discussion and decision, stimulating public debate and 
promoting more reflective decisions. This reconstruction of judicial 
review would also promote awareness in judges of the complex con
siderations they must assess in the discharge of their function. 

At its core, this conception of judicial review reflects the complex 
relationship b~tween deliberative democracy and the other two di
mensions of constitutionalism, that is, the recognition of individual 
rights and the preservation of a constitutional practice. A recogni
tion of the epistemic value of deliberative democracy entails a belief 
in the primacy of the process of collective discussion and majori
tarian decision over any other procedure for determining morally 
acceptable solutions to social conflicts, even those involving rights. 
But a nuanced-form of judicial review can ensure that the episte
mic results emerging from the democratic process will be combined 
with claims ensuing from the ideal constitution of rights and the 
historical constitution. 



Conclusion 
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The Tensions of a 

Complex Constitution 

The structure of constitutionalism is beset with internal tensions. 
These tensions have been revealed by the arguments in this book. 

We started by assuming that c?nstitutionalism reQ_yj_re§.JLdemo-
9.r.~.~~-~P-~~-~~~~ respec! for 1TI4hiduaLrights, and the preservation 
of an established lega.!.Pr.~~~-i~~ .!is first arti~tdated by _the historical 
constitutioli.-Aithe~~me time, we confronted the apparent superflu
ousness of the historical constitution for justificatory legal reason
ing, since justificatory reasoning ultimately relies· on autonomous 
reasons, such as those of the ideal constitution. These autonomous 
reasons justifY ·a.ction~-"a~-d~~isions regar'diess of the solutions pre
scribed by the historical constitution. In order to overcome this 
apparent paradox, we identified the historical. ~~~sii'iutio.n with a 
so~!ct,l~.QDYs;:_ntion. This convention originates in a certain historical 
context, may be materialized in a certain text, and 'is constituted by 
patterns ofactions and critical attitudes toward those patterns. 

The historical constit~tion, understood as a social practice or 
convention, includes the rules of recognition for the other rules of 
the legal system. But this .. fuct--;~pp~rt;·"'[t;-~;'ig~ifi.:;;ii~~~-·~;;Jy~~if~; 
p'urelyexte'it1al approach to it is adopted instead of an internal vision 
which considers the justification of actions and decision. The rele
vance of the historical constitution for that justification cannot be 
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provided by the communitarian value of tradition, or by the value of 
integrity, since all these considerations are objectionable as adopt
ing a holistic approach or relying too heavily on contingent social 
arrangements. 

The constitution as a social convention achieves relevance from 
the internal point of view of Justificatory reasoning if~~_£~~~ze 
that decisions of 2olitical ag,ents are not isolated i11dividual actions, 
bu~i.h~t th_~it' -;~~~iY··4~~i~e~ "from. ~--~y~t·~~--~-f -i~tert~ined actions, 
attitudes, and expectations. A judge's decision is no more than a 
contribution to a social practice constantly in flux and is operative 
insofar as it becomes a part of the network of conduct and atti
tudes comprising that practice. This practice or convention solves 
coordination problems on the basis ofcertain salient factors, such 
as a constitutional text which is generally observed. Thus, the rea
soning performed in the practice of justifying an action or decision 
involves a two-stage structure. The first stage requires us to evalu
ate the practice on the basis of autonomous principles, such as 
those conforming to the ideal constitution of rights. If this first stage 
allows us to justify the practice, it is necessary to go on to a second 
stage, in which we deploy the practice itself to make the necessary 
decision. 

By. reviewing the problems of interpretation, we realize that con
stitutional and legal practices are. not sufficient to determine un
equivocal results. There are several steps in the task of interpreting 
and applying the historical constitution where one must resort, even 
at the second stage, to considerations of social morality that com
prise the substantive ideal constitution. These considerations assist 
us in overcoming indeterminacies. The practice of which the histori
cal constitution is a part has a ''tiled" configuration, since it is first 
necessary to find support in previous decisions and actions when 
justifying other actions and decisions. In making a decision within 
the framework of the constitutional practice, it is then necessary to 
attempt to satisfy the principles of the ideal constitution. In tum, 
this effort assists in preserVing and perfecting the overall practice. 

By examining the assu.inptions underlying the social practice of 
moral discussion, we reach the principles of autonomy, inviolability, 
and dignity of the person. These principles of social morality exclude 
the t:dad of totalitarian conceptions constituted by perfectionism, 
holism, and normative determinism. The claims of equality are sat
isfied when we realize that the principle of inviolability of the person 
is infringed upon not only by positive acts but also by omissions that 
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cause harms. This process of extraction generates an ideal consti
tution of rights that is robust and based on goods necessary for the 
formation and exercise, in that order, of personal autonomy. 

It was also important to articulate, although in an unavoidably 
summary way, the specific rights recognized as part of an ideal sub
stantive constitution. These rights include the right to life; freedom 
of expression; freedom of conscience, liberal education, privacy and 
intimacy, personal property and work, commerce and industry; and 
the positive contributions ofthe state to guarantee equal autonomy, 
equal treatment, and freedom from illegitimate discrimination. The 
procedural guarantees for the above rights are also important-not 
only because it is in~rinsically important to discuss the bases for 
these rights, but also because they condition the relationship of dif
ferent elements of constitutionalism. For instance, the right to pri
vacy combines with the epistemic justification of democracy to limit 
the operation of the historical constitution. 

The ideal constitution of power is based on a justification of 
democracy that relies on the transformation of people's interests 
through the process of participatory discussion and majoritarian 
decision. That process gives an epistemic quality to democracy inso
far as it overcomes dispersion of sovereignty, the poverty of public 
debate, political apathy, and imperfect mediation. This approach to 
democracy has very concrete implications for institutional design. 
It prefers a more parliamentary form of government over a presi
dential one, decentralization of power to avoid the break-down of 
consensus, promotion of political participation by the citizens, and 
the democratization of the channels of public communication. The 
ideal constitution of power-to the extent that it is materialized in 
the historical one-leads to what should be the ideal constitution 
of rights. Therefore, at first sight, there seems to be no conflict be
tween the substantive and the procedural ideal constitutions, since 
the ideal constitution of power is, when realized, the most reliable 
way of gaining access to the ideal constitution of rights. The most 
important goal is, thus, to achieve the ideal constitution of power: 
deliberative democracy. 

This account of the participatory component of constitutional
ism does not appear to leave much room for judicial review. This is 
all the more true when it is shown that judicial review is not a logi
cal consequence of the -recognition of either the supremacy of the 
constitution or individual rights. However, in an epistemic theory of 
democracy, judicial review is legitimized as a means of insuring that 
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the conditions are present for giving collective participation an epi
stemic value. These conditions include the procedural requirement 
for the collective process of discussion and decision to generate a dy
namic toward impartiality. The first exception to the general denial 
of judicial review under the epistemic theory consists in insuring 
that these procedural conditions are met. The second exception con
sists in disqualifying democratic enactments based on perfectionist 
reasons. Since people have the right not to be interfered with on 
the basis of personal ideals, the democratic process lacks epistemic 
superiority when it is engaged in such questions. Finally, democratic 
decisions are not relevant and efficacious unless they are taken in 
the context of the historical constitution and the social convention 

··of which it is a part. This third exception to the denial of judicial 
review is aimed at preserving the constitutional practice, which in 
turn gives the democratic process significance and efficacy. 

Ultimately, the structure of justificatory reasoning leads us to the 
ideal constitution of rights. But the power of that ideal constitution 
to validate a historical one is conditioned by the fact that the ideal 
can be materialized only through an existing constitutional conven
tion. In order to know the substantive ideal constitution, we must 
know the ideal procedural constitution and to put this latter consti
tution into operation, we must rely on the historical or actual con
stitution of power. By implementing this particular constitution of 
power, we produce the actual constitution of rights. This last consti
tution presumptively coincides with the ideal constitution of rights 
as long as the actual constitution of power accords with the ideal 
constitution of power. In turn, the actual or historical constitution 
must. be interpreted by resorting at various stages to the ideal con
stitution. 

The complexity of tlie notion of constitutionalism is immedi
ately perceived. Three elements emerge from the analysis of this 
book and are ordered according to the sequence of considerations 
in justificatory legal reasoning. The first element to be considered in 
that reasoning is the a priori component of the ideal constitution of 
rights. Second, the ideal constitution of power must be considered, 
and we must evaluate whether the historical constitution of power 
conforms to the requirements of the ideal cohstitution of power, in
cluding its presupposition of an a priori ideal constitution of rights. 
The operation of the historical constitution indicates· presumptively 
the content of the a posteriori ideal constitution of power, includ-
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ing its presupposition of an a priori ideal constitution of rights. The 
operation of the historical constitution indicates presumptively the 
content of the a posteriori ideal of constitutional rights. The ideal 
constitutions must serve as parameters for justifying and interpret
ing the historical constitution so as to enable us to employ it for 
justifying individual actions and decisions. The justification of the 
historical constitution on the basis ofthe ideal ones is conditioned 
by the need to rely on a historical constitution in order to satisfy the 
requirements of the ideal constitutions. This creates a full circle in 
our analysis, since it means that the historical constitution will have 
an impact on the ideal ones. . 

The three elements of constitutionalism are in permanent and 
reciprocal tension. The tensions between rights and participatory 
democracy, on the one hand, and the preservation of the rule of law, 
on the other, are easy to perceive. All those who participate in a 
legal practice-judges, legislators, and even citizens-must achieve 
a permanent equilibrium between perfecting the practice accord
ing to the ideals of liberal democracy and preserving its continuity. 
Continuity must be preserved insofar as the legal practice is, in gen
eral, morally acceptable in securing the efficacy of the decisions, in
cluding the efficacy of those decisions seeking to bring that practice 
closer to moral ideals. Occasionally, it becomes sufficiently urgent 
to alter constitutional practice to maximize its moral legitimacy-
either in relation to the recognition of substantive rights or in rela
tion to the improvement of the democratic method-that one must 
risk the continuity of the practice. On other occasions, it is so im-. 
portant to prevent a break in the continuity of the practice that we 
must permit solutions that are less satisfactory from the moral point 
of view, although in the long run they are justified on the basis of 
other moral consideration. 

Initially, it may seem that a conflict.does not exist between indi
vidual rights and the democratic method under this theory. Demo
cratic discussion and decision making is the most reliable method of 
determining rights-more reliable than any other method, including 
the judicial process. But this initial impression is an illusion; con
flicts still emerge. For instance, the democratic method requires the 
satisfaction of certain preconditions to have epistemic value, such 
as freedom. of expression and equal liberty of political participation. 
These preconditions constitute rights that we have called a priori, 
since they are determined by Kant's transcendental method and 
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constitute presuppositions of an a posteriori moral knowledge. Rec
ognition of these rights is required for democracy to have epistemic 
value. What is considered a precpndition may be broadened enor
mously. In fact, all so-called social rights (which I have defended 
as natural extensions. of individual rights) might be seen as a priori 
rights, since their nonsatisfaction harms the proper working of the 
democratic process and its epistemic quality. 

As we attempt to satisfy preconditions of the democratic process, 
we expand its- epistemic value but at the same time reduce its scope. 
We face the danger of having an optimal method for deciding very 
few things, when we take away most questions from the scope of the 
democratic process as preconditions for its effective operation. If a 
judge, as a supervisor of the proper working of the democratic pro
cess, decides that a citizen must have adequate medical attention, 
lest her equal and free participation in the democratic process be 
prejudiced, the judge undoubtedly contributes to the better opera
tion of the democratic process. H9wever, the judge simultaneously 
takes away from democracy the power to decide how medical re
sources should be distributed. 

In light of this dilemma, it is necessary to achieve a highly delicate 
balance. First, we must determine an adequate scope for the demo
cratic decision-making method, hoping that the process can self
correct. Second, we must contemplate external intervention to pro
mote democracy's epistemic value when its vices are so entrenched 
and serious that they will be perpetuated without external interven-
tioa \ 

Ultimately, after the threshold is surpassed and democracy is 
able to make its much-needed self-corrections, each of the three ele
ments of constitutionalism-rights, democracy, law-may also find 
support from the others. The democratic process acts as the most 
reliable method of recognizing fundamental individual rights. In 
tum, respect for those rights promotes the epistemic value of the 
democratic procedure of discussion and decision. The continuity 
of the constitutional practice grants efficacy to the decisions taken 
through the democratic method, clarifying the rights recognized 
through that method. Additionally, the voice of public deliberation
the essential component of democracy-and respect for individual 
rights generate a deep consensus that promotes the continuity of the 
constitutional practice. 

Unfortunately, there is no exact science available to resolve the 
tensions among rights, democracy, and law. The challenge for all 
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those committed to the ideal of constitutionalism is to balance these 
three elements when they conflict. By seeking this balance, we seek 
to reach the threshold where vicious, debilitating, and mutual an
tagonisms convert themselves into virtuous, fortifying, and perhaps 
liberating support. 
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14. For further discussion of the problem of self-reference, see Carlos San
tiago Nino, La validez del derecho (Buenos Aires: Editorial Astrea, 1985), 69-68. 

15. This is especially pertinent in regard to the perverse doctrine of the va~ 
lidity of "de facto" legislation. Such rules cannot grant themselves validity, and 
if they are to be conceded validity, it must be on the basis of independent nor
mative considerations. This implies legitimizing them from a moral perspective 
and charging the regimes that enacted the rules with moral responsibility for 
their behavior. 

16. See Carlos Santiago Nino, El constructivismo etico (Madrid: Centro de 
Estudios Constitucionales, 1989), chap. 2 

17. Robert Alexy, A Theory of Legal Argumentation: The Theory of Rational Dis
course as Theory of Legal Justification, trans. Ruth Adler and Neil MacCormick 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), 16. (Sonderfall means "special case.") 

Consider a habeas corpus petition by John Smith, arrested by a police offi
cer. The practical argumentation of the judge deciding his claim concludes with 
the normative proposition that (1) John Smith has to be released immediately. 
How is this normative proposition justified? Let us suppose that the judge does 
so using two propositions: (2) article 18 of the Constitution declares that nobody 
can be arrested without a written order from a competent authority and (3) a police 
officer is not a competent authority. What type of proposition is (2)? If it were a 
description of the social convention that conforms to the constitution in a de~ 
scriptive sense, proposition (1) could not be inferred from (2) and (3), since, as 
Hume demonstrated, a normative proposition cannot be inferred from descrip
tive propositions alone. Proposition 2 must be a normative proposition in order 
for (1) to result from (2) and (3). 
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In contrast, the judge may really be thinking is something like: (2 ') "Nobody 
can be arrested without a written order from a competent authority." He might 
be thinking along these lines in reference not to the social practice of accepting 
a rule but to the rule itself. If this were so, then an additional question would en
sue: how do we know that (2') is a legal rule? Putting aside any distinction based 
on the content, we can only argue that (2') is a legal rule by taking into account 
its origin and basis, for example, whether it is accepted by the judge because it 
was formulated by an authoritative source. This means that (2') is only a legal 
rule when it is based on a proposition such as (4): Authority C has prescribed 
that "nobody can be arrested without a written order from a competent authority,'' 
and this is observed as a generalized practice. But again, (2 1

) cannot be derived 
from (4) alone, since the latter is a purely descriptive proposition. To derive (2') 
from (4), we need yet another higher premise such as (5): Rules prescribed by C 
should be followed, since authority C is legitimate or competent to formulate pre
scriptions. Again one must ask what kind of rule (5) is. It will only be recognized 
as legal on the basis of its enactment by some authority, which in tum requires 
a new normative proposition on the duty to obey such authority. 

Since this process cannot be continued ad infinitum, it must be that some 
rule regarding the duty to obey a given authority is accepted on its own value, 
not because it has been formulated by another authority. That rule cannot be 
a legal rule, because it is not accepted on the basis of its origin. A rule that is 
accepted on its own merit, not because it has originated from an authoritative 
source, has the element of autonomy that Kant required of moral rules. It is a 
moral rule if-as can definitely be said of (5)-it refers to an issue in which the 
interests of various individuals are involved. This means that, paradoxically, in 
determining if a rule is a lega[lrule, one must be certain that the rule derives from 
a moral rule granting legitimacy to a certain authorit:;, and from a description 
of a prescription of that authority. If we accept that a rule which derives from a 
moral rule is in itself a moral rule, a legal rule-as it appears in the justificatory 
reasoning used by judges-is also a kind of moral rule. 

18. For a discussion of the concept of operative reason, see Joseph Raz, "On 
Reasons for Action," in Practical Reason andNorms (London: Hutchinson, 1975). 

19. The justificatory proposition (2') not only derives from the moral propo
sition (5) but also from proposition (4), descriptive of the constitution under
stood as a social practice, Without (4), the consequences of (5) would be very 
different. 

20. See n. 17 above for and explanation of the moral principle represented 
as premise (5). 

21. In the terms of n. 17 above, a principle like (5) cannot be true, and 
therefore the description (4) of the constitutional practice will fail to permit the 
derivation of justificatory propositions like (2'). 

22. Applying this argument to our example, (5) should derive from a more 
basic moral principle, which says that (6) since nobody can be arrested without a 
written order from a competent authority, a constitution is only legitimate if it con
tains such a prescription. Given this moral statement (6), necessary for both (5) 
and (2'), (4) is superfluous. (2') could be based on (6) directly, without reliance 
on (4) and (5). 

23. See Neil MacCormick, "Constitutionalism and Democracy," in Richard 
Bellamy, ed., Theories and Concepts of Politics: An Introduction (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1993), 145. 

24. See David Lewis, Convention: A Ph,ilosophical Study (Cambridge: Har
vard University Press, 1969), 5. 
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25. See Carlos Santiago Nino, El constructivismo etico (Madrid: Centro de 
Estudios Consti tu tionales, 1989). 

26. See Ronald Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously (Cambridge: Harvard Uni
versity Press, 1977), chap. 3. 

27. Carlos Santiago Nino, "Las limitaciones de la teoria de Hart sobre las 
nonnas juridicas," in Anuario de filosofia jurldica y social 5 (1985). 

28. This idea, applicable to law, can be extended to positive morality. In The 
Ethics of Human Rights, I maintain that a society's current sense of morality pre~ 
supposes references to an ideal morality, given that the actions and attitudes that 
constitute it would not occur if the agent had to justify them subjectively on the 
basis of the social practice itself, that is, those same actions and attitudes. First 
of all, such actions and attitudes constitute facts that are as compatible with 
one action or decision as with its opposite. It is thus inconceivable that an agent 
would pretend to justify a decision, even to himself, solely on the basis of those 
facts, without presupposing-tacitly or even unconsciously-a normative prin
ciple to make them relevant. Second, propositions whose acceptance provokes 
actions and attitudes cannot be based on those same actions and attitudes with
out being self-referential and therefore empty. Persons who employ a practice or 
convention, including one that constitutes the positive morality of a society, must 
therefore justify its use on the basis of propositions based on principles whose 
validity does not depend on their being adopted as part of the practice or conven
tion. In other words, ideal morality has logical priority over positive morality, as 
is normal in all manifestations of the human praxis. Third, a distinction must be 
made between propositions to which one refers from the internal point of view, 
and actions and attitudes reflecting one's adherence from the external point of 
view. Without the intention of the agents referring to ideal principles-which, 
for law as for positive morality, must be ideal moral principles, because it is they 
that, by definition, refer to the conflicting interests of diverse people-practices 
and conventions that constitute, from an external point of view, the phenomena 
of law and morality would not arise, nor remain. Carlos Santiago Nino, The 
Ethics of Human Rights (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), chap. 5. 

29. What I have tried to show regarding the construction of a cathedral may 
be applied in connection to rather more fictitious examples than the construc
tion of an artifact-a car, for example-done by different people who each can 
only provide a few parts independent of the rest, or, as in a now fashionable ex
ample developed by Dworkin, the case of a narrative developed successively by 
separate authors. See Dworkin, Law's Empire, 228-238. 

30. See Lon Fuller, The Morality of La~ rev. ed. (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1978). 

31. Karl Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies, vol. 2 (Princeton: Prince
ton University Press, 1966), chap. 17. 

32. Stephen Holmes, "Precorrimitment and the Paradox of Democracy," in 
Jon Elster and Rune Slagstad, eds., Constitutionalism and Democracy; Studies in 
Rationality and Social Change (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 
227. 

33. The preservation of the historical constitution as a convention or social 
practice does not imply freezing that convention or practice. Social practices 
can evolve without falling apart. Dworkin convincingly describes how an objec~ 
tive that grants meaning to a practice can change, and how the conduct and atti
tudes constituting the practice also change. That evolution is compatible with 
the preservation of the practice. But it does not imply, contrary to Dworkin's 
view, that new decisions must be made according to principles which provided 
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coherent justifications for other actions or decisions constituting the practice. A 
principle may well be proposed that is incompatible with many of the actions or 
decisions adopted up to that point, since the justificatory basis of the practice 
may not have been clearly understood. But it is tme that without some respect 
for past types of conduct and decisions that constitute the practice, the practice 
may be fatally undermined. The tension between allowing the practice to evolve 
toward the expansion of democracy and rights, and simultaneously preserving 
it, cannot be solved by an exact formula. It requires prudence and a dose of good 
luck to be measured by the degree of acceptance of the new orientation. Con
fused and ambiguous reactions to the changes, skepticism about the possibility 
of limiting unpredictable behavior connected to the practice, and a weakening 
of the practice's legitimacy are all signs that an audacious attempt to reorient 
the practice has failed. 

34. The two-staged structure of practical reasoning for applying the con
stitution can be schematically differentiated from its two main competitors: 
conventional collectivism and reas.oning projected from isolated actions to col
lective actions. In conventional collectivism, a certain social practice is the basis 
for inferring valid justificatory principles. Foi the other alternative, the only 
relevance a social practice has in justifying actions is as part of the factual cir
cumstances that, according to basic evaluative principles, determine a particu
lar normative consequence for the individual action. In contrast, a conception 
based upon staged legal reasoning uses basic normative principles, those found 
in the ideal constitution, to determine which social practices are legitimate.· 
Once this is determined, those practices are used to justify actions and deci
sions. In this way, my theory gives moral relevance to the historical constitution 
as a convention-without resorting to conventionalism or communitarianism
and adopts an intermediate position between the extremes of deriving justifi
catory principles from certain facts alone and denying any significance to facts 
which are constitutive of basic social conventions. Only those principles tha,t 
are derived in an autonomous way and are part of the ideal constitution can de
termine which social facts are morally relevant. Once identified, however, those 
facts are sufficient for inferring justificatory reasons. 

35. This type of staged practical reasoning is in fact presupposed by Rawls 
when he maintains that his principles ofjustice are applied not to particular ac
tions or decisions but to the basic structure of a society, that is, the fundamental 
institutions that regulate relations between individuals, and between them and 
the power of the state. John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Harvard Uni
versity Press, 1971), chap. 2. More explicitly, this type of reasoning is defended 
by Marcus Singer, in his article "Institutional Ethics," when he maintains that 
there is an inferential breach between moral propositions that refer to institu
tions and moral propositions referring to the actions constituted by the institu
tion. According to Singer, given a proposition about the justice or injustice of 
an institution, one cannot infer, without the help of additional premises, any 
proposition regarding whether an action of the institution should or should not 
be undertaken. Singer, "Institutional Ethics," in Ethics, ed. A. Phillips Griffiths 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 223-245. 

36. The actions of citizens, like those of legislators and judges, can be seen 
as a form of collective action. As John Searle has said, collective action is not 
reducible to individual actions. Searle, Minds, Brains, and Science (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1984), 72. Yet that in no way implies, as Dworkin sup
poses, the existence of a collective subject. Ronald Dworkin, A Matter of Principle 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985), 321-326. Collective action pre-
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supposes a collective intention, implying the necessity of common objectives, 
since without them there can be no collective intention, which in fact under
lies Dworkin's thesis regarding the value of integrity as the coherent acceptance 
of shared principles. But collective objectives can be very general; an example 
might be the just resolution of social conflicts on the basis of legitimate stan
dards. Using this approach, it is possible to identify the collective action em
bodied by the legal practice of a society: it is distinguished by its intention to 
refer to the same collective practice. This kind of self-reflectiveness is charac
teristic of all practices that are more than merely convergent actions. Reference 
to such practices, however, does not necessarily define the objective of the col
lective action. That objective may be constituted by autonomous principles, and 
the reference to the social practice constituting the historical constitution may 
be a part of the necessary means for satisfying them. 

Chapter 3: The Ideal Constitution of Rights 

1. Carlos Santiago Nino, The Ethics of Human Rights (Oxford: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1991). 

2. Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld, Fundamental Legal Conceptions as Applied in 
Judicial Reasoning and Other Legal Essays, ed. Walter Wheeler Cook (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1923), 36-60, and Hans Kelsen, Pure Theory of Law, trans. 
Max Knight (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1978), 145. 

3. Some philosophers conceived of those norms as irreducible, others as 
acts of abrogation of those permissions, others as norms which establish pro hi~ 
bitions and promises of not interfering. 

4. Nino, Ethics of Human Rights, chap. 3. 
5. Moral rights are established by the fact that, according to certain prin

ciples which are assumed valid, it is improper to deny to any individual consti
tuting part of a relevant class access to a situation which is beneficial for each 
class member. The existence of a moral right does not necessarily presuppose 
that there is a correlative moral duty, unless some conditions are satisfied re
garding the possibility of providing the good in question on the part of other 
individuals, and with the distribution among them of the burdens involved in 
that provision. Nino, Ethics of Human Rights, chap. 1. 

6. This inconsistency arises from the incompatibility between the action of 
formulating a normative proposition and the action endorsed by it or by some 
necessary presupposition of it. 

7. Note, however, that those results may have an epistemic relevance, as 
will be discussed later. 

8. This feature of autonomy was underscored by Kant as distinctive of the 
acceptance of moral principles. 

9. See Joseph Raz, The Morality of Freedom (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1986). 

10. See, for instance, ibid., chap. 4 and John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cam
bridge: Harvard University Press, 1971), chap. 1. 

11. See Thomas Nagel, The Possibility of Altruism (Oxford: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1970). 

12. Nino, Ethics of Human Rights, chap. 5. 
13. Elie Kedourie, Nationalism (New York: Praeger, 1961), 32-50. 
14. See this point in Carlos Santiago Nino, lntroducci6n al analisis del dere

cho (Barcelona: Ariel, 1984), chap. 4. 
15. See Thomas Nagel,. Mortal Questions (Cambridge: University Press, 
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1979), 83-84; Thomas Scanlon, "Contractualism and Utilitarianism," in Amartya 
Sen and Bernard Williams, eds., Utilitarianism and Beyond (Cambridge: Cam~ 
bridge University Press, 1982). 

16. See Nino, Ethics of Human Rights, chap. 5. 
17. See Carlos Santiago Nino, "A Consensual Theory of Punishment," 12 Phi-

losophy and Public Affairs 289 (1983). 
18. See Nino, Ethics of Human Rights, chap. 5. 
19. Nino, "Consensual Theory." 
20. Nino, Ethics of Human Rights, chap. 5. 
21. Ibid., chap. 1. 
22. See Chap. 1 above. 
23. 494 u.s. 259 (1990). 
24. The case involved a Mexican extradited to the United States for drug traf

ficking. His house in Mexico was searched by U.S. agents, with the knowledge 
of the Mexican police but without a judicial warrant. 

25. For a discussion of these authors, and citations to their relevant works, 
see Nino, Ethics of Human Rights, chap. 4. See also Nino, "The Communitarian 
Challenge to Liberal Rights," SlAw and Philosophy 37 (1989). 

26. See Charles Taylor, "Atomism," in Philosophy and the Human Sciences: 
Philosophical Papers, vol. 2 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 187. 

27. See Joseph Raz, Ethics in the Public Domain (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1994), essays 2, 3, 11. ' 

28. See Alasdair Mcintyre, Is Patriotism a Virtue? (Lawrence: University 
Press of Kansas, 1984), 6-8. Mcintyre. arrives at analogous conclusions using 
slightly different premises. According to his theory, the rules that ascribe rights 
are justified on the basis of certain goods. These goods are internal to various 
social practices. Hence, a moral evaluation of individual rights is subject to the 
conventions and traditions of each society. 

29. See Nino, Ethics of Human Rights, chap. 4. 
30. Mcintyre, Is Patriotism a Virtue? 
31. Nino, Ethics of Human Rights, chap. 6. 
32. For instance, Larry Temkin shows how this idea of equality involves d.if-. 

ferent parameters of comparison with incompatible consequences, such as those 
which take into account the situation of disadvantage and comparing it to some 
of the situations of an average person, or the situation of the person who is best 
positioned in absolute terms, or the situation of anybody who is relatively better 
positioned. Temkin, Inequality (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), 91-102. 

33. As Jeffrey Reiman describes it, "In capitalism, Marx held that workers 
work without pay because they give their bosses more labor-time than the 
amount of labor~time they get back in the form of their wage. A worker works, 
say, a forty-hour week and receives back a wage which will purchase some 
amount of goods that it takes (whoever produces them) less than forty hours 
of labor to produce. The worker gives a surplus of labor over the amount he 
receives in return, and this surplus labor is held to be unpaid." Reiman, "Exploi
tation, Force, and the Moral Assessment of Capitalism: Thoughts on Roemer 
and Cohen," 16 Philosophy and Public Affairs 6 (1987). 

34. However, this concept of exploitation presupposes the Marxian theory of 
value in terms of labor, an approach almost universally rejected by social theo
rists. See, for instance, John E. Roemer, "Property Relations vs. Surplus Value 
in Marxian Exploitation," 11 Philosophy and Public Affairs· 281 (1982). This has 
led to attempts to define the idea of exploitation in non-Mandan terms-for 
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example, the proposal of Hillel Steiner, which uses a liberal concept of exploita
tion. See Steiner, "A Liberal Theory of Exploitation," 94 Ethics 225 (1984). 

35. The requirement of strict equality in the democratic process has broad 
implications since it presupposes an idea of equal citizenship that extends over 
factors which have to do with personal identity, integrity, and individual self
esteem. 

36. Of course, this would be the same if we adopted some varieties of realist 
meta-ethics, such as intuitionism or naturalism. Only if we endorsed noncog
nitivist views of meta-ethics, such as emotivism or prescriptivism, would those 
individual assertions of moral truth lack all authority. Many have therefore 
thought that adopting ethical skepticism is the only way of securing democracy 
and tolerance. 

Chapter 4: Alternative Conceptions of Democracy 

1. The former approach, more often than the latter, ascribes to these con
ceptions both an explanatory and a justificatory import. See Joseph Sebum
peter, Capitalism, SoCialism, and Democracy (New York: Harper & Row, 1976), 
250. Robert Dahl gives explanatory prominence to the conception of democ
racy as a "polyarchy" over the populist and Madisonian models of democracy. 
See Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1956), 64-89. In contrast, C. B. Macpherson argues for a model of participatory 
democracy. See Macpherson, The Life and Times of Liberal Democracy (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1977), 93-115. Jurgen Habermas defends a democratic 
system that uses as a model a process of ideal communication, in Communi
cation and the Evolution of Society, trans. Thomas McCarthy (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1979), 186-187. Cass Sunstein favors a republican vision of democracy, or 
at least a conception which mixes republican with "pluralist" conceptions. See 
Sunstein, "Interest Groups in American Public Law," 38 Stanford Law Review 
(1985): 29-87. Finally, Bruce Ackerman puts forth an outlook which he calls 
"dualist," opposing it to two others which he deems "monist" and "fundamental
ist." Ackerman, We the People (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1991). 

2. Giovanni Sartori, The Theory of Democracy Revisited (Chatham, N.J.: 
Chatham House, 1987), 241-247. 

3. See Chap. 3 above. 
4. Thomas Scanlon, "Rights, Goals and Fairness," in S. Hampshire, ed., 

Public and Private Morality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978). 
5. Peter Singer, The Expanding Circle; Ethics and Sociobiology (New York: 

Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1981), 62-63. 
6. Ronald Dworkin, Laws Empire (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 

1986), 186. 
7. Owen M. Fiss, "The De.ath of the Law?" 72 Cornell Law Review 1 (1986). 
8. John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 

1971), 23-24, 187. 
9. Carlos Santiago Nino, El Constructivismo etico (Madrid: Centro de Estu

dios Constitudonales, 1989), 22-27. 
10. Carlos Santiago Nino, The Ethics of Human Rights (Oxford: Oxford Uni

versity Press, 1991), chap. 7. In utilitarianism, this leads to what I have elsewhere 
deemed "the quatrilemma of consequentialism." See Nino, "El Cutrilema. del 
consecuencialismo," 4 Doxa (1987). Either utilitarianism relies on the very prin
ciple of utility for making those normative judgments, and hence is circular; or 
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it relies on other valuative principles, which contradicts the pretension of using 
the principle of utility as the final valuative principle; or it relies on a purely 
factual concept of causation, which produces results that are extremely counter
intuitive; or it rests on social or positive morality for making those normative 
judgments implicit in causal attribution, thus losing critical distance with that 
positive morality. 

11. See Anthony Downs, An Economic Theory of Democracy (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1957). Downs's intention is more descriptive than nonnative. 
One of his conclusions is that under certain conditions the government has no 
alternative but to -enforce the policy supported by the majority of voters, and 
that the minority has no alternative but to propose the same policy, though 
better implemented. He also shows, however, that a coalition of minorities with 
intense preferences may sometimes defeat the majority. 

12. Richard A. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law, 2d ed. (Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1977), 405-406,411. 

13. Ibid., 406-407. 
14. James M. Buchanan and Gordon Tullock, The Calculus of Consent: Logi

cal Foundations of Constitutional Democracy (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 1962). 

15. In fact, the criterion of efficiency as productivity directly responds to the 
principle of utility, though, as JUles Coleman says, there could be some differ
ences between the two. The Paretian criterion of efficiency is usually considered 
as the "second best" with regard .. to the direct application of the principle of 
maximization of utility, since it avoids the problems of interpersonal compari
sons that the latter requires. Coleman, Markets, Morals, and the Law (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1988), 97-100. 

16. Allen Buchanan, Ethics, Efficiency, and the Market (Totowa, N.J.: Rowman 
and Allamhead, 1985), 9. 

17. Ibid. 
18. Carlos Santiago Nino, Un pais al margen de la ley (Buenos Aires: Emece 

Editores, 1992), chap. 4. 
19. Max Weber, "Politics as a Vocation," in From Max Weber: Essays in Soci

ology, trans. H. H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1958). 

20. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy, 232-296. 
21. Giovanni Sartori's vision of democracy can be classified under this head

ing despite the fact that he wages a forceful and subtle attack against the theo
retical usefulness of this category of "elitism." He continually warns us about 
the need to distinguish descriptive from normative theories and the ensuing 
risks from both excessive idealism and extreme realism in analyzing democ
racy. Accordingly, he emphasizes the descriptive nature of most elitist visions 
of democracy. But his own normative theory is explicitly elitist, insofar as it re
quires elites to be selected on the basis of merit. Sartori defines his ideal vision 
of democracy as selective polyarchy on the basis of merit. Sartori, Democracy 
Revisited, 157-163. 

22. Hannah Arendt, On Revolution (New York: Viking, 1963), 276. 
23. Macpherson, Liberal Democracy, 88-89. 
24. Michel Crozier, Samuel P. Huntington, and Joji Watanuki, The Crisis of 

Democracy: Report on the Governability of Democracies to the Trilateral Commis
sion (New York: New York University Press, 1975). 

25. Dahl, Preface to Democratic Theory, 34-62. 
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26. The polyarchic model is of Madisonian inspiration, the features of which 
may be gathered from the following passage of Dahl's (ibid., 131-133): "I am 
not suggesting that elections and interelection activity are of trivial importance 
in determining policy. On the contrary, they are crucial processes for insuring 
that political leaders will be somewhat responsive to the preferences of some 
ordinary citizens. But neither elections nor interelection activity provide much 
insurance that decisions will accord with the preferences of a majority of adults 
or voters. Hence we cannot correctly describe the actual operations of demo
cratic societies in terms of the contrasts between majorities and minorities. We 
can only distinguish groups of various types and sizes, all seeking in various 
ways to advance their goals, usually at the expense, at least in part, of others .... 
We expect elections to reveal the 'will' or the preferences of a majority on a set of 
issues. This is one thing elections rarely do, except in an almost trivial fashion. 
Despite this limitation the election process is one of two fundamental meth
ods of social control which, operating together, make government leaders so 
responsive to non-leaders that the distinction between democracy and dictator
ship still makes sense. The other method of social control is continuous political 
competition among individuals, parties, or both. Elections and political compe
tition do not make for government by majorities in any very significant way, ·but 
they vastly increase the size, number and variety of the minorities whose pref
erences must be taken into account by leaders in making policy choices. I am 
inclined to think that it is in this characteristic of elections-not minority rule 
but minorities rule-that we must look for some of the essential differences be
tween dictatorships and democracies .... The distinction comes much closer 
to being one between government by a minority and government by minorities. 
As compared with the political processes of a dictatorship, the characteristic of 
polyarchy greatly extend the number, size, and diversity of the minorities whose 
preferences will influence the outcome of governmental decisions." 

27. Robert A. Dahl, Democracy, Liberty, and Equality (Oxford: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1986). 

28. Ibid., 242. 
29. Robert A. Dahl, Democracy and Its Critics (New Haven: Yale University 

Press, 1989), 280-298. 
30. Lowi describes the steps by which pluralistic theory is transformed into 

an ideology: "(1) Since groups are the rule in markets and elsewhere, imperfect 
competition is the rule of social relations. (2) The method of imperfect com
petition is not really competition at all but a variant of it called bargaining
where the number of participants is small, where the relationship is face-to
face, and/or where the bargainers have 'market power,' which means that they 
have some control over the terms of their agreements and can administer rather 
than merely respond to their environment. (3) Without class solidarity, bargain
ing becomes the single alternative to violence and coercion in industrial society. 
(4) By definition, if the system is stable and peaceful it proves the self-regulative 
character of pluralism. It is, therefore, the way the system works and the way it 
ought to work." Theodore J. Lowi, The End of Liberalism: The Second Republic 
of the United States, 2d ed. (New York: Norton, 1979), 35. 

31. Carlos Santiago Nino, "Transition to Democracy, Corporatism and Con
stitutional Reform in Latin America," 44 University of Miami Law Review 129 
(1989). 

32. As with elitism, some pluralists warn against opening excessive channels 
of participation: for the popul~tion in order to avoid overload of social demands 
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which may put the political equilibrium in crisis. They see generalized apathy as 
a functional prerequisite for equilibrium. Crozier, Huntington, and Watanuki, 
Crisis of Democracy. 

33. For the defense of this conception of the moral person, see Nino, Ethics 
of Human Rights. 
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46. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, "The Social Contract," in Sir Ernest Barker, ed., 

Social Contract: Essays by Locke, Hume, and Rousseau (New York: Oxford Uni-
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Editor's Note 

Carlos Santiago Nino was born in Buenos Aires in 1943. He received 
his first law degree from the University of Buenos Aires and his doc
torate in jurisprudence from Oxford. He became involved in politics 
in the early 1980s in an effort to restore democracy in Argentina 
and later served as an adviser to President Raul Alfonsin on human 
rights and constitutional reform. He held a chair in philosophy of 
law at the University of Buenos Aires and, starting in 1986, was a 
regular visiting professor at the Yale Law School. 

Professor Nino died suddenly on August 29, 1993 while on a trip 
to La Paz to work on the reform of the Bolivian constitution. Im
mediately before his death, Owen Piss of the Yale Law School had 
visited Professor Nino in Buenos Aires and received the manuscripts 
of two books, The Constitution of Deliberative Democracy and Radi
cal Evil on Trial, both written in English. The two men discussed 
the manuscripts and a number of revisions that Professor Nino was 
contemplating. 

Upon Professor Nino's death, Professor Piss assumed the respon
sibility of readying the two manuscripts for publication by Yale Uni
versity· Press. On The Constitution of Deliberative Democracy, he was 
principally assisted by Kenneth Levit, a student close to Professor 
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Nino at Yale. Richard R. Buery, Jr., Sunny Chu, Leah Cover, Gadi 
Dechter, Nouh Feldman, Zecharias Hailu, and Elisabeth Layton also 
helped in bringing this project to completion. A copy of the manu
script for The Constitution of Deliberative Democracy as it existed 
upon Professor Nino's death is at the library of the Yale Law School. 
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